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Abstract 

Arguably, the rules-based international trading system is best represented by the 

work of the WTO Dispute Settlement Body (DSB). However, this view is 

inaccurate, because it reduces ‘legality’ to mean only formal adjudication under 

DSB authority, thereby overlooking the WTO’s important role in administering 

‘interactional law’. Furthermore, due to the DSB’s increasingly limited success to 

ensure effective compliance, the WTO is facing a compliance deficit. The result has 

been that settlements have been either delayed, or not reached, in a large number of 

consultations and high profile disputes. Developed member states have exhausted 

the resources of the DSB in prolonged litigations under the Dispute Settlement 

Understandings (DSU) Articles (21-23). Thus, scholars have raised concerns about 

the quality and timeliness of compliance actions, and the imbalance between the 

political and judicial branches of the WTO, which rely overly on the DSB.  

This thesis argues that the WTO compliance regime needs to be reformed in 

accordance with interactional international law theory (interactionalism). It utilizes 

Brunnée and Toope’s theory of interactionalism, and the interactional legal theory of 

Lon Fuller by applying them to the WTO rules and practice of compliance. 

Interactionalism combines the international relations theory of constructivism with 

Fuller’s theory. It demands, under the element of shared understandings, an 

examination of the origins of the law, applying Fuller’s principles of legality to 

norms to determine what is legal, and maintenance of a practice of legality.  

This thesis first probes the legal obligations and adjudication of the WTO, and 

second, provides an evaluation of the legal character of DSU rules and procedures, 

based on interactional legal theory. Third, it investigates compliance as a part of the 

WTO’s practice of legality. This is the first time interactionalism is applied to the 

world trade law, which shows this thesis’ claim of originality. The conclusion 

asserts that WTO experts need to adopt a newer concept of legality, one akin to that 

developed in interactionalism, because, the efficacy of WTO law depends not only 

on its role in adjudication, but also on facilitating interactional legal practices. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Enforcement of the World Trade Organization (WTO) Law: 

This introduction is structured as follows: The issue, the importance, the approach, 

and the structure. To introduce the issue: The WTO law encompasses ‘the General 

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), the results of past trade liberalization 

efforts, and all of the results of the Uruguay Round’.
1
 The GATT/WTO rules do not 

seek to regulate the content of trade between member states (currently 163 states), 

but rather to supervise its restrictions.2 The WTO code of conduct is implemented by 

two mechanisms, the Trade Policy Review Mechanism (TPRM), and the Dispute 

Settlement Body (DSB). The DSB is an important body for settling official disputes 

between member states. It operates on a consensual basis, governed by the 

Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes 

(DSU). The importance of the DSB is derived from the fact that it promotes fair 

trade, not only by generating decisions, but also through providing effective means 

of settling disputes, so that ‘self-serving interpretation be exposed and unilateralism 

discouraged’.3  

However, the TPRM (including the governing body of Trade Policy Review Body), 

is not designed to enforce trade obligations per se, but rather to facilitate positive 

interactions between member states, in order to promote transparency, and to uphold 

members commitments to the multilateral trading agreements. Nevertheless, the 

TPRM has an ‘enforcement effect’, which manifests itself in the review process 

involving all member states who apply pressure on another member state by 

reviewing its trade policies and practices, in order to ensure they conform to WTO 

                                                                 
1
 Member states or member(s) refers to ‘any State or separate customs territory’ that signed the WTO 

agreement. ‘Contracting parties’ refers to the signatories of the 1947 General Agreement on Tariffs 

and Trade. The more encompassing term of consenting states generally refers to any state that 

accepted to be bound by an international agreement (i.e. GATT or WTO). World Trade Organization, 

The Legal Texts: The Results of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations (20th 

printing, Cambridge University Press 2013) (hereinafter The WTO Legal Texts) 4. 
2
 Steve Charnovitz, ‘The World Trade Organization and Law Enforcement’ (2003) Journal of World 

Trade 817.  
3
 J. G. Merrills, International Dispute Settlement (5th edn, Cambridge University Press 2011) 195. 
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law.
4
 Nonetheless, in the literature, the DSB receives considerable attention and 

praise, primarily due to its wide mandate that enables it to uphold the trade rule of 

law. Compliance with the trade rule of law can only be guaranteed by adherence to 

the GATT/WTO rules, and the DSB’s rulings and recommendations.
5
 However, the 

issue is that the DSB’s task of balancing the relationship between member states' 

sovereignty and the WTO’s rules-based system has become onerous, due to the 

challenge of members entirely subjecting their trade policies and practices to the 

DSB, while the WTO function of negotiation is dysfunctional.6 Member states have 

not been able to agree on fundamental institutional reforms that include revision of 

the DSU, and other legal texts such as the agreement on anti-dumping. In the 

meantime, the DSB is bearing the brunt of this institutional defect by trying to 

handle the large caseload of (508) disputes, some were settled out of court and many 

still have not been successfully concluded.  

Settlements in cases like most of the consultation and high profile disputes, had been 

significantly delayed, or have not yet been reached.  Although, (508) appears to be a 

large number for a tribunal of 20 years old, the WTO publicly available data about 

these disputes reveals neither evidence of effective or early settlements, thus, the 

ideal of compliance with trade rule of law is at risk.
7
 The challenge is manifest in 

DSB proceedings, particularly in the disparity between the success rates of 

complainant and respondent, as well as in the members’ lack of enthusiasm for 

implementing the DSB rulings and recommendations.8 The increase usage of the 

dispute settlement mechanism indicates a growing trust in the rule of law, but it also 

suggests a stagnation in the WTO in terms of law-making, and law-enforcement 

broadly perceived as state and non-state actors’ self-enforcement of their foreign 

trade rights. The WTO system has been legally misrepresented by the views that 

                                                                 
4
 Asif Qureshi and Andreas Ziegler, International Economic Law (3rd edn, Sweet & Maxwell 2011) 

475-476. 
5
 See Rachel Brewster and Adam Chilton, ‘Supplying Compliance: Why and When the United States 

Complies with WTO Rulings’ (2014) Yale Journal of International Law 201. 
6
 See Joshua Meltzer, ‘State Sovereignty and the Legitimacy of the WTO’ (2005) Journal of 

International Economic Law 639.    
7
 Disputes by Current Status 

<https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dispu_e/dispu_current_status_e.htm> accessed 24 May 2016.  
8
 See Karen Alter, ‘Resolving or Exacerbating Disputes? The WTO’s New Dispute Resolution 

System’ (2003) International Affairs 783; William Davey, ‘Compliance Problems in WTO Dispute 

Settlement’ (2009) Cornell International Law Journal 119; Gregory Shaffer and others, ‘The Law and 

Politics of WTO Dispute Settlement’ (2016). 

<http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2748883> accessed 22 March 2016. 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2748883
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reduce enforcement to the limited role of the DSB, and overlook the value of ‘legal 

interactions’.
9
 These issues have undermined the authority of WTO in upholding the 

founding GATT principles, which are enshrined in the GATT economic purpose of 

the ‘reduction of tariffs and other trade barriers, and the elimination of preferences’, 

and include non-discrimination and prohibition of quotas and quantitative 

restrictions on trade. 10  This introduction will lay the groundwork for critically 

assessing the enforcement role of the DSB, first, by highlighting a number of DSB 

defects, both textual and structural. Although, throughout this thesis the focus will 

be primarily on the DSB rules and procedures, any WTO body or organ, committee, 

or working group and party, concerned with the optimal enforcement of trade norms, 

deserve to be briefly reviewed.  

The DSB defects emanate from the WTO legislative impotence as epitomised by the 

lack of consensus on legal reforms concerning the WTO rules including the DSU. A 

critical legal analysis of the DSB adjudicative role ought to involve broad legislative 

issues to answer how the WTO law should be effectively enforced by the DSB and 

the TPRM. This thesis argues that the WTO law should be optimally enforced by 

member states in the DSB and through active participation in committee settings. 

Finally, on terminology, this thesis title mentions ‘enforcement’ and ‘compliance’ to 

highlight the interlinked relationship between these terms, since enforcement is ‘the 

action or process of enforcing’ compliance, whereas compliance is ‘the action, 

practice or fact of complying’.
11

 In this sense, enforcement precedes compliance, and 

any analysis of compliance must consider the enforcement process, in this case the 

DSB’s role in forcing compliance. However, the WTO experts’ focus and member 

states’ overreliance on DSB is obstructing a complete understanding of compliance 

with WTO law. Thus, the second part of this introduction will discuss the benefits of 

adopting ‘the interactional international law theory’ (hereinafter Interactionalism) to 

analyse the WTO compliance regime.
12

 The issue of overreliance on DSB relates to 

                                                                 
9
 See Robert Wolfe, ‘See You in Geneva? Legal (Mis)Representations of the Trading System’ (2005) 

European Journal of International Relations 339. 
10

 Kenneth Reinert, An Introduction to International Economics (Cambridge University Press 2012) 

96-97.  
11

 See Enforcement and Compliance entries in Oxford English Dictionary 

<http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/62166?redirectedFrom=enforcement#eid> accessed 27 December 

2016. 
12

 See Jutta Brunnée and Stephen Toope, Legitimacy and Legality in International Law: An 

Interactional Account (Cambridge University Press 2010) (hereinafter, An Interactional Account); 

Lon L. Fuller, The Morality of Law (revised edn, Yale University Press 1969).  

http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/62166?redirectedFrom=enforcement#eid
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the problem of conceiving international law (including WTO law) along the lines of 

classical legal positivism, by claiming that the law is only effective as a result of the 

authority of the court that sanction non-compliance. As the ineffective work of the 

DSB will testify, this conventional view of law is misleading, as it conceals the 

defects of DSB, and neglects the question of how to achieve prompt and effective 

compliance with the constitutive elements of trade rule of law both within, and 

outside the DSB chambers. 

1.2 An Evaluation of the WTO Dispute Settlement System:  

Since the issue has been briefly highlighted above, this part will briefly give an 

overview of the DSU, and then further elaborate on the importance of the issue 

under-investigation, namely the DSB lack of effectiveness. An adjudicative body 

requires an enforcement mechanism and a timetable for implementation in order to 

secure an early and effective settlement of disputes. DSU offers two options for 

dealing with non-compliance, firstly, there is compensation, generally undertaken in 

the form of an increase in tariff against the offending WTO member. Trade 

compensation has the advantage of choosing not to restrict trade between member 

states for two reasons: (i) it is prospective, in that the respondent state will 

compensate the complainant for its continuous breach of WTO obligations;13 and (ii) 

Article (22:1) of the DSU acknowledges the voluntary nature of compensation, 

stating that it ‘shall be consistent with the covered agreements’.14 This provision 

entails two requirements: (A) any agreement concerning compensation must be 

compliant with all WTO obligations, including the most favoured nation (MFN) 

under Article (I) of the GATT; and (B) any benefits granted to the complainant must 

be equally granted to all WTO members.15  

Nonetheless, compensation has failed to produce compliance as it remains 

theoretical for requirement (B), which equalizes the complainant in terms of reaping 

the benefits of tariff reduction with all WTO members.
16 Secondly, should member 

states fail to agree on compensation within a period of twenty days following the 

                                                                 
13

 Simon Lester and others, World Trade Law: Text, Materials and Commentary (2nd edn, Hart 
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16
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expiry of the ‘reasonable period of time’, complainants are able to request 

permission from DSB to impose limited trade sanctions against the offending 

member (DSU Article 22:2). Such countermeasure is referred to as ‘retaliation’, 

authorized by DSB as a ‘suspension of concessions or other obligations under the 

covered agreement’ unless the ‘covered agreement prohibits such suspension’ (DSU 

Article 22:5). The WTO trade sanction is a significant departure from the traditional 

GATT doctrine, in which this trade remedy under GATT Article (XXIII:2) has been 

used to rebalance concessions (rather than sanction). 17  However, conventional 

economic retaliation in response to the lack of implementation appears to be of only 

limited effectiveness, primarily due to the imbalance between the retaliatory powers.  

Furthermore, it results in the complainant responding to one WTO-inconsistent trade 

barrier with another, contrary to the philosophy of free trade underlying the WTO.18 

The complaining member is required ‘to shoot itself in the foot by restricting 

imports and thus hurting its own industrial users, importers and consumers’.19 Thus, 

this issue represents an inequality between member states, which affects its most 

vulnerable members, i.e. the developing and least-developed countries (LDCs), 

which lack the resources to self-enforce their trade rights.
20

 In addition to the 

inadequacies of these remedies, there is no requirement for the respondent to 

identify the measure(s) it intends to use to achieve full compliance, despite the 

availability of compliance review under DSU Article (21:5), and the requirement for 

a respondent to submit a status report to the DSB under DSU Article (22:6). Hence, 

the means of achieving compliance is left at the discretion of respondents, who may 

fail to enact replacement legislation conforming to GATT/WTO rules, thus resulting 

in procedural delays and inadequate implementation.21 
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 Overall, both WTO remedies for noncompliance have resulted in confusion for 

WTO lawyers concerning their negative effects on developing countries and LDCs, 

due to the focus of these remedies being ‘on providing some form of redress for the 

complainant, not on punishing the respondent’. 22  When it comes to the second 

component of enforcement, namely a timeframe, a major cause for delayed 

compliance concerns the timetable for implementation, along with the non-

implementation of the DSB’s recommendations and rulings within a reasonable 

period of time (RPT). In situations in which immediate compliance is impracticable, 

the RPT is determined by the failing party, i.e. member, or by the disputing parties’ 

mutual agreement, or (should neither of these solutions prove possible) by the 

appointed arbitrator(s) (DSU Article (21:3)).  

Three major problems have been identified with respect to the members’ use of this 

procedure. First, it is highly possible that RPT will be misused leading to more 

negotiated extensions or disagreements between the members that arbitration cannot 

resolve.23 DSU Article (21:3) stipulates that in case of members’ disagreement, the 

RPT shall be determined by ‘binding arbitration within 90 days’, however, this 

Article provides a lenient timeframe which can be easily violated with impunity.24 

Because, DSU Article (21:3(c)) maintains that ‘the reasonable period of time shall 

not exceed 15 months from the date of adoption of a Panel or Appellate Body 

report’. DSU Article (21:4), however, maintains that ‘the period from the date of 

establishment of the Panel by the DSB until the date of determination of the 

reasonable period of time shall not exceed 15 months unless the parties to the 

disputes agree otherwise’.25 In almost all of the high profile disputes, these two 

DSU Articles are often misused by the offending members which use the strategy of 

inciting disagreement leading to an appeal under DSU Article (21:5) for a 

compliance review, to prolong the dispute.   

Second, a number of criticisms have been made of the arbitrator’s mandate of being 

narrow in scope when it comes to determining only RPT for implementation under 

DSU Article (21:3(c)). For instance, the arbitrator in Korea-Alcoholic Beverages 
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maintains that, ‘it is not within my mandate to suggest ways and means to 

implement the recommendations and rulings of the DSB’.26 Third, the occurrence of 

‘bad-faith implementation’ of member states is inevitable under DSU Article (21:6), 

due to a lack of supervision over implementation. This DSU Article prescribes ‘the 

surveillance of implementation of recommendation and rulings’ and that the issue of 

delayed implementation ‘shall be placed on the agenda of the DSB meeting’ which 

can only be held until six months after the establishment of the RPT.27 Overall, the 

determination of RPT cannot sufficiently constitute an effort to ‘prompt compliance’ 

pursuant to DSU Article (21:1) for the ‘effective resolution of disputes to the benefit 

of all Members’.  

Nonetheless, concerns about the performance of the DSB are increasing, for 

instance, it has become questionable whether the DSB is a powerful tool when 

issuing binding decisions in providing a stable and predictable multilateral trading 

system. For instance, a debate is concerning the ways in which to measure the 

success of the dispute settlement system, as a result of new data containing an 

increased number of high profile disputes of non-compliance, which has gradually 

diminished member states’ expectations of the effectiveness of DSB. Reisman, for 

example, warns that any degeneration of expectations concerning the effectiveness 

and stability of the DSB system will have a negative influence on transnational 

commerce.
28

 This has led him to reason that, ‘the effect of non-compliance may be 

an instinctive commercial and economic withdrawal, which imposes a serious 

deprivation upon the impugning state’.
29

  

Horlick and Coleman, who despite their data demonstrating a positive record of 

compliance in WTO, raise the point that a small percentage of non-compliance (i.e. 

as small as 6.1%) can be problematic. 30  This perception has been formulated 
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following Hudec’s calculation that ‘the GATT dispute settlement system ‘worked’ 

88% of the time, but it was the 12% of cases where GATT did not ‘work’ that 

reduced the system’s credibility enough to require the major changes in the 

Uruguay Round’.31 Opponents of the use of the ‘compliance rate’ as a measurement 

of success point out a need to ‘consider the quality and timeliness of compliance 

actions’ and that ‘timeliness’ does not only encompass the RPT set for 

implementation, but also the time taken by the Panel and Appellate Body (AB) to 

settle the dispute in accordance with the standards specified in the DSU.32 Davey 

contends in 2009 that the high rate of usage of the WTO’s dispute settlement system 

is not a significant measurement of success, highlighting reasons for concern being, 

‘the recent sharp decline in new consultation requests and the continuing problem of 

non-implementation, or delayed implementation, of adopted panel/AB reports’.33 

Such a decline is evident in the recent ‘statistical analysis’ of the system between 

1995 and 2015, which reveals that the average number of complaints per year has 

decreased from (37) during the period 1995-1999, to (17.2) between 2010 and 

2014.34 Additionally, the available data on consultation disputes (currently 151) that 

have not been settled in a timely and effective manner is a clear indication of the 

weakness of the pre-panel procedure under DSU Articles (4-5).
35

  

Statistics related to the provisions of DSU Article (21), and in particular (21:3) (i.e. 

RPT arbitration), and the deadlock provision of DSU Article (21:5) (which refers to 

the ‘recourse to the dispute settlement procedures, including wherever possible 

resort to the original panel’ in case of non-compliance), reveals fluctuating numbers 
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indicating neither prompt compliance, nor timely implementation of decisions.36 

Hence, Davey’s questioning of whether ‘The WTO’s Dispute Settlement System is 

ultimately doomed to fail?’ has predicted that, ‘there is the fear that the system, 

because of its so-called automaticity, will be forced to pronounce results in 

controversial cases that will not be implemented, thereby putting the effectiveness of 

the system in doubt.37 This fear is reflected in DSB’s handling of high profile cases 

conforming to Hudec’s reference to ‘wrong cases’, when speaking of the future of 

the WTO. 38  These include cases touching on: public health (EC-Asbestos); 

environmental protection (US-Shrimp-Turtle); cultural identity (Canada-

Periodicals); industrial policy (EC and Certain Member States-Large Civil 

Aircraft); taxation (US-Foreign  Sales Corporations (FSC)); public morals and 

public order (US-Gambling); foreign and development policy (EC-Bananas): and 

recent disputes concerning discriminatory health measures and technical trade 

barriers involving the US (Clove Cigarettes, Tuna, Cool), as well as the (Seal 

products) dispute involving Canada. These disputes (along with the controversy 

surrounding the EC-Hormone) have been found challenging, due to both DSB, and 

member states, dealing with different regulatory regimes and attitudes with 

divergent views regarding risk, when adhering to their international trade 

commitments.39  

Moreover, the reasoning in the judgments of a number of these cases (e.g. US-FSC, 

EC-Asbestos, and US-Gambling) have been criticized for lacking the characteristics 

of good judgment, including, an explanation of the relationship between facts, 
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evidence and law, and the judgment contribution to the role of the legislation.40 

Therefore, a number of scholars have expressed concerns that the WTO dispute 

settlement system could be rendered ‘substantively’ and ‘politically’ unsustainable, 

due to the rise of sovereignty tensions within the WTO, as a result of the inability of 

member states to agree on clearer rules governing highly sensitive economic, social 

or political issues.41 The above claim is frequently substantiated by the further claim 

that GATT/WTO rules ‘have not been paired with a strong enough enforcement 

mechanism’.42 Furthermore, the DSB’s AB has been criticized for overstepping the 

boundaries of its authority, undermining the balance of rights and obligations of 

member states, by denying them the pursuit of domestic policy goals.43 This issue of 

overstepping comes as a result of the judicialization of politics, which has extended 

the WTO’s mandate to areas of domestic regulations under the control of the state, 

thus the rulings in some of the high profile cases noted above (e.g. US-Shrimp-

Turtles) have been considered an ‘intrusion into the cultural traditions and basic 

habits of Member States’ citizens’.44 Finally, when commenting on the ruling of US-

FSC, Barfield argues for a major change in the mindset and intellectual isolation of 

the DSB, as the case shows that the adjudicators, ‘demonstrated a stunning 

technocratic determination to barrel forward with their own pet legal theories and 

ignore the political history and context of the issues at hand’.
45

 Overall, a number of 

issues remain largely unresolved concerning the efficacy of DSB, and further 
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analysis is therefore required to determine whether DSB is performing a successful 

enforcement role.  

Chapter One focuses on the concept of compliance in public international law, with 

special reference to the WTO, and will further deconstruct DSB to evaluate its 

compliance record, along with its rules and procedures. Chapter Four will also 

revisit the DSB efficacy claim with more revealing statistics about the recorded 

disputes, followed by a comparative analysis between the DSB and three 

international law compliance regimes. However, the defects of DSB compliance 

procedures begs the question, that if compliance was not intended to be effectively 

achieved, how can the WTO as an institution, endowed with legislative and 

administrative powers, improve compliance with WTO law. The above analysis 

highlights the need to incorporate an encompassing concept of international law to 

examine compliance with WTO law. This thesis employs Brunnée and Toope’s 

theory of interactionalism, and the interactional legal theory of Lon Fuller by 

applying them to the WTO rules and practice of compliance. Merely highlighting 

the defects of DSB, without providing further analyses of how, and where, 

compliance within the WTO apparatuses can be improved, would lead to an 

incomplete unoriginal thesis. The following part will discuss a number of reasons 

for the choice of interactionalism as the apt international compliance theory.  

1.3 Why is Interactionalism Apt for Analysing Compliance with WTO Law? 

The analytical approach of this thesis can be introduced as follows: An examination 

of the internal and external influences on the law-making and enforcement under the 

GATT and the WTO can only be done by using an analytical-framework or an 

authoritative mechanism. This is because the application of a framework that is 

based on a complete theory of law will provide an original and comprehensive 

assessment of the concept of compliance with the international trade rule of law. 

There are generally accepted economic and political theories of the WTO 

Agreement, but not a legal theory of ‘what the WTO law is and what it should be’.
46

 

The application of interactionalism is to fill this void to better understand the WTO 

law and practice of compliance, and provide effective remedies for their 
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defects.Brunnée and Toope applied interactionalism to climate change, use of force, 

and torture, so it is the first time the theory, including its constitutive element of 

interactional law, is applied to the WTO law, which supports this thesis claim of 

originality. The three interlinked elements of interactionalism are best exemplified 

as law-making in a circular motion, starting with ‘shared political and legal 

understandings’, that meet the Fullerian ‘principles of legality’, and which become 

enmeshed in ‘a practice of legality’, all gravitating around the ideal of ‘fidelity to 

law’.
47

 A rule shall remain ‘reflective’ of substantive shared understandings, 

conform with legality principles, and get ‘embedded in a practice of legality’ to 

attract adherence.
48

 

The connection between interactionalism’s elements highlight their role in 

improving compliance, as a rule that has not been supported by actors, does not meet 

the criteria of legality, and has not been adopted in practice will become ineffective. 

However, there are four means of providing an answer to the above question on why 

interactionalism is applicable. They reveal that the theory will: (1) provide a 

historically accurate explication, avoiding the disagreements of the legalist and anti-

legalist scholars on trade sanctions; (2) will explain the ongoing evolution of WTO 

law in the form of informal rule-making: and (3) will (for the purposes of this thesis) 

provide an original account. The first reason concerns the peculiarity of the history 

of WTO law that requires a mechanism appreciating both the economic and legal 

inputs into the multilateral trading system, and explains the sources of tension 

between ‘creeping legalism’ and economic pragmatism.
49

 Early GATT specialists 

and practitioners noted the frustration behind diplomats’ resistance to the 

legalization of GATT in the late 1970s and 1980s, due to their fear that legalization 

had the potential to reduce efficiency and restrain the flexibility required to conduct 

trade relations.
50

 Anti-legalist scholars affirm that both GATT and WTO have 
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inherently economic objectives, and the pursuance of these objectives can only be 

achieved through economic means, rather than verdicts that are either legal or 

illegal.
51

  

Given the significance of such conflicting claims (both of which fail to assist in the 

explanation of the enforcement of world trade law), interactionalism begins the 

analysis of the history of WTO law from one important premise: as with the 

treatment of the concept of law, the ‘legality’ concept as derived from ‘law’ 

(particularly in the context of the WTO) should be viewed as an ‘essentially 

ambiguous concept’.
52  Van der Burg maintains that:  

An essentially ambiguous concept is a concept which refers to a 

dynamic phenomenon that can only be described and modelled in at 

least two different ways that are each essentially incomplete and that are 

partly incompatible with each other.
53

  

 

Therefore, an ambiguous concept, such as law, can only be explained by the ‘legal 

interactionism’ that goes beyond the view of law as either a product (i.e. doctrine) 

and/or practice (i.e. process) and provide a ‘pluralistic’ account that contains many 

characteristics of law as a dynamic phenomenon.
54

 Thus, law, like that of the WTO, 

should be seen as a gradual concept, and contain a plurality of sources, including 

interactional law (in the Fullerian sense), as well as enacted law.
55

 For the purposes 

of this current thesis, only Van der Burg’s definition of ‘an essentially ambiguous 

concept’ is relevant for the purpose of interactionalism’s explanation of the world 

trade law as an interaction between law as a product, and as a process, in accordance 

with Fuller’s jurisprudence.
56

 Van der Burg can be considered justified in stating 

that ‘the idea of essential ambiguity does not exclude the possibility that law as a 

product, and law as practice, have at least some characteristics in common that 
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determine the distinctively legal’.
57

 Regarding law as an ambiguous concept will 

assist in going beyond the legality debate, and advance the analysis of WTO law and 

practice of compliance.  

The second reason for employing interactionalism, concerns the particular relevance 

of Fuller’s jurisprudence to the subject of this current thesis for the following 

reasons. Firstly, on a philosophical ground, Fuller’s clear distinction between the 

morality of aspiration and the morality of duty (and the limits and connections 

between these two types of morality), are illuminating for their relevance to the 

formation of trade agreements.
58

 Fuller illustrates this distinction by recalling the 

relationship between the economics of exchange (i.e. the economic counterpart of 

duty) and of marginal utility (i.e. the economic counterpart of aspiration). Fuller 

further identifies a requirement for the economics of exchange (based on the fidelity 

to contract and respect for property) to be balanced with an effort to ensure the most 

effective use of economic resources.
59

 Thus, the marginal utility ideal will be 

frustrated, and the regime of exchange will collapse, should the rules of property and 

contract become too rigid or too restrictive.
60

 Fuller terms this challenge of setting 

the appropriate balance between aspiration and duty (i.e. ‘supporting structure and 

adaptive fluidity’) as being ‘shared by morals, law and economics’, and best 

exemplified by the economics of trade.
61

 Van der Burg, in order to illustrate this 

point, cites Jackson for his reliance on the distinction between ‘norms of aspiration’ 

and ‘norms of obligation’, saying:  

An example in international law is Jackson’s analysis of World Trade 

and the GATT. Jackson argues that there is a danger in mixing ‘norms of 

obligation’ with ‘norms of aspiration’ in the same instrument. According 

to Jackson, states have an obligation to fulfil their treaty agreements, but 

if treaties contain norms of aspiration, there may be the risk that states 

treat their strict obligations following from those treaties as mere 

aspirations.
62
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The unique benefits of Fuller’s writings to this thesis are demonstrated by the fact 

that Fuller’s jurisprudence is grounded in the economics of trade, and touches on a 

delicate issue of the formation of world trade agreements. Following on from this 

point, the second reason for the relevance of Fuller jurisprudence concerns its 

particular attention to ‘reciprocity’ in law-making and administration, and the 

concept of ‘legality’ in adjudication. Fuller’s first degree was in economics, leading 

to his respect for the role of ‘reciprocity’ (as understood in the society of economic 

traders) in sustaining a good legal order.
63

 Therefore, since reciprocity is a central 

mechanism for compliance with international law, the prominent role of reciprocity 

in Fuller’s jurisprudence also makes the theory more pertinent to the analysis of 

compliance with WTO law.
64

 Interactionalism maintains that, ‘it is interaction that 

makes the relationship between [shared understandings, Fuller’s criteria of legality, 

and the community of legal practice] ‘horizontal’ and ‘reciprocal’, and is the core of 

‘legal legitimacy’’.
65

  

Fuller’s jurisprudence, however, is novel for its regard of ‘legality’ as a gradual 

concept, in that both its existence and survival depend on meeting, and maintaining, 

the eight constitutive elements of legality, namely, ‘generality, promulgation, non-

retroactivity, clarity, non-contradictory, not asking the impossible, constancy, and 

congruence between declared rules and official action’.
66

 Brunnée and Toope note 

that, when applied to test the legality of an international system of rules, these 

elements are able to ‘force a clear-headed assessment of the posited rule’, to 

distinguish between a legal and social rule that has the ability to become legal over 

time, depending on the level and type of interaction of the relevant actors.
67

 The 

elements have proven to be ‘sufficient conditions of regulative quality’ for assessing 

an adjudicative body and the necessary precepts for procedural justice.
68

 They have 
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also exhibit the character of neutrality required by an international adjudicative 

system, and can be regarded ‘as something approaching a full-fledged sources 

theory, combining formal and substantive criteria for the identification of legal 

rules’.
69

 Adherence to the principles of legality will promote stability and 

predictability which are central to the WTO missions of rule-making and dispute 

resolution. Because, the Fullerian notion of law mediates stability and change in 

distinctive ways, and is capable of being illustrated by the characteristics of the 

legality principles. Interactionalism claims that these principles account for the law’s 

relative steadiness, as they promote stability, and guide (or even constrain) change.
70

 

 For example, over time, the requirements of generality, clarity and constancy 

address the need for the predictability and stability of law.  

The requirement that law does not require the impossible fosters stability, as 

demands that are unrealistic prompt noncompliance. Promulgation promotes 

stability and facilitates change that is both predictable and orderly. Non-retroactivity 

and non-contradiction guard against a particular form of change with the potential to 

lead to the disregarding of the law. Furthermore, the eighth criterion, the congruence 

between official action and the law, has a unique characteristic, which reveals the 

circumstances required for law to be stable, and assists in the explanation of the 

ways in which it changes over time. This is due to the fact that, according to 

interactionalism, the congruence criterion has a special connection to the third 

element of interactionalism, the practice of legality.
71

 The congruence requirement 

reveals that, without sufficiently dense interactions between participants in the legal 

system, law as a product or doctrine (i.e. the positive law) will be ineffective. For 

this reason, the congruence highlights that stable practices of legality are required to 

maintain norms, as a lack of congruence can erode the law. However, it should be 

noted that these requirements of legality do not stifle change or evolution of the law, 

as they need to be rooted in the framework of interactionalism, which promotes 

wider interactions of social actors, who demand transparency and accountability.  
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Finally, Fuller’s jurisprudence remains relevant, due to its sensitivity to the 

difference between ‘creeping legalism’, ‘galloping legalism’, and ‘polycentric’ 

problems in its treatment of the two principles of association by reciprocity and 

association by common aims, and (more importantly) the limits of adjudication.
72

 

Given the constant tension between legalism and economism in the WTO, 

interactionalism’s careful handling of ‘legality’ will loosen this tension, and provide 

a balanced analysis that gives ‘both legalism and diplomacy their due’.
73

 The third 

reason for the relevance of interactionalism concerns the rising phenomenon in the 

WTO law of informal rules and international standards, which require an analytical 

framework that explains the evolution of those rules and standards to become an 

integral part of the formal rule-oriented structure. Pauwelyn’s explanation of this 

phenomenon lacks a framework that demonstrates the ways in which these rules and 

standards are created, legalized, and enforced.
74

 It is for this reason that 

interactionalism is appropriate to describe this phenomenon, particularly through the 

use of the element of ‘shared understandings’, and explaining the ways in which 

these rules should attract compliance.  

To conclude with the fourth reason, interactionalism will also lead to novel 

recommendations for reforming the DSB other than those provided by scholars, who 

are focusing on the legalist/anti-legalist dichotomy, and whose recommendations are 

limited to either the introduction of monetary compensation, or the validation of 

deviations.
75

 This thesis’s claim of originality is reflected in its timing and content. 

With regard to timing, this thesis is the first work to apply interactionalism to world 

trade law, at a critical time where the WTO legitimacy is at risk, compliance rules 

are misconceived, and the problems of procedural-delay and delayed-compliance are 
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worsening. The legal maxim, justice delayed is justice denied, is pertinent for 

deconstructing the problems of delayed-compliance and absence of compensation. 

And with regard to content, this thesis presents an encompassing analytical-

framework for assessing compliance, which has not been used in world trade law 

literature.  

Due to the reasons outlined above, this thesis incorporates interactionalism, and is 

structured as follows: Chapter Two will analyse the concept of compliance with 

public international law. The main three reasons for starting with this chapter are: 1) 

to highlight the influence of the debate on compliance with international law on 

world trade law, 2) to introduce interactionalism’s account of international legal 

obligations and compliance, 3) to underline the relationship between international 

law and world trade law by discussing shared issues concerning enforcement. 

Chapter Three will apply the first element of interactionalism, the shared legal and 

political understandings on compliance, to probe the WTO legal obligations. 

Chapter Four will evaluate the legal character of the WTO DSB rules and 

procedures in accordance with the Fullerian principles of legality. Chapter Five will 

discuss the third element of interactionalism, a practice of legality, within the WTO 

context. Chapter Six will consist of a conclusion of the main findings, followed by 

the actionable policy recommendations of this thesis. 
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Chapter 2: Compliance with Public International Law: with Reference to WTO 

Law 

2.1 Introduction: 

Ever since Jeremy Bentham coined the term international law in 1789 as a 

preferable term to the old phrase of the law of nations, scholarly writings and 

debates have shaped international law explaining its sources, principles, and 

peremptory norms. For instance, emphasizing the role of scholars, Weeramantry 

said: 

The revolutionary force that will bring about fundamental change in 

international law will come not from armed might or economic force but 

from the world of scholarship. It is scholars alone who will be able to 

illuminate the principles which lie at the foundation of international law 

and show how universal they are. It is scholars alone, who can stimulate 

a wider popular perception of these truths.1  

Indeed, scholars’ contributions to the field and its subfields are noticeable as will be 

seen in subsection 2.2 below on The Evolution of Public International Law. The 

process of states accepting international law as an enforceable law and internalising 

its rules was greatly influenced by an old scholarly debate regarding International 

Relations (IR) certain theories of (realism, constructivism, and institutionalism), and 

traditional legal theories such as consent, and treaties, together with the legitimacy 

theory.2 There are two reasons for discussing IR theories, the first is as Koh said 

agreeing with Keohane that ‘international law and international relations have been 

two academic fields divided by a common subject: the study of international 

cooperation’.3 Second is that world politics is ‘in the realm of theories of state 

behaviour’,4  which will determine how states ought to comply with or react to 

international law rules either as enforceable legal rules, or merely positive morality 
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rules.5 This leads to a relevant question regarding enforcement, namely, ‘why do 

states comply with international law in the absence of robust enforcement 

mechanism?’.6 A brief discussion of the aforementioned IR theories together with 

the relevance and importance of interactional international law theory (hereinafter 

interactionalism) will answer this question.
7

 Interactionalism combines the IR 

theory of constructivism, Lon L. Fuller’s interactional legal theory, and Emanuel 

Adler work on transnational ‘communities of practice’.
8
 This theory has shown to be 

able to explain the contemporary practice, the strengths and weaknesses of 

international law, and the concept of obligation in international society in the areas 

of climate change, prohibition of torture, and the use of force.
9
 For the purpose of 

this thesis, interactionalism will be adopted to examine the concept of compliance 

with the World Trade Organization (WTO) law, mainly under the WTO Dispute 

Settlement Body (DSB) rules and procedures.  

It is true that international law as law in relation to the criminal responsibility of the 

states or non-state actors, in the conduct of war or the prevention of extraterritorial 

human rights violations, is underdeveloped. Especially regarding the law of war, it 

will remain the case that: ‘international law is one more weapon in the pragmatic 

political calculations of the great powers’. 10  However, international law and IR 

scholars were able to show the importance of international law especially in relation 

to states pursuance of foreign trade and collective security. These historical episodes 

will be briefly explained in this chapter with regard to the United Nations (UN) 
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mandate that prevent unilateralism, and the WTO law that promotes fair trade. The 

connection between the UN Charter and its conventions, and the WTO law is very 

strong, since international agreements have had a positive bearing on the WTO, and 

subsequently the WTO continues to play an important role in global governance. It 

was the developments of international law under the UN, and the gradual 

legalisation under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) (1948-

1994), that led to the creation of the legalistic structure of the WTO.  

Nonetheless, there is one problematic area of law that scholars from both fields of 

‘the study of international cooperation’, strongly disagree on or have failed to 

explain: the price of compliance with international law of war or trade. There are a 

number of disputed issues relating to compliance with public international law. For 

example, can on the basis of erga omnes, i.e. obligations owed by states towards the 

community of states as a whole, solidarity countermeasures be imposed to sanction 

the offending state(s)? 11  An attempt to shed some light on similar questions will be 

provided in subsections 2.2, and 2.3 under the heading The Enforcement of Public 

International Law. Nonetheless, the issue of direct applicability of the contract 

theory of efficient breach of public international law, including WTO law, clearly 

stands out in the literature. For instance, Posner and Sykes made the controversial 

claim that ‘in the absence of welfarist justification for compliance with international 

law, international law becomes per se irrelevant to the question of how nations 

should act’, hence ‘a variety of circumstances arise under which violations of 

international law are desirable from an economic standpoint’. 12  

This economic standpoint entails that the State can deviate from international law 

rules as long as it is willing to pay the price for non-compliance and will not 

undermine the stability and integrity of the globalised system of rules; for example, 

the world trading system.13 Rationalist/realist scholars justify their argument based 

on the absence of welfarist justification of international law and most of the time on 

the weakness of the public international law enforcement mechanism, citing the 

WTO dispute settlement system as an example. It is worth noting that the exponents 
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of efficient breach have mainly relied on the WTO acquis to introduce their theory 

to other subfields of public international law. To deconstruct this argument, 

subsection 2.3.1 will first make the argument that WTO is not separate from public 

international law. Subsection 2.3.2 will give a brief account of the DSB in the WTO 

law literature and how the ineffectiveness of the DSB has led to the efficient breach 

claim. Subsection 2.3.3, however, will deal with the issue of Legalisation of 

Efficient Deviations in the WTO Law. Overall, this chapter will try to answer this 

question: Does the lack of ‘welfarist grounds’ justify an efficient breach of existing 

GATT/WTO rules to serve member states self-interest objectives?  

After dealing with the topic of WTO law enforcement, subsection 2.4 will provide a 

summary of the lessons learned from the evolution of public international law. 

Finally, subsection 2.5 will provide a conclusion. However, before illuminating 

compliance with public international law, and assessing whether the present chapter 

will do justice to this issue, two preliminary points should be acknowledged. Firstly, 

in his book, Improving Compliance with International Law, Fisher distinguished 

between two kinds of compliance by claiming that an international law enforcement 

system ‘should concentrate on gaining maximum compliance with the authoritative 

decisions that apply the law to particular cases of alleged violations (first-order 

compliance), rather than on causing compliance with the standing-rules of law 

themselves (second-order compliance)’. 14  For practical reasons this distinction 

between first order and second order compliances will be adopted in this chapter 

and throughout this thesis to show the relevance of authoritative decisions of 

international courts and tribunals.  

This distinction will clarify two points, namely how the decisions and rules ought to 

be respected by states, and their impact on fostering compliance with international 

law. Another reason for looking at these decisions is related to the practice of law 

because ‘the authoritative decisions are the external surface –the ‘canvas’- that is 

provided to lawyers by international facts, the content of which can be 

professionally verified’. 15  Furthermore, Fisher’s distinction is constructive for 

understanding the constitutive elements of compliance with international trade rule 

of law’s two key aspects of ensuring compliance with WTO rules and rulings. 
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Secondly, despite the international legal controversies around themes such as 

sovereignty which try to undermine international law authority, it is this chapter’s 

premise that international law strives to ‘achieve an orderly world and progress 

toward fulfilment of humanity’s shared goals, including prosperity’.16 If ‘the cure 

for the ailments of democracy’ as John Dewey famously said ‘is more democracy’, 

then the same is true that the cure for the ailments of international law is more 

international laws of cooperation and sanctions which ensures fairness, equality, and 

justice for all. Finally, it is also worth noting that international law ‘does not contain 

a readymade blueprint for a better world [but] instead it contains arguments and 

positions, precedents and principles that may be employed to express contrasting 

interests or values in a relatively organised way’. 17  The cooperative organizing 

mission of international law will be explained in the brief account of the evolution of 

public international law, and the enforcement foundation of its subfield of world 

trade law.                                                                                                                      

2.2 The Evolution of Public International Law:  

Historically, recognition of international law as governing the relations between 

sovereign states has evolved in large continents that were torn apart by deadly wars 

over boundaries, ethno-religious ambitions, or control of colonies. For example, 

since the rise of the nation state there had been two debates over the divisibility of 

power ‘first concerns the effect of recognition of a government or of a new state by 

external actors (…) the second debate about international ordering that would be 

taken up by jurists concerned the question of how to prevent any one state from 

becoming a new imperial power’. 18  These debates are still discussed today 

especially in regional forums of community of states, based on their understanding 

of international law that has become institutionalised under the auspices of 

international organisations.19 However, the theoretical approaches to international 

law are identified by the different theories of the study of IR. For instance, for IR 

realists like Carr, Morgenthau and Waltz who see anarchy as the fundamental 

organising concept of IR say, ‘states are the only significant actor in world politics, 
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military forces their major instrument, and security their major goal’.20 Nonetheless, 

the world has moved beyond realism because:  

The theory has become a hindrance rather than a help in structuring 

theoretical debates, guiding empirical research, and shaping both 

pedagogy and public discussion. It no longer helps to signal the analyst’s 

adherence to specific deeper assumptions implicated in any empirical 

explanation of concrete events in world politics.21  

 

However, institutionalists like Keohane, Snidal and Oye also view the state as the 

primary international actor. That said, unlike realists, they consider that 

institutionalism’s major contribution to the field of IR relates to the fact that it can 

show, despite the lack of a centralised lawmaker and law enforcer, how states can 

productively and fairly cooperate with each other for a more prosperous and safer 

world.22 Nonetheless, when early scholars of traditional legal theories tried to bring 

law to bear on governments, realists expressed outright hostility toward international 

law or any form of rules which the world community was trying to introduce to hold 

sovereign states responsible for their decisions and actions.23  

For scholars who are inspired by realism like Posner, Sykes, and Goldsmith who 

claim to use ‘rational choice theory’ (hereinafter the rationalists) to understand states’ 

behaviour, and after recognising the authority of international law, they believe that 

states should comply with international law only if it is in their national interests.24 

Firstly, by relying on Austin who considered law as ‘the command of a sovereign 

backed by sanctions’ meaning that for him ‘in the world of states, no state was 

sovereign over the others, so no state could issue commands, let alone sanction 

noncompliance’, the rationalists said international law is a collection of positive 

morality rules. 25  Although international law has evolved overtime owing to the 

writings of a numerous scholars,26 but there always has been a growing trend among 
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contemporary realists/rationalists to consider international law too weak to 

command respect by governments.  

Moreover, those rationalists proposed a different explanation of the field saying that 

‘international law emerges from states’ pursuit of self-interested policies on the 

international stage’ meaning that ‘it is the product of state self-interest’. 27  This 

narrow view of international law originated from the incorrect assumption that 

‘states act rationally to maximise their interests’ and in doing so the states leaders 

and citizens’ preference for international law compliance must be contrasted with 

preferences for other goods; for example, bringing security or economic growth.
28

 

However, the above objections to the role of international law can be summarised in 

that they first consider international law too weak to command respect, and if it can 

be respected, either in acquiring first-order or second-order compliance, it is 

unenforceable and therefore should be subject to the states’ self-interests objectives. 

As mentioned earlier, realists/rationalists continuously undermine international law 

by saying that, ‘international law emerges from states acting rationally to maximise 

their interests’.
29

 For instance, they claim states comply with international law not 

because they, ‘have internalised international law, or have a habit of complying with 

it, or are drawn by its moral pull, but simply that states act out of self-interest’.30 But 

the question is why states voluntarily comply with international rules and rulings 

despite their self-interests goals.  

2.2.1 Why Do Nations Comply with International Law? 

The realists/rationalists’ claim that compliance with international law will badly 

affect the state’s self-interest objectives, and that noncompliance, temporary or 

permanent, should be the appropriate response to any international rule or 

authoritative decision. However, even if international law is, as realists claim an 

epiphenomenon of interests, why there has been a proliferation of international rules, 

and why humans wasted so much on international law? Goldsmith and Posner 

reached their conclusion regarding compliance through the use of rational choice 
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methodology which utilises a model from economics to evaluate the state’s conduct 

in terms of potential gains and losses with no regard to the vital type of loss, 

reputational loss. 

With this said, scholars disagree about the explanatory elements associated with 

reputational loss, such as to whom the relevant reputation belongs, the effect of 

reputational sanctions, and its link to noncompliance. However, reputational loss is 

important for explaining compliance with international law as will be discussed 

below. Although, Goldsmith and Posner acknowledge that government officials and 

international organisation personnel are constantly invoking international law 

because negotiated treaties have influenced state behaviour, but they dismiss this 

phenomenon as ‘cheap talk’. 31  However, the dismissal of an individual’s own 

explanation of his or her conduct is wrong, and no countries’ leaders when they 

seriously speak about their rights or justify their actions under international law, 

want their claims to be understood as ‘cheap talk’. 32  Moreover, Goldsmith and 

Posner claimed that there is no moral obligation for states to comply with 

international law because the law conflicts with the principle of democratic 

sovereignty. Although they say humanity has not lived under moral laws for most of 

the history, but they overlooked the role of states’ voluntary direct participation in 

international law-making.33  

However, if domestic wide participation in law-making is important because it 

makes the law morally acceptable, then it is ‘logical to accept the law emanating 

from a worldwide participatory process to be at least as morally compelling, if not 

more so than that developed in one state’. 34  Such an important role of active 

participation was further clarified by interactionalism’s premise that ‘interaction’ in 

law-making makes a legitimate rule, and once this rule meet Lon Fuller’s eight 

constitutive elements of legality, it will tend to attract its own adherence.
35

 

Furthermore, in answering the question ‘why do nations obey international law?’, 

Koh stated that ‘the moral, normative, and legal reasons’ that create the state’s sense 

of obligation with the institution’s rules are ‘conjoined in the concept of 
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obedience’.36 Koh further explained that ‘a transnational actor’s moral obligations to 

obey an international norm becomes an internally binding domestic legal obligation 

when that norm has been interpreted and internalized into its domestic legal 

system’. 37  Moreover, international politics and the practice of the international 

community of states in creating and enforcing binding legal rules, provide an 

explanation of the power and purpose of international law. For instance, in response 

to the realists’ argument that legal obligations ‘must yield to the national interests of 

a state’, Joyner said:  

Such a view denies the existence of a world community and the validity 

of international law as binding legal rules. Legal rules for international 

relations can be better understood and appreciated by realizing that they 

arise chiefly as a result of events, rather than as a cause. The law among 

states is a social science that derives its validity from a dominant 

consensus among states. International legal rules undergirded not by 

pillars of support from a few national politics; rather, their lines of force 

and obligations stem from the center of international social gravity- that 

is, from the conduct and behaviour of all states themselves. 

Consequently, international rules serve as the foundation that lends 

structure, equilibrium, and order to the process of interstate politics.
38

 

 

The weakness of Goldsmith and Posner’s argument, which puts forth that the state 

party to treaty can choose whether or not to comply with international law, such as 

the convention against torture, is evident when considering the views of other 

rationalists. For example, Guzman and Aaken said that Goldsmith and Posner have a 

‘biased understanding of rationality’ which tries to ‘deny international law any 

normative force’, and thus makes their book’s argument ‘inconsistent’ and 

‘simplistic’.39 Indeed, a number of scholars responded with explanations about the 

negative consequences of noncompliance. It has become the incentive for many 

scholars discussing compliance with international law to start with the hopeful 

approach to this issue by saying that the interdependence and shared interests among 

states, which are becoming obvious in a globalised world, will, over time, lessen the 
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noncompliance problem and create a strong and useful cooperative relationships.40 

Fisher identified three external factors which will cause a government to respect 

international law and will increase first-order compliance (rulings) because of states’ 

self-interest to comply.  

First, the automatic self-interest which is derived from some rules’ self-enforcing 

nature means that states find it in their immediate self-interest to comply with these 

rules, such as rules concerning the use of sea or space. The second factor is that if 

the state refused to comply with international law, this would badly affect its 

reputation in the world public opinion by giving it ‘a reputation of international 

irresponsibility’.41 This would cost it dearly in terms of its reputation for future 

negotiation or commercial gains as a trustworthy trade partner or an ally for 

maintenance of security. This is because the offending state failure to comply will 

lead regional or international states to question its credibility and reliability for 

future dealings, thus invoking with it bad social, political, and economic 

consequences.42 Although, the particularities of state’s reputation require an analysis 

of the factors which result in high or low reputational loss, but reputation is essential 

in helping the audience (other governments and non-state actors) to predict the 

state’s future behaviour.43  

The third external factor in Fisher’s book is ‘the concern with the consequential 

action by other countries’ as the government respect for international rules is 

explained in terms of ‘reciprocity’. This is explained in the government’s desire for 

either ‘gaining reciprocal compliance by setting a good example […] fear of adverse 

military or other national reaction […] fear of reciprocal noncompliance with the 

same obligation […] or fear of general disregard of law’.44 However, preventing a 

state unilateral military reaction to other states’ violation of international law and 

introducing the imposition of economic sanction is one of the biggest achievements 

of the UN Charter. It is true that in some situations the UN Security Council did not 

see the need for the use of force on humanitarian grounds, for instance, in the case of 
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Kosovo Crisis, making the effectiveness of economic sanctions improbable. 45 

However, the benefits of the UN in providing effective participatory avenues for 

enforcing international law cannot be ignored. Therefore, discussion should now 

turn to the enforcement of public international law, which began with unilateral 

hostile offensive wars, later transformed into the imposition of economic sanctions, 

and continued to be enhanced by scholars’ discussion of more deterrent enforcement 

mechanisms. But before discussing the role of enforcement it is helpful to explain 

legitimacy and legality in international law by introducing the interactional 

international law theory. 

2.2.2 The Legitimacy and Legality in International Law: 

A number of scholars have responded to the realist/rationalists’ misleading 

assumptions about the role of international law. It is worth recognizing that 

international law has evolved from positive morality to binding legal rules that are 

derived from the sources of international law of treaties, international customary law, 

and general principles of law. According to Howse and Teitle, what is needed in 

compliance studies is ‘much more reflection on the properties of ‘law’ that makes 

international law distinctive as a mode of discourse’ and more attention to the 

interpretation process.
46

 From 1990s onward there has been a significant rise of 

prominent norm-oriented compliance theories of international law that were 

highlighted by major contributions such as Koh’s ‘norm internalization theory’,
47

 

Franck’s legitimacy theory,
48

 and contributions by rationalist scholars who are 

trying to explain how international law works.
49

 The emphasis on continuous 

process of argument and persuasion, ‘justificatory discourse’, has been the 

managerial school’s main contribution to the study of compliance.
50

  Also at the 
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same time IR scholars have been increasingly discussing the role of international 

legal obligation,
51

 and ‘legalisation’ in world politics.
52

 For example, in 2000 the 

journal International Organization had a special issue on the concept of 

‘legalization’ where the contributors tried to understand ‘the use and consequences 

of law in international politics’ by focusing on the processes of ‘legalization’ as ‘a 

particular form of institutionalisation’.
53

 However, the story of the evolution of 

public international law is evident in the historical background of international rule-

making, and the scholars’ identification of the principles enshrined in the 

international rule of law. For instance, the reason IRs and law scholars were able to 

show the importance of international trade rules was because the uneven distribution 

of the world’s people, industrial areas, and resources natural or otherwise, induced 

states to engage in well-regulated cooperative relationships to ensure equal and fair 

transnational trade for human prosperity.54  

The states found that the key to start the process of ‘mutually advantageous’ trade 

was by institutionalising a set of rules which reduces the uncertainty by asserting 

that they will keep their promises in maintaining their credibility and ensuring fair 

share of the global markets.55 Such interstates arrangements in the field of trade or 

any other subfield of international law is for the sole purpose of upholding ‘the 

international rule of law,’ which carries any one of the following three possible 

meanings:  

First, the “international rule of law” may be understood as the 

application of rule of law principles to relations between States and other 

subjects of international law. Secondly, the “rule of international law” 

could privilege international law over national law, establishing, for 

example, the primacy of human rights covenants over domestic legal 

arrangements. Thirdly, a “global rule of law” might denote the 
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emergence of a normative regime that touches individuals directly 

without formal mediation through existing national institutions.
56

  

In 2012 the UN General Assembly adopted a Declaration on the Rule of Law at the 

National and International Levels, where member states, Non-governmental 

Organizations, and civil societies proclaim that they ‘recognise that the rule of law 

applies to all States equally, and to international organizations, including the United 

Nations and its principal organs’.
57

 In practical terms, for instance, in international 

criminal law, the judges uphold the same domestic principles of the rule of law to 

adjudicate human rights cases, which sometime involve at the same time heads of 

states and citizens of those states. For example, Judge Robinson explains his role by 

saying: 

As a judge of an international criminal court, my function is to deal with 

situations in which the rule of law has failed. In such situations, where 

there have been violations of international law, it is important that 

impunity does not follow—that action is taken to punish those 

responsible. But we must also not forget the importance of focusing our 

efforts on preventing violations before they occur. Toward this end, we 

must take an analytical approach, and consider what steps must be taken 

to strengthen and promote the culture of the rule of law at the 

international level.
58

   

After analysing the same principles that are enshrined in domestic rule of law which 

include; equal entitlement before, and accountability to the law, Judge Robinson 

said that those principles apply at the international level to individuals, states, and 

organizations of legal personality.
59

 Although, his argument is strongly supported by 

the international law treaties, and authoritative decisions about the applicability of 

an international rule of law, but he was right to identify the obstacle that often 

renders the rule of law concept non-applicable ‘the intrusion of real politik’.
60

 This 

is especially the case with the functioning of international organizations, but Judge 

Robinson is optimistic that the international rule of law will ‘break through and 
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transcend the many challenges that we face today’.
61

 It can be argued that the above 

meanings of the international rule of law apply to the international trade rule of law 

which is interpreted and enforced in the WTO. More will be said about the WTO 

role in ensuring compliance with trade rule of law in the following chapters. 

However, some scholars have failed to demonstrate how the offending state(s) can 

reap the benefits of noncompliance with international rules or rulings. For example, 

the claim of realists-inspired scholars like Cogan and Zimmermann who said 

‘operational’ or ‘temporary noncompliance’ provisions exist in international law, 

contain many contradictions, least of all, they do not differentiate between deviating 

from, and breaching the law. They acknowledged the advantages of full compliance 

with the rules of international law quoting scholars like Elihu Root who said 

‘international laws violated with impunity must soon cease to exist’.
62

 However, 

they introduce ‘operational noncompliance’ that they claim will fill the gaps created 

by the incapability of the international legal system that appear in, for example, law 

enforcement and institutional control.  

Nonetheless, they failed to mention the credibility and reputational losses suffered 

by the offending states and the relevant international organizations. There are 

‘temporary’ benefits for noncompliance that will eventually lead the state to face the 

damaging consequences of isolationism, being a victim of unfair retaliatory 

sanctions, and reputational and trade relations losses. For instance, Brewster said 

about the value of reputation ‘state count reputational loss due to non-compliance 

with international law as a cost that must be balanced against the possible benefits of 

such actions’.
63

 Law scholars’ responses to the realists misleading assumptions is 

directed at their lack of understanding the process of creating, formalising, and 

enforcing international legal obligations. The first response to the realist’s argument 

substance that the sovereigns cannot to be bound by law as they can wage wars 

regardless of international law, Oppenheim dismissed such claim as baseless saying 

‘international law recognises the fact that war cannot always be avoided, but at the 
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same time provides regulations with which the belligerents have to comply.’64 There 

have been many developments in the use of force law and the means for enforcing 

international law since Oppenheim wrote those words in 1905 based on his belief of 

enforcing international law through wars and reprisals.  

However, Oppenheim was clear in responding to those who did not see a problem 

with a state abusing its power as a sovereign regardless of other states’ interests. 

International rules are effective in establishing law and order between states by 

punishing the wrongdoer, and deterring governments from future violations of the 

law.65 Although modern law of war imposes a prohibition on the use of force under 

the UN Charter, but in accordance with the Charter Article (51), states are allowed 

to use force in individual or collective self-defence or in very limited 

circumstances.66 Those principles were further explained in ‘the UN Declaration on 

the Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation 

among States in Accordance with the Charter of the UN’,
67 and the 1927 Lotus Case  

legal principle. The Permanent Court of International Justice stated the following 

principle in its Lotus Case judgment, ‘international law is the product of the free will 

of States. International law cannot be created without the consent of States and it 

cannot be imposed upon them’.
68

  

The second response to the realists/rationalists who undermine the legitimacy and 

the legality of international law is found in the theory of interactional international 

law. First a brief explanation of what interactionalism is, and then how it effectively 

responds to sceptics of international law who overlook the role of interactional legal 

practices. The theory’s ‘realm of law’ comprises practices that meet Fuller eight 

criteria of legality that apply to individual rules as well as systems of rule-making. 

According to Brunnée and Toope:  

Interactional law only emerges when shared understandings become 

fused with a ‘practice of legality’, rooted in Fuller’s eight criteria of 

legality and embraced by a community of practice that adheres to those 

criteria in day-to-day decision-making (…) the criteria come alive when 
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actors reason with the rules in continuing processes of mutual 

engagement creating a community of legal practice.
69

  

The development of interactionalism realm is dependent on the existence of ‘shared 

understandings’ that ‘are relevant to law’s intelligibility and to perceptions of 

reasonableness’.
70

 Fuller’s eight internal tests of legality of rules are: generality, 

promulgation, non-retroactivity, clarity, non-contradictory, not demanding the 

impossible, constancy, and congruence of official action with underlying rules.
71

 

When applied to test the legality of international rules, those criteria, argue the 

authors, are able to ‘force a clear-headed assessment of the posited rule’ to 

distinguish between a legal and social rule that can become legal overtime 

depending on the actors’ level and type of interaction.
72

 Fuller says that ‘the 

existence of law can be a matter of degree’ because for him what really matters 

when assessing legal systems is that the government that shows the greater respect 

for those criteria of legality has a legal and hence a legitimate system of law that will 

attract ‘fidelity’.
73

  

Recent studies of Fuller’s work on The Morality of Law have brought to light two 

important clarifications of his work. The first is that the eight principles that 

constitute ‘the morality that makes law possible’ apply both to the role of legislation 

and judicial review, for constituting a good social order.
74

 The legislatures and 

judges have to be first bound by the eight principles, and engage with the law-

subjects on reciprocal grounds in the law-making so that the applied-law will tend to 

attract its own adherence. The second study investigates the role of the subjects of 

the law in clarifying Fuller’s morality of law argument because ‘legal morality loses 
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its reasons of being, if we do not understand the subject as a centre of initiative’.
75

 It 

is the latter study, in particular, that shows the relevance of Fuller’s work to the role 

of law in international society since there is growing number of ‘cosmopolitan law’ 

scholars who emphasise the role of global citizenry in international rule-making and 

enforcement.
76

 It is true that Fuller did not explore the possibility of international 

law bearing on the relations between states, but his criticism in, The Law in Quest of 

Itself, of the legal positivism of Kelsen who went on to occupy a prominent position 

in international law is very noticeable.
77

 Moreover, in his discussion of adjudication 

and the rule of law, Fuller says about international law:  

International law (…) is still in the process of being born. What is 

perhaps most needed is not an immediate expansion of international law, 

but an expansion of international community, multiplying and 

strengthening the bonds of reciprocity among nations. When this has 

occurred-or rather as this occurs- the law can act as a kind of midwife- 

or, to change the figure- the law can act as a gardener who prunes an 

imperfectly growing tree in order to help the tree realise its own capacity 

for perfection. This can occur only when all concerned genuinely want 

the tree to grow and to grow properly.
78

  

In his writings, Fuller has been always mindful of the development and necessity of 

international law in regulating the relations between nations, for example, he says 

about adjudication ‘it embraces the most formal and even awesome exercises of 

adjudicatory power: (…) an international tribunal deciding a dispute between 

nations’.
79

 Also in the same article, Fuller’s writing on adjudication is relevant for 

international law, for example, he states two major conditions ‘that must exist before 
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principles of decision maybe expected to emerge as a by-product of adjudication’.
80

 

Fuller explains those conditions as follow: 

The first is that there must be an extra-legal community, existent or in 

the process of coming into existence, from which principles of decision 

may be derived (…) The second condition is that the adjudicative 

process must not, in attempting to maintain and develop extra-legal 

community, assume tasks for which it is radically unsuited.
81

     

Whether it is the work of the adjudicatory body of the WTO or any other 

adjudicatory body in other organizations, Fuller’s inputs on the roles, limits, forms 

of adjudication and the relationship between adjudication and the ‘rule of law’ are 

relevant.
82

 However, Fuller’s emphasis on legal interaction and Brunnée and Toope 

expansion on this concept through interactionalism was to criticise the dominant 

positivist view of international law that sees law as ‘hierarchy of authoritative 

judicial pronouncement’.
83

 In the absence of clear hierarchy in international law, this 

view has been confusingly reintroduced by realist/rationalists to deny international 

law any power to influence behaviour. 

One shared point between constructivism, Fuller’s legal theory, and Adler’s 

communitarian IR, is the concept of social interaction, the sharing of knowledge in 

the making and administration of norms.
84

 While international law scholars are 

interested in the evolution of international rules, constructivists mainly focus on the 

building of social norms through interaction, or the process of ‘socialization’, and 

the emergence of ‘international norms’.
85

 Responding to the early constructivist 

theorists who said that social structures cannot exist without ‘instantiation in 

practices’ but did not explain what count as practice, recent constructivists have 
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begun to further explain the role of practice.
86

 For instance, Adler maintains that 

‘social understanding’ is produced and re-produced through continuous interactions, 

and that actors’ participation in social practice generate and maintain collective 

understandings.
87

 For states’ interaction to be effective there has to be a community 

of actors who are willing to engage in building and maintaining the social norm that 

will become legally binding. This is why Brunnée and Toope emphasis that 

interactionalism is both ‘strongly practice oriented, and practice generated’.
88

 For 

them legal rules are created and maintained through legal interaction that meet the 

threshold of legality by meeting the Fullerian principles, and get enmeshed in 

community of legal practice.  

To recall, interactionalism maintains that ‘it is interaction that makes the relationship 

between [shared understanding, criteria of legality, and community of practice] 

‘horizontal’ and ‘reciprocal’, and is the core of ‘legal’ legitimacy’.
89

 Agreeing with 

Fuller, Brunnée and Toope stress the importance of ‘reciprocity’ that can only exist 

‘when actors collaborate to build shared understanding and uphold a practice of 

legality.’90 They explained the practical aspect of their theory by saying that when 

diplomats ‘successfully’ concluded a treaty, ‘the hard work of international law has 

often just begun’.
91

 Treaties have to be regarded as a legal basis for interaction for 

forming shared understandings and building and maintaining legality. Brunnée and 

Toope explain the important roles of treaties by saying: 

First, they can allow for the crystallization and specification of pre-

existing shared understandings. Secondly, in the process of treaty 

negotiation, existing understandings may be pushed or advanced 

modestly to allow for normative change, as long as the criteria of 

legality are met. Thirdly, in some cases treaty rules will be posited that 

are not grounded in shared understandings with the hope that the new 

rule may become a reference point around which new law may coalesce. 

We argue that such “rules” are not interactional law, but may become so 
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over time if they meet the criteria of legality and become the object of a 

practice of legality.
92

 

 

It is worth noting that Brunnée and Toope stress that their theory is a theory of 

studying the nature and roots of international legal obligation. Interactionalism’s 

focus on obligation stem from its reliance on constructivism to show how 

international law is an important power in ‘socialising actors and shaping their 

interests and choices’.
93

 Such understanding lends support to the theory’s main 

premise that ‘law’s obligatory effect results from a commitment or fidelity to law 

that is generated by adherence to specific traits of legality and maintained by a 

practice of legality.’
94

 Although, it has been claimed that obligation and compliance 

are intertwined since ‘obligation is a reason for rule observance, compliance is the 

fact of such observance’,
95

 but interactionalism’s concept of compliance is much 

more than mere observance.
96

 In defending their theory and explaining the role of 

obligation, Brunnée and Toope said:  

Form is not the essential feature of law; adherence to specific criteria of 

legality is. International lawyers should care about obligation because 

obligation is the value-added of law. Neither form nor hierarchy of 

norms can produce obligation in and of themselves. Close attention to 

the interactional processes that generate legitimacy and concomitant 

fidelity is a far more promising strategy to create international law.97  

 

This theory has been formulated over ten years stimulating wider scholarly debates 

in both fields of ‘the study of international cooperation’, and its authors continue to 

apply it to current issues that had played defining roles in the evolution of public 

international law.
98

 As neorealism theorist, Kenneth Waltz, once said, quoting a 
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physicist ‘that the ultimate test for a theory is that people in the field find it worth 

dealing with by criticising, arguing about, and trying to apply’.99 However, as has 

been explained in this section, this quotation is of great help for explaining how 

interactionalism shows how international law matters and attracts adherence of state 

and non-state actors.
100

 In its application by its authors, interactionalism has shown 

thorough assessments of law-making and application in these areas: climate change, 

prohibition on torture, and the use of force. 

In climate change, for example, the authors found by following the negotiation 

history of the regime that ‘a sound basis of shared procedural understandings’ has 

been cultivated and ‘procedural legality’ has been fostered.
101

 But in the use of force, 

the authors concluded that even after the 9/11 terrorist attacks, the unequivocal 

prohibition on the use of force as illustrated in the UN Charter Article 2(4) ‘remains 

healthy as binding legal obligation’.
102

 This is because the regime is founded on 

solid and most widely shared understandings and its rules substantially meets the 

principles of legality.
103

 Nonetheless, the prohibition of torture clearly shows the 

interrelatedness of interactionalism’s framework. Because the weakness in global 

shared understanding on prohibition of  torture, especially after 9/11, has led to a 

weak practice of legality that violate the most important criterion, congruence 

between official actions and declared rules.
104

 Overall, in all of these examined 

areas the importance of the practice of legality is evident, since the creation, 

maintenance, or destruction of any legal regime is dependent on an interactive 

practice of legality.
105

 However, what is relevant for the purpose of this thesis is 

interactionalism’s concept of compliance that does not merely mean ‘an outcome 

produced by the norm or by its enforcement, but part of the ongoing process of 

interactional law-making’.
106
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Additionally, interactionalism offers four lessons for promoting compliance. The 

first stresses the role of obligation by building the foundations of compliance 

through law-making process because ‘law’s obligatory power- its ‘self-binding’ 

effect- must be cultivated and maintained’.
107

 This can be achieved, for example, by 

ensuring that the regulatory regimes basic principles and goals substantially meet the 

principles of legality especially the eighth criterion of enforcement, the congruence 

between official action and the law.
108

 The second lesson focuses on the existence of 

‘a practice of legality’ that ‘cultivates spaces and opportunities [for states and non-

states actors] to engage with and around legal norms’.
109

 Lesson three, however, 

extends this practice to encompass ‘non-compliance procedures, dispute settlement, 

and enforcement’.
110

 The authors explained this lesson by saying: 

In short, when seen through the lens of our interactional framework, 

treaty-based non-compliance procedures, binding dispute settlement, and 

enforcement measures all play potentially important roles both in 

building legality and in promoting compliance. At the same time, if 

employed arbitrarily, selectively, or not at all, they can each damage the 

congruence upon which interactional law depends. The most important 

question to ask about compliance mechanism and measures, then, is not 

whether or not they are ‘hard’ or legally in a formal sense, but whether 

or not they meet the requirements of interactional legality.
 111

   

This particular lesson about the interrelatedness of ‘noncompliance, dispute 

settlement and enforcement’ is the most relevant for the purpose of this thesis. 

Because, according to interactionalism, law creation cannot be separated from its 

enforcement or from the observance through compliance because all are enmeshed 

in the elements of interactionalism that can show the system’s legitimacy and 

legality and overall its endurance. Once law (creation) is separated from the 

interpretative mechanism of its (determination), and the focus is just turned to its 

(enforcement), its legitimacy will be overlooked, hence its legality will be in 

question. Traditional international law scholars constantly say that because the law 

is not effectively enforced does not mean that there is no ‘law’, citing violations of 

national legal systems as an example.  
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Although this assertion is true, it eschews the important steps of starting with the 

examination of the law (creation) phase to see how much shared understanding the 

concerned states have, and through the (determination) phase asking whether the 

rules meet the legality principles, and then in the (enforcement) phase by 

maintaining a closer look at legal practice under the treaty. Failure to do so will 

result in the same baseless claims like the one cited above, which led the realists and 

rationalists to capitalise on them because they see no separation between law and 

enforcement. There is no separation, but the ultimate question is how much legal 

interactions is under the treaty. The final lesson highlights the relevance of ‘the 

interplay between international and domestic law’ to the pull to compliance with the 

posited rules. This lesson maintains that ‘the communities of practice must expand 

to engage domestic actors in their shared legal understandings’, because their 

engagement with norms ‘is likely to have feedback effects back into the 

international arena’.
112

  

The final lesson is of great relevance to the emerging scholarship on the need for 

direct effect, for example, in international economic law, to enable citizens ‘as 

agents of justice’ to domestically invoke WTO law.
113

  However, since most of IR 

and international law discussions on the evolution of public international law focus 

on the concept of compliance, a more detailed discussion of compliance as an 

observance of rules through enforcement is needed. Although, interactionalism 

posits a strong case for understanding compliance, but as Brunnée and Toope have 

acknowledged, the theory builds and expands on existing IR and international law 

literature to better articulate a comprehensive theory of international legal 

obligation. This is one reason, among many, that makes interactionalism an 

exemplary work of bridging the divide between IR and international law scholars, 

and explaining legal obligations of international trade. However, after the scholars’ 

affirmation of the birth of international law, and their important contributions to 

explaining the benefits of complying with it, most of the discussion has turned to the 

methods of making this law binding and therefore, enforceable. 
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2.3 The Enforcement of Public International Law: 

The separation between the international law existence, and its methods of 

enforcement has been emphasized because ‘the former spoke to the validation and 

authority of this law as law; the latter to questions of its effectiveness.’114 Questions 

about the effectiveness of public international law gave the discipline its uniqueness 

in being since its invention subject to the scholars’ continuous improvements of 

deterrent enforcement systems which aim to attract credibility and provide 

durability. In fact, it is one of any enforcement system objectives, if it deserves the 

above credentials to provide; for example, in the multilateral trading system, 

predictability and stability.115 First, the transition from discussing the existence of 

international law and the benefits of complying with it, to its different enforcement 

mechanisms, must be accredited as significant steps in identifying this law’s 

relevance to the life of countless individuals and the cooperative relationships 

between states.  

There is, as yet, no perfect enforcement system of international law, although there 

are authoritative decisions, model laws, and articles such as International Law 

Commission (ILC) 2001 Draft Articles on the Responsibility of States for 

Internationally Wrongful Acts (ARSIWA), which push the international 

enforcement systems toward perfection.
116

 International law has gone through a 

process of tribunalization -depoliticization- especially in humanity law and 

international economic law of investment and trade ‘to purify international legal 

regimes from politics’.
117

 However, the realists/rationalists continue to apply their 

assumptions to international law enforcement by saying that the state’s consent to 

international treaties is ineffective, as the states are always changing and, therefore, 

cannot bind themselves to the future in the same way as they could when they 
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signed the treaty.118 Furthermore, they say that the international law’s enforcement 

system is ineffective when compared to the enforcement of national laws in, for 

example, liberal democracies. Therefore, the enforceability of the questionable 

international law rules is impossible between states with completely different forms 

of governance.  

However, the same can be said about individuals and corporations who are 

constantly changing, and corporations like states bind themselves with contracts 

regardless of future changes, except in very limited circumstances explained under 

the frustration of contract doctrine. Also it is helpful to borrow the classification of a 

political scientist, when she said that ratification of international human rights law 

treaties has positive effect on domestic human rights practices in countries that are 

neither stable democratic, nor stable autocratic, but countries-in-transition.
119

 It 

means that countries transitioning toward nomocracy, government based on the rule 

of law, are inclined to incorporate/enforce international laws to develop their legal 

systems. Nevertheless, in the next subsection, the realists abandoned this simple 

argument about state’s form of governance, by moving from excusing the state from 

international obligations because of uncertainty, to invoking the domestic doctrine 

of frustration of contract, which once again leads to inconsistency. This is because 

they first recognised international law’s positive effect on state behaviour, but tried 

to encourage this state not to comply with international rules, to acquire temporary 

benefits with long-lasting detrimental effects.  

Overall, those realists’ assumptions show a lack of understanding the sources of 

international laws and their enforcement mechanisms in the international and 

national spheres. It noteworthy that by 1945 the period of enforcing international 

law through war or reprisals had been outlawed in the specific wording of the 

Charter Article 2(4). 120  Since then the process of state’s effectuating public 

international law often starts with long negotiations, which might involve the state’s 

declaration of any reservations. Indeed, if the negotiations succeed, the state will be 

recognised as bound by the law body, or court jurisdiction which can authorise 

sanctions for noncompliance. There are two ways of enforcement in international 
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law, first through the state’s acceptance of the court’s jurisdiction, and second 

subject to the relevant tribunal’s authorization, the state can exercise the available 

countermeasures against breaches of the rules of international governmental 

organizations (IGOs).121.  

It is important to highlight one preliminary point about the role of the state in 

making and enforcing international law. International law gives the states full 

authority: 

To act not only internally but at the international level, to make (or not 

to make) treaties and other commitments, to relate (or not to relate) to 

other states in wide variety of ways, to consent (or not to consent) to 

resolve international disputes.122  

 

Therefore, in the view of the voluntary participation of the states in rule-making in 

transforming formerly international political regimes into legally binding order, 

states must to respect the obligations that they have created and promised to 

maintain. The following subsection will demonstrate how the international law 

subfield of WTO law is enforced by the mechanism of DSB, and self-enforced 

through WTO member states’ interactions on the basis of legality in various settings. 

 2.3.1 The Enforcement of World Trade Law:  

Following from the aforementioned discussion of public international law, and 

before explaining WTO law enforcement through the DSB, it is conducive to 

address this question: Is the WTO law self-contained regime separate from public 

international law? To answer it is important at this stage to clarify two points, 

namely the organization as the subject of international law, and international law in 

the WTO dispute settlement system. The WTO is an organization with an 

international legal responsibility of ensuring fair and free trade between member 

states. A definition of an international organisation with such legal responsibility is 

provided under Article (2(a)) of the 2011 ILC Draft Articles on the Responsibility of 

International Organizations, which stipulates: 

‘International organization’ means an organization established by treaty 

or other instrument governed by international law and possessing its own 
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international legal personality. International organization may include as 

members, in addition to States, other entities.
123

  

The WTO Agreement, the result of the 1994 Uruguay Round, contains the basic 

institutional provisions for an international legal order. In the preamble, parties to 

the WTO Agreement recognize, among many objectives, member state’s entitlement 

to improve its economy by benefiting from international trade, in accordance with 

the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) rules, and related sectorial 

WTO agreements.
124

 Disagreement on the WTO rules is adjudicated by the DSB in 

accordance with the Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the 

Settlement of Disputes (DSU). In its mission of promoting and protecting fairness in 

trade, the DSB is often confronted with high profile linkages disputes that involve 

discrimination in trade and the state’s environmental or health policy (e.g. US-

Shrimp-Turtle and EC-Hormones). However, most of these controversial cases have 

been adjudicated on the basis of upholding the principles of the world trading 

system, which recognise member state sovereign decisions to protect its 

environment, and at the same time, ensure that it should not use its policies to 

adversely affect trade relations.
125

 The Appellate Body (AB) in (Japan–Alcoholic 

Beverages II) stated that:  

The WTO Agreement is a treaty -- the international equivalent of a 

contract. It is self-evident that in an exercise of their sovereignty, and in 

pursuit of their own respective national interests, the Members of the 

WTO have made a bargain. In exchange for the benefits they expect to 

derive as Members of the WTO, they have agreed to exercise their 

sovereignty according to the commitments they have made in the WTO 

Agreement.
126

    

 

This explanation is in conformity with the shared understandings about what 

constitutes an agreement, and how should contracting state exercise its sovereignty 

within the boundaries of the treaty. For instance, according to the 1969 Vienna 

Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT) Article (2:1) a ‘treaty’ is ‘an 

international agreement concluded between States in written form and governed by 
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international law, whether embodied in a single instrument or in two or more related 

instruments and whatever its particular designation’.
127

 One commentator on the 

WTO explains this definition by saying:  

A treaty is an instrument by which countries agree to place voluntary 

limitations on the exercise of their sovereignty, and an international 

organization is a body that states agree to create in order to facilitate the 

development and execution of the these sovereignty-constraining 

instruments.
128

       

 

With regard to the relationship between the WTO law and public international law, 

the following question has to be asked about whether the WTO law is separate from 

public international law. Avoiding answering this question or answering it wrongly 

has been the main source of confusion for realists/rationalists scholars to conclude 

that in addition to questionable status of public international law, the WTO law, as a 

separate system of rules, has no normative power to influence state behaviour. The 

prevailing view regarding the debate about whether the GATT/WTO is ‘self-

contained’ system, not in need of the application of non-WTO norms, namely, 

treaties, jus cogens, and customary international law, is that WTO law is an integral 

part of public international law.
129

 However, some WTO scholars say, because of 

the mentioning of the word ‘customary international law’ in the WTO, and the Panel 

and AB refusal to apply custom (in EC-Hormones), or recognise member state 

commitments to other international agreements, WTO law is ‘largely self-contained’ 

legal system impenetrable to other regimes.
130

 In some occasions this important 

question about the relationship between WTO and international law has been 
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neglected altogether, because some scholars believe that international law, if it 

qualifies to be called law, has no effect on WTO law.
131

  

Nevertheless, in order to understand to what extent the WTO regime is firmly 

embedded in public international law and practice, one has to look at what the law 

itself and its adjudicative body say about the WTO law limitations and application. 

In accordance with DSU Article (3:2), customary rules of interpretation of public 

international law under the VCLT apply in the WTO dispute settlement system. The 

AB stated in its first report in 1996 concerning US—Gasoline, that the GATT should 

‘not to be read in clinical isolation from public international law’.
132

 The authors of 

the leading textbook on the WTO law referred to this AB report as ‘a genuine 

turning point in the relationship between international law and international trade 

law’.
133

 The VCLT Article (31:3(c)) establishes that the interpretation of a treaty 

provision must take into account ‘together with the context […] any relevant rules of 

international law applicable in the relations between the parties’.
134

 This provision 

sets the parameters for both the Panel and AB not to interpret any WTO rules in 

contravention of well-established non-WTO norms or hold another treaty against a 

member not having ratified it.  

This has been explained further in four WTO landmark cases, the EC-Biotech 

Products, Korea-Government Procurement, and Chile-Transit and Importing of 

Swordfish (hereinafter Chile- Swordfish case). In the EC-Biotech Products the Panel 

said that the provisions of Biosafety Protocol do not affect the trade relations of the 

US and other states because they have not ratified it. The Panel in EC-Biotech 

Products explains:    

Taking account of the fact that Article 31(3)(c) mandates consideration 

of other applicable rules of international law, and that such consideration 

may prompt a treaty interpreter to adopt one interpretation rather than 

another, we think it makes sense to interpret Article 31(3)(c) as requiring 

consideration of those rules of international law which are applicable in 

the relations between all parties to the treaty which is being interpreted. 

Requiring that a treaty be interpreted in the light of other rules of 

international law which bind the States parties to the treaty ensures or 
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enhances the consistency of the rules of international law applicable to 

these states and this contributes to avoiding conflicts between the 

relevant rules.
135

  

 

With respect to the reference to general international law concepts, both Panels, 

under the GATT the WTO, and the AB, made references to international law when 

needed to explain the treaty rules. For example, under the GATT, it was in the US-

Nicaragua Trade case that the Panel acknowledged the Nicaragua statement that 

‘GATT did not exist in a vacuum but was an integral part of the wider structure of 

international law, and that the General Agreement must not be interpreted in a way 

inconsistent with international law’.
136

 Furthermore, the Panel in Korea-Government 

Procurement noted that ‘customary international law applies generally to the 

economic relations between the WTO Members […] such international law applies 

to the extent that the WTO agreements do not “contract out” from it’.
137

 Therefore, 

WTO member states have to recognise that they are bound by the system of 

international law. As Pauwelyn explains ‘in their treaty relations states can ‘contract 

out’ of one, more or, in theory, all rules of international law (other than those of jus 

cogens), but they cannot contract out of the system of international law’.
138

   

However, the Panel in the Chile-Swordfish case found itself in difficult position of 

having to decide on a case that involved a measure that is permissible under the 

WTO law, but illegal under the protocol attached to the UN Law of the Sea 

Convention-the protocol on highly migratory species, signed by both Spain and 

Chile.
139

 The EU requested a consultation with Chile regarding the prohibition on 

transit or unloading of swordfish in Chilean ports. However, Chile argued the case 

not based on the WTO law, since the right of transit is guaranteed by GATT Article 

(V), but based on the law of the sea, saying that the catching of the fish is in 

contravention of the Spanish fishers’ obligation under the protocol. Although at the 

time of the consultation at the DSB, Chile had lodged a case at the International 
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Tribunal for the Law on the Sea (ITLOS), but the ITLOS case had been settled by 

political agreement leading to the WTO dispute to be suspended. But had the DSB 

Panel issued its ruling in this case, and from the three previous cases (US-Gasoline, 

EC-Biotech Products, and Korea-Government Procurement) it would have given 

more weight to the convention and the protocol’s obligations, rather than allowing 

for the transit of illegally caught fish, which would have been permissible under the 

WTO law.
140

  

Furthermore, public international law principles have ‘a measure of influence’ in the 

interpretation process, for instance, the international environmental law principle of 

sustainable development was mentioned in WTO agreement, and reiterated in the 

AB ruling in US-Shrimp-Turtle.
141

 This is an illustration of how the DSB have made 

use of the general jurisprudence of international law through treaty interpretation 

and the application of procedural public international law principles.
142

 Indeed, the 

AB in US-Cotton Safeguard had referred to the rules of general international law on 

state responsibility as a relevant standard for interpreting WTO law.
143

 It is claimed 

that non-WTO norms can play a role in the WTO dispute settlement system in three 
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different ways: ‘through direct application, as a source of interpretative material, or 

as factual evidence’.
144

  

This view about the different roles of international law in the WTO dispute 

settlement system, concerning, for example, the applicable law, is supported by the 

ILC report on the fragmentation of international law when it explains that:  

Even if it is clear that the competence of WTO bodies is limited to 

considerations of claims under the covered agreements (and not for 

example under environmental or human rights treaties), when 

elucidating the content of the relevant rights and obligations, WTO 

Bodies must situate those rights and obligations within the overall 

context of general international law (including relevant environmental 

and human rights treaties).
145

                  

Also in the same report the ILC concluded that ‘international law is a legal system’ 

and specialised subfields that emerge within international law, like the WTO, do not 

erode the systemization of international law.
146

 The evolution of the dispute 

settlement under the WTO is now taking the shape of the increasing incorporation of 

non-WTO norms.
147

 The DSB’s Panel and AB reference to other international 

agreements and treaties, and the use of customary rules of interpretation of public 

international law, shows that the argument for excluding GATT/WTO law from 

international law is fruitless.
148

 It has been the case since the establishment of the 

WTO DSB that the recognition of international law obligations by the Panel and AB 

supports the goal of achieving compliance pursuant to DSU Article (21:1).
149

  

In terms of orientation and practice, the GATT panel procedure and its successor, 

the quasi-judicial body of the WTO DSB, were following the principles of public 
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international law. For example, the absence of binding precedents under the GATT 

and WTO conform to general international law. There is, to use Jackson’s terms ‘a 

de facto precedential effect’ that has guided the GATT panel procedure and WTO 

DSB practice.
 150 

It is through the effective use of the general rules of interpretation 

of public international law and looking at sources outside the WTO law, that the 

Panel and AB have well-handled conflicts between WTO law and other international 

agreements.
151

 Therefore, the crucial research question in this regard is not whether 

the GATT/WTO is still a ‘self-contained’ system but ‘how the relationship between 

the GATT/WTO law and public international law has transformed the formerly self-

contained GATT regime into a WTO system that is more firmly embedded in the 

broader landscape of international law’.
152

 In short, from treaty text and decided 

cases the WTO as an IGO and its law are subject to, and an integral part of public 

international law. It is true that the GATT was an economic order the result of 

diplomatic negotiations, but the establishment of the WTO in 1995 was the result of 

internationally-made legal order for upholding the international rule of law. As will 

be discussed in chapter two, the international rule of law enforced by the WTO DSB 

has significant implications for promoting economic growth, and creating stable and 

predictable multilateral trading system. To further explain the legalistic structure of 

the WTO, the enforcement role of the WTO DSB shall be analysed.   

2.3.2 The Enforcement Role of the WTO DSB:   

This subsection will be more of a critique rather than praising the DSB rules and 

procedures. However, within this appraisal the enforcement features of the DSB will 

be highlighted, as the DSB was founded to settle official disputes by reminding 

WTO members of their rights and obligations, and ensuring their trade regulations 

consistency with WTO law. However, the enforcement of the WTO law has to be 

clarified in two preliminary points. First, it is worth recalling Reisman who stated 
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that in an organised community of governments the major factor producing 

compliance is that the community always presumes compliance for the enforcement 

of its rules.153 The organised community enforce its authority, in Reisman’s view, 

through indirect enforcement by imposing ‘sanctions on the miscreant in order to 

persuade him to comply with community norms’.154 In the case of the WTO, this 

sanction takes the form of ‘suspension of concessions or other obligations under the 

covered agreements’ (DSU 22:2) to compel the offending member to comply with 

the community norms. The WTO does not use the term ‘trade sanctions’ as a mean 

for achieving compliance, however, international trade law scholars and 

practitioners often refer to DSU Article (22) as a source for providing ‘sanctions’.155 

Thus, by consenting to the WTO treaty which provides provisions for retaliatory 

sanctioning of offending member, member states forgo their right to impose 

unilateral sanctions and agree to resolve pertinent disputes through the DSU 

exclusively.156 Participation in the DSB is not voluntary but subject to a binding 

system that operates under certain rules and conditions. This means that individual 

or collective actions of states are prohibited, and that the WTO dispute settlement 

system will not be guided by the power and wealth interests of different states.  

Nonetheless, important questions need to be raised here: how effective is the DSB in 

settling consultation-related disputes in a timely manner? does developed members 

refusal to comply with the WTO rules after being sanctioned means that the system 

is not binding enough to force them into compliance? and how much non-

compliance constitutes a danger to the effectiveness of the compulsory jurisdiction 

of the DSB? A second point that has often been raised in the debate about the 

enforcement of the WTO law, and in the absence of supra-national authority, is that 

trade agreements must rely on self-enforcement rather than the DSB. For example, 

the 2007 World Trade Report entitled ‘Six Decades of Multilateral Trade 

Corporation: What Have We Learnt?’ highlighted the challenges associated with the 

self-enforcement mechanism of the WTO. When examining the rules of 
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enforcement and dispute resolution, the report acknowledged that the WTO 

Agreement is a treaty i.e. ‘the international equivalent of a contract’. 

 However, later in the report the contractual incompleteness, which include the 

existence of ambiguities in the treaty text, was mentioned as weakening the affected 

party position to secure an early and effective settlement because of his inability to 

rely on the text to prove his suspicious. 157 The affected party’s challenging task of 

proving ‘nullification or impairment’ (NoI) to his state’s interest, which amounts to 

self-enforcement, the report stated, brings with it two disadvantages. Firstly, 

member states retaliatory power becomes a dominant factor in determining the 

enforcement capacity. Secondly, the member’s task of proving a treaty violation by 

observing, verifying, and quantifying the offending member’s actions is costly and 

can lead to disagreement.158 Such disadvantages had been highlighted in Reisman’s 

article when he stated that ‘securing enforcement of a particular decision in the 

contemporary international arena depends ultimately upon the ingenuity, 

resourcefulness, and energy of the winning party’. 159  This led him to raise the 

question that still represents a key problem for enforcing the DSB rulings and 

recommendations, ‘how to facilitate the drafting of other participants and their 

resources in an enforcement action?’.
160

  

Nevertheless, one of the difficult issues is the determination of the reasonable period 

of time (RPT) under DSU Article (21:3) for compliance, which has proven to be 

challenging in theory and practice, and led to claims for downplaying the 

bindingness of GATT/WTO rules. To recall, DSU Article (21:3) stipulates that 

when it is ‘impracticable’ for the offending states to comply immediately with the 

rulings and recommendations as stated in the adopted Panel and AB reports, then the 

member should be afforded the right of having a RPT to comply.
161

 The RPT shall 

be determined by the concerned member, or disputing members, or in case of 

disagreement, ‘binding arbitration within 90 days after the date of adoption of the 
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recommendations and rulings’.
162

 The RPT period shall not exceed (15) months 

from the adoption of a Panel or AB’s report, and pursuant to DSU Article (21:4), in 

the case of exceptional circumstances, ‘the total time shall not exceed 18 months’.
163

 

Despite these provisions but they are not effective in forcing recalcitrant states to 

comply, and they often lead to misunderstanding of the enforcement role of the 

DSB. Almost all WTO high profile disputes that have not been settled in a timely 

manner involve abuses of DSU Article (21:3), and scholars who argue against full 

compliance with WTO law ‘the anti-legalist’ cite this DSU Article as a justification 

for their argument.  

For example, Zimmermann said that as an important mechanism for ‘tolerating 

temporary non-compliance in the WTO dispute settlement system’, the flexibility 

provided by the RPT is not weakening the WTO’s framework.164 Citing the long-

standing EC-Banana dispute as an authority for his claim, Zimmermann said:  

The weak back-up enforcement under the rules of the DSU does not 

force WTO Members into compliance, but tolerate de facto, that a 

member remains in breach for as long as that member accepts to pay the 

price of non-compliance i.e. [EC-Banana] (...) the fact that WTO 

Member found in breach does not, de facto, have to establish compliance 

at any cost by the end of the ‘reasonable period of time’ as set under the 

rules of Article 21.3 of the DSU, and that it can opt to ‘buy’ additional 

time in exceptional circumstances, constitutes not a weakness, but one of 

the strengths of the WTO legal framework’165  

In proposing this claim that the WTO’s dispute settlement mechanism can 

accommodate ‘temporary non-compliance’, Zimmermann implies that the number 

of long-term non-compliance disputes will not be damaging for the system as a 
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whole as it has not entailed an erosion of confidence in the multilateral trading 

system.166 However, by not identifying the exceptional or rare scenarios that justify 

the abuse of the RPT by giving an example of relevant cases, apart from the only 

cited case of EC-Banana, Zimmermann’s claim of toleration of temporary non-

compliance as systematic safety valve of WTO dispute settlement remains unclear. 

Furthermore, there is a contradiction in Zimmermann’s analysis of drawing an 

analogy between the contract law theory of ‘efficient breach’ by considering the 

WTO’s system as a system of ‘breach and pay’ and thus, playing down the ‘binding’ 

nature of the WTO law, while at the same time acknowledging that there should be 

full, but not prompt compliance with the DSB’s rulings and recommendations.167  

It is the assertion of Qian that the WTO member involved in misusing the RPT and 

failing to bring the measure(s) into conformity with the WTO’s law, will ‘adversely 

affect the WTO Members’ confidence in the WTO dispute settlement system if not 

the integrity of the whole of the organisation’. 168  Therefore, it is hard to see 

Zimmermann’s interpretation of DSU Article (21:3) as a reason for deviating, not 

breaching as he tried to distinguish, from upholding the rules of DSU which include 

prompt compliance and timely implementation of the DSB’s rulings and 

recommendations. A clear illustration of the DSB qualified success to provide an 

early and effective settlement of disputes can be demonstrated in brief analysis of 

the following high profile cases where the attainment of full compliance with the 

DSB’s rulings have been difficult, and have in some cases still not been 

accomplished. The WTO DSB has an ineffective countermeasure for inducing 

member states to comply with GATT/WTO rules of fair trade. For instance; after 

discussing the automatic operation of countermeasures within the WTO, Kristsiotis 

said: 

At first the automatic countermeasures seem a mature method of 

securing effective and swift justice for world trade, at least when 

compared with the ICJ which has no equivalent powers to compel 
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compliance with its judgments (…) however the record of WTO practice 

suggests that this new system has been ‘stranded against the wall of 

noncompliance’, due in no small measure to ‘an  enforcement problem’ 

where counter-measures have become but one further prop on the field 

of power politics (e.g. as between the European Union and the United 

States).169      

The high profile cases that show the limits of the DSB are EC-Banana, EC-

Hormones, US-FSC, and US-Byrd Amendment. They are important for the following 

reasons, first, and more importantly, in these cases member states have fought over 

‘not only the underlying trade issues but what the dispute settlement system itself 

can deliver.’
170

 Disagreements about the AB’s interpretation of highly scientific or 

politicalised disputes related to public health and wellbeing, or the function of 

Article (21:5) compliance review, have great importance for impending rulings, and 

shaping the future of the WTO’s DSB work. The rulings in EC-Banana and EC-

Hormones highlighted the ineffectiveness of trade sanctions, as despite the EC found 

in both cases violating various WTO agreements, they did not correct these 

violations.  

Unlike US-Steel Safeguards and US-FSC where the threat of retaliation forced the 

US to remove WTO-inconsistent measure(s), the threat of significant and imminent 

retaliatory actions did not force the EC to change their policy in Banana and 

Hormones. The EC’s refusal not to comply after being sanctioned has led to the 

critical perspective that the Banana and Hormones episodes show how fruitless trade 

sanctions are, as they have not promoted compliance. The ineffectiveness of 

retaliation is due to a number of disadvantages summarised by Charnovitz when he 

considered the facts of Banana and Hormones, finding ‘multiple problems of 

undermining WTO principles, encouraging discrimination, deprecating human 

rights, damaging the economy of the sender country, facilitating protectionism, and 

favouring larger countries’. 171  These problems occurred despite both disputing 

member states having adopted national laws to facilitate the imposition of retaliation 
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in accordance with WTO rules and representing private parties’ interests. 172 

Additionally, these two cases raise many questions concerning Panel and AB 

jurisdictions to accept or reject whatever standard of review they deem appropriate 

with regard to the Sanitary and Phyto-Sanitary measures. For example, in the US 

and Canada-Continued Suspension of Obligations in the EC- Hormone dispute, the 

AB recommended that the disagreement regarding the suspension should be 

addressed through DSU Article (21:5) compliance review proceeding, yet why did 

the AB not find that the Panel had no jurisdiction to handle this case from the outset, 

instead of upholding and reversing some of its findings.173 In EC-Banana III (second 

recourse to DSU Article (21:5)) the AB received similar criticism of not clarifying 

the nature and duration of NoI, leaving the arbitrators with little guidance as to how 

they should deal with ‘(i) overlap and coincidence of NoI (ii) previously repealed 

measures, and (iii) the relevant definition of NoI.’
174

  

With regard to Banana case, and the view that the EC was seeking to protect its 

reputation by keeping its promises to the African, Caribbean and Pacific countries, 

and showing its good faith in valuing one commitment more than the other,175 can 

such justification for protecting the developing and least developing countries’ 

interests justify a deviation from WTO law? Also the question has to be asked about 

how these cases were settled after many years of stalemate and retaliation. For 

example; in Hormones retaliation, the EC did not change their policy after nine 

years. Was this eventual change of tact because of the adverse effects of retaliation 

in hurting the sender and the target country? or was it because the WTO DSB found 

themselves compelled to resort to the GATT model of settlement by rebalancing 

concessions, thus allowing space for ‘political safeguard’ because the EC has 

‘inconsistent’ regulatory system.  

In December 2009, the EC reported that it had reached an agreement with the Latin 

American banana suppliers (the so-called Geneva Agreement on Trade in Banana) 
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and a similar agreement with the US, which provides for a new EU tariff schedule 

on bananas. Similarly, on 17 March 2011 the parties reached a Memorandum of 

Understanding regarding the importation of hormone-free beef in exchange for 

increasing the duties applied to certain products of the EC. Both settlements where 

reached in reciprocal and mutually advantageous arrangements without resorting to 

the voluntary trade compensation or the continuation of retaliation. Hence, Limenta 

argues that the purpose of retaliation is not to induce prompt compliance by the 

recalcitrant WTO member as stated by arbitrators in EC-Banana III (Ecuador) 

(Article 22.6), but to induce a mutually agreeable solution.176 Regarding the US-FSC 

and US-Byrd Amendment, the US Congress in defiance of the DSB rulings, and due 

to the system’s lack of post-retaliation sanctions, kept enacting replacement 

legislation that contained in them or in their integrated whole measure(s) 

inconsistent with WTO law.177 

In the US-FSC dispute the US for almost four decades adopted four legislation, the 

Domestic International Sales Corporation (DISC) of 1971, the Foreign Sales 

Corporation (FSC) of 1984, the Repeal and Extraterritorial Income Act (ETI) of 

2000, and American Job Creation Act of 2004, to deal with the following dilemma, 

‘how could the U.S maintain the “competitiveness” of U.S exports in the 

international trade arena with a WTO acceptable tax policy?’.
178

 The US-FSC case is 

seen as an impossible case for three reasons. Firstly, it highlights the different views 

of the disputing members about the status of the method of ‘foreign earned income’. 

Secondly, the EC brought this dispute as a strategic response to the US aggressive 

approach in Banana and Hormones.
179

 Thirdly, issues of taxation is believed to be 

relevant to the sovereignty of member state in deciding the appropriate system.
180
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Such a long and difficult dispute has divided the opinions about how the DSB 

should resolve it, with one opinion suggesting that the GATT/WTO had little 

legitimacy and expertise to handle this dispute from the outset.
181

  

Another opinion proposes that the DSB should recommend the adjustment of the US 

tax policy from ‘worldwide taxation system’ (the country of residence of the tax 

payer) to a progressive two-tiered consumption tax such as destination basis X 

tax.
182

 However, this adjustment would not be appropriate because of Panel and AB 

pure textual interpretation of Subsidies and Countervailing Measures Agreement 

(SCM), thus an examination of whether the tax legislation is based on neutral 

criteria and whether it meets the definition of subsidy, is recommended for the 

determination of the measures’ consistency with WTO law.  

Overall, both perspectives on the adjustment of the taxation system and the advocate 

for the use of the ‘political issue doctrine’ maintains that the Memorandum of 

Understanding of 1981 which allegedly resolved the DISC dispute by clarifying 

GATT Article (XIV) provisions, should have been upheld to settle the US-FSC 

dispute. From the constitutional flaw mentioned by Barfield to a number of 

interpretation problems relating to GATT Article (XIV) and the (SCM) footnotes 

(especially footnote 59), the US-FSC dispute remains far from being settled. With 

regard to US-Byrd Amendment, the US showed its good intention by bringing the 

measures complained of into conformity with WTO obligations by the repeal of the 

Continued Dumping and Subsidy Offset Act of 2000 into a new act, the Deficit 

Reduction Act of 2006. However, the EC and Japan disagreed with the US action 

stating that the measures had not been fully brought into conformity with the DSB’s 

recommendations and rulings; thus they will continue to retaliate, and notified the 

DSB of a new list of products.  
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As mentioned earlier, the conflicting and unclear interpretations of the Panel and AB 

of the relevant agreements might be the cause of delayed compliance with the 

DSB’s rulings and recommendations. For instance, in rejecting the Panel’s 

interpretation that the Byrd Amendment ‘has a specific adverse impact on the 

competitive relationship between domestic products and dumped [or subsidized] 

products’,
183

 the AB failed to explain ‘to what extent the Byrd Amendment over-

compensates affected US industries beyond the acceptable maximum level provided 

in the WTO Agreements?’.
184

 By dismissing the Panel interpretation and paying 

attention to the letter as opposed to the context of Anti-Dumping and SCM, the AB 

neglected that these agreements meant to establish a level playing field between 

domestic and foreign competitor allowing members to impose acceptable import 

duties.
185

 In brief, these four high profile disputes show the limits of the DSB 

enforcement role, and they have served as a basis for on-going academic debate of 

introducing the private contract theory of efficient breach to the WTO law.   

2.3.3 Legalisation of Efficient Deviations in WTO Law:  

The WTO dispute settlement system, which is feared to become ‘the victim of its 

own success’, has continued to spark academic debates from both the sceptics and 

proponents of public international law. One area of disagreement is whether the 

private contract theory of efficient breach should be applied to WTO law. For 

scholars like Posner and Sykes, international law does not contain a normative 

argument for compliance as some of it ‘may be nothing more than rhetoric for 

domestic or international political consumption, for example, or may reflect the 

pursuit of illicit objectives by governments’.186 But defining international law as 

such, and because of the absence of third-party enforcement, viewing its 

enforcement as entirely ‘self-enforcing’ system, shows very narrow simplistic view 

of the field and its developments. The authors tried to justify their claim of 

legalising efficient deviations by focusing on the limitations of the law of treaty; 

namely the state’s right to suspend the operation of the treaty in the face of 
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economic or political shocks, reservations, and the withdrawal rights. They have 

used rare scenarios from international economic law under the WTO to interpret a 

number of articles and decided cases as allowing the states to derogate when the 

‘cost exceeds the benefits for compliance’. 187  Furthermore, the proponents of 

efficient breach attribute positive value to the violation of WTO law, and 

noncompliance with the DSB rulings, saying that such violations ‘should be 

considered as an instrument for renegotiation (…) providing indispensable 

flexibility to the world trading system’.
188

  

The reason they have chosen WTO law is because they regarded the WTO member 

state breach of the treaty, which is sometimes followed by calibrated retaliation, as 

‘acceptable from a welfarist perspective and essential for cooperation between 

states’.189 It is true that there is uncertainty with regard to DSU Article (22), such as 

the determination of the RPT, and the level of NoI for the authorisation of 

retaliation, which the WTO itself recognises as creating problems that poses a threat 

to the WTO underlying principles of liberation of trade.
190

 The ‘suspending 

concessions or other obligations under the covered agreements’ (DSU 22:2) or as it 

is commonly known, retaliation, is the most important trade remedy for the violation 

of WTO law. Its primary goal is not mainly as it used to be under the GATT era 

(1948-1994), which was rebalancing the rights and obligations or compensation, but 

under the WTO it plays the key role of sanctioning non-compliance.
191

 Explaining 

the evolution of retaliation, which is mirrored in the evolution of public international 

law, Pauwelyn said: 
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The contextual goal of WTO suspension as expressed in the DSU is not 

rebalancing or compensation as such but compliance or settlement (…) 

this goal is not only backed up by the formal ‘equivalent retaliation’ 

remedy (DSU Art. 22.4), but also by informal remedies such as 

reputation and community costs linked to continued non-compliance. 

Indeed, it is the repeated expression in the DSU that the ultimate goal of 

the system is compliance that nurtured a general perception that 

compliance is, indeed, the goal.
192

 

However, the advocates of efficient breach have largely overlooked the contextual 

analysis, and the Panel and AB interpretations, and mainly relayed on few cases to 

undermine the efficacy of the WTO compliance regime. For example, apart from the 

only cited case in Posner and Sykes’ article, EC-Hormone, and in Zimmermann’s 

article, EC-Banana, neither of the two WTO cases involved the occurrence of any 

economic or political shocks to be examples for legalising efficient breach.193 In 

fact, both cases led to retaliation of different kind, tit-for-tat retaliatory actions with 

the US, not what the authors claimed in their interpretation of DSU Article (22:2). 

As mentioned earlier, as a strategic response to the US aggressive approach in 

Hormones and Banana, the EC brought two complaints against the US in US- 

Foreign Sales Corporation and US-Byrd Amendments, and all of these cases of 

retaliation have posed a risk of making the world trading system unstable and 

unpredictable.  

Also, the proponents of efficient breach have disregarded the second sentence of 

DSU Article (22:1) which reads ‘neither compensation nor the suspension of 

concessions or other obligations is preferred to full implementation of a 

recommendation to bring a measure into conformity with the covered 

agreements.’
194

 They have also wrongly reconsidered the goal of WTO obligations 

saying that they ‘are international obligations of result instead of conduct’ so they 

can be efficiently breached to the extent to benefit the state welfare.
195

 However, this 

view is contrary to the general understanding of the role of the WTO obligations as 

being ‘a code for state conduct’ encompassing legal rules for trade liberalisation that 
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ensure non-discrimination and equality of sovereign states.
196

 Nonetheless, the 

difficulty faced by the GATT/WTO dispute settlement processes on deciding on 

high profile cases exhibits a more favourable view of the evolution of the 

international trade regime. To paraphrase Joyner, in international dispute resolution, 

the fact that most disputes arise over different interpretations of facts or of 

applications of law does not mean that the treaty failed to preserve cooperation.
197

 

Because, high-profile cases under the WTO, like that occurred under the GATT, 

have improved the treaty by providing ‘valuable legal interpretations of relevant 

GATT/WTO agreement and/or uncovered major defects and design flaws in the 

DSU procedures’.
198

 

 As was the case under the GATT, the challenge of handling politically sensitive 

cases, ‘the wrong cases’, would be resolved by the certainty provided in the firm 

legalistic approach.
199

 It is noteworthy that the controversies surrounding some of 

the disputes, especially those concerning the protection of public health and the 

environment, have been unreasonably triggered to undermine the effectiveness of 

international trade rules for the sole purpose of protectionism. 200  Moreover, the 

Panel and AB have managed to resolve some ‘wrong’ or ‘impossible’ cases, 

avoiding protracted litigation, without showing that the rulings were the results of 

legal failure.
201

 For instance, in the US-Helms-Burton case concerning legislation 

enacted by the US Congress regarding trade sanctions against Cuba which was 

extended to be applied to foreign companies trading with Cuba, was successfully 

settled as a political rather than a trade matter.
202

 Furthermore, a number of WTO 

scholars like Jackson and Pauwelyn have warned of the inappropriateness of 
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drawing analogies from domestic law jurisprudence, such as the contract law theory 

of efficient breach, to be incorporated into international law.203For example, when 

replying to Schwartz and Sykes, Jackson said:  

No language in the DSU explicitly ties it to the concept of efficient 

breach, and references in Schwartz and Sykes to a tie to some of the 

language in some of the cases is tenuous, if not erroneous. The notion 

that if WTO members had really wanted to make compliance with 

findings mandatory, they would have imposed some “greater penalty for 

noncompliance” rather than the equilibrating idea that is now contained 

in the DSU is purely conjectural. Another, more logical and more likely 

(in terms of the history of the system) explanation for the limitation on 

compensation or suspension actions that was introduced in the DSU is 

that the sovereign nation that make up the organization were trying to 

limit the overall power and to prevent overreaching by some 

international judicial body that might be tempted to utilize “penalizing 

approaches”.204      

 

Additionally, with regard to the state’s right not to comply in cases of economic 

shocks, as mentioned earlier, international trade law recognises the state’s welfare 

and provides exceptions for its sovereign decisions. However, recent studies 

confirmed predictions from early scholars of international law that the more 

cooperative, mutual and regulated relationships between states are, the less severe 

and more resolvable global economic or political problems will become. For 

instance, Kim said that owing to the role of economic and noneconomic 

international institutions in being ‘conveyors of information and mechanism of 

commitment and socialization’ during the 2008 recession, there has been fewer 

instances of states resorting to protectionist trade measures.205 This is because the G-

20 countries adhered to their commitments not to raise trade and investment barriers 

during the crisis, and governments resisted the firms’ push for protection until they 

‘conduct an investigation to assess the extent of injury’. 206  

The result was that the international community effectively dealt with the crisis as 

cooperation rules between states were maintained.  In addition, the government’s 

risk assessment before invoking efficient breach confirms with the general practice 
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as codified in ARSIWA Article (23:2(B)) that stipulates that the theory does not 

apply if ‘the State has assumed the risk of that [unforeseen] situation occurring.’ 

Because, if the state did not presume the risk by assessment, it need not use 

unilateral inward protectionist measures which will badly affect its economy and 

people’s welfare.
207

 Indeed, the state would instead seek the available protection 

from international law as interpreted and applied by international organizations, 

which will mitigate the damaging effects of isolationism, and promote its reputation 

as a trustworthy trade partner.
208

   

2.4 Lessons Learned from the Evolution of Public International Law:  

The evolution of public international law from the authority of power-politics to an 

order guided by the international rule of law has four lessons relevant to this thesis. 

First, the evolution from a world dominated by an IR theory of realism to a more 

orderly world influenced mainly by the insights of institutionalism and 

constructivism shows that only legal rules that are socially constructed and 

institutionalised can maintain international peace, and prosperity for mankind.
209

 

Second, once an international law is created it cannot be separated from its 

enforcement, and an analytical framework of assessing the level of legitimacy and 

legality is needed to show, first whether the state have actually created, and are 

willing to maintain legal rules, and second how much power the institutional 

enforcement mechanism can exert to influence state behaviour.  

As has been clarified by the compliance promotion lesson learned from 

Interactionalism, ‘noncompliance procedure, dispute settlement, and enforcement’ 

are all enmeshed in the three elements of interactionalism: shared understandings, 

Fullerian principles of legality, and the practice of legality.
210

 Once those elements 

are substantially met in the law-making and application, international law will 
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generate a distinctive legal legitimacy, and subsequently attract its own adherence, 

or in Fuller’s words the ‘fidelity’ to law.
211

 Hence, from this theoretical-framework 

emanates interactionalism unique concept of compliance, ‘compliance by a state or 

actors within a state is not merely an outcome produced by the norm or by its 

enforcement, but part of the ongoing process of interactional law-making’.
212

 This 

framework has shown remarkable results of thorough assessments pinpointing at the 

legality flaws that require attention in three areas of international law: climate 

change, prohibition on torture, and the use of force.
213

  

The third lesson is that evolution of public international law has an impact on WTO 

law especially on the evolution of countermeasures from the ‘treaty suspension’ to 

economic sanctions to the growing emphasis on the responsibility of states for 

wrongful acts. For example, Pauwelyn in his discussion of remedies under the 

GATT and WTO made an analogy with the default remedies in general international 

law, comparing the ‘treaty suspension’ in Article (60) of the VCLT to the right to 

take deterrent countermeasures to induce compliance in Article (49) of ARSIWA.
214

 

Pauwelyn explains this analogy by saying: 

That the evolution from GATT to WTO suspension has been one from 

‘treaty suspension’ under the VCLT to ‘countermeasures’ under  

ARSIWA is confirmed in the gradual changes of terminology commonly 

used to refer to GATT/WTO ‘suspension’(…) Although we are stuck 

with the old GATT/VCLT term of ‘suspension’ even in the DSU (but not 

in the Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM) which does use the 

term ‘countermeasures’) for all intents and purposes, what we now have 

in the WTO is something more akin to retaliation or countermeasures as 

they are expressed in the ARSIWA.
215

   

Also as explained in this chapter, the evolution of public international law has strong 

positive bearing on the practice under the GATT/WTO rules. For example, it has 

been claimed that when the DSB shows greater institutional sensitivity to other 
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international organizations it serves ‘to add legitimacy to its decision making and 

benefit the trading system’ as a whole.
216

 However, the fourth lesson is that the 

realist/rationalist scholars inadequate accounts of the evolution of legal obligation 

from the GATT to the WTO, led them to introduce the efficient breach of contract 

theory to international law. This fact is evident when the ‘anti-legalists’ scholars try 

to justify breaching international law rules for the promotion or protection of the 

economic concept of the state-welfare, which can be translated into state interests.
217

 

 The legalists, however, maintain that the Uruguay Round improvements to dispute 

settlement system, and the states practice under the WTO treaty show that the use of 

terms like ‘increasing state-welfare’ or ‘sovereignty’ to justify breaching the WTO 

treaty is highly unwarranted.
218

 For instance, the creation of the DSB AB to decide 

on issues of law and legal interpretation ‘encouraged petitioners, respondent states, 

and panellists to take more legalistic approach to cases’.
219

 Nevertheless, the debate 

between the legalists and anti-legalists is on-going, and for the purpose of this thesis 

an overview of this debate will be provided in the next chapter under the heading 

mapping the anti-legalists versus legalists debate on compliance. The issue about 

the goal(s) of trade sanctions has proven to be problematic for academics and 

practitioners from both schools of theory, especially the anti-legalist scholars
220

  

Furthermore, under this heading a number of reasons will be provided as to why this 

debate is flawed and confusing especially to those who are not familiar with the past 

and present states practice under the GATT/WTO rules. However, the history of the 

multilateral trading system has so much to tell us about why states with different 

political systems and various economic powers willingly came together to form the 

GATT, and when the GATT had been exhausted, formed another more obligatory 

organization named the WTO. The WTO law and practice will be illuminated in the 
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next three chapters that focus on interactionalism’s interlinked elements of shared 

understandings on compliance, principles of legality, and the practice of legality.        

2.5 Conclusion: 

There have been great contributions by international law and IR scholars to prove 

the relevance and importance of the study of international cooperation, and provide 

effective means for enforcing international rules. One area of interest for scholarship 

is the formation of international legal obligation, which the above incorporated 

theory of interactionalism has tried to explain its origin and optimal function. The 

disciples of Morgenthau who believe that states (meaning here the powerful) should 

not be bound by international law, should be mindful of the reality now that both 

states and individuals within those states are constantly invoking and seeking the 

protection of international law. The national and international courts and tribunals’ 

reflection on the responsibility of the state to respect its obligations toward its own 

citizens, and toward the rights of other states, is landmark legal achievement of the 

twenty first century. The role of international law cannot be simply reduced or 

linked to a limited number of cross-border business transactions, diplomacy, or right 

of transportation, which have been developed by civilizations as customs or 

traditions for the subjects of different states.  

It is in the interest of international peace, security, and prosperity for mankind that 

the states’ actions must be always placed under the scrutiny of international law. For 

example, as will be demonstrated in the following chapters with regard to the WTO, 

the state interactive participation in the multilateral trading system in accordance 

with the binding rules of the WTO, is beneficial for state welfare. The promotion of 

international rule of law, that serves many objectives including economic growth, 

has become a requirement for the subjects of international law: International 

organizations and states of legal personality. It is true that there remain uncertainties 

in the enforcement of public international law, but since ‘the writings of publicists’ 

was referred to as one of the sources of international law, and scholars from various 

subfields continue to devise credible enforcement mechanisms, the hope is always 

alive that international law will play greater role in promoting peace and security. To 

borrow the words of Brierly in his 1954 classic, Law of Nations, international law is 

truly ‘neither a myth on the one hand, nor a panacea on the other, but one institution 
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among others which we can use for the building of a saner international order’ (page 

V).
221

  

Finally, as has been indicated earlier, the interactionalism theory appears to offer a 

comprehensive understanding of international legal obligation, that this research 

requires to explain compliance with WTO law. Therefore, in the second chapter 

about the evolution of the dispute settlement system from the GATT to the WTO, 

interactionalism will be incorporated to the extent to explicate the evolution of legal 

obligation and adjudication. The evolution from the GATT to the WTO is a story of 

voluntary transformation from establishing political norms to legal rules that the 

member states were heavily involved in it as the main actors. Interaction for either 

building shared understandings on compliance with WTO law, or ensuring that the 

GATT/WTO rules meet the principles of legality, or that there is a robust practice of 

legality- even though these tasks have not been named as such- but their mere 

existence is further evidence of the importance of interactionalism in explaining the 

role of law in the WTO. This is why the theory is an important analytical-framework 

for this thesis to illuminate the WTO law and practice of compliance.  
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Chapter 3: Shared Understandings on Compliance with the WTO Law 

3.1 Introduction: 

The preceding chapter about the concept of compliance in public international law 

has strong bearing on the topic of this chapter about the origins of the World Trade 

Organization (WTO) obligations and their adjudication. Like the origins of the 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) obligations, the WTO obligations 

rests on the reciprocal promises made by individual member states, and extends to 

the observance of the GATT rules and their exceptions in non-discriminatory 

manner.
1
 The role of WTO member states continuous interaction for forming shared 

understandings of the multilateral trading agreements is very important. Speaking of 

the 1994 Uruguay Round, Jackson said, ‘overall, the Uruguay Round is a huge 

Package that many governments, including some of the most advanced and 

developed, most surely do not entirely understand’.
2
 This clearly indicates that the 

true test of treaty, is not only by accepting its rules and singing it, but also by legally 

interacting on the basis of these rules to cultivate solid shared understandings for 

optimal performance.  

Additionally, it is through an institutionalised adjudicative process that the 

effectiveness of GATT/WTO obligations is tested, and the ways of complying with 

them are clarified. During the early years of the GATT, adjudication was mainly a 

consultation process, but it has gradually evolved into a rules-oriented system with 

settlement by panel procedure. The Uruguay Round came up with an ambitious 

procedure for settlement of disputes with a fully established body, the Dispute 

Settlement Body (DSB), and elaborate rules, the Dispute Settlement Understanding 

(DSU) that govern the settlement procedure and the work of the DSB chambers, the 

Panel and Appellate Body (AB). It is through the examination of the origins of 
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WTO law, and the evolution from the GATT settlement procedure to the WTO DSB 

rules, which will show the defining features of this states-driven voluntary transition 

toward a legalistic order. As has been firmly established in Chapter One, the WTO 

law in terms of its orientation, principles, and practice is an integral part of public 

international law. In fact, as it will be argued in this thesis, the evolution of public 

international law under various treaties has had an influence on the progressive 

legalization during the lifetime of the GATT (1948-1994).
3
 An examination of this 

external influence on the law-making and administration under the world trade law 

can only be done by using an analytical-framework. This is because the application 

of a framework that is based on a complete theory of law will provide a 

comprehensive and original treatment of the concept of compliance with the WTO 

trade rule of law.  

This is why Brunnée and Toope’s interactional international law theory (hereinafter 

interactionalism) is incorporated.
4
 Interactionalism’s unique concept of compliance 

that looks at the law system in its totality starting with the minimum requirement of 

law-making, the shared understandings, then ensuring that the rules meet Lon 

Fuller’s principles of legality, and finishing with the maintenance of a continuous 

practice of legality, is an attractive and convincing account.
5
 Due to the special 

attention of interactionalism to the concepts of reciprocity and legality, and the 

current ongoing debate between the legalist and anti-legalist scholars, this chapter 

argues that interactionalism is suitable to explicate the contemporary WTO law and 

practice. The debate between the legalist scholars, who say that the DSB rules and 

settlement reports are binding international obligations,
6
 and the anti-legalists who 

say that the rules can be breached, and the compliance with the reports delayed to 
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increase state-welfare, has centred on the goal(s) of trade sanctions.
7
 In fact, this 

debate is far from over and the gulf between the legalists, anti-legalists, and those 

who are trying to find a middle ground, the quasi-legalist, is widening with no 

answer to these compliance-related questions: what does the evolution of the GATT 

tell us about the WTO law? and what is the nature of the WTO DSB rules and 

settlement reports?
8
 In order to shed light on this debate, subsection 3.2 will provide 

an overview, and argue why interactionalism has the right mechanism to contain this 

debate and better explain the dynamic WTO law. It has been established by law and 

political scientists that the GATT had evolved into a legal system, however, it is the 

contention of anti-legalists that the world trading system had evolved into 

procedural rules that does not designate it as an intrinsically obligatory.  

 

The reference here to political scientists is helpful as the same legalist/anti-legalist 

debate has a parallel in the political economy field. For instance, some scientists 

believe that the WTO dispute settlement system primarily serves as an enforcement 

device (in support of the legalist account that it ought to sanction noncompliance).
9
 

Yet others believe that the system has evolved into a set of procedural rules (in 

favour of the anti-legalists), and that these rules have failed to achieve fair and 

prompt settlements.
10

 However, despite the political scientists’ findings, the debate 

between legalist and anti-legalist is not yet settled, if anything, those opposing 

findings prolong the legality debate as each side will only cite the political study 

finding that supports their argument, neglecting the other side (un)reliable findings. 
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In other words, the latest studies from political scientists about what is the purpose 

of the WTO dispute settlement system, and why consenting state comply or not 

comply with the rulings, that provide completely different results, is not helping to 

settle the legality debate but makes it more perplexing.
11

  

That is why a mechanism like interactionalism is needed to provide an innovative 

reading of the legal evolution that corresponds with the reality of the made and 

currently enforced WTO law. The first element of interactionalism is the existence 

of shared understandings that are ‘relevant to law’s intelligibility and to perceptions 

of reasonableness’.
12

 Shared understandings will be the focus of this chapter under 

subsection 3.3 that will introduce it by exploring the social foundations of world 

trade law. Subsection 3.4 will propose ‘an interactional world trade law’ view 

relaying on interactionalism’s two theoretical bases, the International relations (IR) 

theory of constructivism and Lon Fuller’s interactional legal theory. The 

interactional world trade law will explore the shared political and legal 

understandings in the GATT and WTO that have led to the formation of 

interactional legal obligations, and provided the agreement on legalistic adjudicative 

processes.  

Interactionalism’s sub-element of shared legal understandings focuses on the values 

of legal interactions for the constitution of obligation, and ‘the practice of legality’ 

for generating and maintaining the shared behavioural principles.
13

 This sub-element 

in particular is of pivotal relevance to the interactional world trade law, and will be 

explored in the last section of this chapter, and in depth in the next chapter on the 

legality of the DSB rules and settlement procedures. The shared understandings is 

the appropriate element for analysing the origins of the WTO’s legal obligations, 

and its institutional design for adjudicating those obligations for maintaining an 

orderly society of economic traders. It will be demonstrated that the analysis of 

those obligations and their adjudication cannot be completely separated from each 

other especially for the purpose of examining the WTO compliance regime. Because 

the main weakness in the WTO compliance studies is the neglect of elaborating on 
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the notion of legal obligation that led to misleading conclusions on the need for 

more stringent compliance rules or less thereof. This is added to an obvious lack of 

recommendations of how to improve the institutional settings of the WTO to make 

member states delayed compliance or noncompliance, an exception not the norm.  

3.2 Mapping the Anti-legalists versus Legalists Debate on Compliance: 

Since the positions of the legalist and anti-legalist scholars are explained above, the 

following discussion shall give a brief overview of the conclusions of both 

disputants, and why interactionalism is needed to advance the compliance analysis 

of WTO law. As already stated, the legalist/anti-legalist dichotomy and its practical 

implications that led to the rise of the third strand of the debate, the quasi-legalist, 

does not reflect the evolution of world trade law and practice. It is helpful to start 

here with the conclusion of the legalist position, and after the split in this position, 

the conclusion of quasi-legalist to know the sources of disagreement. Three seminal 

articles by Jackson, a legalist, and two by Pauwelyn, a quasi-legalist, are important 

in not only explaining those scholars’ positions but also to introduce the analytical 

framework of interactionalism.
14

  

On the legalist position, and writing in 1994 Jackson concluded his review of the 

legal meaning of the GATT dispute settlement reports with a proposal to the 

Uruguay Round negotiators ‘to make explicit that there is an international legal 

obligation upon disputing parties to carry out the adopted results of a dispute 

settlement procedure’.
15

 Unfortunately, however, the improvements introduced by 

the Uruguay Round neither made this obligation explicit, nor sufficiently clarified 

the legal meaning of the DSU rules, regarding which Jackson expressed regret in his 

later publications.
16

 This is also added to the WTO DSB procedural delays; for 

example, the time lag problem which ‘arises largely because it takes three years to 

get through the dispute settlement process, and thus countries have a three-year ‘free 
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pass’.
17

 This problem allowed developed states in particular to go ahead with 

whatever WTO-inconsistent actions they intended, and take the consequences in the 

dispute settlement process. Jackson said, ‘if higher duties can be amassed during 

those three years, and if there are also monopoly rents involved, the state can garner 

rewards adding up to millions, if not (in the steel industry, for instance) billions of 

dollars’.
18

 The vagueness of the DSU rules on its legal status coupled with the 

problems of procedural delays and delayed-compliance with the WTO DSB rulings 

and recommendations are the central issues in the legalist/anti-legalist debate.  

The delayed-compliance issue, in particular, has been the focal point in both legal 

and political analyses that looked at the quality and timeliness of compliance 

actions, and pre-and post-ruling procedures.
19

 For example, after considering these 

factors, Davey said in 2009 that the compliance rate with DSB rulings and 

recommendation of (83%) does not reflect success, if not a crisis in the making.
20

 

However, on the quasi-legalist position, and in relation to the rules’ vagueness and 

compliance issue, Pauwelyn admittedly stated a statement that has been widely cited 

by anti-legalists when he said, ‘the “legalization” of disputes under the WTO stops, 

in effect, roughly where noncompliance starts’.
21

 But when reviewing the evolution 

of the world trade law, Pauwelyn proclaimed the departure from his statement that 

rules are rules under the WTO law and they need to be ‘respected as binding 

international obligations, not as some political promise that can be withdrawn or 

exchanged for another’,
22

 to a position that calls for more politics, escape clauses, 

and exist options, i.e. validation of deviations.
23

  

More will be said about this important review by Pauwelyn, but the question 

remains where does the legalist/quasi-legalist difference leave the anti-legalist 

scholars, and to keep track on the topic of this thesis, what is their position on the 

proposals for more prompt compliance procedure or less thereof. What can be 

described as core anti-legalist scholars remain firmly entrenched in their belief that 
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the political flexibility outweigh, if not, override legalism even the current legalistic 

order that regulate the trade conducts of political powers.
24

 On the theoretical basis, 

anti-legalist academics agree with IRs theory of realism by not only objecting to the 

GATT and WTO legalistic orders, but also doubting the power of international law 

including that of the WTO to force compliance.
25

  

On the practical basis, anti-legalist practitioners citing the limited cases of delayed 

or non-compliance call for deviations, efficient or not i.e. economic judgment of 

cost-benefit analysis, to justify ‘temporary’ breach of the GATT/WTO rules for 

what they claim the state ‘welfaristic objectives’.
26

 One the one hand, the argument 

of anti-legalist scholars’ lacks historical accuracy, empirical evidence, and reflection 

on the contemporary practice of the world trade law. The legalists’ argument, on the 

other hand, is also too literalistic and narrow when in fact according to their own 

admission the text itself does not explicitly state that the DSU rules are obligatory.
27

 

The use of interactionalism’s terminology is useful in digesting this lack of accuracy 

and breadth in the analyses of both divides of the legalist/anti-legalist dichotomy, 

and since the legalist scholars have the strongest argument, it is worth focusing on 

their narrative only.  

It is worth saying that in his 2004 article replying to the anti-legalists arguments, 

Jackson had tried to apply a mechanism similar to interactionalism’s by saying that 

if the DSU is not explicit enough about its obligatory effect then we should look at 

‘context, drafters’ intent or ‘preparatory work’, state practice under the agreement, 

and predicting what the Appellate Body will do’.
28

 This approach is derived from 

the 1969 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT) rules on interpretation, 
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in particular Articles (30-31).
29

 However, the reference here to ‘context, preparatory 

work and state practice under the agreement’ are comparable factors to 

interactionalism interrelated elements that look at the rudimentary shared 

understandings that include reviewing the history of negotiations, and states practice 

to determine the distinctively legal system. Jackson’s approach can be a good 

starting point for exploring the obligatory force of the WTO law, but in some 

respects it falls short of being a complete and final analysis of the legal issues 

involved. For example, his article neither covered the question of inclusive ‘practice 

of legality’ and its effect on sustaining compliance with the WTO obligations, nor 

looked at the key role of ‘reciprocal exchanges of promises’ in creating and 

maintaining GATT/WTO obligations.  

Some scholars have stressed the importance of a practice that involves the interplay 

between WTO and domestic law saying that the lack of direct effect ‘seriously 

affects the pull to compliance with obligations under the WTO law’.
30

 However, 

Davey in his 2014 article on the dispute settlement system clearly shows the 

relevance of interactionalism. Davey considered the three functions of the WTO 

namely; ‘negotiations, oversight of existing WTO agreements, and dispute 

settlement’, as separate from each other, and then said ‘the credibility of the WTO as 

a functioning international organization essentially depends on ensuring the 

effectiveness of its dispute settlement function’.
31

 However, this is an incomplete 

analysis because it eschews the important influence of the interrelated elements of 

shared understandings and practice of legality on promoting compliance with and 

maintaining WTO obligations. For example, Davey rightly declared after 

considering the failures of the Doha Development Round (DDR) of 2001 and the 

recent Ninth Ministerial Conference in Bali on trade facilitation that it is ‘fair to say 
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that as of mid-2014 the WTO negotiating mandate is basically not functional’.
32

 

Although, the Bali ministerial conference did not propose any improvements to the 

DSU, unlike the DDR, but how can the failure of the important function of 

‘negotiation’ be separated from the discussion about the overall effectiveness of the 

dispute settlement system? In other words, do the shared procedural understanding 

and state practice matter for assessing the obligatory effect of the WTO dispute 

settlement system?  

Those questions are important especially since Davey has rightly noted that the 

negotiation failure and the lack of an effective member state oversight on existing 

WTO agreements, have driven influential members to form Preferential Trade 

Agreements (PTAs), which their dispute settlement mechanisms raise questions 

about ‘fairness’ and ‘transparency’.
33

 Economists and law academics said that the 

dead function of negotiation will badly affect the multilateral rule making system to 

become more preferential ceding to the powerful states pressure.
34

 Because of the 

negotiation stalemate, developed member states, in particular, are becoming less 

cooperative and inclined to secure domestic ratification of WTO agreements.
35

 

Furthermore, this issue will force the WTO DSB to unfairly decide on bilateral cases 

affecting the core founding principle of non-discrimination.
36

 However, Davey three 

recommendations to solve the compliance problem are narrowly sanction-focused 
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that include ‘some adjustment mechanism to increase the level of sanctions over 

time, so as to preclude noncompliance from becoming an acceptable status quo 

position.’
37

 But Davey’s analysis does not look at the totality of the WTO system, 

and the interactional legal factors that have an influence on how compliance is 

generated and maintained.
38

  

The citation of the quasi-legalist scholar, Pauwelyn, who appeared to misunderstand 

interaction between law and political economy in the world trade law, might be 

useful in illustrating the reality of the legalism/anti-legalism debate. Pauwelyn has 

tried to settle the debate with third strand that lean toward legalists, but differ by 

saying there are other goals that can be achieved in breach, while stressing, what he 

regards, the primary role of informal remedies of reputation and community costs in 

forcing compliance.
39

 He had attributed the success of the early model of the GATT 

post-1947, and the later successful development of the GATT during the 1960s and 

1970s to ‘bidirectional interaction between law and politics’.
40

 Writing about the 

GATT pre-1960s period, Pauwelyn explains this bidirectional interaction by saying:  

Because of low levels of law or discipline in the form of escape clauses 

and weak dispute settlement, the low level of politics or participation, 

such as majority voting, become digestible and could be sustained. At 

the same time, because of low levels of participating or politics, only 

relatively low levels of discipline or law could be agreed to and only 

such levels were manageable.
41

  

 

However, writing about the same bidirectional interaction that occurred in the 

1970s, and early 1980s, this time in favour of legalization, Pauwelyn explains: 

In the same way that low discipline and low participation mutually 

supported each other in the original GATT text, during the GATT’s 

forty-seven years of operation, gradually increasing levels of politics, 

participation and contestation enabled, and were the consequences of, 

progressive levels of discipline or law. More politics enabled more law. 

In turn, more law required more politics. (…) GATT legalization called 
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for and cemented the need for more politics, participation, and 

contestation, including the GATT consensus practice.
42

  

 

Albeit Pauwelyn’s balanced analysis but his recommendation in favour of more 

politics by going back to the pre-1960s GATT period raises a question about 

whether the return to the power-politics model is a call for unidirectional process of 

politicization that does not qualify to be an interaction appreciative of the evolution 

toward a legalistic order. It might be too simplistic to deal with the evolution of the 

world trade law as unidirectional interaction on the basis of politics-law poles by 

giving more weight and value to one of the poles to sustain the world trading 

system. Simplistic as it seems, but Pauwelyn should have reconsidered two true 

statements that he stated to introduce his review before recommending what seems 

to be the return to the political-power model of 1960s. In his objection to the anti-

legalist proposal for more politics and less law and discipline, Pauwelyn rightly said:  

Yet, this proposal neglects almost 100 years of trade history. If the inter-

war period and GATT have taught us one lesson it is that for actual trade 

liberalization to occur, trade commitments must have legal value and be 

backed by a strong, independent dispute mechanism.
43

  

 

It is uncertain why Pauwelyn recommended what appears to be a unidirectional 

politicization of the world trade law after writing this true statement about the 

GATT history. Unless the theoretical-framework of ‘exit (i.e. more discipline) and 

voice (i.e. more politics)’ that he borrowed from the economist Albert Hirschman 

had led to inconsistency. If anything the above statement and Pauwelyn 

recommendations represent contradiction, unless he means that in the evolving 

world trading system with new agreements in goods, services, and information 

technology, trade liberalization has stopped, and therefore the system need less law 

and discipline and more politics. The second true statement in Pauwelyn review that 

is relevant to the concept of law was in his demand for the need to strike the right 

balance between economic efficiency, and loyalty to the system. He explains the 

difference between the extremes of either calling for ‘just more politics’ or ‘just 

more law’ by saying:  

Discipline or legalization without sufficient politics or accountability 

risks an unsupported and unsustainable system that in the meantime 

imposes its whim on the people in the name of economic efficiency: 

efficiency without loyalty. In contrast, politics, participation, and 
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flexibility without sufficient discipline or precommitment would lead to 

an inefficient, even inactive, trade regime in which important gains from 

trade are forgone: loyalty without efficiency.
44

  

 

But again Pauwelyn statement here is unclear especially with his regard of the 

current WTO law as mere ‘discipline or precommitment’ that should be improved 

with more political flexibility for striking the right balance between economic 

efficiency and loyalty. The review raises this question: has not the current WTO 

legal order regulated politics with disciplines so that any proposed amendments for 

promptness, efficiency, accountability, and transparency should be seen as acting 

within the law not outside it? It is true that, some of the decision-making and 

political flexibility reforms that Pauwelyn has recommended require the amendment 

of the WTO law.  

However, by recalling interactionalism’s two interrelated elements of ‘shared legal 

understandings’ and ‘practice of legality’, Pauwelyn’s borrowed framework for 

reviewing world trade law seems incomprehensive. Because, by neglecting the role 

of shared political and legal understandings that led to the creation of the WTO law, 

a reviewer would underestimate that ‘trade commitments must have legal value and 

be backed by a strong, independent dispute mechanism’.
45

 Furthermore, a concept so 

instrumental in interactionalism that has been borrowed from Fuller’s jurisprudence, 

‘the fidelity to law’, might help in understanding ‘the loyalty’ to the system in 

Pauwelyn’s review. Brunnée and Toope explain the relevance of this Fullerian 

concept to their theory by saying:    

What distinguishes law from other types of social orders in not form, but 

adherence to specific criteria of legality: generality, promulgation, non-

retroactivity, clarity, non-contradictory, not asking the impossible, 

constancy, and congruence between rules and official action. When 

norm creation meets these criteria and is matched with norm application 

that also satisfies the legality requirements-when there exists what we 

call a ‘practice of legality’- actors will be able to pursue their purposes 

and organize their interaction through law. These features of legality are 

crucial to generating a distinctive legal legitimacy and a sense of 

commitment- what Fuller called ‘fidelity’- among those to whom law is 

addressed. They create legal obligation.
46
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Therefore, interactionalism provides an explication of the loyalty ‘i.e. fidelity to 

law’ for setting the balance between aspiration and duty in economic regulation. 

Regrettably, the conclusion of Pauwelyn review might have been the reason that led 

him in his discussion of the goal of trade sanctions -to see a dispute settlement 

system that can only exist in theory but not in practice especially under the WTO - 

with rules that can be honoured in breach and/or adherence due to multiplicity of 

goals.
47

 The unique feature of interactional law in ‘exerting distinctive ‘compliance 

pull’ by inspiring a sense of obligation -fidelity- in actors’ cannot only be measured 

by looking at a system of rules through the bidirectional interaction between law and 

politics or lens of legal positivism (a command backed up by sanctions).
48

  

The legal value of sovereignty in public international law that ‘does not mean 

freedom from law but freedom within the law (including freedom to change the 

law)’ is useful in understanding the role of law in regulating the interactions of 

political powers.
49

 Interactionalism offers two lessons for understanding the 

relationship between reciprocal interactions and ‘compliance pull’, the first is that 

‘rules are not simply posited and projected out to willing or unwilling recipients. 

Like obligation itself, compliance is built in large measure through interactive 

practices of legality’.
50

 So defining the distinctively legal that ought to attract 

compliance due to the active and continuous role of reciprocal interactions is very 

important in understanding the legal obligation. The second lesson that follow from 

this is that ‘compliance dynamics are not unidirectional’ meaning that compliance 

force depends on the existence and maintenance of ‘shared principles’, and the 

overall process of interactional law-making. Once this understanding of compliance 

is applied to the WTO law, it will clarify a number of legal and practice-related 

issues that have been misinterpreted because of the legality debate.  

To sum up, it can be seen that the different contributors to this debate (with the 

notable exception of Jackson) should not focus narrowly on the calculation, design, 

or the ultimate central goal(s) of trade sanctions. Instead they should look at 

‘compliance as a continuum’ in the wider process of interactional law-making. In 

accordance with the interactional approach, compliance should be seen as the active 
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legal interaction of the participants in the system of law making and application, 

rather than compliance with the rulings and recommendations of the adjudicative 

body. Interactionalism’s idea of compliance continuum highlights ‘the interlinkages 

between the processes and substance of law making and the potential for success of 

various compliance strategies’.
51

 Brunnée explains this idea that is relevant to 

international law by saying:  

Questions about the binding effect –the strength- of international 

environmental law and questions about compliance lead to the same 

point: to the extent that law has an inherent ability to promote 

compliance, it is rooted in internal characteristic that give norms 

distinctive legal legitimacy [Fuller’s internal criteria of legality]. When 

the underlying norms are generated with the attention to these factors 

they are more likely to support meaningful compliance strategies.
52

  

 

However, the question that remains is, what are the social foundations of the GATT 

system that led to the establishment of the WTO as the unanimously recognised 

‘legal order’? Some economists and diplomats find this recognition of legality 

somewhat troubling, but if we read the words of the former Director-General of the 

WTO, Pascal Lamy, on this matter we might find some satisfaction. He says:  

The WTO comprises a true legal order. If we take up Professor Jean 

Salmon’s definition, ‘a body of rules of law constituting a system and 

governing a particular society or grouping’, we see there exists, within the 

international legal order, a specific WTO legal order (…) But the fact that 

it is specific does not mean that it is insular or isolated.
53

   

 

Therefore, in light of the analytical framework of the interactional approach, the 

question that should be raised is, were the social foundations of WTO designed to 

shape consenting state behaviour, and legally engineer compliance? 

3.3 The Social Foundations of the World Trading System:  

Moving away from the legalist/anti-legalist narratives of the world trading system 

and looking at recent researches that tried to make sense of the trade norms 

formation, misinterpretation of this system still persists. There are two causes for 
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this misinterpretation, the first is concerned with the relationship between the legal 

means for achieving trade liberalisation, and the normative ideals such as human 

rights and environmental concerns. If the aim of opening trade is to improve people 

welfare, then how can this aim be separated from normative concerns such as 

respecting human rights and the environment. The second reason is the division in 

the WTO law-administration between the legal means, rules collectively made and 

maintained (not enforced) for achieving trade liberalization, and the individual 

implementation of those rules by WTO member states who are able to bring a claim 

against the offending state. There is collective role for law-making, but not in law-

implementation.  

Those two causes have made it harder to determine whether a respondent state 

justifying its breach based on normative concerns under GATT Article (XX) is in 

fact for the sake of those concerns, or the breach is to reinforce protectionism. In this 

dilemma one cannot tell whether the rules or rulings can be fulfilled by upholding 

the WTO law at the expense of normative concerns or vice versa. It is true that 

WTO enforcement is based on ‘reciprocal bilateral obligations’ between member 

states but would not the obligations enforced collectively better serve the rules of the 

treaty and ‘public goods’ like health, human rights, and sustainable development.
54

 

The implications of the first challenge concerning trade liberalization and normative 

concerns will be briefly addressed here, while the second problem regarding the 

division between collective consciousness on WTO norms, and collective 

punishments proposal will be discussed in the subsequent chapters.  

It has been claimed that by comparison to the European Union or international 

human rights law, the law of the WTO was not, at least explicitly, made with the 

aim of creating a community of shared norms or values.
55

 Instead, ‘the normative 

orientation’ of WTO law is very specific in being primarily concerned with the 

elimination of discriminatory behaviour in trade relations.
56

 However, this claim is 

widely disputed between two groups of scholars, those who claim that the WTO has 
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been successful in constructing a community of law with ‘normative consciousness’, 

and others who say that the WTO is an active community of trade law but it is 

oblivious to normative concerns.
57

 For instance, relying only on constructivism, Cho 

has tried to identify the social foundations of the world trading system by first 

dismissing the effectiveness of its original ‘reciprocal bargaining’ and the ‘semi-

contractual model’ saying that the contract model is flawed and ‘is inherently 

insensitive to normative concerns, such as “development”’.
58

 Instead, he is 

proposing a ‘communicative’ or ‘sociological’ approach that aims to enhance social 

interactions based on improving communication techniques between interested 

actors.
59

  

This communicative approach conforms with interactionalism in two aspects, first, 

in recognising the historical shift in norms formation from the logic of interests and 

temporal gains of open trade benefits, to the logic of appropriateness and 

communication establishing a system of learning and mirroring (the norm-cycle).
60

 

The second aspect of agreement with interactionalism, and especially with Fuller’s 

interactional legal theory, is in Cho’s expression of uncertainty when he said:  

Perhaps the biggest contribution of the WTO jurisprudence may be that 

it promotes fidelity to law, rather than fidelity to power, and thus unites 

participants of the world trading system around this ideal. In the absence 

of fidelity to law, myopic parameters, such as political contingencies, 

would fill in any legal vacuum. Therefore, an essential element of 

community of law is the participants’ self-consciousness of the 

normative context of the community operation.
61

 

 

However, Cho has attributed almost every successful development in the history of 

the world trade to the success of social communication. For example, he said about 

the WTO dispute settlement system: 

The evolution of the WTO dispute settlement system for the past six 

decades has dramatically increased the potential for trade discourse, both 
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by expanding its scope and improving the level of clarity. Beyond 

merely arbitrating particular adversarial disputes between members, the 

WTO adjudicative discourse “communitiz[es]” what would have been 

bilateral resolutions and eventually builds a common (trade) law that 

guides the future behaviours of the entire WTO Membership.
62

 

It is true that from a historical prospective, the WTO dispute settlement system has 

been an effective communication tool for trade law-making and implementation, but 

it can also be equally regarded as ‘establishing a system of reciprocity and creating a 

normative reference system that imposes significant constraints on the unilateral 

exercise of power (right over might)’.
63

 But regardless of the designation of the 

dispute settlement system, Cho’s approach suffers from a number of issues that can 

be summarised in this question: what is the basis of the social interaction he is 

proposing. Interactionalism maintains that: 

Social norms can only emerge when they are rooted in an underlying set 

of shared understandings supporting first the need for normativity, and 

then particular norms that shape behaviour (…) Once in existence, 

shared understandings become background knowledge or norms that 

shape how actors perceive themselves and the world, how they form 

interests and set priorities, and how they make or evaluate arguments.
64

  

After this process, social norms have to meet Fuller’s principles of legality, and get 

enmeshed in a practice of legality to deserve the designation of legal norms that will 

attract compliance.
65

 The ‘socialization of norms’ that links constructivism to 

Fuller’s jurisprudence becomes clearer when one considers how rules become 

persuasive and legal systems legitimate only ‘when they are broadly congruent with 

the practices and shared understandings in society’.
66

 Nevertheless, Cho’s approach, 

which does not focus on the notion of legal obligation, does not differ much from 
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the neoliberal classical economists’ theory that neglects the evolution toward rule-

orientation in the world trading system. For example, when he tried to reconcile the 

always-troubling relationship between legalism and economism in the world trading 

system, Krugman famously declared ‘if economists ruled the world, there would be 

no need for a World Trade Organization’.
67

 Furthermore, it is hard to see the two 

phenomena, the ‘global value chain’: goods produced in one country (e.g. India), 

assembled in another (China), and then sold in third country (the United States); and 

globalization with the force of information technology revolution, that Cho relied on 

to justify his approach, are not the results of member states honouring WTO 

commitments. Though, Cho is in agreement on this beneficial causation of a world 

growing more interdependent when he rightly said ‘this is why it is imperative, for 

the purpose of this book, to fully appreciate that the conventional orthodoxy of the 

world trade contract is of a historical legacy’.
68

 But the question is what role, if any, 

did the legal obligation play in this legacy of the world trading system. None of the 

‘three pathways to build and also enhance the world trading community: 

‘communicative competence, public education, and enlightened leadership’ that Cho 

is proposing contain any reference to building and maintaining legal obligations.
69

 

 The incomplete though innovative approach of Cho could have benefited from an 

analysis of the legal culture not only the constructivist culture in the WTO. For 

example, Cho claims that member states compliance with the AB decisions is 

attributed ‘to the state habit, namely, to its internalized norm-abiding culture as a 

member of the WTO (constructivism) (…) meaning it is rather intrinsic since it is 

largely cultural’.
70

 But this analysis could have been improved by the discussion of 

the value of interaction on the basis of legality. Because, the dismissal of the 

reciprocal contractual model of the world trading system, and the emphasis only on 

social interactions modes, community, solidarity, and social networks, negates the 

value of legal interactions. A legal cultural analysis that is the primary focus of 

interactionalism ‘is actor-centric focusing on aspects of law as it is lived and the 

cultural values that animate a legal system, recognising that law is a complex, 
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socially-constructed phenomenon’.
71

 The reason for a legal cultural analysis is to 

recognise the progressive acculturation of legalism throughout the evolution of the 

world trading system as represented by the history of the GATT and WTO’s 

expanded regulatory agenda.
72

 Such process of acculturation was primarily driven 

by the agreement on shared principles, and emanating from this, shared 

responsibility on adherence to the GATT/WTO commitments.
73

 In sum, every 

historical analysis of the world trading system has to take into account both the 

social, economic as well as the legal bases of the system, and the consenting state’s 

interactions on those basses for enhancing legal legitimacy. At the time of writing 

this chapter and from looking at the WTO law literature, very few scholars have 

successfully analysed both the economic rationale and interactional legal history of 

the world trade law in one compositional work.
74

 

3.4 An Interactional World Trade Law: 

The following application of the interactional approach using the element of ‘shared 

understandings’ shows its suitability for illuminating the often-distorted notion of 

legal obligation in WTO law. It is imperative to consider the creative or generative 

powers of law in the social life of concerned actors, outside the tribunal, in this case 

the DSB. Because, the informal law has often resulted from shared political and 

legal understandings on key concepts such as sovereignty and compliance. And the 

formal treaty-made law has played a major role in creating and shaping the life of 
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institutions like the GATT and WTO.
75

 This is evident in the evolution of shared 

understandings on compliance, and the many rules that the GATT and WTO share, 

and the degree to which these rules comply with Fuller’s principles of legality. Two 

reasons for considering the shared understandings on compliance element, shall be 

identified with references to the voluntary nature of compliance with public 

international law. First, compliance with international law reflects ‘social 

conscience’ as derived from actors’ perceived legal legitimacy of the rules.
76

 

Second, contrary to the view that increased legalization increases compliance, 

Finnemore and Toope argued that obligation are best explained by ‘an approach 

rooted in social processes of interaction’.
77

 The gradual evolution of legalization in 

human rights law illustrates this point. For instance, after examining three human 

rights law related issues: Torture, disappearance, and democratic governance in 

Latin America, Lutz and Sikkink found that delayed-compliance is in the most 

‘legalized’ area, namely torture, and the most compliance is in the least ‘legalized’ 

area, democratic governance.
78

 The reason for this difference is the social variables 

and the ‘norm cascade’ that spread through Latin America in the 1970s-80s.  

In light of this background, and in relation to this thesis this question shall be 

addressed: what is best for compliance with WTO rules, norms that are socially 

constructed through horizontal social interaction modes, or laws imposed by a 

sanctioning authority? In other words, what is the best account of WTO law, the one 

according to legal positivism, perceive GATT/WTO rules as posited norms for 

actors to comply with or ignore, or the one according to interactionalism, socially-

constructed norms that derive their legal legitimacy from constructivism and 

compliance with the principles of legality.
79
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Agreeing with interactionalism, Wolfe said about the WTO:  

I have no difficulty in speaking of the WTO as a legal system, but to call 

the trading system rule-based is not to say much at all. Any system of 

social interaction is rule-based, and power can always trump. The 

Appellate Body may be at the top of the great pyramid of the WTO legal 

order, but there is no necessary hierarchical relation among the elements. 

All the other WTO processes, the social interaction structured by the 

institution, are forms of learning and sources of law that are central to 

how obligations are interpreted. Individuals, firms, associations, states, 

international (non)-governmental organizations- all are in ‘interaction’, 

to use Fuller’s term, with each other, and with the effects of 

globalization, every day.
80

 

Interactionalism argues that the foundations for compliance with international rules 

and rulings should be built through a socially-constructed interactional law-making 

process because:  

spaces and opportunities for compliance must be created for interactions 

on the basis of legality; that dispute settlement and enforcement too are 

best understood as elements of a practice of legality; and that the 

requirements of interactional law-making must also be heeded in the 

internalization of international law into state’s domestic spheres.
81

   

 

The constructivism element of shared understandings is primarily concerned with 

the norm-cycle or the ‘socialisation’ of norms in the international society, based on 

the need for normativity.
82

 One sub-element in particular that clearly shows the 

importance of ‘the shared understandings’ is the agent-focused ‘norm cycle’. First, 

there have to be ‘norm entrepreneurs’ that include states, Non-Governmental 

Organizations (NGOs), and individuals who work towards the standardization of 

behaviour.
83

 Second, a number of states have to embrace the norm by the 

socialisation process of invoking the norm in their diplomatic practices, and 

allowing governmental organizations and NGOs to hold them accountable to the 

new standard.
84

 Finally, the state has to internalise the norm through its 
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incorporation into its national system for conformity and optimal compliance.
85

 

Simultaneously, while the norm is going through this cycle, there are two more sub-

elements that support the constitution of shared understandings, ‘an epistemic 

community’ for knowledge-based activities, and a ‘community of practice’ for 

social learning.
86

 Once those three sub-elements have been substantially met, the 

norm will shape the behaviour of the state enabling it to conform to the new 

standard.  

However, this process has to be continuously interactive and legally valid to attract 

adherence, and this when the consideration of Fuller’s jurisprudence becomes most 

relevant. A fundamental pillar in Fuller’s morality of law thesis that has not received 

much attention in jurisprudence, and its study is relevant for illuminating the notion 

of international legal obligation is the economic basis of the morality of law. The 

main message of the following section on this thesis is twofold; first, a minimum 

knowledge of economics is essential for understanding the morality of law thesis. 

Second, applying Fuller’s jurisprudence to issues that involve the use of legal rules 

for economic management defeats the claim that moralising the concept of law is 

fanciful. Throughout Fuller’s famous thesis, the use of economic science, especially 

in explicating the institutional design of law, is very prevalent. This is not surprising 

given that Fuller’s first degree was in economics, which also explains his strong 

support for the socio-legal studies that include economics and other social science 

fields.
87

  

The following section will show that the morality of law is acutely relevant to 

international institutions of economics such as the WTO. Because, the theory will 

define the challenges of setting the right balance between the ‘aspiration’ and ‘duty’ 

in economic regulation, and more importantly, how ‘fidelity to law’ is socially 

constructed.
88

 Fuller had been aware of the limitations of an institutional setting 

adjudicating rules that apply to the allocation of economic resources. This makes his 
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jurisprudence useful for discussing the compliance problems facing any body 

responsible for adjudicating rules for the management of economic resources. The 

attempt to connect Fuller’s theory to the WTO might seem premature; especially 

that he was sceptical of a legalistic institutional order responsible for the allocation 

of economic resources.
89

 But this attempt is to show the acute relevance of economic 

science to Fuller’s jurisprudence, an attempt that is often overlooked in most major 

works that looked at his theory including interactionalism. Furthermore, Fuller’s 

take on the role of voluntary social interactions for creating legal obligations and the 

pivotal role of institutions in maintaining those obligations are the most elaborate 

and relevant to this present thesis. In light of the interactional approach, the focus 

should be on the internal characteristics of reciprocal process for law-making rather 

than the outcomes of enforcement body.     

3.4.1 The Morality of Law and Economic Management in the WTO: 

The relation between law and economics, according to Fuller, is not determined by 

merely the role of law in mitigating or removing inequality, but that law has to be 

translated into corrective and distributive justice that refocuses the attention on the 

role of institutional setting responsible for economic management.
90

 Viewing law as 

such will facilitate the kinds of actions that will be needed to remedy economic 

inequalities that ‘arise within a framework of legal compulsions’.
91

 With regard to 

the morality of law thesis, Fuller sees three problems that led him to regard ‘law as 

inherently moral’, and see the close affinity between ‘the two moralities and the 

modes of judgment characteristic of economic science’.
92

 He notes the first problem 

as his, ‘dissatisfaction with the existing literature concerning the relation between 

law and morality’ because of ‘the failure to clarify the meaning of morality itself’.
93

 

Such failure is derived from the presumption that when law is compared with 

morality it is readily assumed that by virtue of the comparison everyone knows what 
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morality embraces.
94

 Fuller sees the implication of this problem in the common 

misunderstanding of what law actually implies, and how it can be distinguished 

from non-law.
95

 In addressing this problem, he proposes two kinds of morality that 

shows the moral content of law, the morality of aspiration, and the morality of duty. 

The former refers to the morality of good life or ‘the expression directed toward the 

achievement of human excellence’, while the latter refers to the conditions essential 

for orderly social living or existence.
96

 

 The morality of aspiration resembles that of aesthetics -the artistic expression of 

excellence-, whereas the morality of duty resembles law. The two moralities are 

intertwined in that the morality of aspiration has overtones of a notion approaching 

that of duty through its consideration of the kinds of activities that are worthy of 

human capacities and would fulfil the criteria of good life. For instance, by recalling 

that in the law of contract mutual misapprehension of relevant facts means that the 

agreement is void, Fuller says, ‘what the morality of aspiration loses in direct 

relevance for the law, it gains in the pervasiveness of its implications’.
97

 However, 

after he determined the relationship between law and morality, he noted a second 

problem concerning a neglect in existing literature to address the morality that 

makes law possible, or, what he calls, the demands of ‘the inner morality of law’.
98

 

To address this problem, Fuller focuses on the problems of legal pathology that are 

resulting from the neglect of those demands or the eight desiderata for law-

making.
99

  

By associating ‘the inner morality of law’ with the morality of aspiration, Fuller 

attempted to convey the message that a respect for those eight desiderata will limit, 

‘the kinds of substantive aims that may be achieved through legal rules’.
100

 

Simmonds argues that Fuller’s systems, ‘count as law in virtue of their 

approximation to the ideal of compliance with the eight desiderata’.
101

 This 
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approximation provides for a minimum respect for human agency ‘i.e. activism’ 

within the law.
102

 The third problem that Fuller initially faced when he laid down the 

above premises of his thesis, and the one that he returned to at the end of his book, 

when he wrote about the substantive aims of law and institutional design, was ‘the 

proper location of the moral scale’s pointer as a basic problem of social 

philosophy’.
103

 He explains this problem by using the analogy of ‘a scale or 

yardstick that begins at the bottom with the most obvious demands of social living, 

and extends upward to the highest reaches of human aspirations’.
104

 He says that the 

difficulty with this moral scale is in locating the pointer that ‘marks the dividing line 

where the pressure of duty leaves off, and the challenge of excellence begins’.
105

 

Fuller explains this by saying:  

If the pointer is set too low, the notion of duty itself may disintegrate 

under the influence of modes of thought appropriate only to the higher 

levels of a morality of aspiration. If it is set too high, the rigidities of duty 

may reach up to smother the urge toward excellence and substitute for 

truly effective action a routine of obligatory acts.
106

 

 

In order to express this problem, throughout his thesis Fuller uses economic 

management modes to show the difficulty of locating this pointer, and the 

interconnection and limitations of the two moralities. Firstly, he selected two 

concepts relating to economics: the first is concerned with ‘the relationships of 

exchange’, and the second with what he regarded as something at the heart of 

economics namely ‘the principle of marginal utility, by which we make the most 

effective allocation of the resources at our command’.
107

 Fuller sees a close 

correlation between these concepts and the two moralities. He regarded the marginal 

utility as the economic counterpart of ‘the morality of aspiration’, and the economics 

of exchange as having a close affinity with the morality of duty.
108

 Fuller says when 

an economist is trying to create a stable and productive economy by advising 

consumers on the most efficient ways of equalising the return for the money they 
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spend, he usually resorts to the ‘utility’ criterion, which is an undefined criterion for 

the optimum allocation of resources.
109

 The ‘aspiration moralist’ who is concerned 

with our efforts to make the best use of our lives is unable to define what is best for 

the human.
110

 Therefore, it is within this undefined criterion, relating to ideas about 

the highest moral or economic good, that the marginal utility economist and 

aspiration moralist share, which would ultimately lead to a consideration of the 

notion of balance.
111

 The primary concern of both the morality of aspiration and 

marginal utility is maintaining the right balance in every life-fulfilling human 

endeavour, and this means that the prudent management of resources is of 

paramount importance.
112

     

The morality of duty, however, finds it closest kinship cousin with the economics of 

exchange and out of duties that arise by the exchange of promises. Fuller maintains 

that ‘to establish the affinity between duty and exchange’ there needs to be ‘a 

mediating principle that can only be found in the relationship of reciprocity’.
113

 

When trying to answer the question, ‘under what circumstances does a duty, legal or 

moral, become most understandable and most acceptable to those affected by it?’ 

Fuller identifies three conditions to achieve ‘the optimum efficacy of the notion of 

duty’.
114

 Firstly, the reciprocal exchanges of promises must be voluntary, and 

secondly, the parties’ reciprocal performances ‘must be equal in value’.
115

 Thirdly, 

the relationship of duty must be in theory and practice ‘reversible’. Fuller explains 

these conditions as follows:  

When we ask, “in what kind of society are these conditions most apt to be 

met?’ the answer is a surprising one: in a society of economic traders. By 

definition the members of such a society enter direct voluntary 

relationships of exchange. As for equality it is only with the aid of 

something like a free market that it is possible to develop anything like an 

exact measure for the value of disparate goods. Without such a measure 

the notion of equality loses substance and descends to the level of a kind 

of a metaphor. Finally, economic traders frequently change roles, now 
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selling, now buying. The duties that arise out of their exchanges are 

therefore reversible, not only in theory but in practice.
 116

 

 

Therefore, the relationship between the trade principle of reciprocity and the 

formation of legal obligation is a very intimate and productive one. However, it is 

worth concluding by relating a cautionary tale discovered by Fuller. He suggests that 

the contemplation of interactional theory proves productive for realising the limits of 

adjudicating legal rules that were primarily made for prudent management of 

economic resources. However, when he discussed ‘legal morality and the allocation 

of economic resources’, Fuller raises an issue about the challenge of locating the 

pointer on the moral scale but this time to advance this thought:  

The task of economic allocation cannot be effectively performed within 

the limits set by the internal morality of law. The attempt to accomplish 

such tasks through adjudicative forms is certain to result in inefficiency, 

hypocrisy, moral confusion, and frustration (…) As lawyers we have a 

natural inclination to “judicialize” every function of government. 

Adjudication is a process with which we are familiar and that enables us 

to show to advantage our special talents. Yet we must face the plain truth 

that adjudication is an ineffective instrument for economic management 

and for governmental participation in the allocation of economic 

resources.
117

  

Those who are becoming more sceptical about the judicilization of world trade law 

advocating noncompliance for welfaristic objectives, might be relieved to read the 

above paragraph.
118

 However, from a historical perspective the ideas of those 

advocates who can be labelled ‘anti-legalists’ scholars, and those of the ‘legalists’ 

who remain entrenched in their beliefs that judicialization is the only way forward, 

are very distinct. This is true, especially when one considers their take on the ideas 

about duty or obligation that arise out of the reciprocal exchanges of promises and 

the proper function of institutional setting that organises such activity. Both the 

legalists and anti-legalist scholars seem to agree about the benefits of trade conducts 

as guided by the principle of reciprocity, but they do not agree on the status of the 

obligations arising out of this conducts or how they should be properly adjudicated. 

This is why Fuller’s theory is relevant to this thesis in order to highlight the function 
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of the principle of reciprocity in the institutional setting for the society of economic 

traders who use adjudication as an appropriate method of settling disputes. 

However, the above summary invites the following reflections on the link between 

the morality of law and economic management. First, Fuller’s thesis is helpful when 

addressing the discussions that either separately focuses on the fulfilment of 

aspiration, or on duty, without realising the close interactive relationship between 

the two kinds of morality, and their connection to the concept of law. Fuller’s 

jurisprudence is relevant to show the moral content of law in relation to the 

institutionalised economic conducts of trade. By applying Fuller’s notion of law, and 

his inner morality of law criteria to institutionalised trade conducts, the morality of 

law will always have positive bearing on such analyses. For example, trade experts’ 

deliberation on the ‘collective moral responsibility’ for the consequences of trade 

practices highlights the suitability of the morality of law as an appropriate analytical 

framework to address this contentious issue.
119

 Furthermore, the clear analogy 

between harm-based and duty-based moral restraints and Fuller’s moralities of 

aspiration and duty show the relevance of Fuller’s thesis to the discussion on the 

moral foundation of economic behaviour.
120

  

Second Fuller’s jurisprudence is also helpful for addressing the arguments of the 

anti-legalist ‘law and economics’ jurisprudential school with its ultimate goal of 

‘wealth maximization’.
121

 The so-called ‘Chicago School of Jurisprudence’ that 

overemphasise the efficient breach of contract i.e. breach with impunity, and the 

dilution of liability, i.e. the discarding of responsibility, has done immeasurable 

harm to the study of law and economics including WTO law.
122

 Because along the 

Fullerian lines, a theory that neither finds its reason in law and morality, and instead 

analyse legal obligations purely on the basis of economic calculation, will be devoid 
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of any sense of justice. A society where breaching the law ‘efficiently’ means 

restoring some levels of justice is prone to inequality and instability. The Chicago 

school of jurisprudence is oblivious to the notion of moral obligation, because it 

neglects the aim of providing ‘security and predictability’ to economic actors to 

orient their actions to a clearly stated rules of conduct.
123

 The terms: Stability, 

security, and predictability are peculiarly alien to the law and economics’ school.
124

 

 Finally, and following from the earlier remarks on the WTO, it is worth considering 

the applicability of Fuller’s informed theory of interactionalism to the WTO. 

Because some scholars have claimed that this organization suffers from the lack of 

‘normative consciousness’, public reason, and undetermined legality status.
125

 For 

instance, Petersmann has rightly observed that the WTO law lacks ‘public reason’, 

and this can have a detrimental effect on its enforcement.
126

 The interactional 

approach can contribute to better understanding these causes of defects that emanate 

from either a lack of shared understandings, rules that contradict Fuller’s principles 

of legality, or the lack of a practice of legality.
127

 With regard to the lack of public 

reason, the above explications on the appropriate role and form of law, as pioneered 

by Fuller, are very relevant for the fulfilment of the project of ‘cosmopolitan 

justice’.
128

  

According to Viner, Fuller’s jurisprudence contains this highly needed cosmopolitan 

aim, ‘respect for all those who are affected by the laws’.129 Thus, it is by applying 

the morality of law that the ‘deficiencies’ of the world trade law can be identified 

and readily remedied. Furthermore, from reading Fuller it is clear that his ‘purposive 

interpretation’ conforms to the ‘internationalist model’ of interpretation, which gives 
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effect to only those intentions of the lawmakers that serve the ideals of justice.130 

Continuing on this interpretation note, it is fair to say that the content of a law, like 

the world trade law, cannot be explained by the reliance on Ronald Dworkin’s ‘legal 

interpretivism’, or classical legal positivism.
131

  

Unlike Fuller, Dworkin did not identify constraints on lawgiver’s power to respect 

the ‘inner morality of law’, and the essential role of human agency in law-making 

and application. In short, whether it is the national or international law of economics, 

the morality of law is capable of providing the most comprehensive analysis of legal 

rules made for one of the most important enterprise of mankind, the prudent 

management of economic resources. It is true not every legal problem can be 

suitably solved by legal verdict, because there are other factors impacting the 

functioning of this society that transcend the subject of law, be they social or purely 

managerial. However, law always asserts its relevance in the modes of social 

interaction that are working toward the achievement of a normative order. For Fuller 

the legal texts matter but ‘the source of normativity is social interaction’.
132

 Once 

this order has been established, the question that whether it can be best served by 

prudent managerial decisions, or legal rulings is a different matter altogether.  

Additionally, whether it is the research for the social, ethical, or moral dimensions of 

world trade law, the morality of law can contribute to these researches by revealing 

the legal consciousness as derived from actors’ interactions. Fuller’s preference for 

using economics to clarify the right content and purpose of law is very clear. The re-

reading of the morality of law, in light of the contemporary relevance of its 

economic basis, can provide an original elaborate account of the complex relations 

between law and economics. Various biographical accounts of Fuller’s life reveal 

his strong enthusiasm for bridging the divide between economism and legalism. This 

is added to his focus on the institutional role of law in adjudicating rules for 
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economic disputes. Communications between him and the constitutional political 

economy scholar, James M. Buchanan, is a testament to Fuller’s enduring passion 

for a law and economics field of study, which does not rid law of its essential 

obligatory effect, or economics of its marginal utility ideal.
133

  

3.4.2 The Shared Understandings on Compliance with WTO Law:  

From a closer look at the shared understandings on compliance in the WTO law, 

especially through the prism of legalist/anti-legalist dichotomy, it is clear that 

compliance rule is misconstrued both in history and practice. Starting from the 

contemporary practical aspect, the WTO has both a designated ‘compliance body’, 

the DSB, and ‘an implementation review mechanism’, the Trade Policy Review 

Mechanism (TPRM).
134

 This put the WTO in a unique position in comparison to the 

compliance controlling mechanisms in human rights treaties or multilateral 

environmental agreements, which can only have one of those mechanisms. The sole 

objective of those WTO mechanisms is to deter non-compliance that usually results 

from either ‘norm ambiguities’ and/or ‘capacity limitations’.
135

 Under the WTO 

regime, the preamble of the TPRM that can be read as assessing member state 

capacity limitations that might hinder an optimal compliance, stipulates that the 

purpose of the TPRM is:  

To contribute to improved adherence by all Members to rules, 

disciplines and commitments made under the Multilateral Trade 

Agreements and, where applicable, the Plurilateral Trade Agreements, 

and hence to the smoother functioning of the multilateral trading system, 

by achieving greater transparency in, and understanding of, the trade 

policies and practices of Members.
136
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Nonetheless, despite the existence of the WTO DSB and the TPRM, the 

misunderstanding on WTO compliance rule persists because of the lack of 

historically accurate analysis based on the above sub-elements of shared 

understandings especially the norm-cycle. An example of this misunderstanding can 

be found in some historical analyses of world trade law that conclude that 

compliance cannot be expected in the face of the hypothetical situations of 

‘economic’ or ‘political shocks’.
137

 For instance, Goldstein concluded her article on 

trade liberalization and domestic politics by saying:  

The GATT/WTO regime has provided access to markets by brining 

exporters into the free trade coalition to balance the voice of the pro-

protection lobby. However, economic shocks cannot be ignored and 

politicians who want to retain support must be able to shelter their 

economy when necessary, for legitimate domestic reasons (…) But when 

the regime creates problems by forcing compliance in a mechanistic 

manner, it may no longer be viewed as useful in support of open 

markets.
138

        

This analysis against compliance raises this pivotal question of whether or not 

GATT/WTO jurisprudence can negotiate the role of a member state’s sovereignty. If 

WTO law is ‘an integral part of public international law’ it does then follow that 

sovereignty, as a legal value does not mean ‘freedom from law but freedom within 

the law (including freedom to change the law)’.139 As mentioned in Chapter Two, 

the DSB AB described this view of sovereignty in Japan–Alcoholic Beverages II as 

follows: 

The WTO Agreement is a treaty -- the international equivalent of a 

contract. It is self-evident that in an exercise of their sovereignty, and in 

pursuit of their own respective national interests, the Members of the 

WTO have made a bargain. In exchange for the benefits they expect to 

derive as Members of the WTO, they have agreed to exercise their 

sovereignty according to the commitments they have made in the WTO 

Agreement.
140
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The AB then went on to remind the respondent state in this case, Japan, of the 

commitment it had made to one of the core shared non-discrimination principles of 

the GATT Article (III) on National Treatment on Internal Taxation and Regulation 

(NT).
141

 Therefore, the question that might be put to the anti-legalists who support 

non-compliance is that since the WTO has the full compliance controlling 

mechanisms, the DSB and the TPRM, and the legal value of sovereignty has been 

clarified in the GATT/WTO jurisprudence, and other than the rules and exceptions 

provided in the WTO agreements, what is it that excuses member states from full 

compliance? However, it has to be noted that one of the claims raised by the anti-

legalist scholars in the debate on the goal(s) of trade sanctions is that the DSB is not 

a compliance body, and both divides of the legalist/anti-legalist dichotomy sparingly 

discuss the TPRM.
142

  

One reason for the lack of analysing the TPRM in compliance discussions is that the 

frequency of reviews depends on ‘the impact of individual Members on the 

functioning of the multilateral trading system, defined in terms of their share of 

world trade’.
143

 For this reason, in particular, the TPRM had been criticised for 

adopting the wrong periodicity that makes it fail its enforcement mechanism goal.
144

 

However, the TPRM is crucial in terms of its value as a public good, and fostering 

good practices ensuring fuller interaction of member states in the multilateral trading 

system.
145

 But the above question to the anti-legalist scholars leads to a deeper 

inquiry to investigate whether there have been shared understandings on compliance 

or the world trading system was originally designed to validate deviations i.e. breach 

with impunity. Such a challenging question requires the evoking of (70) years of 

history of trade commitments from the GATT time in 1947 up until 2015, which is 

the twentieth anniversary year for the WTO. However, through the lens of 

interactionalism, and especially its element on shared understandings, reviewing this 

long history of trade negotiations will be somewhat conceivable. The reason for 
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recalling the length of this history, and unlike the application of interactionalism to 

climate change or the use of force regimes, is to highlight the difficulty of selecting 

the norm or norms that constitute the essence of the world trading law. The 

principles on non-discrimination, especially those codified under GATT Articles (I) 

and (III), might be the core principles of the world trading system, but so does the 

guiding principle of reciprocity and non-reciprocity for developed and less-

developed consenting states.  

The second challenge of applying interactionalism is the obvious lack of interaction 

from non-state actors in the GATT/WTO’s norms formation and socialisation. In 

contrast to the climate change regime, for example, where social justice movements 

and NGOs have played an active role in the law-making and administration, the 

GATT/WTO negotiations have been quite exclusive of those non-state actors.
146

 For 

instance, states even the most powerful have failed to balance the interests of the 

pro-protectionists, pro-free trade, and pro-labour rights groups despite the existence 

of the historical reciprocal bilateral agreements that stipulate interaction with such 

groups.
147

 For example, the United States (US) had what is regarded as the backbone 

of the GATT, the 1934 Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act, which instructed the US 

president at that time to consult with concerned governmental bodies and groups 

before lowering the tariffs.
148

  

However, the multilateralising of the trade agreements under the auspice of the 

GATT from 1947 onward made trade liberalization more politically stable, but 

governments much less interactive with domestic politics on free trade policies.
149

 

The multilateral format of trade liberalization with its provision of either adhering to 

the rules or opting out of the GATT, shifted the political power of consenting states 

toward compliance, but the question is was it a habitual compliance based on 

interactional law principles, or compliance by the prerogative decisions of state 

officials.
150

 Similarly, social movements and NGOs were until recently excluded 
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from any ‘on-site-inputs’ into multilateral trade negotiations for the peculiar reason 

that secrecy was necessary to secure negotiations, and ensure the smooth functioning 

of the system.
151

  

Notwithstanding the grave challenges facing social justice movements within civil 

societies, and NGOs in terms of the lack of interaction with WTO law, however, 

there have been some successful communications. For instance, the NGOs from 

1990s onward have gained significant achievements by working on two fronts at the 

same time.
152

 The first is working on the basis of the so-called ‘pull factors’ 

manifested in the WTO need for help from NGOs to draft and implement policies.
153

 

The second front was the ‘push dynamics’ whereby NGOs have been seeking to 

perforate the closed settings of the WTO to obtain information on good governance 

practices that are essential for the fairer free trade.
154

 But variations exit in this 

regard, in that the role of non-state actors like NGOs is more developed and 

effective in developed member states, and much less effective in developing 

countries because of their restrictions on representations and assemblies.
155

  

Nonetheless, the members-driven character of the WTO in rule-making and 

implementation in, for example, relying on member states’ denouncements of treaty 

violations as a compliance monitoring strategy, and the continuing secrecy of trade 

negotiations does not change the closed setting nature of the WTO. This issue is 

raised, not only by NGOs but also by developing and least developing member 

states who are excluded from policy-setting in trade negotiations, and it poses the 

question about what kind of interaction the WTO is pursuing that would be 

beneficial for its legal legitimacy, and henceforth facilitate compliance with its rules 

and rulings.
156

 For example, some scholars claimed that the low participation rate of 

developing member states in the WTO system negotiations and litigations is 

reflecting badly on their economy and developmental goals. Because despite ‘the 
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progressive legalization’ especially during the GATT years, but the world trading 

system is still chiefly serving the interests of developed states.
157

  

The pivotal factor that had safeguarded the legitimacy of the GATT and inspired 

fidelity to its law and continues to affect the work of the WTO is the shared 

understandings on core principles of trade conduct. However, with increasing WTO 

cases of delayed or non-compliance that arise because of member states widely 

different approaches to risk and efficacy in trade, the WTO is facing a legitimacy 

crisis. Esty explains this link between shared understandings and legitimacy deficit 

by saying: 

In the past, only the close-knit trade community - united by a common 

vision of a world of open markets, a commitment to a well-defined set of 

core principles (for example, non-discrimination), and common 

traditions of education (particularly a belief in the centrality of 

economics) - paid attention to the work of the WTO. Today, a broader 

community that does not share this cultural affinity and understanding 

stands in judgment on the organization. Different standards of efficacy 

are being applied. As a result, the WTO’s marks are coming in much 

lower, eroding the organization's legitimacy. Fundamentally, the closed-

door approach to decision-making that was a virtue under the Club 

Model has now emerged as an obstacle to popular understanding of and 

support for the WTO.
158

 

 

Albeit this lack of interaction but it is questionable whether this status of non-state 

actors in the world trade law lowers the value of WTO obligations, and therefore 

excuses developed states from full compliance. In other words, does the lack of 

developing and least developing member states and non-states actors’ interactions 

with the WTO law, which is derived from the WTO denying them or not facilitating 

opportunities to communicate and reason with the law, mean that the WTO rules and 

rulings have no obligatory effect. Again from looking back at legalist/anti-legalist 

debate it is clear that neither non-state actors nor the concerns of developing or least 

developing member states about the lack of interactions, are the main concerns of 

the debaters. In fact, the anti-legalist scholars claim that the WTO should facilitate 

deviations from the rules to the extent that it does not affect the stability of the 
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multilateral trading system, and there is no comment from the legalists on how 

legalising non-compliance will not affect the benefits accruing to weaker member 

states.
159

  

The obvious questions that follow from the anti-legalism claim are: how to maintain 

‘the stability’ of the system while validating non-compliance as a system safety 

valve, and does not the lack of interactions from non-state actors by, for example, 

not allowing direct effect of GATT/WTO rules, badly affect ‘the pull to compliance’ 

with WTO obligations.
160

 The effect of interactions between member states’ 

policymakers with non-state actors on how to comply with WTO rulings is under-

studied. Because the main focus of the literature is on ‘the demand-side’ of 

compliance, ‘that is, how to increase the pressure on the state to comply’, and not on 

‘the supply-side’ that involves considerations of domestic factors.
161

 Moreover, the 

discussion on compliance with the WTO law often misses the important distinction 

in classical international law compliance studies that differentiation between the first 

order compliance (i.e. compliance with the tribunal’s authoritative decisions that 

apply the law) and second order compliance (i.e. compliance with the standing-rules 

of law).
162

 This distinction is relevant to the interactional approach for assessing the 

effectiveness of the WTO rules including DSU, through the consideration of 

Fullerian principles, especially the eighth criterion, the congruence between official 

actions and the law, and assessing the work of the tribunal that enforce the law, the 

WTO DSB.   

Furthermore, through the lens of interactionalism that sees the making of law as a 

process in a continuum, law as a gradual concept according to Fuller, it is not going 

to be a forthright conclusion that because of the lack, not a complete absence of non-

state actors’ interactions with the GATT/WTO law, means that the law lacks legal 

legitimacy. Proposals for the WTO to address the lack of transparency include 

allowing public input into the negotiations and dispute resolution by facilitating 
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those groups direct observation of the trade talks, and enhancing the communication 

between the non-state actors and the WTO DSB.
163

 Also, it is the case that ‘domestic 

constraints encourage litigation as public action that signals responsiveness to 

domestic interests .States with less need to engage in political theatre can avoid 

court action and resolve their disputes through informal settlements’.
164

 However, 

protracted litigation in the DSB neither serve the interests of member states or their 

citizens, instead public participation and informal settlement should be facilitated 

within the WTO.  

Overall, those issues will be covered in the fifth chapter of this thesis on compliance 

in the WTO practice of legality. Although it should be noted that this thesis single 

recommendation for non-state actors’ involvement is limited to getting their views 

on how to make WTO law effective in practice for the sole purpose of improving 

member states compliance with their commitments. Non-state actors involvement in 

the DSB should be limited to receiving their amicus curiae briefs, for fear that their 

involvement beyond this role might delay the settlement process even further. Still, 

as will be suggested below, the WTO should always facilitate public deliberations 

on the WTO law-making and application. Interactions based on the WTO law, from 

states and concerned non-state actors, which include independent experts, traders, 

consumer groups, civil societies etc. will be beneficial for enforcing WTO rules. The 

WTO must be an effective open forum for facilitating these interactions.  

However, the wide agreement on the following shared principles of the world 

trading system does not loosen the negative effect of the lack of interactions of some 

member states and almost all non-state actors in the WTO. But the architects of 

those principles have envisioned and empirically determined that many states have 

benefited from the stability and prosperity provided by trade liberalization.
165

 

Because the greater wealth that has been generated by trade liberalization has 

improved states’ capacity to provide for their citizens, and engaged them in greater 
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economic interdependency which is ‘likely to reduce the risk of war’, as exemplified 

by the European Community’s rationale.
166

 It is noteworthy that this might not be 

the case for developing and least-developing states who are still finding it difficult to 

fully and effectively participate in the trading system by, for example, challenging 

the offending states’ WTO-inconsistent measures through the dispute settlement 

system.
167

 

 Furthermore, a number of initiatives have shown that world trading system is 

gradually moving toward more transparent democratic system that highly value 

states and non-states interactions within the WTO.
168

 After all, the sole objective of 

the WTO law, as we have been told, is ‘improving the welfare of people of member 

states’.
169

 Additionally, states and traders are faced with the quandary that trade 

restrictions which are ‘invariably rationalised in terms of national welfare are 

advocated by protectionist groups that stands to exclusively benefit from such 

restrictions’.
170

 So the claim that non-compliance is a welfare maximisation strategy 

has to be balanced with the objective that the WTO was designed to improve the 

welfare of member state’s people, through their governments’ adherence to WTO 

law.  

3.4.3 The Interactional Objectives of the World Trading System:  

The following question might be helpful in illustrating the case for world trading 

system, namely, why international trade needed to be institutionalised and preferably 

multilateralised. First a brief historical account is needed to show the inseparable 

relationship between legal rules and economic management. The standard view of 

the association between law and economy in the context of the world trading system 
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maintains that at the national level ‘law makes the economy’,
171

 while at the 

international level ‘international law has always had considerable ‘economic 

content’’.
172

 Such relationship between law and economics provided the main 

rationale for an institutionalised world trading system were states are engaging in a 

purposive enterprise of subjecting their trade conducts to the governance of rules.
173

 

The elementary relationships between law and economic life is epitomized by the 

contractual relationship between the promisor, the owner of the property or object, 

and the promisee, to whom a promise of exchange was made.
174

 Legal guaranty 

gives to the latter ‘a specific certainty of the durability of the power’ of control over 

his property, while it gives to the former ‘a higher degree of certainty that the 

promise will be kept’.
175

 However, according to Weber: 

Law can also function in such a manner that, in sociological terms, the 

prevailing norms controlling the operation of the coercive apparatus 

have such a structure as to induce, in their turn, the emergence of certain 

economic relations which may be either a certain order of economic 

control or a certain agreement based on economic expectations. This 

occurs when law is expressly created for a particular purpose.
176

    

As best illustrated by the economic basis of Fuller’s jurisprudence, and ‘the 

constitutional political economy’ of Buchanan and Brennan, rules find their reason 

in the social interactions for the establishment and preservation of a productive 

social order like market economy.
177

 Furthermore, Fuller and Buchanan and 

Brennan’s approaches to studying the reason of rules is also in agreement with 

international compliance studies that claim that rules and institutions rather than 

outcomes should be the central focus of inquiry for exploring how the fidelity to law 
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can be made and preserved.
178

 The need for regulated trade under the auspices of the 

GATT and WTO, as crucial means for security and prosperity, is supported by very 

rich history of world trade.
179

 This history is filled of examples of interregional 

interactions based on customary rules of transnational trade relations,
180

 and trading 

states through institutional settings have cultivated the shared understandings on 

compliance with existing rules to improve their economic welfares.
181

 

 However, the answer to the question on institutionalisation of trade is found in the 

model of comparative advantage and the subsequent international economic theories 

that have improved this model. The economist David Ricardo’s formula for dealing 

with the absolute advantage challenge, the so-called ‘comparative advantage’ is the 

founding economic theory of international trade.
182

 The theory stipulates that trade 

restrictions do not contribute to the state economic welfare, and ‘if nations specialise 

in those areas in which they have a comparative cost advantage and trade where the 

advantage is lacking then there would be an overall increase in world production of 

the product in question’.
183

 For example, if the US is superior at producing ‘wheat’, 

but less superior at producing ‘cloth’, which is China’s main product, then each can 

still benefit via the US investing resources in what it does best –wheat production- 
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and export its surplus to China, while China do the same with its ‘cloth’ and export 

its surplus to the US in exchange for the wheat.
184

  

However, according to Bhagwati, ‘the Ricardian analysis implied that this technical 

possibility of gaining from trade through specialisation would only be realised if a 

policy of free trade were adopted in an institutional setting where prices guided 

resources allocation’.
185

 Over the years, the Ricardian comparative advantage that 

has been designated as ‘the law of comparative advantage’ has provided the main 

rationale for rules oriented toward freer trade. Because it has constituted ‘the stated 

logic for negotiating, drafting, implementing, and enforcing rules to liberalise trade 

on a multilateral, regional, or bilateral basis’.
186

  

So the main goal of the institutionalised liberal trade is ‘to minimize the amount of 

interference of governments in trade flows that cross national borders’.
187

 That is 

why the WTO as an institutional setting for rules making and administration is 

essential in achieving two goals for realising the benefits of free trade to improve 

national welfare. First, it guides the ‘reciprocal bargaining’ process by establishing a 

level playing field as a policy goal for competing traders interests.
188

 Second, it 

corrects the market distortions created by the distractions to foreign market access 

via the WTO DSB binding rulings on the status of the respondent state’s distorting 

measure(s), and if needed, recommending the adjustment of its measure 

accordingly.
189

 According to Trebilcock, there are seven qualifications to the case of 

free trade that the GATT and WTO rules have played a major role in promoting, 
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namely, ‘reciprocity, the optimal tariff, infant industries, revenue raising, national 

security, adjustment costs, and health, safety and environmental concerns’.
190

  

In 2012 a panel of prominent persons convened by the former Director-General of 

the WTO, Pascal Lamy, reiterated the benefits of liberalising trade, especially 

through the institutional mechanisms of the WTO saying: 

The fundamental case for trade is widely acknowledged, but not always 

fully understood. By taking advantage of differences in productivity or 

endowments, countries that participate in trade benefit from greater 

efficiency in the allocation of resources. Citizens are able to enjoy more 

goods and services than they could in the absence of trade. They can also 

consume a greater variety of goods (…) Strong property rights, 

competition rules and independent judiciaries matter. Trade opening, 

especially if it is through policies bound under the WTO’s rules-based 

system, results in the adoption of norms and practices (transparency, 

non-discrimination, procedural fairness) that strengthen or improve the 

quality of domestic institutions.
191

      

The world trading system founding principles explained below are the main 

motivation behind the historical institutionalisation of international trade under the 

auspices of the GATT and WTO. However, as will be demonstrated by 

interactionalism, a legalization of the world trading system does not merely mean ‘a 

particular form of institutionalisation’, but a more legalistic social order that aim to 

provide predictability and stability to economic actors.192 The interactional account 

of the WTO will also illustrate the intrinsic historical relationship between law and 

economics, because in the interactional legal theory, Fuller makes the case for law 

morality by using the economics management modes.  

With regard to multilateralised trade, states were not prevented from forming PTAs 

outside the GATT/WTO framework, but the benefits to join those multilateralising 

trade organizations outweigh the costs. The main benefits of a multilateral trading 

system are the non-discrimination standard, that is in the interests of both the weaker 

and powerful states, and under the WTO, the more effective and fairer dispute 
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settlement system, ‘that is less power based than in preferential agreements’.
193

 

However, since its inception the world trading system has been constantly 

challenged by ‘the tension between the necessity for legal rules conducive to 

stability and predictability, and the human need for solutions to short-term and ad 

hoc problems’.
194

 Balancing those competing needs of consenting states has been the 

crucial and most difficult tasks of the GATT and WTO, which is why there is no 

subject of intense debates more than the value of compliance with the GATT/WTO 

rules.  

For example, answering the question ‘what did the GATT framers have in mind?’ 

Mavroidis said that the international economic theory has advanced two theories to 

rationalise trade agreements ‘the commitment theory’ and ‘the terms-of-trade 

theory’.
195

 The former refers to the government representation of private sectors by 

asserting their commitments in an international agreement, while the latter refers to 

international externalities on the benefits of trade agreements to the contracting 

country.
196

 However, Mavroidis and the team he represents said ‘the study of the 

GATT negotiating record does not make a conclusive case for either [the above 

theories of trade agreements rationales]. Indeed, this is one of the reasons why we 

decide to undertake a separate study on the economic rationales for the GATT’.
197

 

The primary focus of this study is analysing the effect of the GATT principles in 
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disciplining the domestic instruments on trade.
198

 This study is conclusive in 

attributing the success of liberalising trade to the interactions of the GATT and 

WTO consenting states on the basis of reciprocity and non-discrimination 

principles.
199

 What is overlooked in this study, however, and left unclear or to the 

‘more efficient’ measurement is the question on whether the bulk of GATT/WTO 

rules, that only the above principles represents relatively small fraction, have legal 

status and therefore worthy of full compliance.
200

 Such neglect is due to the lack of 

understanding the role of shared understandings to the formation of world trade 

norms and eventually the constitution of institutional obligations.  

It is clear that world trade economists are all on agreement on the beneficial role of 

the dispute settlement procedures in maintaining the right balance in the reciprocal 

adjustments to the WTO bargain. One way of setting this balance right is through 

disciplining economic retaliation and ‘converting it from a weapon of economic 

warfare to an instrument of international order’.
201

 But what seems to be puzzling to 

those economists is the enforcement of trade sanctions through the WTO DSB that 

is becoming more judicially unconstrained; while retaliation, as a countermeasure, is 

not providing an equal footing in a WTO dispute. Because even though developing 

members states are becoming more economically active in the international arena, 

but under the WTO order that does not allow for ‘collective retaliation’, 

understandably their individual retaliatory powers cannot match those of developed 

members.
202

  

This uncertainty expressed by economists expounds the case for a historical analysis 

of the WTO compliance regime that takes into account the evolution of the world 

trading norms from their institutional economic origins of the GATT to their 
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legalistic forms under the WTO. And for this reason, interactionalism is right to 

undertake this analysis through the element on shared understandings on 

compliance, by assessing the historical record of negotiations in terms of the 

consenting states’ reinforcements of commitments on the system core principles. For 

instance, contrary to the premise of the above study, that the GATT negotiations 

record does not support the commitment theory, a search in the available GATT 

digital database shows a rich record of requests for clarifications and reassurances 

on commitments by GATT contracting parties that aim to facilitate their observance 

of GATT rules. This was the case even during the time of the GATT legitimacy 

crisis in the 1980s and early 1990s when there were increasing cases of delayed-

compliance and political deadlocks.
203

  

However, contracting parties sought clarifications on trade liberalization, and the 

GATT itself sought clarifications and assurances from experts on how to help 

contracting parties best reap the benefits from liberalising trade while maintaining 

the access to foreign markets.
204

 Throughout the subsequent eight rounds of 

negotiations during the GATT era, contracting parties (initially there were (23) 

states that negotiated the GATT, and in (1986) (123) states were negotiating in the 

last Uruguay Round) were engaged in communicative discourse on building and 

socialisation of trade norms.
205

 The original GATT working parties procedures for 

the settlement of disputes (that mid-1950 later evolved into panel), the accession 

processes for individual GATT and WTO consenting states, the WTO DSB 
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deliberations, and the various WTO technical committees clearly show the 

importance of institutionalized dialogue for the formation of world trade law.
206

 

 The WTO committee system that is attached to the specialist councils on goods, 

services, and intellectual property perform a major role in safeguarding the weak 

legitimacy of the organization.
207

 Furthermore, the operations of WTO Agreements 

are also subject to the review of non-specialist committees that have to report 

directly to the member states’ General Council. Examples of this type of committees 

include trade and the environment, trade and development, and regional trading 

arrangements.
208

 The legitimacy of the WTO, like that of the GATT, has been 

largely sustained by the facilitation of interactive means of regular meetings and 

discussions, argumentation and compromise in order to come up with binding 

agreements supported by all consenting states.
209

  

This dialogue has been largely sustained by four founding principles: reciprocal 

trade concessions, non-discrimination rules, special and differentiated treatment 

(SDT), and an institutional and procedural design for collective action for 

maintaining world trade norms. The last two features, the SDT and the GATT/WTO 

institutional structures have largely evolved from the consenting states constant 

deliberations on the first two core principles of reciprocity and non-discrimination. 

For the WTO, and especially the GATT during its early years of structuring, 

‘reciprocity and non-discrimination have been both the ends and the means of WTO, 

they have been its purpose as well as its process’.
210

 According to Wolfe: 

The trade regime is not the WTO treaty or decisions of the Appellate 

Body, it is the way in which traders think about reciprocity and non-

discrimination in global trade (…) the WTO is a site for the elaboration 
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of a system of ‘law’ that arises from and provides a framework for self-

directed human interaction.
211

  

The principle of non-discrimination, in particular, has a central role in the GATT 

and WTO overall institutional designs, and their mechanisms for settling trade 

disputes. The prohibition of according ‘less favourable treatment’ to the products of 

another consenting state has been the threshold for non-discrimination principle and 

a trade relationship standard. The consenting states’ engagement in the process of 

deliberation for law making- supported by the work of transnational epistemic 

communities- and their social acceptance of GATT/WTO constrains are not enough 

for creating a WTO constitution. Because, with the unconstrained judicial activism 

of the AB, and a broken function of negotiation, the last thing the WTO needs is a 

constitution. What is needed is that participant states should ‘trade democracy with 

objective of making development the central aim’ to the on-going 

constitutionalization project.
212

  

However, the above-mentioned features of this project that conform with 

interactionalism element of ‘shared understandings’ and its sub-elements of ‘norm 

cycle, epistemic community, and a community of practice’ are pertinent for the 

study of compliance with WTO law. Nevertheless, the success of the GATT 

negotiations was due to two defining characters, the contractual nature of rules, and 

special and differentiated treatment for less-developed countries.
213

 Those characters 

are best illustrated under the following GATT Articles: exceptions to the GATT 

obligations (XX) (XXI), the tariff negotiations (XXVIII bis), highlighting the role of 

consent (XXXV), reiteration on the GATT principles and objectives with due regard 

to less-developed contracting parties (XXXVI), and reassurances on commitments 

(XXXVII).
214

 The late introduction of the important GATT Articles of (XXVIII bis) 

on tariff negotiations in (1957), and (XXXVI (8)) on the concept of non-reciprocity 
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for less-developed countries in (1966), show the vital role of the Review Sessions 

that consist of concerned contracting parties.
215

  

The elaborations on the following GATT principles of reciprocity and non-

discrimination, will better illustrate the dynamic interactions under world trade law, 

and highlight the areas where those legal interactions were lacking. This will be 

accomplished by using interactionalism to explain the social foundations and 

limitations of those principles of association in the world trading system with due 

regard to the shared understandings on compliance with GATT/WTO rules. It is the 

task of interactionalism to examine the objectives of these rules, and how they ought 

to be complied with for improving the economic welfare of the WTO member states. 

Final point to note is that world trade law is best perceived as a collection of rules of 

conduct that have emanated from a continuous deliberative process for law-making 

and implementation. The reason for economic rules is to provide a mechanism for 

dealing with the central ‘problem of social order’, namely ‘reconciling the behaviour 

of separately motivated persons’ so as ‘to generate patterns of outcomes that are 

tolerable to all participants’.
216

  

However, regulations should not be regarded as the alternative to rules in 

international trade, because WTO law was made, and continue to be remade with the 

force of binding obligations in an interactional process of law-making that respect 

‘flexibility’ and ‘proceduralism’.
217

 It is true that this process might be lacking in the 

fulfilment of some elements of interactionalism, especially the practice of legality, 

but that does not make GATT/WTO rules as regulations for the willing and 

unwilling actors to comply with or flout. The whole WTO apparatus, as 

acknowledged by the organization itself, is made of rules for decision-making, 

specialised agreements, and dispute resolution. According to the WTO, ‘the fact that 

there is a single set of rules applying to all members greatly simplifies the entire 

trade regime. And these agreed rules give governments a clearer view of which trade 
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policies are acceptable’.
 218

 Nevertheless, giving the intrinsic relationship between 

‘reciprocity and obligation’ in public international law and the world trade law, two 

explanations will be provided on this important relationship. These explanations will 

be offered with the help of the analytical frameworks of Fuller’s interactional legal 

theory and interactionalism. 

3.4.4 The Interactional Account of Trade Reciprocal Obligations: 

The centrality of reciprocity to the creation of international obligation is very clear 

especially in the rationalist theory of IR and positivists in international law, that see 

international law as functioning on the basis of reciprocal obligations rooted in 

interests.
219

 However, constructivism differs by highlighting the role of social 

construction of norm, and interactions in generating the necessary information for 

shaping actors’ behaviour.
220

 According to Wendt, ‘it is through reciprocal 

interaction that we create and instantiate the relatively enduring social structure in 

terms of which we define our identities and interests’.
221

 Furthermore, informed by 

Fuller’s jurisprudence, interactionalism offers this view of reciprocity saying:  

Interests are rooted in identity and identity is formed in large measure 

through social interaction (…) For Fuller, and for us, reciprocity is 

deeper than the exchange flowing from the calculation of material 

interests, or the direction inherent in what he called ‘managerial control’. 

Fidelity to law depends upon the reciprocal fulfilment of duties. 

Lawmakers must adhere to the criteria of legality because in so doing 

they give citizens the opportunity to reason with rules. If the criteria of 

legality are neglected, these norms will have failed to become law and 

citizens will feel resentment; they will have no desire to abide by the 

promulgated norms. Reciprocity will fail.
222

 

 

According to Brunnée and Toope, this analysis resonates with the ‘logic of 

appropriateness’ that focuses on social norms and how actors desire arrangements 
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guided by ‘duties’ and ‘obligations’ for sustained interactions.
223

 Interests might be 

the reason for state actors engagement in the international society, but social 

interactions on the basis of legality is the primary reason for continuous 

engagement. The point about creating and maintaining reciprocity collectively, and 

the importance of that to the law-making will be addressed in the next subsection on 

the WTO principle of reciprocity and fifth chapter on the practice of legality. 

However, through the lens of the interactional approach, and the economic basis of 

Fuller’s morality of law thesis, a different more innovative reading of the formation 

of trade agreements will be provided.  

As summarised above, according to Fuller’s morality of law thesis, the mediating 

principle of reciprocity in the relationships of exchange has a central role in the 

creation of legal obligation as evident in the society of economic traders.
224

 When 

Fuller writes about the moral scale problem he highlighted the relation between the 

economics of exchange, which is founded on the principle of reciprocity, and the 

economics of marginal utility which is founded on the notion of balance.
225

 He 

claims that the economics of exchange is based on ‘fidelity to contract and respect 

for property’, saying:  

Without a self-sacrificing deference toward these institutions, a regime 

of exchange [like the WTO] would lose its anchorage and no one would 

occupy a sufficiently stable position to know what he had to offer or 

what he could count on receiving from another. On the other hand, the 

rigidities of property and contract must be held within their proper 

boundaries. If they reach beyond those boundaries, society’s effort to 

direct its relation toward their most effective use is frustrated by a 

system of vested personal and institutional interests (…) Here we 

encounter again what is essentially the problem of locating the 

imaginary pointer at the right place.
226

 

The relation between aspiration and duty, and their economic counterpart of 

marginal utility and relationship of exchange, speak directly to the law and 
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economics jurisprudence school with its only focus on ‘wealth maximisation’.
227

 

Fuller central point of invoking the moral scale problem is to show the 

interconnection and independence between aspiration and duty and their economic 

counterparts. The law and economics jurisprudence school that influenced the anti-

legalist scholars’ views of WTO reciprocal obligations, often does not locate the 

pointer or recognise the moral scale altogether, because anti-legalists have not 

discussed the notions of economic stability and predictability, and the intertwined 

relation between aspiration and duty. This led them to overlook the legal and moral 

implications of the reciprocal exchanges of promises and their connection to the 

notion of obligation.  

This is added to their inaccurate views that the WTO rules are neither contractual, 

nor belong to the property rights, therefore they are always susceptible to efficient 

breach. These views do not correspond to the reality of GATT/WTO rules and 

procedures that will be explained below. Moreover, Fuller’s view on reciprocity is 

informed by his proposed though incomplete project of ‘Eunomics’ or ‘the 

principles of social order’.
228

 Fuller argues that values like reciprocity could act as 

constraints on power saying ‘“informal” or “real” power is subject to intrinsic 

limitations even in its most direct and brutal manifestations (…) the holder of power 

will find himself hedged in by a network of reciprocities that trace and limits his 

control’.
229

 He highly regards the explicit reciprocity or contract as a form-setting 

device of free social exchanges as aptly demonstrated in the trade relations.
230

  

When Fuller wrote about the concept of ‘freedom’, he differentiated between the 

organization by common ends and reciprocity.
231

 The former refers to the parties 

joining forces for the accomplishment of common aims that they cannot accomplish 

individually, while the latter refers to the principle of reciprocity in the literal sense 
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of the parties’ exchanges of rights or privileges for reciprocal gain.
232

 A prime 

example of an organization that is founded on the model of reciprocity and aspires to 

achieve common ends is the WTO. However, Fuller considers the organization by 

reciprocity to highlight the challenge of providing a mechanism for an optimal 

realization of the gains of reciprocity.
233

 For Fuller the ‘economic freedom cannot 

be fully discussed in isolation from the specific mechanisms or procedures by which 

that freedom is determined, or, as I should prefer to say, by which freedom to choose 

is allocated and conflicting choices are reciprocally adjusted’.
234

 Again, this line of 

thought corresponds in its generality with the institutional work of the WTO and the 

key role of its DSB in trying to provide optimal reciprocal readjustments subject to 

the general exceptions to the GATT/WTO obligations.  

The WTO has the role of affirming the GATT obligations, especially the ones 

relating to the common ends of association such as the articles on ‘shared principles 

and objectives’, GATT Article (XXXVI), and ‘joint action’ Article (XXXVIII) that 

were drafted for furthering the social, economic, and development objectives 

relevant to trade. The history of trade agreements reveal how the economic and the 

legal analyses are not so much immutable essences as they are concepts that have a 

common ground for cross-fertilization, especially with the emergence of the modern 

states, and a world of growing interdependence.
235

 In practice, the legalists depend 

on the expertise of economists to determine the maintenance of trade balance, or 

existence of treaty violations especially in relation to highly-economized areas such 

as antidumping duties and subsidies.
236

 However, one particular area where the 

economic literature is disadvantaged while the legal is advantaged is the design of 

reciprocal trade agreements. Political economy scientists admittedly say that when it 

comes to the process trade agreements are negotiated and concluded ‘the economic 

literature is less clear’.
237

 Their emphasis is rather on the importance of shared 
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understandings between the parties through the sharing of information and 

establishing common knowledge on the technicalities of trade agreements.
238

  

The legalists who are accustomed to contract formation find it easy to explain the 

design of trade agreements and its enforcement. However, the lack of focusing on 

areas where economists emphasize the most in relation to these agreements namely, 

that trade agreements must be self-enforcing and they are incomplete contracts, 

disadvantages the legalists too. Furthermore, the ‘constitutional political economy’ 

is helpful for illuminating to economists the legal trade rules, since it focuses on 

examining these rules, and the constraints within which political agents acts to 

protect and improve their economies.
239

 This subfield of economics is also useful for 

explaining ‘the model of voluntary exchange between states’ who are willing to 

subject themselves to coercive elements to further their trade interests.
240

 This 

subfield that focuses on the reason for rules will be conducive for elucidating that 

trade rules have risen out of the will of political actors to restrict their policies to 

rules of conduct that will protect and further their country’s economic interests.  

It is true that neither the legalist nor the economist would be able individually or 

collectively to explain the delay in trade negotiations despite the accessibility of 

information.
241

 And it is out of the scope of this thesis to explain a politically 

complex phenomenon such as the DDR. However, the fault line in the analyses of 

both the legalist and economist is their failure to ascertain the legal status of trade 

agreements that involve reciprocal exchanges of concessions. For example, the 

different views on the status of the principle of reciprocity in tariff negotiations 

shows the discrepancy between the legalists and economists. The legalist and 

economist disagreement on the status of this principle is marked by the former 

regard of this principle as legal requirement under the GATT agreement.
242

 While 

the latter see it as a ‘negotiating norm that reflect the balance between the trade 
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effects of concessions offered and received’.
243

 But the question is what role did the 

shared understandings on compliance performed in the formation of the key norms 

of reciprocity and non-discrimination.   

3.4.4.1 The GATT Principle of Reciprocity:   

The engagement in reciprocal relationships converting political concessions into 

legal entitlements is a central process for the making of GATT/WTO obligations and 

preservation of trade relations. According to Trebilcock, ‘the institutional 

arrangements that govern international trade’ are dependent on ‘trade agreements 

incorporating reciprocal tariff reductions that offer governments a means of escape 

from a Prisoner’s Dilemma’.
244

 Moreover, from a political economy point of view, 

reciprocal trade agreements ‘represent credible commitments by governments that 

they will not protect certain industries’.
245

 The GATT preamble stipulates that 

contracting parties should engage in ‘reciprocal and mutually advantageous 

arrangements directed to the substantial reductions of tariffs and other barriers to 

trade and the elimination of discriminatory treatment in international commerce’.
246

 

Under Article (XXVIII bis (1)) of the GATT, consenting states commit themselves 

to entering into periodic negotiations on the same reciprocal basis for substantial 

reduction of tariffs.
 247

 In the course of those negotiations, the agreed tariff 

concessions become ‘tariff bindings’ which are set out in particular member’s tariff 

schedule that form an Annex to the GATT, and now the WTO.
248

  

The WTO defined ‘tariff bindings’ as a ‘commitment not to increase a rate of duty 

beyond an agreed level. Once a rate of duty is bound, it may not be raised without 

compensating the affected parties’.
249

 The WTO term of ‘national schedule’ is ‘the 

equivalent of tariff schedules in GATT, laying down the commitments accepted- 
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voluntarily or through negotiation- by WTO members’.
250

 By virtue of GATT 

Article (II) all consenting states must observe these tariff bindings by not imposing 

custom duties in excess of those set forth in each member’s schedule.
251

 For 

example, GATT Article (II:5) stipulates that when a consenting state because of the 

national tariff laws accords a discriminatory treatment to consenting state’s product 

contrary to the agreed tariff concessions, ‘the two contracting parties, together with 

the third parties substantially interested, shall enter promptly into further 

negotiations with a view to a compensatory adjustment of the matter’.
252

 The 

explicit reference in this article to the offending state ‘court or other proper 

authority’ that has ruled against the tariff classification of the product in question 

because it does not accord with its tariff laws, highlight the role of internalising the 

‘tariff bindings’ into consenting states legal systems before committing to the 

reciprocal obligations.  

As to the measurement of reciprocity, there is no explicit reference in the GATT or 

in the WTO rules about how it should be measured. At the beginning of the GATT, 

the product-by-product method was employed with some success, but later the linear 

or across-the-board method that was adopted in the Kennedy Round in 1963, had 

become the agreed formula. The product-by-product method that worked well in the 

early Rounds of the GATT was implemented according to the principal supplier 

rule. Bhala recounts this history saying: 

The theory underlying the principal suppliers rule is only those 

countries that are significant exporters of a product ought to have a 

right to request tariff cuts in that product. In this way, demands for 

tariff cuts would remain reasonable, and problems of free riding would 

be avoided. Once concessions on a product are agreed to on a 

reciprocal, mutually advantageous basis between principal suppliers, 

the deal is multilaterlised by operation of the Most Favoured Nation 

(MFN) obligation in Article I:1. The new, lower tariff is bound as a 

result of Article II:1(b).
253

 

 

However, Hoda recall that overtime product-by-product method becomes ineffective 

because of two problems, first the approach ‘dependence on the extent to which the 

principal supplier was willing to reciprocate the reduction of duty in a particular 
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product led to very small reductions which were worthless in commercial terms’.
254

 

Second, because of the increasing number of contracting parties offering a wide 

range of products the approach had become cumbersome to implement.
255

 Those 

problems of selectivity and lack of efficiency that did not fit with the objectives of 

the GATT had led to the adoption of the linear approach in the Kennedy Round. 

Dam explained this linear method by saying:  

The Linear method presupposed that all countries would reduce tariffs 

by the prescribed percentage on all items. If some countries exclude 

certain items from the scope of the linear reductions (that is, if they 

tabled “exceptions” with respect to certain items), other countries would 

inevitably be forced to weigh concessions received and concessions 

granted much as under the old product-by-product method.
256

  

 

The 6th of May 1964 Resolution that was adopted by the GATT Trade Negotiations 

Committee meeting at a Ministerial Level noted with regard to tariffs:  

(i) The rate of 50 per cent has been agreed as a working hypothesis for 

the determination of the general rate of linear reduction (ii) the ultimate 

agreement on tariff reductions in accordance with the application of this 

hypothesis is linked with the solution of other problems arising in the 

negotiations, for example, tariff disparities, agricultural problems, 

exceptions and non-tariff problems, and, in general, with the 

achievement of reciprocity (iii) it is the intention of the participants to 

co-operate to solve these problems (…) (4) there should be a bare 

minimum of exceptions which should be subject to confrontation and 

justification.
257

  

 

Nonetheless, the same 1964 Resolution also recognised ‘the problem of countries 

with a very low average level of tariffs or a special economic or trade structure such 

that equal linear tariff reductions may not provide an adequate balance of 

advantages’.
258

 Although the Resolution noted that ‘developed countries cannot 

expect to receive reciprocity from the less-developed countries’ and due regard 

should be given to these countries developmental and trade needs, but there was no 

explicit GATT provision to that effect. The Resolution noted that ‘countries with a 

very low average level of tariffs (…) reserve the right to submit proposals in this 
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connexion at a later date’.
259

 The wording of this Resolution represent the preceding 

deliberations on ‘the concept of non-reciprocity’, which was primarily advocated by 

developing countries in 1960s.  

Less-developed countries voiced their concern that the application of the linear 

method is to their detriment saying ‘trade liberalization has to be considered in light 

of their developmental, financial and trade needs’.
260

 It was in 1966 when 

developing countries succeeded in winning the approval to incorporate Article 

(XXVI (8)) into the GATT that stipulates ‘developed contracting parties do not 

expect reciprocity for commitments made by them in trade negotiations to reduce or 

remove tariffs and other barriers to the trade of less-developed contracting 

parties’.
261

 Overall, since 1948 the task of classifying ‘less-developed’ countries, 

who should be exempted from full reciprocity, and were entitled to waivers from the 

MFN obligation, were the result of constant deliberations between contracting 

parties that facilitated the agreement on new norms and standards of behaviour.
262

 

The world trading system has evolved based on the fact that ‘‘rules-based’ 

international trade is to the benefit of all, especially when the rules take into account 

the differences in economic development between countries’.
263

 These norms of 

differential treatment based on the economic and developmental needs of less-

developed states gave rise to the legal principle of special and differential treatment 

(SDT).  

The logic of the SDT is that the world trade law was purposely designed to calibrate 

and accept that there would be suppleness in so far as accommodating the demands 

of states for trade liberalization and some necessary adjustments that would have to 

be made, given different levels of development between consenting states. So for 
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this purpose not all consenting states should observe the same level of compliance 

with respect to their tariff obligations. Therefore, due to their weak economic 

standing less-developed states has to be accorded special and differential treatment 

that is embodied in the regulatory freedom provided by the principle of SDT.
264

 

With this agreement on the linear method, and special treatment for less-developed 

countries, the principle of reciprocity has since been functioning well serving the 

trade interests of consenting states because it has constituted mutual and reciprocal 

trade connexion.
265

  

The world trade law principle of reciprocity is often reiterated by individual member 

states in their trade communications, and communications between the GATT and 

international organizations such as the International Chamber of Commerce.
266

 

Furthermore, in light of the interactional approach, it appears that the GATT/WTO 

formula for ‘reciprocal exchanges of promises’ satisfies Fuller’s criteria for ‘the 

optimum efficacy of the notion of duty’ that are essential for the making of 

obligations.
267

 Because the GATT/WTO promises are ‘voluntary in nature’, the 

reciprocal performances, with the exception of those of developing countries, are 

‘equal in value’, and the relationship of duty ‘is in theory and practice reversible’.
268

 

However, those ‘reciprocal promises’ that aptly arise in the social context of the 

community of economic traders and are essential for the creation of obligation, have 

to be supported by ‘shared legal understandings’ with its explicit focus on 

obligations.  

As will be illustrated in the next section, both the GATT and WTO legal texts 

highlight the role of honouring obligations and legal interactions for the benefits of 

all consenting states. However, consenting states’ reciprocal interactions have been 

instrumental for the purpose of enforcing the GATT/WTO obligations. For instance, 

the WTO countermeasure of ‘suspension of concessions or other obligations under 

the covered agreements’ (DSU Article 22:2), can be read as ‘reciprocal suspension, 
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tit-for-tat reduction in trade flows (along the lines of Art. 60 VCLT, a kind of 

exceptio non adimpleti contractus)’.
269

 Notwithstanding, the crucial importance of 

the principle of reciprocity that has been collectively made and maintained by 

almost all active GATT/WTO consenting states, but the efficacy of this principle 

have been always dependent on countries’ adhering to the non-discrimination 

principle. It was ‘the work in concert’ between those two principles that presented 

an ideal multilateral trading system, a harmony that PTAs failed to achieve.
270

 In 

other words, reciprocity and enforcement of anti-discrimination rules present the 

two key features of the GATT/WTO, features that conform to the economic and 

legal theory of world trade law.
271

     

3.4.4.2 The GATT Principle of Non-Discrimination: 

Unlike the reciprocity principle, the principle of discrimination has been mainly 

developed by case law rather than consenting states’ argumentation. The reason is 

the difficulty of ‘deciding whether two situations are sufficiently alike such that they 

should be treated the same’, which requires certain rules for determining ‘similarity 

of situations and fair treatment’.
272

 These situations cannot be devised by consenting 

states because of their widely different preferences and interests, but by the evolving 

jurisprudence of neutral adjudicators from the work of GATT working 

parties/panels, and the WTO Panels and AB.
273

 However, as this subsection is 

concerned with the shared political understandings, and from the above explications 

it is clear that the evolution of the principle of reciprocity has been largely 

dependent on the consenting states shared understandings on the principle of non-

discrimination. In other words, there would not have been full reciprocity, if the 
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consenting states have not adhered to the non-discriminatory treatment as a standard 

of behaviour.   

The principle of non-discrimination is the GATT most important general principle 

of the rule of law that has performed an essential role in achieving and sustaining 

trade agreements.
274

 The principle is embodied in two GATT Articles, the first is 

Article (I) (MFN) that ‘forbids discrimination in respect of like products originating 

in different members states’ in relation to tariffs, internal taxes, and internal 

regulation.
275

 That means if a consenting state is making a binding tariff concessions 

to another state, ‘it must extend exactly the same concession to all other members of 

the GATT/WTO, without being able to demand quid pro quos as a condition of the 

extension’.
276

 The second rule is under Article (III) (NT) that ‘requires equal 

treatment of imported and locally produced goods in respect of like or directly 

competitive or substitutable products’.
277

 The MFN is also formulated in Article (II) 

of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), and Article (4) of the 

Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS), 

whereas NT is formulated in Article (XVII) of the GATS and Article (3) of TRIPS, 

subject to the exceptions of those agreements.
278

 The so-called Sutherland Report 

noted with regard to the MFN rule:  

58. At the heart of the GATT was the principle of non-discrimination, 

characterized by the (MFN) clause and the national treatment provision 

(…) The MFN clause was regarded as the central organizing rule of the 

GATT, and the world trading system of rules it constituted (…) 

59. The choice of unconditional MFN as the defining principle of the 

GATT reflected widespread disillusionment with the growth of 

protectionism and especially of bilateral arrangements during the inter-

war period (…) Some key political leaders as well as most students of 

international trade concluded that MFN, and its attendant non-

discrimination, was the best way to organize international trade among 

the community of nations.
279
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As mentioned above the principle of non-discrimination has fundamental role in the 

development of the GATT and the WTO’s institutional and procedural rules. For 

example, in addition to the GATT Articles (I) and (III)), there are a number of 

GATT’s general rule of law principles that are derived from the non-discrimination 

principle: GATT (Article (X) Publication and administration of trade regulations), 

(Article (XIII) Non-discriminatory administration of quantitative restrictions), 

(Article (XVII) State trading enterprises), and (Article (XXIII) Nullification or 

impairment).
280

 Under GATT Article (XXIII:2) the offending party’s serious failure 

to conform to the non-discrimination standard that entails authorization of 

retaliation, subject that party to the choice of ‘no later than sixty days after such 

action [retaliation] is taken to give written notice to the Executive Secretary to the 

Contracting Parties of its intention to withdraw from this Agreement’.
281

  

Similarly, the WTO Agreement that encompasses the GATT provides more 

elaborate provisions on the institutional structure of the WTO stressing equal 

representations of all member states and their equal participation in the decision-

making in the Ministerial Conference, various sub-councils, and committees. The 

WTO Agreement stipulates in its preamble that the parties to this agreement’s affirm 

their commitment of eliminating discriminatory treatment in international trade 

relations.
282

 However, the basis for the WTO dispute settlement system is found 

under GATT Articles (XXII) on ‘consultation’, and (XXIII) on ‘nullification or 

impairment’ that worked very well during the GATT years, until the problem of 

noncompliance broke out in (1980s).
283

 The two main novel modifications to the 

dispute settlement system made by the DSU are first the replacement of the positive 

consensus rule with the negative consensus rule (only a consensus of all Members 

favouring rejection leads to non-adoption of the settlement report) (DSU (16:4) and 

(17:14)).  

The second improvement is the establishment of a standing AB of seven members to 

hear appeals on ‘issues of law covered in the Panel report and legal interpretation 

developed by the panel’ (DSU (17)). The WTO General Council that is composed of 
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all representatives of member states hold it’s meeting as the DSB for administering 

dispute settlement rules and procedures. Moreover, Article (3) of the WTO DSU on 

‘General Provisions’ maintains that the broader coverage of the DSB is to administer 

the application of the non-discrimination principle and ensuring that its solution 

‘shall be consistent with the covered agreements [WTO agreements] and shall not 

nullify or impair benefits accruing to any member under those agreements’.
284

 In 

brief, as two scholars of WTO law said ‘the MFN treatment obligation is arguably 

the single most important rule in WTO law. Without this rule, the multilateral 

trading system could and would not exist’.
285

  

With regard to developing countries, and under the SDT principle these countries 

can obtain waivers from MFN obligation. This is subject to the approval of all 

consenting states and must be granted as a temporary derogation from the non-

discrimination principle. The WTO defines waivers as a ‘permission granted by 

WTO members allowing a WTO member not to comply with normal commitments. 

Waivers have time limits and extensions have to be justified’.
286

 The SDT principle 

that was derived from consenting states deliberations on the reciprocity and non-

discrimination principles clearly shows the importance of interaction for sustaining 

the GATT/WTO legal legitimacy. Due to the historical collective development of 

the SDT principle by consenting states, the process of granting a waiver that involve 

balancing the SDT against non-discrimination means that consenting states, rather 

than the tribunals, are the most capable of settling any waiver dispute.
287

 In addition 

to the waiver scheme, the GATT contracting parties devised a set of ‘rules on the 

conflict between trade liberalization and other social values and interests’ that 

become known as the ‘general exceptions’ to the non-discrimination and full 

reciprocity principles. These exceptions are embodied in GATT Articles (XX) and 

(XXI) and GATS Articles (XIV) and (XIV bis) and consist of economic and non-

economic values and interests that include protection of domestic industry and 

public health.
288
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Despite the wide agreement among consenting states on the need for those 

exceptions, but like the case with the non-discrimination principle, the interpretation 

of the defining characters of these exceptions has been largely developed in case law 

rather than consenting states deliberations.
289

 Impartial adjudicators like the Panel or 

AB, with full authority and defined roles and responsibilities must settle disputes on 

non-discrimination treatment and its exceptions. That is why adjudication has played 

a fundamental complementary role to the GATT contracting parties and WTO 

member states’ shared understandings on compliance. Without the GATT/WTO 

function of adjudication, there would have been no stability or predictability in the 

economic and political sense for an optimal realization of world trade benefits. 

However, there still a number of issues relating to the interpretation of the non-

discrimination principle under GATT Articles (I) and (III) that raises concerns about 

the lack of shared understandings. These articles are the most-disputed provisions of 

WTO law, especially Article (III), and have proven problematic for the DSB to 

interpret and enforce.
290

  

As will be demonstrated in the following chapters on the principles and practices of 

legality, the main reason for the vagueness of the non-discrimination principle is the 

lack of amendments and clarification from the WTO, and members’ 

miscomprehension of what these articles entail. These articles are neither the subject 

of WTO reforms, they are merely tested for legality and conformity once a dispute 

arises under the DSB. As will be highlighted, the DSU rules and procedures lacks 

legality to enable the DSB to be the ‘only’ arbiter of a thorny issue like defining 

non-discrimination. A number of suggestions will be made regarding these articles, 

and the importance of constructing the GATT/WTO rules along the Fullerian lines. 

Nonetheless, what has substantiated the solid wide agreement on the core principles 

of world trading system is the shared legal understandings on compliance with its 

focus on interactional legal obligations. 

Notwithstanding the legalist’s interpretation of the WTO obligations of compliance, 

but their analysis often lacks an understanding of the dialectical interactions for law-
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making. This is added to their often mistaken premise that the high level of 

compliance with WTO shows that the dispute settlement mechanism is a success, 

when in terms of quality and timeliness and the overall structure of compliance 

monitoring strategies, the WTO DSB lacks effectiveness.
291

 Albeit, the DSB lack of 

efficacy, but the world trade law has cultivated shared legal understandings on 

compliance in the GATT and WTO. By considering these shared understandings, as 

they are found in negotiation history and legal texts of the GATT/WTO, the 

enforcement of world trade law will be better comprehended.   

3.4.5 Shared Legal Understandings on Compliance (the Focus on Obligation):  

From a socio-legal perspective the world trading system has ‘a community of law’, 

however, the legitimacy of this system cannot only be improved by references to 

enhancing communication skills and public knowledge about trade.
292

 Because the 

foundations of this system of rules have to be examined with reference to the 

obligatory effect that these rules intended to exert on actors to acculturate to the 

legal norms. The evolution toward ‘rules-oriented procedure’ was vividly clear in 

the last three GATT rounds, where the political interests of contracting parties 

clearly shifted from diplomatic cooperation to the focus on obligations and curbing 

what Bhagwati called the ‘aggressive unilateralism’ policies of the Quad states 

(Japan, Canada, the European Union, and most notably the US).
293

 So how the 

shared legal understandings on trade commitments have been formed and cultivated 

ever since the GATT era? A primary reference for investigation is the shared 

political understandings on compliance, but as the preceding section confirms, there 

have been wide shared understandings in terms of the constructivism logic that 

shaped the actions of consenting states.  

From their origins in the international trade theory to their formulation in core 

principles for an orderly functioning of the world trading system, trade norms have 
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gone through the ‘norm-cycle’ in the institutions of GATT and WTO, and were 

always supported by the work of epistemic communities and communities of 

practice. The GATT/WTO economic and legal experts have been at the forefront of 

the norms entrepreneurship mission complementing each other’s understandings of 

trade agreements, and a large number of states have adopted trade norms in their 

trade relations, and internalised them into their domestic legal system for optimal 

compliance.
294

 In cases of confusion about the characteristics of these norms, 

consenting states have always found the background-knowledge and information 

provided by epistemic communities of great help, and learned from the practice of 

other consenting states that work individually or in community of states for 

collective bargaining and agenda-setting.
295

 All of these activities of norm 

entrepreneurs and consenting states and the rich information they had generated 

during the GATT years had given birth to the WTO and new legal texts.
296

 There 

were two defining features of the 1994 Uruguay Round negotiations that led to the 

establishment of the WTO, first there was clear emphasis on the GATT’s and the 

newly negotiated agreements’ obligations.
297

 Second, the VCLT provided the 

indispensable basis for the formation of the WTO Agreement and completion of the 

transitional arrangements from GATT to the WTO.  

In particular, the Uruguay Round negotiators mostly relied on the VCLT Article 

(30) on ‘application of successive treaties relating to the same subject-matter’, and 

Article (70) on ‘consequences of the termination of a treaty’.
298

 The reliance on 

GATT obligations to substantiate the formation of WTO norms is a clear indication 

of the legal status of those obligations for constituting the world trade law.  There is 

a number of GATT provisions that highlight the value of compliance most obvious 

of all is GATT Article (XXIV:12) that stipulates ‘each contracting party shall take 

such reasonable measure as may be available to it to ensure observance of the 
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provisions of this Agreement by the regional and local governments and authorities 

within its territories’.
299

  

Furthermore, the GATT dispute settlement system that has evolved from that GATT 

working party to the panel procedures, and was challenged by influx of 

noncompliance cases during 1980s, played a crucial role in maintaining GATT 

obligations. According to Hudec, ‘after 1980, the GATT dispute settlement process 

transformed itself into an institution based primarily on the authority of legal 

obligation’.
300

 This important authority had been transformed to the WTO DSB’s 

Panel and AB that work on the basis of more elaborate rules and strict timeframe for 

the settlement of trade disputes in a timely manner. This WTO quasi-judicial body 

responsible for resolving disputes ‘is a reminder of the legality, rather than the 

protection of particular interests of contracting governments’.
301

 The WTO legal 

texts are testaments to the shared understandings on legality among member states 

especially the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the WTO (the WTO Agreement). 

Under Article (II:2) of the WTO Agreement, the agreements and associated legal 

instruments that form the annexes and include the 1994 GATT  ‘(hereinafter referred 

to as “Multilateral Trade Agreements’) are integral parts of [WTO Agreement], 

binding on all members’.
302

 Moreover, the WTO Agreement Article (XVI:3) 

prescribes that ‘in the event of a conflict between a provision of this Agreement and 

a provision of any of the Multilateral Trade Agreements, the provision of this 

Agreement shall prevail to the extent of the conflict’.
303

  

Another important provision of the WTO Agreement is Article (XVI:4) that 

stipulates ‘Each Member shall ensure the conformity of its laws, regulations and 

administrative procedures with its obligations as provided in the annexed 

Agreements’.
304

 When read in relation to the WTO Agreement, the WTO dispute 

settlement rules, the DSU, aims and objectives can be better understood. They 

include the overarching aim of ‘providing security and predictability to the 
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multilateral trading system’ (DSU Article (3:2)) and ensuring conformity of member 

states’ legal systems with WTO law.
305

 The primary role of the WTO DSB Panel 

and AB is to determine whether national measures conform to WTO law.
306

 

According to Jackson, the DSB rulings are binding and there is ‘a legal obligation to 

comply’, but the question is how that obligation is formed and can be improved?
307

 

In other words, is the legal obligation to comply originated only from the DSU, or 

the concerned WTO legal texts, or from both sources of rules on performance of 

GATT/WTO obligations?  

In light of interactionalism’s element of shared legal understandings on compliance 

that primarily rely on Fuller’s principles of law-making, it appears that the 

provisions of the GATT/WTO legal texts instantiate Fuller’s principles. Since the 

WTO Agreement is mainly concerned with the WTO institutional structure, the 

GATT enforced substantive provisions are the ones that aptly adhere to the legality 

principles. But since both agreements are in force and they complement each other 

they both provided rules that comply with Fullerian principles in being: general 

(GATT Articles (I)-(XIII)) (WTO Articles (III) and (XVI)); promulgated (GATT 

Article (XXVI) on acceptance, entry into force and registration) (WTO Article (II) 

on scope of the WTO); clear (GATT Articles (I)-(IX); (XXXII); (XX)-(XXI); 

(XXXV)); (all WTO Agreement Articles); non-contradictory ( GATT Articles 

(XXIX), (XIV), (XXXVI (8)); (WTO Articles (II) and (XVI (3)); not asking the 

impossible (GATT Articles (XX-XXI) (XXVII bis), (XXXVI (8)); constant (WTO 

Articles (IX) and (X)). This is largely a subjective test but two principles, non-

retroactivity and congruence between officials’ action and declared rules, were left 

out for an objective test that look at the WTO enforcement mechanisms in their 

totality in terms of rules, procedures and case law.  

However, some of the above GATT/WTO Articles that instantiate Fuller’s 

principles can be the subject of an objective test.  For example, the rules relating to 

generality, general rules that require, permit, or prohibit certain conducts, and 

especially the ones relating to the non-discrimination treatment, can only be assessed 
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by an objective test applied by impartial adjudicators. As mentioned earlier, the 

principle of non-discrimination embodied in the MFN is the fundamental GATT 

tariff principle that provided the compulsory basis for the world trade law. The legal 

obligation to comply can be traced to the obligation of conformity as explicitly 

stated in the WTO Agreement Article (XVI:4), and the DSU Articles (19:1), (22:1) 

and (22:8).  

The significance of WTO Agreement Article (XVI:4) is evident by the large number 

of (52) disputes citing it, disputes the range from minor to a high profile ones, that 

involve developing but mainly developed member states.
308

 In fact, Article (XVI) is 

the only cited Article from the WTO Agreement (in 59 disputes), which shows the 

importance of this article as an instrument for forcing compliance.
309

 According to 

Chaisse, when the obligation of conformity is deconstructed it demonstrates that:  

Firstly, the WTO system is exerting an influence on domestic systems, 

which have to transform in order to reach some degree of similarity-

with the WTO and, consequently, across them. Secondly, the influence 

is due to a centripetal force which is formed by the general obligation 

of conformity –primary conformity obligation- complemented by the 

rulings of the DSB-secondary conformity obligation.
310

 

 

The first transformation in the form of the obligation of conformity takes place in the 

procedure for adopting the DSB Panel and AB reports. The DSB, which is 

composed of all WTO member states, have the legal authority for adopting these 

reports that instruct the concerned member to bring its measures into conformity 

with the WTO law. This transformation from the wording of WTO Agreement 

Article (XVI:4) to the collective ruling against the offending state’s measures is also 

subject to two qualifications ‘the prompt compliance’ under the DSU Article (21:1), 

and if it is impossible to comply within the specified timeframe, then the member is 

entitled to reasonable period of time determined by the violating party, or parties to 

the dispute, or an arbitrator.
311

 Second the obligation of conformity gets transformed 

in terms of its content since ‘the DSB decision specifies the content of the primary 
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obligation and sometimes indicates the means to achieve conformity of domestic 

law with the law of the WTO’.
312

  

Furthermore, in relation to the WTO work, the Advisory Centre on WTO Law 

(ACWL) plays a crucial role in promoting compliance through its interaction with 

developing member states advising them on rules implementation.
313

 However, the 

ACWL should play a greater role in improving shared understandings on WTO law 

by advising businesses and NGOs, and it should also advise developing member 

states on PTAs law. In brief, the focus on legal obligation in the world trade law can 

be read as the construction of ‘an interactional theory of compliance’. Because, the 

WTO member states engagement in the process of determining the legal obligation 

to comply means that compliance is ‘dialectal process in a continuum’.
314

 However, 

the legalist scholarship that focused on WTO obligations lacks an understanding of 

the role of dialectical interactions for the making of obligation. For example, as 

mentioned above, Jackson in his famous editorial comment overlooked the role of 

‘reciprocal exchanges of promises’ and ‘practice of legality’ for making and 

maintaining GATT/WTO obligations.
315

  

The GATT/WTO obligations that include explicit or implicit references to the value 

of compliance, were largely made in the interactions between consenting states, the 

obligations of non-discrimination and conformity are the prime examples. As Hudec 

said, noting the pressure of compliance with WTO law, ‘despite some notorious 

examples of foot dragging, I know of no case in which a government has failed to 

promise compliance’.
316

 Because, it was mainly the participants-led interactional 

process that was supported by economic analysis of international trade and legal 

expertise for designing trade agreements that cultivated and fostered the shared 

understandings on compliance.
317

 It is by looking at this process with the 

interactionalism analytical framework starting with shared understandings, Fuller’s 
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principles of legality, and practice of legality, that any shortcomings can be 

identified and remedied. 

3.5 Conclusion: 

The social interactions for making and maintaining GATT/WTO trade norms are 

clear indication of a community of actors who are working toward a standardization 

of behaviour for realising world trade benefits. Agreeing fully with Cho’s 

communicative thesis, the GATT had been active in cultivating shared 

understandings that provided the basis for trade liberalization norms. In the WTO 

law, however, there are two types of non-hierarchical beneficial interactions, an 

internal members’ interactions on the basis of reciprocity and non-discrimination, 

and an interaction between the WTO and other regimes of international law.
318

 One 

crucial lesson learned from the above analysis is that the political dialectical 

understandings that sustained the GATT obligations for 50 years has to be extended 

to the WTO to issues relating to good governance such as transparency and public 

participation. Because, trade protectionism often finds its reason of being in the 

domestic political justification for noncompliance, that is often voiced as a response 

to the concerns of national constituencies. 

The WTO with its obligations and their exceptions for societal values and interests 

often got blamed for infringing national sovereignty. The solution to this problem is 

opening up the WTO for public scrutiny to attract the engagement of non-state 

actors in the work of the sub-elements of the shared understandings, from norm-

cycle to community of practice. By doing this the WTO might get over its long 

lasting political deadlock that poses a serious threat to its legitimacy and ultimately 

affect the pull to compliance with its rules and rulings. The political, economic and 

legal bases of the WTO are intertwined in the circle of norms and the organization 

law-making process; and the WTO compliance regime are best deconstructed by the 

interactional account. With regard to the DDR deadlock that continues to impede the 

cultivation of shared political understandings, it has been argued that ‘WTO 
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procedures permit ‘clubs’ of countries to agree on additional policy disciplines if the 

benefits extend on a non-discriminatory basis to all WTO members’.
319

 

 However, the WTO should urgently focus on institutional and legal reforms to 

sustain shared political understanding concerning its specialised agreements, and 

avoid the looming legitimacy deficit.
320

 In terms of the shared legal understanding 

on compliance, the legal obligation to comply originates from the provisions of the 

GATT and WTO founding Agreements, and other specialised WTO agreements 

such as the TRIPS Articles (40-50) on enforcement. The GATT Article (XXIV:12), 

and WTO Agreement Article (XVI:(4)) have two crucial roles to play, first 

internalising GATT/WTO commitments into consenting states legal systems. 

Second, transforming this primary obligation of conformity into collective 

interactional process for enforcement, engaging by law both the DSB procedures 

and WTO member states to adopt the rulings. For creating interactional legal 

obligations under the principles of reciprocity and non-discrimination, and member 

states engagement in the enforcement procedure, the WTO obligations are best 

regarded as collective and erga omnes obligations.
321

 Chaisse’s work on 

deconstructing the WTO obligation of conformity is very useful despite its disputed 

premises most contentious of all is his statement that the WTO compliance record is 

‘impressively high’.
322

  

As evidenced by the long delays in settling WTO disputes in the consultation stage, 

and delayed-compliance in high profile cases, the quality and timeliness of 

compliance actions are worrisome. According to Colares the WTO ‘compliance-

related issues must be viewed in a broader perspective that transcends narrow 

legalistic views’.
323

 This is why the compliance record itself needs to be 
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deconstructed because the lack of clear rules, and prompt and effective compliance 

are not only resulting from a weak enforcement system but also extends to the 

process of law-making. The WTO compliance regime needs to be interactional, and 

provide shared norms that comply with the Fullerian eight constitutive elements of 

legality to inspire fidelity to law.  

The second issue in Chaisse’s analysis is his reference without sufficient 

elaborations to ‘the liability rule’ rather than property rules for breaching WTO 

obligations. When writing about the principle of good faith, he said ‘states may on 

some occasions escape liability for breaching their promises if their defences are 

determined to be applicable as a matter of law, such as the defences of necessity’.
324

 

The anti-legalist scholars claim that the WTO system is best understood using ‘the 

economic theory of contract remedies’ that includes ‘liability rule remedy’; 

according to this rule, ‘a party who wishes to deviate from its commitments may do 

so without the need to secure the permission of any adversely affected party, but is 

liable for damages as a result’.
325

 This rule led those scholars to consider the 

provisions of DSU as to ‘allow a violator to continue a violation in perpetuity, as 

long as it compensates or is willing to bear the costs of the retaliatory suspension of 

concessions’ saying that, ‘if the WTO Members really wanted to make compliance 

with dispute resolution findings mandatory, they would have imposed some greater 

penalty for noncompliance to induce it’.
326

 Although, property rule seems preferable 

in public international law, because of its suitability to international cooperation,
327

 

in the WTO context, both property and liability rules have been used against an 

infringing member state, with the Panel and AB issuing a ruling against inconsistent 

measures, and an arbitrator(s) determining the level of damage. Continued 

noncompliance after such rulings and recommendations is neither beneficial to the 

infringing member’s reputation, nor to multilateral trade essential character of 

stability.  
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Notwithstanding these issues, but Chaisse’s article is a good addition to the legalist’s 

literature on WTO law and practice of compliance.
328

 However, since his article 

approvingly shares the legalist literalistic interoperation of rules, it also shares the 

legalist shortcomings. They are, namely; the neglect of answering how the legal 

obligation to comply is formed and maintained in the overall structure of WTO, and 

following from this question, what is the role of the legal practices for improving 

compliance with WTO law. The GATT dispute settlement procedure and the WTO 

DSB have performed a fundamental role in supplementing the consenting states 

shared understandings on compliance. For example, adjudication has provided the 

fair basis for strengthening the non-discrimination principle by determining the 

discriminatory treatment threshold in case law. The scheme of granting a wavier is 

left to the member states’ voting and reviews because it is a task that is best 

performed by them, and not by an adjudicative body.  

To sum up, what the interactional approach reveals is that the GATT and WTO, to 

some extent, have been successful in cultivating shared understandings on 

compliance in the political and legal sense. The GATT/WTO rules instantiate most 

of Fuller’s principles of law-making, revealing that the world trading system has 

been successful in attracting the fidelity to its law. The interactional process of law-

making is novel in taking into account the needs of less-developed countries, and the 

likely conflict between trade liberalization norms and member states societal values 

and interests. What is left is to apply Fuller’s principles of legality to the WTO DSB 

rules. This will be done in the next chapter on the legal character of the DSB’s rules 

and procedures. As argued in subsections 3.4.4.2 and 3.4.5 on non-discrimination 

and shared legal understandings, the first element of interactionalism is relevant to 

the topic of assuring compliance with WTO law as required in the DSB reports, 

because the non-discrimination principle depends on having effective adjudication 

procedures. Hence, it is imperative to examine the legality of the WTO dispute 

settlement system to assess its role in upholding the international trade rule of law’s 

principle of non-discrimination.  
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 Chapter 4: The WTO DSB and the Fullerian Principles of Legality: 

4.1 Introduction:  

The previous chapter applied the first element of Brunnée and Toope’s interactional 

international law theory (hereinafter Interactionalism), the shared understanding on 

compliance, to the World Trade Organization (WTO) law. This Chapter will apply 

the second central element in interactionalism, the principles of legality as 

developed by Lon L. Fuller, to the WTO Dispute Settlement Body (DSB). It was 

argued that these elements are relevant for deconstructing compliance with WTO 

law because the non-discrimination principle is dependent on effective adjudication. 

At first glance, evaluating the legality of the rules and procedures of the DSB, in 

accordance with the Fullerian principles of legality might seem a curious approach. 

The Fullerian principles were developed by the jurist Lon L. Fuller as ‘the inner 

morality of law criteria’, and they can be regarded as the eight constitutive elements 

of legality.
1
 However, one might ask, why, after almost 20 years of operation should 

the legality of the WTO dispute settlement system be probed, as the WTO member 

states’ extensive use of the system shows a clear indication of its legal validity and 

presumed legitimacy. Nonetheless, when examining the following references to 

scholarship and compliance records, which focus on the quality and timeliness of 

compliance actions (with particular focus on the lack of settling consultation and 

high profile disputes), the premise of this thesis: that the DSB system is ineffective, 

is not inexplicable.  

This premise requires an investigation based on a theoretical framework that takes 

into account the interlinked functions of rule-making, interpretation, and 

enforcement. Furthermore, the WTO is facing a crisis of legitimacy, as manifested 

by the negotiation impasse in the area of institutional reform, which has had a 

detrimental impact on this issue: The undetermined legality status of the DSB rules, 

the Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU).
2
 A legitimacy deficit reduces the 

WTO ability to liberalise trade or maintain rules, and eventually leads to widespread 

                                                                 
1
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non-compliance by member states with their WTO commitments.
3
 It is noteworthy, 

that recurring instances of non-compliance stemming from unresolved textual or 

institutional defects, would be against the core purpose of the WTO.
4
 The WTO was 

founded originally to secure effective compliance with world trade rules and rulings, 

which its predecessor, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), failed 

to accomplish.
5
 Although, full operation and extensive reliance on the DSB shows 

member states trust the WTO dispute settlement system, as will be argued below, 

this does not mean that the enforcement system is not in need of improvement and 

clarification. Thus, examining the system’s legality by analysing its procedures, 

rules, and compliance record, is a rational research strategy. Hence, part two of this 

chapter will revisit the WTO DSB effectiveness claim, by evaluating the DSB 

compliance record and associated procedure. Part three, however, will provide a 

brief comparative analysis between the DSB, and other compliance regimes of 

international law. The purpose of this comparison is to evaluate the DSB law and 

practice in terms of its ability to award compensation and finalize disputes. 

However, any discussion of the WTO compliance regime must proceed from the 

premise that the WTO functions are not divisible from each other, or insular, 

requiring individual evaluation. That is, the overuse of one mechanism, for example, 

by pressuring the DSB to legislate while adjudicating, indicates that the other WTO 

mechanism(s) are not functioning to serve their purposes adequately.
6
 The 2001 

Doha Development Round (DDR) stalemate, and the weakness of the Trade Policy 

Review Mechanism (TPRM), that have detrimental effects on the DSB in terms of 

revision of rules, and the lack of facilitating interactions on GATT/WTO rules, are 

testaments to this overuse problem.
7
 The framework of Interactionalism that links 
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the elements of ‘shared understandings, the principles of legality and practice of 

legality’, can provide a comprehensive account of compliance with WTO law.
8
  

Interactionalism is adopted to explicate the dynamism of world trade obligations, 

and how these obligations should be effectively enforced.
9
 The discussion of the 

WTO DSB issues, such as judicial activism, whether or not the GATT/WTO rules 

should be collectively enforced, and whether the DSU should be revised for clarity, 

will always involve issues of rulemaking negotiation, and supervision. The three 

interrelated elements of interactionalism can explain the interdependency between 

the WTO functions. Specifically, however, interactionalism is particularly relevant 

for analysing the WTO law because of Fuller’s jurisprudential insights on legality 

and adjudication. Because of his background in economics, Fuller bases his morality 

of law theory on the interactional obligation founded in trade law, providing eight 

constitutive element of legality. His writings on the forms and limits of adjudication 

continue to be the most elaborate on this topic.
10

  

The aim of this chapter is to invoke Fuller’s notions of legality and adjudication to 

evaluate the DSB constructively. The reasons that the principles of legality are only 

applied to the DSB to evaluate its purpose and process, are first the DSB is relevant 

for this thesis topic on securing prompt compliance with WTO law, and second it is 

beyond this thesis scope to evaluate the legality of all of the GATT/WTO rules. The 

application of Fuller’s jurisprudence to the WTO dispute settlement will illuminate 

the ideal of procedural fairness that the WTO, including the DSB, is intended to 

uphold. Thus, part four, will further argue for the application of Fuller’s conceptions 

of legality and adjudication to the DSB. Part five, will divide the legality principles 

into four subparts, covering both the WTO DSB rules and procedures, and referring 

to exemplary disputes. Finally, part six will provide a conclusion. However, before 

applying the legality principles to the DSB, it is helpful to revisit the claim that the 

performance of the DSB is successful. 
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4.2 The WTO Dispute Settlement System Efficacy Claim Revisited:  

In a new WTO publication to commemorate the organization’s 20th anniversary, a 

chapter on ‘The Dispute Settlement-Clarifying Rules and Resolving Disputes’ 

maintains that, the WTO DSB is the most active international adjudicative body as 

measured by caseload.
11

 The chapter stated that, since 1995 the WTO DSB has 

issued 300 reports (judgments), and in terms of accessibility, ‘to date developing 

country members have initiated 226 disputes compared to the 292 initiated by 

developed country members’.
12

 The chapter proclaims that ‘the fact more disputes 

are coming to the WTO reflects a growing faith in the system, and the increasing 

importance members attach to the rule of law in international trade relations’.
13

 The 

section of the WTO website pertaining to dispute settlement is particularly 

revealing, especially in terms of chronological order and the current status of 

disputes.  

To date, the DSB has dealt with (508) disputes, which can be broken down as 

follows: currently in consultation (151 disputes); implementations notified by 

respondents (89 disputes); reports adopted with recommendation to bring 

measure(s) into conformity (36 disputes); and settled or terminated (withdrawn, 

mutually agreed solution found) (94 disputes)).
14

 So when add to the categories of 

(implementations notified/settled or terminated), the number pertaining to the 

category of (reports adopted, no further action(s) required (29 disputes)), it can be 

found that out of the (508) disputes, only (212) disputes had been finalized. Some of 

them had been completed with or without the DSB help, because some of the 

(settled or terminated) disputes had been finalized by WTO members own 

deliberations.
15

 The remaining pending (296) disputes have been proceeding very 
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slowly in the process, and some of them came to a standstill, delayed for very long 

time such as most of the consultations. Notwithstanding these statistics, there are 

two narratives can be applied to the statement that the mere initiation of disputes 

‘reflects a growing faith in the system’. The first narrative suggests that seeking the 

help of the DSB to settle disputes clearly reflects the member states’ trust in the 

system and the importance they and the DSB adjudicators attach to the rule of law.  

However, the second raises the suggestion that this heavy caseload with (less than a 

half of the disputes settled), raises two problems: A) member states misinterpretation 

of GATT/WTO rules, B) the DSB lack of early settlement and quality judgments. 

The first problem is manifest in the (508) complaints, which cover almost all WTO 

agreements, with the GATT (1994) being the most cited in (412) disputes.
16

 

According to Chayes and Chayes, in international relations, rather than from 

deliberate disregard, noncompliance often results from either ‘norm ambiguities’ 

and/or ‘capacity limitations’.
17

 The first of these, ‘norm ambiguities’, relates to the 

formation of norms and the shared understandings that a norm requires to be 

adopted as a socially acceptable standard of conduct. In the literal sense, the word 

‘dispute’ connotes the following: heated argument, contention, and ‘in a weakened 

sense, a difference of opinion’.
18

 These terms of dispute reflect the difficulties WTO 

members experience when dealing with each other, and when interpreting 

GATT/WTO rules.  

Interactionalism maintains that norms must be socially constructed,
 
starting with 

bottom up interactions that involve all concerned actors in their formation and 

application. As highlighted in the previous chapter, the missing component in ‘the 

norm cycle’ under world trade law is the lack of involving developing states, and 

non-state actors in the formation of norms, because of the closed sittings of the 

GATT/WTO negotiations. However, if the ‘norms ambiguities’ factor is taken at 
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face value, the complaints come to represent a deeper problem, suggesting almost all 

consenting states misapprehend GATT/WTO norms. Certainly, it would not be 

necessary for a member to initiate a dispute, if the concerned agreements and DSU 

rules were intelligible, feasible, and followed by officials. Thus, further studies of 

the type of agreements cited, and the way they are interpreted, are needed to explain 

the activism surrounding the DSB, and its qualified success to deliver quality 

judgements in a timely fashion.  

Once more, the DSB statistics are revealing. For example, if through the accession 

process, member states have properly understood and internalised the GATT rules 

for optimal compliance then disputes would be predicted to be few. Both the GATT 

and WTO founding Agreements stipulate under GATT Articles (XXVI) and 

(XXIV:12), and the WTO Articles (XIV) and (XVI:4), that upon acceptance and 

entry into force, consenting states must implement the GATT/WTO concessions and 

obligations. Moreover, annexed to the WTO Agreement, a number of texts issue 

‘understandings’ on specific GATT provisions, such as Article (II:1(B)) on 

schedules of concessions, and Article (XXIV) on regional trade agreements. 

Nevertheless, since the establishment of the WTO, the GATT has been cited in 

(412) cases starting with requests for consultations, with the non-discrimination 

principles of national treatment under Article (III:4) being the most cited in (95 

disputes), followed by the most favoured nation under Article (I), cited (in 86 

disputes).
19

  

Had consenting states have understood and internalized the rules, by instructing 

national authorities and courts to observe GATT/WTO concessions and obligations, 

there would be no reason to initiate (412) disputes on the most basic rules of the 

GATT. It might be claimed that mere initiation of consultation is intended to exact 

assurances from the DSB and concerned members on the GATT rules for ‘optimal 

observance’; in this case, the large number of disputes show that the DSB has a 

central role in facilitating trade norms. However, the DSB is not the only 

enforcement mechanism, the TPRM is also available and primarily concerned with 

the task of norms facilitations. According to the DSU Article (3:7), ‘the aim of the 
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dispute settlement mechanism is to secure a positive solution to a dispute’ that has 

arisen because of conflicting interpretations of the provision(s) of the GATT/WTO 

rules.  

Under international dispute settlement procedure, the reason for the ‘initiation of 

consultation’ is that one state has anticipated, ‘a decision or a proposed course of 

action my harm’ its rights and obligations, therefore consultation can be ‘a way of 

heading off a dispute’ by engaging in a dialogue with the offending state to find a 

mutual solution.
20

 The WTO affirms the legal basis of consultation, stipulating, ‘the 

request for consultations formally initiates a dispute in the WTO and triggers the 

application of the DSU’.
21

 Furthermore, the WTO also acknowledges that ‘a 

majority of disputes so far in the WTO have not proceeded beyond consultations, 

either because a satisfactory settlement was found, or because the complainant 

decided for other reasons not to pursue the matter further’.
22

 Despite this statement, 

the reality is that the majority of disputes did not proceed to full litigation with a 

significant lack of notification of mutually agreed solutions (MAS). The DSB has 

not been notified of MAS to most consultation, and complainants’ reasons for not 

requesting a Panel are unknown. However, one strong possibility is that members 

are simply failing to comply with the procddural requirement in DSU Article (3:6) 

which reads ‘Mutually agreed solutions to matters formally raised under the 

consultation and dispute settlement provisions of the covered agreements shall be 

notified to the DSB and the relevant Councils and Committees, where any Member 

may raise any point relating thereto’. So the fact that disputing members have not 

notified the DSB of solutions in the current 151 consultations shows their disregard 

of this provision.   

The lack of MAS notifications may imply other reasons, for example, is that despite 

the good office, conciliation and mediation procedures under DSU Article (5), the 

complainants still lack the legal or financial capacity to find a solution or proceed to 
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litigation. The rules under DSU Articles (4 and 5) permit immediate resort to panels’ 

proceedings, but it appears that this option leaves members with the hard choice of 

trying to reach a settlement, which they often fail to do, or endure the cost of 

litigation. According to the last sentence of DSU Article (11) on function of panels, 

‘Panels should consult regularly with the parties to the dispute and give them 

adequate opportunity to develop a mutually satisfactory solution’. This raises two 

questions: It is not clear why, after the case has reached litigation, would the Panels 

take the role of mediating; have the DSU Articles (4-5) procedures been exhausted? 

All in all, the large number of unresolved DSB disputes involving the basic rules of 

the GATT, and other rules stated in WTO specialised agreements, highlight two 

problems, the weaknesses of the DSB, and the ambiguities of the GATT/WTO 

rules.
23

  

The rules of the GATT and WTO founding Agreements largely instantiate Fuller’s 

principles of legality, aside from the principle of promulgation that the WTO has 

effectively satisfied, these principles largely remain an aspirational ideal to uphold 

the system’s legal morality. The principles of legality have to be satisfied by all 

GATT/WTO rules, including the DSU to inspire fidelity to law. The fundamental 

notion of fidelity cannot be measured merely by the large number of disputes 

brought before the DSB, but by the least number of disputes. Understandably, 

disputes are more likely to arise in a society where its members have willingly 

engaged in the enterprise of subjecting their conduct to the governance of rules.
24

 

However, an appropriate measurement of the success of these rules depends on their 

ability to inspire full adherence they inspire, and continuous practice. Conversely, 

delayed implementation or non-compliance suggests rules are ineffective. Moreover, 

the notion of fidelity connotes the fundamental term of ‘reciprocity’ in relation to 

the idea of interaction internal to the concept of law.  

The WTO is founded on the principle of reciprocal obligations, yet a large number 

of disputes concerning the most basic of these obligations, such as the articles on 

schedules of concession and non-discrimination show that they are not fully 
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understood with the result that fidelity to law is frustrated. This key problem of 

misapprehension of rules, combined with the failure of the WTO function of 

negotiation, reveals that the only effective organs of the WTO are its committees.  

These committees that perform a role in the function of the oversight of rule should 

not judicialize trade relation rules, where ambiguous norms have exhausted the 

formal functions of negotiation and enforcement. Moreover, if as claimed, vague 

WTO norms are the cause of judicial activism, then the absence of precise treaty 

texts often leads to intrusive rulings and recommendations from the DSB’s Panel 

and Appellate Body (AB).
25

  A proposed solution here is that the history of WTO 

negotiations should be compiled ‘to guide AB’s approach to ambiguous treaty 

texts’.
26

 Although, the DSB is bound by the Vienna Convention on the Law of 

Treaties (VCLT), which refers to negotiating instruments for interpretation (VCLT 

1:2(b)), the AB rarely refers to such instruments to finalize the disputes. The 

ambiguous GATT/WTO norms are the main cause of prolonged dispute-related 

deliberations between member states, and the lack of clear and conclusive DSB 

rulings and recommendations.  

This analysis is open to criticism, and cannot be fully understood unless one looks at 

how the DSB, tries and often fails to settle disputes. The aforementioned discussion 

on consultations leads naturally to the second problem of the DSB effectiveness 

claims, namely the lack of early settlements and quality judgments. This issue has to 

be deconstructed by distinguishing between two types of cases, those relating to pre-

panel, and those relating to post-ruling procedures. With regard to the latter, after 

examining the data for requests for consultation one observer noted, ‘a vast majority 

of WTO members simply do not channel their trade disputes through the Dispute 

Settlement Understanding’.
27

 This is an accurate claim, especially when one 

considers the startling number of consultation disputes that are not settled in a timely 

manner. In 2015 the WTO rightly claimed that ‘110 disputes have been resolved 

bilaterally or withdrawn’ and just ‘282 disputes have proceeded to the litigation 
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phase’, meaning the Panel and AB review.
28

 However, this evidence contradicts 

another revealing WTO statistic, which reveals some disputes have been in 

consultation since 1995. Of these, some concern requests for consultation on the 

same issue; for example, in 1995, Canada, Uruguay, and Thailand requested 

consultations with the European Community (EC) on the duties it imposes on 

imports of rice and cereal.
29

 It seems that neither the DSB, nor the EC as a major 

trading block, have been troubled by such alleged anticipation of violation of 

GATT/WTO rules; hence, consultations have been adjourned (or are ongoing if 

borne out by the data) for (20) years. Also according to the DSU Article (4:7) ‘If the 

consultations fail to settle a dispute within 60 days after the date of receipt of the 

request for consultations, the complaining party may request the establishment of a 

panel’.  

In terms of the weakness of post-panel and AB rulings procedures, the WTO 

statistics again offer a helpful illustration. DSU rules have been cited in (15) 

disputes in the requests for consultation phase, with DSU Article (23) provisions on 

strengthening of multilateral system being the most cited in (9 disputes), followed 

by Article (22) on compensation and suspension of concessions in (6 disputes).
30

 

The DSU consultation Article (4), and compliance review Article (21:5) have been 

cited in (4) disputes apiece, and general provisions Article (3) cited in (8 disputes).
31

 

The large number of citations of DSU articles concerning post-ruling procedures in 

Articles (21-23) is indicative of member states’ lack of understanding of these rules 

for optimal compliance. It is worth noting that the disputes involving challenges to 

the legal interpretations of the DSU, especially Articles (21) (22) and (23), were 

between developed member states, mainly the US and EC.
32

 The vagueness of these 

DSU articles has been highlighted in a number of critical reviews, and high profile 
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disputes, which despite the authorization of retaliation, and compliance proceedings 

under Article (21:5), have endured a prolonged settlement period.
33

  

Examples of high profile disputes include, US-Large Civil Aircraft (2nd complaint), 

US-Offset Act (Byrd Amendment), and EC-Fasteners (China).
34

 In these disputes, the 

procedures have been exhausted with no settlement, and currently in (2) disputes the 

compliance proceedings were completed with finding(s) of non-compliance, i.e. 

reports were adopted but no settlements reached, and in (6 disputes) the compliance 

proceedings are ongoing.
35

 In most of these noncompliance disputes, the respondent 

merely expresses its ‘intention’ to implement the DSB adopted reports, or simply 

disregard the ruling(s).
36

 There are many reasons for the delay in resolving 

consultations, and high profile disputes, but these mainly emanate from the 

weaknesses in the DSB procedures and rules. For instance, the reason for failing to 

force compliance is the inherited weaknesses of retaliation as a remedy for 

noncompliance. In addition to being an unsuitable remedy, it unsurprisingly makes 

little or no economic sense, as evidenced by its failure to affect US firms in US-

Offset Act (Byrd Amendment), following a decade of retaliation.
37

 In addition, 

contrary to the free fair trade ideal, persistent retaliatory measures harm the private 

economic actors, and developing countries involved in the disputes.
38

  

After examining the WTO compliance procedure, Eeckhout said, ‘the rule of law 

plays but a limited role in WTO dispute settlement, and that it all depend on the 

politics of power’.
39

 This reflects a growing debate among WTO experts over 

whether ‘trade rule of law’ is manifested by compliance with ‘rulings’, or ‘rules’, or 

the equal attainment of both. For example, challenging Cho’s view that the ‘trade 
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rule of law’ is reflective of compliance with rules, Pauwelyn stated ‘we do not know 

exactly how many WTO violations are out there and not challenged. Rule of law is 

not merely court compliance, but primary norm compliance, and my fear is that the 

WTO does much better on former (compliance with rulings) than latter (compliance 

with rules)’.
40

 This implies that the WTO lacks a comprehensive system for ensuring 

compliance, thus, transparent amicable solutions for settling disputes should be 

reached by member states who should continuously interact on the sound basis of 

legality. Member states should be able to amend the law, and judge issues relating to 

inconsistency with WTO law  

With (508) caseload record, apparently the DSB is not the last resort, but is 

overburdened with tasks unsuited for adjudication. Nonetheless, the DSU rules lack 

legal validity, in the sense that they are not intelligible or explicitly binding; 

rendering the practice of legality weak and increasingly in disarray, burdening the 

DSB with tasks such as economic allocation and determining social regulatory 

policies. Although adjudication differs from arbitration, as in the latter, there is 

procedure for the selection of arbitrators by the disputants, and type of law applied, 

but in the DSU both adjudication and arbitration are intertwined. Under Article (25), 

the DSU has a separate arbitration procedure, however, the most commonly used 

procedure is arbitration by ‘the original panel or an arbitrator appointed by the 

Director-General’ to determine the level of countermeasures under DSU Article 

(22). The US-Foreign Sales Corporations Tax is an example of a high profile 

dispute in which the DSB through arbitrators engaged in an allocative task, by 

awarding ($4) billions of countermeasures, yet failed to compel the offending state 

into compliance and finalize the dispute.
41

  

On 30th of August 2002, the complainant, the EU, welcomed the award in the words 

of its then Commissioner, Pascal Lamy, who said ‘we are satisfied by today’s 

decision that makes the cost of non-compliance with WTO crystal clear (…) this 

countermeasure will create a major incentive for the US to eliminate this huge 
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illegal export subsidy’.
42

 Yet, although since 2002 there have been two second 

recourses to compliance proceedings by the Panel and AB under Article (21:5), and 

the EU has maintained its sanctions, the US has defiantly refused to comply. 

Overall, the DSB seems to be ineffective in terms of an enforcement mechanism and 

timeline. The following section will provide a comparative analysis between the 

DSB, and three compliance regimes of international law, namely, the International 

Court of Justice (ICJ), International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea (ITLOS), and 

International Centre for Settlement of Investment Dispute (ICSID). The purpose of 

this analysis is to examine the DSB role in protecting the trade rights of private 

parties, and its ability to bring finality to disputes to avoid protracted litigation.  

Chapter Three on shared understandings on compliance critiqued the WTO system’s 

lack of facilitating non-state actors’ interaction with WTO law, and the effect of this 

in undermining the legal legitimacy of the WTO. However, in terms of procedural 

fairness, the access of affected non-state actors to the DSB is a critical issue that 

needs to be addressed. Although the DSB is a tribunal for deciding interstate 

disputes, firms are represented in these disputes, and at the receiving end of adverse 

DSB’s decisions, suffering because of lost cases, procedural delay, or delayed 

compliance of offending member state(s). It can be argued that by virtue of 

representation, non-state actors have legal personality that should be recognised and 

protected throughout proceedings.
 
Moreover, the lack of finalizing disputes in a 

timely manner contradicts the aims of providing stability and predictability in the 

multilateral trading system (DSU 3:2), prompt settlements conducive to the WTO 

mission (DSU 3:3), and prompt compliance with the DSB rulings and 

recommendations (DSU 21:1).            

4.3 The WTO DSB and the ICJ, ITLOS and ICSID: 

The DSB is an adjudicative body firmly embedded in international law and practice. 

In terms of source, WTO procedural law and the DSB rules and procedures were 

drafted in accordance with general principles of public international law.
43

 In 

practice, the Panel and AB members often refer to international procedural rules and 
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practices to decide on issues not covered by the DSU. For instance, in EC-Banana 

III the AB decided that member states are permitted to use private counsels in 

proceedings, as it is consistent with ‘the prevailing practice of international 

tribunals’.
44

 However, legal practices of international courts and tribunals vary, 

particularly concerning their ability to finalize disputes and award compensation. 

Even though, they invoke principles of international law, and are intended to settle 

disputes between states, or states and nationals, or entities of other states quickly and 

effectively, they are markedly different in terms of their ability to force compliance. 

The following paragraphs will provide a brief overview of the ICJ, ITLOS, and 

ICSID rules and practices of compliance, and their positions on awarding 

compensation, and compare them to those of the DSB. It is noteworthy to say that 

the finality of judgment here refers to the existence of clear judicial and arbitral rules 

that stipulate that the judgment is final, not subject to further reviews.  

With regard to the ICJ, and pursuant to Article (36:2) of its Statute, the court can 

make decisions on ‘any question of international law’ including the interpretation of 

a treaty, and ‘the nature or extent of the reparation to be made for the breach of an 

international obligation’.
45

 Still, since its inception in 1946, the ICJ has only once 

awarded compensation in a diplomatic protection case, ordering a state that violated 

the human rights of a foreign national to pay compensation.
46

 The finality of dispute 

resolution is recognised in Article (59) of the ICJ Statute, which maintains that the 

decisions of the court are binding ‘between the parties and in respect of that 

particular case’, whilst Article (60) reads, ‘the judgment is final and without appeal. 

In the event of dispute as to the meaning or scope of the judgment, the Court shall 

construe it upon the request of any party’.
47

 The rules regarding revision of ICJ 

judgments are specified in Article (61), within clause (61:3): ‘The Court may require 
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previous compliance with the terms of the judgment before it admits proceedings in 

revision’, and clause (61:5): ‘No application for revision maybe made after the lapse 

of ten years from the date of judgment’.
48

  

According to Article (41:1) of the ICJ Statute, the court has the power to ‘indicate’ 

interim measures to prevent an imminent risk of irreparable damage that might 

prolong the dispute.
49

 Article (41:2) stipulates that, ‘Pending the final decision, 

notice of the measures suggested shall forthwith be given to parties and to the 

Security Council’.
50

 Finally, Article (88) of the ICJ Rules of the Court maintains that 

the court can accept parties’ agreement to discontinue the proceedings, and remove 

the case from the list.
51

 In terms of the practice of compliance, this can be seen in the 

landmark case of Nicaragua v the US,
 52

 where the US defiantly refused to comply, 

and Nicaragua gave up on its proposed compensation claim, although compliance 

has been largely positive in other cases. A study concluded that ‘almost all of the 

Court’s decisions have achieved substantial, albeit imperfect, compliance’, stating 

that ‘the Court will remain a vital tool in resolving inter-state disputes’.
53

  

However, ITLOS has a very detailed set of rules and procedures under the United 

Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), and the Statute of ITLOS. 

Articles (296) of UNCLOS, and (33) of the Statute of ITLOS, on the finality and 

binding force of decisions have identical clauses, which stipulate that ‘the decision 

of the Tribunal is final and shall be complied with by all parties to the dispute’, and 

stress that the decision is binding for state parties ‘in respect of that particular 

dispute’.
54

 If the parties choose to settle the dispute through arbitration, then Article 

(11) of Annex VII on arbitration maintains that ‘the award shall be final and without 
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appeal, unless the parties to the dispute have agreed in advance to an appellate 

procedure. It shall be complied with by the parties to the dispute’.
55

  

With regard to an ad hoc chamber, Article (39) of the ITLOS Statute reads, ‘the 

decisions of the Chamber shall be enforceable in the territories of the States Parties 

in the same manner as judgments or orders of the highest court of the State Party in 

whose territory the enforcement is sought’.
56

 According to Article (25) of the ITLOS 

Statute, the tribunal has the full power to ‘prescribe’ interim measures to bring about 

effective finality to a dispute.
57

 Article (290:5) of UNCLOS stipulates that ITLOS 

and the chamber have the power to ‘prescribe, modify, or revoke provisional 

measures’, and Article (290:6) reads: ‘the parties to the dispute shall comply 

promptly with any provisional measures prescribed under this article’.
58

 Concerning 

the award of compensation, UNCLOS Articles (235) and (263) stress ‘the 

responsibility and liability’ of states and competent international organizations to 

pay compensation for damages resulting from pollution of marine environment or 

research activities.
59

 Furthermore, UNCLOS Articles (110) on right of visit, and 

(111) on right of hot pursuit, stipulate that when a state has stopped or arrested a 

ship on suspicion of illegal activities, and the suspicion turns out to be unfounded, it 

should compensate the ship ‘for any loss or damage that may have been sustained’.
60

 

In the M/V “SAIGA” (No. 2) case, ITLOS awarded compensation because the 

respondent state, Guinea, was found to be responsible for unfairly stopping and 

arresting a Vincentian ship and detaining its crew.
61

  

However, due to the option for the state party to settle the law of the sea dispute via 

arbitral tribunal or the ICJ, ITLOS has seen a notably small number of cases (25 

since it began in 1996).
62

 Compliance with ITLOS decisions has been achieved in 23 

of those cases, despite delayed compliance in ongoing cases like the Arctic Sunrise.
63

 

In this case, the respondent state party, Russia, arrested a Dutch ship and detained its 
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crew, and refused to appear before ITLOS, denying its jurisdiction.
64

 The ITLOS 

order, which was conditional upon the Dutch government posting a bank guarantee, 

stated that non-appearance ‘does not constitute a bar to the proceeding and does not 

exclude the Tribunal from proscribing provisional measures’.
65

 Additionally, the 

order considered the Russian ‘note verbale’, where Russia claimed it has exercised 

its jurisdiction in accordance with UNSCOL, as ‘a basis on which the jurisdiction of 

the arbitral tribunal might be founded’.
66

 The Dutch government posted the bond, 

Russia released the ship and its crew a month from the date of the order, and an 

arbitral award for damages is to be decided by the Permanent Court of Arbitration.
67

  

Finally, ICSID, which was established in 1966 to settle investor-state and interstate 

disputes, is by far the most active dispute settlement body, in terms of caseload (with 

372 concluded, and 214 pending disputes, totalling 586 disputes).
68

 It is also the 

most active body in terms of issuing awards on compensation due to the nature of 

disputes between states and investors, which might implicate the state in direct 

infringement of the private ownership rights of foreign investors. For example, a 

dispute can arise because of governmental actions that ‘seize or cancel property 

rights owned by an investor; or change legislation or regulations, causing economic 

detriment to the investment protected by a bilateral investment treaty (BIT)’.
69

 On 

the finality of judgment, Article (54) of the ICSID Convention explicitly maintains 

that:  

Each Contracting State shall recognize an award rendered pursuant to 

this Convention as binding and enforce the pecuniary obligations 

imposed by that award within its territories as if it were final judgment 

of a court in that state. A Contracting State with a federal constitution 

may enforce such an award in or through its federal courts and may 
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provide that such courts shall treat the award as if it were a final 

judgment of the courts of a constituent state.
70

  

On arbitral awards, and of the 586 recorded disputes, 229 have the outcome status of 

‘concluded’ and ‘award rendered by the Tribunal’.
71

 Awards in investor-state 

arbitrations under the auspices of the ICSID tend to be very high; for example, the 

tribunal stipulated an award of US$133.2 million against Argentina.
72

 It is 

noteworthy that the purpose of the ICSID is to provide a procedurally fair dispute 

settlement mechanism for deciding an investor-state dispute, and ensuring adequate 

compensation to investors injured by the actions of the host state.
73

  

Unlike the ICSID, the rules and procedures of other international courts and 

tribunals do not refer to the protection of private rights, as they decide on interstate 

disputes concerning legal interpretations or losses of a non-pecuniary nature. For 

example, writing on procedural fairness in WTO law, Carmody said that, ‘WTO law 

is not a body of law that places direct emphasis on fairness. Instead, its most 

immediate concern is the ‘equality of competitive conditions’. That concern is tied 

to the law’s general orientation as an order of obligations’.
74

 This order of 

obligations is manifest in the obligation of conformity, which stipulates that a WTO 

member state shall ensure the conformity of its laws with its obligations under WTO 

law (WTO Agreement Article (XVI:4), DSU Articles (19:1) (22:1) and (22:8)). 
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WTO law emphasis on the obligation of conformity can explain why the WTO law 

do not have explicit rules and practices of compliance comparable to those of the 

tribunals discussed above. The WTO rulings are open to extended deadlines and 

compliance reviews, as argued in the introduction of this thesis and Chapter One on 

the reasonable period of time under DSU Article (21:3).  Furthermore, it can be 

argued that the DSB’s ruling on the consistency with WTO law, to merely 

recommend that the offending state brings its measures into conformity with its 

WTO obligations, and in the cases of noncompliance, authorize retaliation, do not 

amount to effective and fair judgments. 

 This is because the rules and procedures have no indication to finality of judgment 

or compensation for financial losses sustained because of procedural delay or 

delayed compliance. In fact, the DSU is silent on provisional measures, leaving 

traders without protection throughout proceedings. Unlike the ICJ rules, the DSU 

has no rules on revision of judgments, and the AB has no authority to remand, i.e. to 

send the case back to the trier of facts, the Panel. Overall, the DSB rules and 

procedures lack the weight to force compliance, and the current compliance deficit 

highlighted in the previous section, will assuredly affect developing member states’ 

trust in the system. There is a need to theorize and conceptualize fairness in WTO 

law by reviewing the legal character of DSU, which is intended to serve and 

promote fairness in trade. In brief, from the above analysis, it is contradictory to 

designate the DSB a fully-fledged legal system, as it lacks legality in terms of law 

and implementation; thus, the case for evaluating its procedures and rules is 

compelling.  

4.4 The Applicability of the Principles of Legality to the WTO DSB:   

The relationship of reciprocity in the society of economic traders, according to 

Fuller, that shows the value of reciprocal obligations, best represents the morality of 

duty.
75

 The history of international trade relations reflects this conception of 

obligation in the operation of the principles of reciprocity and non-discrimination. 

The optimal functioning of the principle of non-discrimination is under the authority 

of neutral adjudicators who treat like cases alike. As explained in the previous 

chapter, the ‘progressive legalization’ of the world trading system has a long history 
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that began with the founding principles of reciprocity and non-discrimination, 

applying the influence of the latter to the evolution of the dispute settlement 

system.
76

 The phrase ‘rule orientation’ highlighting the responsibility of rule-makers 

to set the right balance between, to use Fuller’s terms, ‘supporting structure and 

adaptive fluidity’ was also key.
77

 In other words, there needed to be a structure to 

provide predictability and stability that is conducive to the marginal utility ideal, i.e. 

the efficiency of economic activities. The role of law is to mediate between these 

two inherently economic ideals, while upholding the principles of procedural 

fairness and equality, while crucially minimising disputes.  

Reasons have already been provided in the previous chapter about the interlinking 

between ‘shared understandings’ in the GATT and WTO, and adjudication as 

represented by the interdependency between the principles of reciprocity and non-

discrimination. This established link supports the case for an innovative thinking 

that rely on a newer concept of law, the Fullerian concept, and international law, the 

interactionalism’s legality-centred elements, for answering this timely question: how 

can compliance with WTO law be improved in light of the procedural, textual, and 

organizational defects that the DSB currently faces? According to interactionalism, 

law is distinguished from non-law by the adherence to Fuller’s principles of legality, 

and once legality has been substantially satisfied, it has to be practised, internalised, 

and supported by a community of concerned actors.
78

 With references to a rich 

record of trade negotiations, the GATT/WTO norms had been made (and continue to 

be made in the case of evolving WTO agreements such as the Technical Barriers to 

Trade (TBT)) largely in accordance with the constructivist account of norm-making. 

Trade norms are being advocated by entrepreneurs, i.e. individuals, organizations 

and states, supported by the knowledge produced by epistemic community of 

experts, and finally embraced by a community of practice of states.
79

 Variation in 
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this formula exists in relation to specific agreements, and member states lack of 

understanding these agreements, but still the constructivist account is the most 

accurate of norms’ formation, and the WTO Committees continue to play a crucial 

role in norms formation and facilitation. 

However, one important issue that had been realised in the GATT years, and is a 

source of attention under the WTO is the role of the dispute settlement mechanism 

in upholding the non-discrimination standard. Recognizing the importance of this 

mechanism was not accidental, as the development of the principle of non-

discrimination testifies that only impartial working parties or adjudicators, not 

consenting states, should distinguish between discriminatory and non-discriminatory 

treatment. The history of trade relations, the expansion of trading states membership 

and trade agenda required the progressive legalization of the GATT dispute 

settlement system that eventually led to the establishment of the WTO DSB. 

Furthermore, this need for an adjustment mechanism to supervise reciprocal trade 

obligations, and decide on discrimination related disputes are supported by Fuller’s 

jurisprudence. In the morality of law and other publications that were mainly 

influenced by the economics of trade, Fuller maintains his position that ‘economic 

freedom cannot be fully discussed in isolation from the specific mechanisms or 

procedures by which (…) freedom to choose is allocated and conflicting choices are 

reciprocally adjusted’.
80

  

Fuller defines adjudication as ‘a social process of decision which assures to the 

affected party a particular form of participation, that of presenting proofs and 

arguments for a decision in his favour’.
81

 This participation has to be ‘institutionally 

guaranteed’, and the adjudicators’ task of interpreting collective bargaining 

agreements, ‘is not to bend the dispute to the agreement, but to bend the agreement 

to the unfolding needs of industrial [commercial] life’.
82

 The organization by 

reciprocity and common aims, which Fuller embraces for deconstructing the concept 

of freedom, is epitomized by the WTO purpose. Additionally, Fuller’s elaboration 

on the task of interpreting ‘collective bargaining agreements’ like trade agreements, 
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with due regard to ‘the commercial stability and predictability’, is illuminating for 

the WTO, as it is supported by its mission statement.
83

  

As a further step to linking Fuller’s informative jurisprudence to the WTO, this 

section will apply the inner morality of law criteria, or what he interchangeably 

called ‘the principles of legality’, to adjudication in the WTO context. As will be 

argued below, this linkage will be conducive for exploring the ideal of procedural 

fairness which the WTO DSB is meant to uphold.
84

 Using the fictional character of 

hapless King Rex, Fuller speaks of ‘eight ways to fail to make a law’.
85

 These 

practices then contradict the following eight constitutive elements of legality, 

namely, using Kenneth Winston’s terminology:  

1. Generality: there must be rules; 

2. Publicity: the rules must be made available to those expected to 

comply with them;  

3. Clarity: the rules must be understandable or intelligible to legal 

subjects;  

4. Prospectivity: the rules must typically be enacted and promulgated 

prior to the time when compliance is expected, hence not retroactive; 

5. Noncontradiction: the rules must not require conflicting actions;  

6. Conformability: the rules must not require actions that are 

impossible to perform; 

7. Stability: the rules must remain relatively constant over time; and  

8. Congruence: the rules promulgated by the lawmaker must be the 

rules actually administered and enforced.
86

  

 

The consequence of failing to observe these elements simultaneously, is that when 

the bond of reciprocity between the lawgiver, and the law-subjects, with respect to 

the observance of rules, is ‘‘ruptured’ by [lawgiver], nothing is left on which to 
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ground the [law-subject’s] duty to observe the rules’.
87

 The word simultaneously can 

be used here not to indicate that there should be a hierarchy in observing the 

principles, but to highlight the principle of constancy. The lawgiver, King Rex, 

efforts to make the law general, promulgated, prospective, clear, non-contradictory, 

and possible to comply with, have failed as ‘the substance of the code has been 

seriously overtaken by events [leading to] a daily stream of amendments’.
88

 Frequent 

changes have deprived the law-subjects of sufficient time ‘for adjustment to the new 

state of the law’.
89

 This means a failure to simultaneously observe one principle; for 

example, constancy, will violate the other principles.  

However, Fuller notes that, with the exception of promulgation, these principles are 

largely an aspirational ideal. He explained, the inner morality of law ‘suggest[s] 

eight distinct standards by which excellence in legality may be tested [it is] 

condemned to remain largely a morality of aspiration and not of duty. Its primary 

appeal is to a sense of trusteeship and the pride of craftsman’.
90

 For this reason, he 

associates these principles with the morality of aspiration, to demonstrate that they 

compromise ‘a moral ideal that is internal to the concept of law’.
91

 Nonetheless, he 

notes the exception that promulgation ‘lends itself with unusual readiness to 

formalization’, because this desideratum can be pursued as an aspirational ideal, but 

has to be legally required as a formalized standard for law making.
92

 In other words, 

promulgation, and it can also be inferred, that the congruence between formulation 

and implementation, are non-derogable principles. Following on from the 

simultaneous and aspirational ideal, it should be emphasised that only the complete 

failure to observe one of these principles, ‘can result in a failure to make law’.
93

 For 

example, a law that is kept in complete secrecy, or makes unrealistic demands, or 
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the application of which is contrary to its original purpose, is not a genuine law 

worthy of compliance; in Fuller’s terms, it will not inspire ‘fidelity’.
94

  

However, interaction in the idea of law is derived from the fundamental reciprocal 

relationship between lawgiver and law-subject, with respect to the observance of 

rules.
95

 The notion of obligation, according to Fuller, is traced to the principle of 

reciprocity, which guides the relationship of exchange in a society of economic 

traders.
96

 Both customary law and contract law, in so far as they have positive 

bearing on the evolution of international trade law, are best treated as ‘interactional 

phenomena’ dependent on the development of ‘stable interactional expectancies’ 

between lawgiver and subject.
97

 Law as perceived through ‘interaction’ should 

continue to facilitate ‘an interplay of reciprocal expectancies’, and not impose itself 

by ‘an exercise of authority’.
98

 Nevertheless, the relationship of exchange, which 

depends on fidelity to contract and ensure respect for property must always be 

balanced with ‘the marginal utility’ ideal, because if the contract and property rules 

become too rigid and restrictive then utility will be frustrated, and the regime of 

exchange will collapse.
99

 This is clearly visible in legalist versus anti-legalist 

scholars’ accounts of WTO law, in which legalists defend the economic counterpart 

to the morality of duty, the reciprocal obligations, while the anti-legalists defend the 

economic counterpart of the morality of aspiration, the marginal utility.
100

  

However, Fuller’s point involves highlighting the need to set the right balance 

between aspiration and duty in economic regulation, which is again to highlight the 

notion of balance in pursuing the inner morality of law criteria to perfection. 

Additionally, the principles of legality, he argued, ‘constitute a special morality of 
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role attaching to the office of law-maker and law-administrator’.
101

 However, the 

tasks of economic allocation cannot be performed, not only by adjudication, but also 

by economists and managers’ prudent management of resources.  

Under the heading, ‘legal morality and the allocation of economic resources’, Fuller 

maintains:  

When we attempt to discharge tasks of economic management through 

adjudicative forms there is a serious mismatch between the procedure 

adopted and the problem to be solved […] tasks of economic allocation 

cannot be effectively performed within the limits set by the internal 

morality of law. The attempt to accomplish such tasks through 

adjudicative forms is certain to result in inefficiency, hypocrisy, moral 

confusion, and frustration.
102

 

Therefore, applying laws that meet these principles through adjudication for 

‘allocative tasks’ like economic management will be ineffective.
103

 The above 

summary is illuminating for the WTO with its primary allocative task of 

administration, and secondary task of adjudication. However, before connecting the 

Fullerian principles to the WTO, it is helpful to provide a brief account of the 

applicability of these principles to international dispute resolution. After all the 

WTO law is an integral part of public international law, as it has to adhere to the 

international treaty rules of law-making and interpretation. The principles of legality 

were invoked once in relation to international dispute resolution, in what amounts to 

a series of commentaries, prompted by Schultz’s article.
104

 Schultz relied on Fuller’s 

principles, viewing them as analogous to a certain conception of the rule of law, as a 

means to illustrate the procedural justice that a system of international arbitration is 

intended to represent. Schultz explains that the Fullerian understanding of the 

concept of law based on the inner morality of law criteria is:  

A device for expressing the necessary- though not always sufficient- 

conditions of regulative quality that every arbitral regime must follow in 
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order to be considered procedurally just, and thus to deserve the label of 

law, with all of its attendant rhetorical consequences’.
105

  

This claim was reiterated and supported by Michaels who offered more 

jurisprudential insights into the transnational dispute resolution, drawing on Fuller’s 

writings on customary law, and the proper function of adjudication.
106

 And the final 

comment came from Zumbansen who embraces the Fullerian principles of 

procedural justice, but added fresh reflections on political, and democratic theories 

of law and legitimacy to connect these principles to ‘the global administrative 

law’.
107

 Although, applied to test the legality of an international arbitral system, and 

subsequently endorsed by experts in this field, Fuller’s account of the rule of law 

can be equally and usefully applied to the WTO DSB, because the WTO dispute 

settlement system involves arbitration, and requires the same regulative qualities of 

procedural justice and autonomy. Thus, the applicability of the Fullerian principles 

to the international arbitration supports its application to the WTO DSB.  

Nevertheless, Schultz was selective when chosen which principle of legality to apply 

to international dispute resolution, by ruling out the principle of conformability or 

feasibility, or what he endorsed as ‘compliability’.
108

 Schultz’s justification for 

dismissing this principle was that it speaks of a substantial condition of legality, as 

‘it relates to both the precise contents of the rules and the concrete abilities of their 

addresses [hence its fulfilment] does not depend on procedural qualities of 

regulative system’.
109

 This preclusion poses a problem for three reasons. Firstly, it 

should be recalled that a complete failure to observe one principle, for example, so-

called compliability, results in a failed law. According to Fuller, ‘infringements of 

legal morality tend to become cumulative’, for instance, ‘carelessness about keeping 

the laws possible of obedience may engender the need for a discretionary 

enforcement which in turn impairs the congruence between official action and 

enacted rules’.
110

 The procedures and rules that comprise a dispute settlement system 

must endeavour to make realistic demands, to ensure compliance with the concerned 
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agreement(s), and rulings of the dispute settlement body. Secondly, from the above 

summary of the principles, and the attempt to apply them to the DSB, 

‘compliability’ can be both a procedural and substantial condition.  

To illustrate; according to the DSU Article (3:3), the DSB has to always subject its 

rulings to the requirement of ‘prompt settlement’, and that is ‘essential to the 

effective functioning of the WTO and the maintenance of a proper balance between 

the rights and obligations of members’. This implies that both the interpretation of 

rules and the phraseology of rulings have to ensure the prompt compliance of the 

concerned member states. The compliability can also be a procedural condition by 

virtue of the subject matter of the dispute that requires accelerated settlement, as 

illustrated by the DSU requirement of faster settlement of disputes which concern 

perishable goods. Thirdly, as will be demonstrated by the application of this 

principle to the DSB below, consideration of compliability also includes the crucial 

issue of ‘legal capacity for obedience’, and understandings of the implications of 

this issue on the on-going progressive legalization of world trade law.
111

 There are 

persistent concerns that because of capacity limitations, many developing and least-

developing countries in the WTO struggle to participate effectively in the dispute 

settlement system.
112

 Therefore, all of the principles of legality are applicable in the 

case of a dispute settlement system because of their inseparability, and the 

procedural and substantial characteristics they share.
113

  

However, there are two major reasons for the applicability of the principles of 

legality to the adjudication of GATT/WTO rule. First, regarding the adherence to the 

principle of constancy, the GATT/WTO rules have been reasonably stable for a very 

long time (the focus of too many disputes, the GATT rules, have not been reformed 

for over seventy years), hence the law is lacking fundamental reforms to cater for 

economic, political, social, and institutional changes. The consensus, and the single 

undertaking rules, nothing is agreed until everything is agreed, have led to 

continuous negotiation debacles, making reciprocal bargaining in the shadow of an 
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outdated WTO law. The requirement that the law must not change too rapidly does 

not mean that it should not be changed at all, because uncertainty can result from 

norms that lack clarity and consistency. Second, it can be deduced from Fuller’s 

remarks on the ineptitude when using adjudicative forms for allocative tasks, that 

adjudication procedures and rules that meet the inner morality of law criteria are 

unsuited for economic allocation. This issue relates to aforementioned problem of 

overuse of one WTO function at the expense of other function(s).  

Institutional design, for Fuller, has to be perceived as ‘a problem of economising’, 

where economic managers execute their jobs with skills and prudence, trying to sit 

the right balance between aspiration and duty in economic regulation.
114

 

Adjudication alone cannot perform satisfactorily as an allocative task, as it is limited 

by declared rules and procedures that only affirm the rights and obligations of the 

members of the society of economic traders. Further, as Fuller notes, adjudication, 

‘is an ineffective instrument for economic management and for governmental 

participation in the allocation of economic resources’.
115

 For instance, the purpose of 

the WTO dispute settlement system is to ensure the free flow of trade, by instructing 

the offending state to withdraw the market distorting measure(s); hence, it plays a 

role in trade liberalization. However, it has to be emphasised that the significance of 

the role of interactional law within the WTO institutions, when shaping member 

states’ behaviours exceeds that of adjudication. After examining the operation of the 

WTO Agreement on Sanitary and Phyto-sanitary Measures (SPS) through members’ 

constant interactions for setting standards and even settling disputes, Wolfe said: 

The simple existence of courts (like the WTO dispute settlement) does 

not prove that the or a rule of law exits. Actors, including states officials, 

can be governed by law without needing courts. To speak of the role of 

adjudication in the ‘enforcement’ of ‘binding’ rules obscures what the 

WTO actually does in helping to provide transparency, consensual 

knowledge, and legitimation for the regime.
116

  

It is noteworthy, therefore, that interactional law between economic traders existed 

prior to the WTO, and will continue to exist for generations regardless of its 

continuance. Furthermore, the remedy of the last resort for breaching the 
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GATT/WTO rules, ‘suspending concessions or other obligations under the covered 

agreements’, (DSU Article (22:2)), the so-called retaliation, can be seen as undoing 

the benefits of trade liberalization. For example, arguing against this remedy as an 

apt compliance strategy, Charnovitz says: 

It is somewhat ironic that the trading system, which ostensibly favours 

trade, is so willing to undo the benefits of trade through authorised 

retaliation. No other regime would take such self-contradictory action: 

for example, the World Health Organization does not threaten to spread 

disease.
117

 

This is also added to the growing problem that WTO member states are increasingly 

forming Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs) that are not effectively scrutinised 

by the WTO for upholding the non-discrimination standard.
118

 For this major reason, 

it is unclear whether a PTA is complementary to, or negatively competing with 

WTO law.
119

 Moreover, a recent study found that ‘WTO disputes do not, on average, 

increase a country’s imports of the products at issue’, saying that only by, ‘looking 

at particular dispute outcomes and issue areas, [that] certain types of disputes have 

been associated with increased trade, and many have resulted in decreases’.
120

 Both 

the negotiation fiascos, and the overuse of the WTO DSB have provided 

unhospitable environment where the compliance strategy is outdated, and PTAs 

allegedly violate the non-discrimination principle unchecked. This clearly supports 

Fuller’s argument, that adjudication alone cannot perform all of the functions of an 

economic institution, like the WTO, because there has to be an adjustment of ‘the 
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institutional design of administrative agencies to the economic tasks assigned to 

them’.
121

  

One crucial point to note here is that when discussing adjudication, Fuller is mainly 

concerned with, ‘the problem of finding the most apt institutional design for 

governmental control over the economy’
122

. Thus, his focus was primarily national; 

although it can be inferred easily from his thesis’s acknowledgment of international 

law, and his other writings where he praised international adjudication, and called 

for an adjustment mechanism for economic freedoms, that he would also have 

endorsed the WTO DSB.
123

 Such endorsement would be subject to two guarantees: 

A) adjudication has to be an accessible social process for all those who are affected 

by its rules and rulings, b) it should not perform the administrative tasks of 

economic allocation.
124

 For example, he noted the problem of adjudication limiting 

individual freedoms by defining and restricting the litigant’s participation, hence 

giving a decision without full understanding the litigant’s situation.
125

 Fuller 

recognizes that adjudication, ‘includes adjudicative bodies which owe their powers 

to the consent of the litigants expressed in an agreement of submission, as in labor 

relations and international law’.
126

  

Nonetheless, he had always noted the problem of assigning allocative tasks that are 

not suited for adjudication, but for legislative or administrative bodies. This is 

illuminating for this chapter, since the WTO DSB is burdened with a large number 

of unsettled disputes, and despite this lack of efficacy, it legislates rather than 

adjudicate issues of law. Furthermore, the competitive nature of international 

economic activities requires a strict enforcement of non-discrimination rules to 

ensure stability and predictability for economic operators. This clearly supports the 

role of the DSB in enforcing GATT/WTO rules to uphold ‘the external morality of 

law’ principles of fairness and justice. This Fullerian designation of the external 

morality of law would not be respected without adjudication. Therefore, examining 
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the WTO DSB procedures and rules is important to evaluate the DSB in terms of its 

legality, and perceived legitimacy as an impartial arbiter.  

4.5 The DSU and the Principles of Legality: 

The DSU contains the WTO dispute settlement system’s rules and procedures, and 

unlike the GATT settlement procedures, it sets out elaborate rules and a timeframe. 

The DSU is supported by a Code of Conduct for the officials of the DSB, which its 

governing principle stresses that ‘each persons covered by these Rules shall be 

independent and impartial’.
127

 The system was expected to be reviewed after five 

years of operation, by 1st of January 1999, but member states kept extending the 

deadline with no prospect for concluding negotiations. Since the proposed review of 

the system is dependent on the successful conclusion of the 2001 DDR, ‘the 

improvements and clarifications’ of the DSU are tied to the WTO overcoming this 

negotiation stalemate.
128

 The legality, as well as the legitimacy of this system 

depends largely on its ability to force compliance with the GATT/WTO rules, by 

ensuring timely and effective settlements. 

 According to Bradford, ‘the best argument for the continuing relevance of the WTO 

stems from its internationally unique ability to enforce legally binding 

commitments’.
129

 Thus, the diminishing ability of the WTO to ensure compliance 

will constitute a danger to the predictability and stability of the world trading 

system. Notably, the DSB was founded to uphold the ideal of fairness in trade 

relations. Notwithstanding the WTO negotiation impasse on institutional reforms, 

the absence of standards for testing the legality of DSU is very prevalent in the 
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WTO member states and scholars’ proposed amendments to the DSU.
130

 Current 

proposals focus on improving existing procedures, or introducing new procedures; 

for example by, ‘enhancing third party rights, and introducing an interim review and 

‘remand’ (referring a case back to a panel) at the appeal phase’.
131

 However, there 

appears to be two proposals from members that directly address the need to 

amending the text, the first is from Mexico and calls for retroactive remedies to 

address the three years procedural delay from the time the measure was alleged to be 

WTO-inconsistent until the dispute reach countermeasures phase.
132

  

The second proposal was by Japan (the only developed country to have submitted a 

revision report) and addresses the vagueness of compliance rules, and proposed 

amendments to the DSU including the insertion of Article (21bis) on ‘determination 

of compliance’.
133

 Aside from these proposals, there has been no proposal to amend 

the DSU in accordance with agreed-upon standards of legality, nor have the WTO 

Secretariats proposed, or facilitated proposals for such amendments. Nevertheless, 

proposals from experts advance legality-related issues that include the need for 

greater transparency, the GATT/WTO rules have ‘direct effect’, and strengthening 

the non-compliance remedies, while having due regard for disputes involving 

developing members.
134

 Nonetheless, scholars who propose retrenching the dispute 
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settlement system, the anti-legalists, acknowledge the power of the DSB has grown 

substantially, ‘relative to the political decision-making organs of the WTO’; hence, 

noncompliance should be permitted.
135

 However, some of these proposals have 

mistaken legality as providing either an open authoritative court system, or merely a 

balance between the political organs of the WTO, regardless of the WTO legislative 

role.  

Overall, the above incomplete proposals further support the argument to employ 

Fuller’s principles of legality to elucidate the rules and procedures of the DSB, and 

the WTO aim of fidelity to the law. Still, the question here remains: why should the 

legality of the DSB be scrutinised in accordance with the principles of legality? 

Three reasons necessitate the research into the legal and procedural validity criteria 

for the DSB. The first reason is the undetermined legality status of the WTO dispute 

settlement system in view of the absence of explicit binding terms in the DSU. This 

absence has prompted the anti-legalist scholars to declare that both the DSB rules, 

rulings, and recommendations are mere formalities that can be breached in pursuit of 

welfarist objectives.
136

 Legality in the WTO context has been grossly misconceived 

as merely the authority of the DSB to enforce its settlement reports, and assure some 

members’ compliance with its findings. What is at the heart of Fuller’s notion of 

legality is his high regard for ‘interaction’, perceiving legality as an interactional 

process of law-making that involves practices that correspond with the purpose of 

the law. After adopting Fuller’s notion of law with the aim of deconstructing the 

WTO legality, Wolfe said:  

It is not helpful to define WTO law in terms of its texts, and its evolution 

in terms of disputes, for that is to define the thing by breaches not by 

adherence to its normative order. A stable prosperous world is one in 

which law enables the agency of individuals and collectivities, including 

states. In this view of law as plural, implicit and pervasive, any formal 

dispute settlement system only plays a small, if important, part in the 

maintenance of a rule of law. The WTO exists to facilitate diffuse 
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everyday interaction in the trading system and not to issue liberalization 

edicts from Geneva.
137

 

 

The second reason for requiring precise procedural criteria is the functioning of the 

DSB system itself which shows unclear mixed messages about its effectiveness, 

while continuously failing to live up to the standards of timely and quality 

judgments.
138

 The third reason is the persistent challenge of interpreting WTO and 

non-WTO law. The large number of cases cited in WTO judgments evidences the 

existence not of a precedent system but a ‘precedential effect’.
139

 Additionally, the 

AB has been criticised for its unconstrained judicial activism that goes beyond 

adjudicating rules and deciding on issues of law.
140

 For example, DSU Article (21:5) 

concerning compliance procedure, ‘may be abused to undermine the finality and 

certainty of rulings, extending or even expanding the dispute instead of resolving 

it’.
141

 According to Kelly, judicial activism at the WTO contradicts the economic 

developmental goals of the WTO because it is ‘the wrong process for developing 

social regulatory policy’.
142

 The problems of excessive adherence to legalism, and 

lack of dissenting opinions have been voiced by developing WTO member states 

who have said, ‘the panels and the Appellate Body have displayed an excessively 
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sanitized concern with legalisms, often to the detriment of the evolution of a 

development-friendly jurisprudence’.
143

 The social process to address developmental 

concerns can only be performed through the WTO negotiation function, where 

social issues and disparity between economic powers can be recognised and 

respected.  

Following from this point on the role of interpretation, Klabbers argued that Fuller’s 

principles of legality are neutral for ‘addressing substantive validity without 

invoking universal values’, and they offer sufficient ‘standard for law-making’ that 

is applicable to formal and informal standard-settings.
144

 Klabber’s general point for 

invoking Fuller is to highlight the confusion surrounding the international law 

sources doctrine. Unlike Hart’s rule of recognition, or Kelsen’s ‘Grundnorm’, i.e. 

the basic norm, Fuller’s principles are sufficient criteria for assessing the law 

validity.
145

 When Klabbers introduced Fuller’s jurisprudence to international law, he 

noted the problem of ‘international lawyers’ preoccupation with the rules of 

interpretation, citing the WTO law as an example.
146

 Klabbers said:  

There is, for example, a serious debate going on within the WTO as to 

how WTO-law ought to be most properly interpreted, with the various 

dispute settlement organs (…) constantly invoking the rules of treaty 

interpretation as laid down in the Vienna Convention on the Law of 

Treaties, and with WTO’s policy-making organs happily creating new, 

and somewhat different rules of interpretation. This is not an isolated 

phenomenon, peculiar to the WTO alone, and its logic is obvious: 

whoever controls the way a treaty is interpreted also controls the 

contents of its provisions.
147

 

This issue of legal interpretations of WTO law will be addressed below in relation to 

the intelligibility and congruence principles. But Klabber’s main point is that 

Fuller’s jurisprudence should be regarded, ‘as something approaching a full-fledged 

sources theory, combining formal and substantive criteria for the identification of 
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legal rules’.
148

 The following evaluation of the WTO dispute settlement system, 

based on the Fullerian principles of legality, will further explicate the above reasons, 

and provide greater insights into the DSB ideal of procedural fairness. The next 

eight subsections will analyse the DSB in terms of its interlinked functions of 

interpretation and enforcement. It suffices to say that these principles will be broadly 

applied to the purpose and process of the DSB. The DSB’s process requires general 

and clear settlement rules to improve legal practice, which is central to the rule of 

law principle.   

4.5.1 Generality:  

The first and most basic principles relate to the existence of general meaning the 

existence of rules responsible for permitting, requiring or prohibiting certain 

conducts. According to Jackson, the WTO dispute settlement rules: 

are incapable of playing their important role unless they are set in a 

framework of an effective ‘legal system’ a system that provides for 

application of the rules to particular facts, objective methods 

determining those facts, trusted interpretations of the rules, and methods 

by which these actions are kept consistent and reasonably 

predictable.’149 

The DSU Articles (1-3) on ‘coverage and application’, ‘administration’, and 

‘general provisions’ clearly proscribe the scope of the DSU, and the defects that it 

intends to remedy. According to DSU Article (3:1), ‘members affirm their 

adherence to the principles for the management of disputes heretofore applied under 

Articles XXII and XXIII of GATT 1947 and the rules and procedures as further 

elaborated and modified herein [in the DSU]’.
150

 One of these defects, which caused 

a major problem for the GATT settlement procedures, and was raised during the 

Uruguay Round in the 1980s, was delayed compliance.
151

 The DSU tried to resolve 

the noncompliance defect by stipulating under Article (3:3) that ‘the prompt 

settlement (…) is essential to the effective functioning of the WTO and the 
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maintenance of a proper balance between the rights and obligations of Members’.
152

 

DSU Article (21:1), however, stresses that ‘prompt compliance with the 

recommendations or rulings of the DSB is essential in order to ensure effective 

resolution of disputes to the benefit of all members.’
153

  

Elsewhere, DSU Article (22:9) stipulates ‘when the DSB has ruled that a provision 

of a covered agreement has not been observed, the responsible Member shall take 

such reasonable measures as may be available to it to ensure its observance’, adding 

the failure to do so will invoke countermeasures.
154

 This provision is crucial because 

of the shared understandings among member states that noncompliance will obstruct 

‘the aim of the dispute settlement mechanism (…) to secure a positive solution to a 

dispute’ (DSU Article 3:7), thus remedies in the forms of compensation and/or 

retaliation shall be applied.
155

 The final sentence of DSU Article (3:7) acknowledges 

that retaliation, the remedy of ‘last resort’, shall be applied ‘on a discriminatory 

basis vis-à-vis the other Member, subject to authorization by the DSB of such 

measures’.
156

 However, the DSB does not assume a supervisory role as ‘the burden 

of proof rests upon the party, whether complaining or defending, who asserts the 

affirmative of a particular claim or defence’.
157

 Nevertheless, the generality standard 

should be applied to the role performed by these rules, which must be adjudicative 

not allocative, providing guidance, and assisting in the settlement of issues of law.
158

 

Still, the DSU is inconsistent on this matter, stipulating under Articles (3) and (2) 

that the primary task of the DSB is adjudicative, but under Article (22:6), in the case 

of noncompliance, that arbitrators (usually the original Panel members) should 

determine the monetary level of any retaliation. As evidenced by the disputes in 

which member states were authorized by the DSB to retaliate, this measure rarely if 

ever secures timely compliance.
159
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The inconsistency and lack of clarity also relates to the pertinent issue of judicial 

economy, whereby the Panel refused to rule on all of the litigants’ arguments. The 

Panel is not required to rule on all issues raised, because under DSU Article (7:2) it 

‘shall address the relevant provisions in any covered agreements or agreements cited 

by the parties to the dispute’, and under Article (11), it should make ‘such findings 

as will assist the DSB’ in making recommendations and rulings.
160

 However, the AB 

cautioned the Panel not to invoke this principle, stating it should instead address all 

of the claims raised, to secure a positive resolution to disputes, and prompt 

concerned member(s) to compliance under DSU Articles (3:7) and (21:1).
161

 Yet, 

despite this warning, a study concluded that in the (41%) of cases where the Panel 

invoked judicial economy, it did so to ‘politically appease the wider WTO 

membership, and not just to gain the litigants’ compliance’.
162

 

Moreover, the AB has raised concerns that it has exercised judicial economy by 

freeing itself from the precise wording of DSU Article (17:12), which instructs it to 

address each law-related issue raised during proceedings.
163

 Therefore, despite the 

existence of seemingly general rules, we ask if the inconsistency on the primary role 

of the DSB (adjudicative, allocative, or both?), and challenges to its interpretation 

that swing between judicial economy and activism, might hamper the effect of the 

rules and violate the fairness principle.
164

 As will be explored in the next chapter, 

generality does not only mean the existence of rules, but also a practice of legality 

from both the law-giver and subject that support the purpose of these rules. As 

evidenced by the number of DSU rules cited in WTO disputes (15 in total), covering 

preliminary rules and most substantive ones on compliance, member states are 

increasingly holding each other accountable for the DSU rules as binding 
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obligations.
165

 Regardless, compliance and final settlement of many disputes have 

not been secured, at least in a timely manner, because of the lack of precise general 

rules on the DSB conduct, which have exacerbated problems and delayed 

compliance. Therefore, because the general rules are limited in scope and number, 

the legality of the DSU will be negatively affected. The rules, as will be argued 

under the clarity principle, should be precise to guide the Panel and AB members to 

settle disputes early and effectively. 

4.5.2 Promulgation: 

With regard to promulgation, this element is highly relevant to the DSB’s purpose 

and process. As stated under generality, rules that do not specify the procedures 

clearly, for example failing to address publicity, will undermine legality. 

Promulgation is also pertinent to the adjudicative requirement of having an open 

setting, hence its application below to the DSB’s process and the principle of 

transparency. The WTO has well-satisfied this element as the DSB rules, rulings, 

and updates on negotiations and interpretations are accessible on various platforms, 

the most effective of them being the WTO website. Under GATT Article (X:1) on 

publication and administration of trade regulation, member states should publish all 

legal documents relevant to trade ‘to enable governments and traders to become 

acquainted with them’.
166

 However, this remains necessary, from a procedural justice 

viewpoint, as the rules and procedures are promulgated so that the submissions and 

deliberations of parties and DSB chambers can be made publically available. The 

Panel or AB judgment reports are released to the public only after completion of the 

timespan allocated to disputes (usually three years, but in some cases up to five 

years or longer). This issue also relates to the lack of accessible information on 

consultation cases that include only one or two short documents concerning 

allegations of breach, and in some cases, requests to join a consultation, presented 

by the respondent state.
167

  

However, it is imperative to open up the system to public scrutiny, especially to 

Non-Governmental Organization (NGOs) and other affected parties who should not 

only have access to this process, but ‘the right of standing as intervenors or amicus 
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curiae’ during proceedings.
168

 Permitting this might carry the risk of prolonging a 

dispute’s duration, but this point should be taken into account in the overall reform 

objectives of the DSU, which should aim to shorten this timespan, and provide more 

elaborate rules concerning dispute documents, subject to the confidentiality 

requirements. In fact, opening up the process might result in a positive effect from 

shortening the duration of a dispute, since the demands of the affected parties, which 

might include business firms, trade associations, and NGOs might pressure the DSB 

to deliver timely and quality judgments acceptable to the disputants. In addition, it 

remains the responsibility of the WTO to help member states to make effective use 

of the promulgated GATT/WTO rules, and honour their treaty obligations by 

reforming their legal systems for optimal compliance.  

It is the primary responsibility of the WTO Secretariat, and the Advisory Centre on 

WTO Law (ACWL) to perform this crucial role, but they should become more 

effective in helping developing and least-developing member states, to understand 

WTO and non-WTO law such as PTAs.
169

 The ACWL should expand its mission to 

advise NGOs and businesses to improve their legal expertise and knowledge of 

WTO law. Nevertheless, the WTO should not bear the sole burden of publicity, 

member states should be more open to public scrutiny, as should the input of their 

trade policies and relations before they reach the halls of the WTO to demand just 

treatment.
170

 Hence, promulgation is shared between the WTO and member states, 

since they jointly perform the role of law-maker, with the sub-subjects being 

economic traders in member states, and stakeholders affected by their activities, who 

should be equally permitted to challenge WTO law.
171

  

Rather than allowing officials to sign up to the WTO (where the bulk of WTO 

membership are undemocratic states), to later get criticized by traders and 

stakeholders, the law-making process should allow a bottom-up interaction 

agreement from the outset, allowing for a basis of legality. Because the lack of 

promulgation during the accession process, the WTO negotiation, and adjudication 

will unsurprisingly come into conflict with the practice of legality, leading member 
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states to deviate from ‘i.e. breach’ the rules.
172

 Promulgation should be firmly 

embedded in the WTO’s aims as well as in its interactional processes, namely rules-

sitting, decision-making, and more importantly, adjudication.
173

  

4.5.3 Prospectivity:  

Enshrined in many constitutions, the principle of prospectivity requires the 

prohibition of ex post facto laws that retroactively change the legal consequences of 

acts that were committed before the enactment of a law.
174

 The failure to uphold this 

principle will undermine the cause of legality, rendering the lawgiver unaccountable 

to abuses of power.
175

 Although perfection in pursuing the principles of legality is 

‘an elusive goal, it is not hard to recognize blatant indecencies’, especially those 

associated with retroactive laws.
176

 However, retroactive statutes might be 

introduced by the legislature only ‘to cure irregularities of form’ that were resulting 

from the legislature’s failure to previously uphold other principles of legality, such 

as promulgation and feasibility.
177

 For example, the legislature might pass a 

retroactive statute to legally validate an action that a previous retroactive law made 

illegal, but it was not well publicized or capable of being obeyed.
178

  

Points raised concerning the constructive role of the legislature highlight the role of 

the WTO as an institution endowed with legislative capacity, and the DSB’s role in 

mitigating the negative effect of retroactive laws, when encountered. The latitude 

given to AB members to become active in their interpretations, going beyond the 

stated laws, might qualify the performance of a legislative role, in some cases 

engaging in an act of retroactive legislation.
179

 Hudec, for example, highlighted that 

the AB judicial activism is likely to arise because of the WTO’s ‘legislative 
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impotence’ which has left ‘WTO existing legal texts suffered from gaps, papered-

over differences and other forms of legal incoherence’.
180

 Hudec explained that in 

many judicial systems, like the WTO, there is a need to deal effectively with the 

problem of inadequate legal texts, as there has been a measure of ‘judicial 

creativity’, ‘by ruling against the claimed obligation- a result that involves no 

overreaching, and imposes no obligations that were never agreed to’.
181

  

Nevertheless, Hudec noted the challenge of handling ‘the wrong cases’ i.e. those 

involving politically sensitive disputes that arise from conflicting promises that 

members have made to their national constituencies, and the community of world 

trade law.
182

 In Hudec’s view, these wrong cases should never reach the DSB, as 

they will exhaust the system with no final settlement, instead being resolved by 

disputant states’ own deliberations, in cases where they are willing to show more 

perseverance.
183

 However, it can be deduced from this issue that because there are 

two legislatures involved, those of the WTO and its member states, this will always 

give rise to member states passing retroactive laws contradictory to WTO law. In 

reality, since the WTO legislation is dysfunctional, the likely scenario is that the 

WTO will continue to seek to enforce its outdated laws, while the active legislative 

branches of member states, with the help of their commercial agencies, will actively 

devise ways of bypassing the WTO commitments, unnoticed.
184

 The existence of two 

lawgivers in the WTO context makes it difficult to pinpoint where the adversarial 

effects of retroactive laws would come from, and how the DSB should deal with 
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them.
185

 Nonetheless, based on a number of disputes involving GATT Article (X) on 

publication and administration of trade regulation (58 disputes), it appears that 

member states are implicitly holding each other accountable to the prospectivity 

principle.
186

 A feature uniting these disputes is that the DSB has been unable to settle 

them effectively; only in very few have members themselves settled or terminated 

disputes (withdrawn, mutually agreed solution found) and many remain unsettled, 

some having been in the consultation phase for many years.
187

  

However, non-retroactivity is recognised as a contentious issue for the DSU in 

relation to the prospective nature of its remedies, that does not retrospectively take 

into account the trade losses and harm suffered by the imposition of WTO-

inconsistent measure(s).
188

 The so-called ‘free pass’ problem, that is epitomized by a 

complaining state suffering trade losses during the three-year period of litigation, 

has been a concern for member states and scholars alike.
189

 The AB members, who 

are confined by their mandates, and the wording of DSU Article (22), have rightly 

declined to rule on this issue, or to allow the Panel or arbitrators to consider 

reparations for past losses.
190

 Yet, reparation was feasible in two disputes involving 

prohibited subsidies under Article (4:7) of the WTO Agreement on Subsidies and 

Countervailing Measures (SCM). The first dispute related to when the amount of 

retaliation set by the arbitration was used to determine compensation payments 

made by the respondent state.
191

  

However, the compliance Panel in the second dispute had covered this issue 

extensively, by ruling that that ‘withdrawal of the subsidy’ under SCM Article (4:7) 

                                                                 
185
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could entail repayment of prohibited subsidies, hence prompting ‘retrospective 

effects’.
192

 Still, at the end of the report, the Panel stressed the prospective nature of 

WTO remedies, stating their interpretation does not diverge from previous practice 

that applied the DSU as simply requiring members to ‘bring a measure into 

conformity with the covered agreement’.
193

 Nonetheless, some member states’ 

delegations have raised concerns about SCM Article (4:7) saying that the 

withdrawal of prohibited subsidies should be further clarified to prevent the proposal 

for ‘retrospective punitive remedies’.
194

 This request indicates that members 

themselves are concerned that SCM Article (4:7) lacks clarity; with the result that it 

is usually left to the own interpretations of developed member states, to determine 

whether to compensate or nor, thereby obstructing the principles of fair and equal 

treatment. 

 Nevertheless, in terms of legality, and viewed from the overall structure of the DSB 

and the number of disputes involving ‘free passes’, the prospective remedy is not the 

main issue impeding legality. The lack of retrospective remedies arose because of 

the vagueness of DSU Article (22), and the overall weakness of compliance 

procedures. As suggested by member states, the SCM Article (4:7) should be 

reformed for clarity, and the WTO should seriously consider proposals from 

members like Japan and Ecuador regarding amending the DSU Articles (21) and 

(22) to effectively enforce and shorten the period for compliance.
195

 Implementing 

reformative proposals would make the need for retrospective remedies less of an 

issue. Furthermore, the lack of retrospective remedies should not be viewed as the 

only issue impeding legality, since legality in the WTO context, should be viewed as 

the interactional process of law-making, application, and continuous practice of 

legality.
196

 However, the responsibility of clarifying DSU rules and procedures, 

mainly rests with the lawmakers, the WTO, its member states, and WTO 

stakeholders, and not with its adjudicators. Although, in some cases this depends on 
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the nature of the legal problem under examination, it does not require the 

lawmakers’ attention. In commercial law, for example, Fuller explains that:  

[…] requirements of “fairness” can take on definiteness of meaning from 

a body of commercial practice and from the principles of conduct shared 

by a community of economic traders. But it would be a mistake to 

conclude from this that all human conflicts can be neatly contained by 

rules derived, case by case, from the standard of fairness.    

4.5.4 Clarity: 

The essential principle of clarity dictates the existence of an intelligible and coherent 

set of rules for guiding human interaction, making legality attainable even without 

the force of an authoritative enforcer.
197

 This principle is an intrinsic requirement for 

the attainment of other principles of legality, including generality and non-

retroactivity. By looking at the DSU Articles that were cited by member states in 

their settlement reports, and submitted to the DSB chambers for definitive 

interpretations, DSU Articles (3-4) and (21-23), it appears that the rules and 

procedures for the pre-panel and post-rulings phases, are obscure, as they fail to 

guide interactions and secure an early final settlement.
198

 Although, the citation of 

provisions of DSU Articles (3-4) (14 times), and Articles (21-23) (30 times) 

suggests a small number of disputes involving the DSU, this only holds true if the 

effectiveness of the DSB is solely dependent upon providing conclusive 

interpretations of these provisions.  

The entire structure of the DSU, as explained above, does not correspond with is 

stated objectives of ensuring a positive settlement and prompt compliance, and this 

is due to the lack of clear DSU rules, and the various defects in the organization of 

the WTO. Ambiguous norms of the DSU and GATT have been the main reason for 

protracted litigation and noncompliance in consultation and high profile disputes. As 

explained above about the vagueness of the pre-panel procedure under DSU Article 

(3-4), consultation provision are not precise enough to secure a settlement. DSU 

Article (4:7), in particular, does not specify a course of action for member states to 

take to finalize a dispute as the decision to seek recourse to a Panel is left to the 

complaining states that might be constrained by capacity and financial limitation. 

                                                                 
197
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Member states not demanding compliance or resorting to litigation does not mean 

full compliance with GATT/WTO rules has been firmly secured.  

Once a dispute preceded to litigation phase it is the primary job of Panel and AB to 

force compliance, not the complainant state(s). This explains the fact that almost all 

disputes that reached litigation are for enforcing compliance by highlighting that the 

respondent state acted inconsistently with the law.
199

 However, the vagueness of 

DSU rules is most apparent in the compliance procedures. DSU Articles (21) fall 

short of providing a clear determinant of compliance, since its ultimate solution, the 

compliance review under (21:5), has been misused especially by developed 

members to prolong the disputes reaping the benefits of delayed or non-

compliance.
200

 Ambiguity of norms is also a problematic issue for the most disputed 

provisions of world trade law, the GATT Articles (I) and (III), as these articles lack 

clarity concerning identifications of like product and fair and equal treatment.
201

  

In light of interactionalism, compliance in the WTO should be understood as a 

dialectical process in ‘a continuum’, and this cannot be secured without intelligible 

rules, and more importantly corresponding on-going practices.
202

 Despite the lack of 

clarity in DSU Articles on consultation and compliance procedures, but the 

objectives of prompt compliance and conformity (WTO Agreement Article (XVI:4); 

DSU Articles (3:3), (19:1), (21:1), (22:1) and (22:8)) clearly envisioned an 

interactional theory of compliance.
203

 What is lacking, however, is to reform the 

DSU to make these objectives explicit, effectuating the WTO as an institution 

through its apparatus and functions, especially those concerning the TPRM and its 
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accession procedures, to make these objectives effective in practice.
204

 According to 

Fuller, the best way to achieve clarity of rules ‘is to take advantage of, and 

incorporate into the law, common sense standards of judgments that have grown up 

in the ordinary life lived outside legislative halls’.
205

 This method should induce the 

WTO to make effective use of the rich history of trade relations based on reciprocal 

and non-discrimination standards, as a guiding principle for its institutional reforms.  

4.5.5 Non-contradictory: 

The principle of eliminating incompatibility is intended to remove confusing and 

repugnant provisions that would otherwise obstruct competent performance of 

law.
206

 Feasibility, however, requires that the lawgiver seriously considers the law-

subject’s capacity for obedience, as failure to do so will lead to a disregard of the 

rules, and the breakdown of the system of law and order.
207

 Taken together, both 

principles have a positive bearing on the DSU, especially the feasibility of 

compliance, upon which the dispute settlement system was founded originally to 

facilitate and uphold, pursuant to DSU Articles (2) and (3). For example, the DSB 

shall ensure the feasibility of its settlement role by collaborating with other WTO 

Councils and Committees, to update them about its work, pursuant to DSU Articles 

(2:2) and (2:3).
208

 Furthermore, regarding the need for ensuring consistency with the 

cited WTO agreements, DSU Article (3:5) stipulates: 

All solutions to matters formally raised under the consultation and 

dispute settlement provisions of the covered agreements, including 

arbitration awards, shall be consistent with those agreements and shall 

not nullify or impair benefits accruing to any Member under those 

agreements, nor impede the attainment of any objective of those 

agreements.
209

 

Nonetheless, the AB has played a constructive role in upholding the element of non-

contradiction as bound by its mandate to ensure consistent interpretations that do not 
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infringe on the rights and obligations of member states, or contradict the customary 

rules of interpretation.
210

 To ensure consistency, the AB has adopted a contextual 

analysis pursuant to the VCLT Article (31:2), by taking into account ‘“agreement 

relating to the treaty” between the parties, or of their accept[ance by the parties] as 

an instrument related to the treaty’.
211

  

However, it is worth noting that some specialised WTO Agreements have facilitated 

a consistency of interpretation and implementation through ‘regulatory 

transparency’, thus contributing to the positive development of interactional world 

trade law.
212

 For example, Articles (12:2) of the SPS, and Articles (12:8) and (13) of 

the TBT, which provide for informal ad hoc consultations, have greatly contributed 

to an understanding of those agreements and optimal ways of implementing their 

provisions.
213

 By comparison with other WTO agreements, the role of formal 

adjudication for enforcing the SPS and TBT is very limited, and very few cases have 

reached the AB for clarifying issues of law.
214

 Consistency cannot be ensured by 

adjudication alone, especially in the context of the world trading regime, where 

member states require sufficient time for adjustment to the new laws. However, 

consistency as highlighted by the constructive role of SPS/TBT committees also 

relates to the double roles performed by these committees in ensuring conformity 

with agreed upon standards of food, safety or technical barriers, and conformity with 

the GATT/WTO rules; thus, preventing evasive modes of trade protectionism.  
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4.5.6 Feasibility: 

With regard to feasibility, the WTO law facilitates compliance through its various 

stages of implementation, regulated derogations, and special and differential 

treatment for developing countries constrained by capacity limitations. It is difficult 

however to designate a set of GATT/WTO rules as requiring the impossible while 

member states have voluntarily accepted and internalized compliance of these rules. 

Aside from the unpopular WTO Agreement on Government Procurement, almost all 

of (163) members have agreed to be bound by the WTO law as specified under 

various agreements subject to certain reservations and waivers of rights.
215

 In 

practice, the WTO committees, working parties on accession, and working groups, 

have facilitated compliance for both developed and developing countries.
216

 The 

Advisory Centre on WTO Law, the ACWL, in particular, has been instrumental in 

helping developing countries that are faced with financial or human resources 

constraints to participate in the trading system effectively, by providing them with 

legal advice and training on compliance with the GATT/WTO rules.
217

 

 With regard to the feasibility of DSB rules and procedures, again as highlighted 

above, the DSB can only require members to bring measures into conformity with 

the covered agreements pursuant to DSU Articles (19:1), (22:1) and (22:8). In terms 

of procedural fairness, the DSB has upheld members’ rights to seek unilateral action 

under domestic trade remedies under GATT Articles (VI) and (XIX).
218

 The DSB 

has also upheld members’ rights to derogate from the GATT/WTO by invoking 

general and security exceptions under GATT Articles (XX) and (XXI), which 

respect the impossibility of a performance factor, or fundamental change of 

circumstances.
219

 Although, in the case of trade remedies, the procedures followed 

refers to the notifications of a need for unilateral action to protect domestic 

industries from the adverse effect of subsidization or dumping, the DSB has 
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performed a complementary if not an essential role in elucidating these remedies, 

especially in its interpretation of the SCM and Agreement on Safeguards.
220

 

Therefore, despite being confined by its weak rules and procedures, but the DSB has 

to a limited extent been able to facilitate compliability with WTO law. However, if 

viewed from the overall perspective of the DSU adherence with the principles of 

legality, feasibility becomes problematic, as the DSU’s lack of clarity and 

congruence between formulation and implementation issues testifies.  

4.5.7 Constancy: 

Much of what has been said already about the principles of non-retroactivity and 

non-contradictory apply to the principle of constancy. This principle requires that 

amendments to the law should be kept to a minimum, to give the law-subjects 

sufficient time for ‘adjustment to the new state of the law’.
221

 The interdependency 

between the legality principles show how constancy is only attainable through 

compliance with the principles of generality, clarity, and the promulgation of rules 

that specify and publicise the rights and obligations of the law-subjects. The WTO 

Agreement, and its annexes, the multilateral trading agreements that include legal 

instruments such as the DSU are designed to ensure constancy and predictability 

within the multilateral trading system. The amendments according to consensus 

procedure are stipulated under WTO Agreement Article (X), whilst Articles (XV) 

and (XVI) contain provisions on withdrawal procedures and miscellaneous 

provisions on compliance and reservation. According to DSU Article (3:2), ‘the 

dispute settlement system of the WTO is a central element in providing security and 

predictability to the multilateral trading system’.
222

  

As evidenced by the above references to the work of the DSB, especially the AB, 

the dispute settlement system has played a fundamental role in providing stability 

and predictability to the trading system, by ensuring consistency and clarity of rules. 

However, as highlighted above, constancy cannot be fully achieved, while the WTO 

law is still in need of essential reforms to cater for institutional, economic, and 
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political changes.
223

 This rule applies to the DSU, as it applies to every WTO 

agreements, especially those that contain the most disputed provisions, the GATT 

and the SCM. Nevertheless, the fundamental overarching principle of congruence 

has many characteristics, which include providing a stable and predictable system of 

law by ensuring a continuous practice of legality.
224

 Additional legality elements are 

also essential for guaranteeing consistency between formulation and implementation 

of law.
225

 According to Fuller, the congruence between official action and the law: 

May be destroyed or impaired in a great variety of ways: mistaken 

interpretation, inaccessibility of the law, lack of insight into what is 

required to maintain the integrity of a legal system (…) There are serious 

disadvantages in any system that looks solely to the courts as the 

bulwark against the lawless administration of the law [because] it makes 

the correction of abuses dependent on the willingness and financial 

ability of the affected party to take his case to litigation.
226

  

 

Hence, adjudication of a law that lacks legality is a mistaken strategy for 

enforcement, instead the law should be effectively administered, and when required, 

amended in accordance with the principles of legality.  

4.5.8 Congruence: 

The principle of congruence between official action and the law, in particular, is 

highly illuminating for the DSU for several reasons. Firstly, it is assumed wrongly 

that the existence of the DSB, especially the AB, makes it the sole arbiter of legality, 

and not the WTO as an institution, since it only comprises political organs for 

decision-making. This caricature of legality, with it reductionist views of how and 

where to improve compliance miss the crucial point that the DSB is only one 

element in the interactional-law process. There are bodies and organs that jointly 

exceeds the DSB in importance; for instance, the TPRM, various committees, 

working parties on accession, and working groups, all play a pivotal role in 

maintaining compliance. Secondly, the lack of direct effect hinders optimal 

observance of WTO rules, and the rights of third parties to challenge WTO law.
227
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Therefore, there has to be a practice that involves the direct interplay between the 

WTO and domestic law, because the lack of direct effect ‘seriously affects the pull 

to compliance with obligations under the WTO law’.
228

 

Thirdly, developing and least-developing member states, that constitute the bulk of 

the WTO membership, are still constrained by capacity limitations, unable to 

challenge the legality of the disputed measure(s) or procedures.
229

 It would be a very 

long and costly pursuit for these countries to challenge the legality of the DSB rules 

or procedures before the AB; hence, living with what they deem illegal is better than 

trying to amend it. Especially, it is noted that a WTO member cannot only initiate a 

dispute against the DSU, as its only impossible option for reform is to convince all 

member states to amend the DSU by consensus.
230

 All of these crucial points 

represent enduring concerns that the WTO seems unable to address, while its DSB is 

continuously encountering the growing challenges of deciding on WTO-inconsistent 

domestic laws, and reviewing legislative history.
231

 Ideally, consistency with WTO 

law should have been firmly secured during the accession process, and maintained 

by the continuous practice of legality within and outside the WTO, not only in the 

DSB.
232

 It is commendable, however, that the AB, has invoked the principle of good 

faith, pacta sunt servanda, by relying on the VCLT Articles (26) and (31).
233

 

Nonetheless, there are many issues relating to incongruence in the WTO law that 
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merit a thorough separate analysis in the next chapter under the practice of legality 

heading.   

4.6 Conclusion:  

The main findings of the above analysis are: The Fullerian conceptions of legality 

and adjudication are pertinent to deconstructing the DSB, and the DSU lacks 

legality. However, the defects of DSU partially highlight the WTO’s limited success 

to secure solid shared understandings regarding compliance, reform the DSU, and 

foster a practice of legality. Reforming the DSU is an urgent requirement, but of a 

greater importance is the need to acknowledge the continued existence of the weak 

settlement rules and compliance problems that the WTO was originally intended to 

resolve. The current progress toward a compliance deficit, reminiscent of the 1980s 

period of GATT, should alert WTO experts to the need to adopt a newer concept of 

legality, akin to that developed by interactionalism. Without cultivating the urge to 

reform the DSU, and inserting ‘prompt and effective compliance’ in the strategy for 

improving the WTO mechanisms, the WTO is jeopardising its primary aim of 

securing early effective compliance with the trade rule of law. 

Unlike other international compliance regimes reviewed above, the DSB has no 

rules on the finality of dispute or award of compensation to affected trading parties. 

The DSU stands in contrast to other international instruments on the right of redress 

for an injury caused by a breach of the treaty. For these reasons, the DSU is rightly 

regarded as having weak settlement rules and procedures for forcing compliance and 

deterring future violations of foreign traders’ rights. The first step in redressing this 

institutional defects, is recognition that a compliance deficit is real, and that 

(re)structuring is urgently needed. The WTO must not only rely on adjudication, but 

also on providing effective modes of legal governance to facilitate resolving 

member states disputes informally.
234

 The WTO experts should forsake the current 

caricature of legality by reducing the operationality of the trading regime to the 

supposedly effective work of the DSB chambers, instead adopting the all-

encompassing notion of interactional law.
235

 The WTO rules concerning decision-

                                                                 
234
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making and dispute resolution must instantiate the Fullerian principles of legality to 

ensure predictability and stability in international trade.  

It is noteworthy that the AB has made effective use of procedural principles, as 

applied in public international law to compensate for ‘the procedurally-bare DSU’, 

for example, when invoking the principles of standing in EC-Bananas III.
236

 

However, this does not fully compensate for the lack of generality and clarity in the 

DSU pre-panel and post-ruling procedures, as out of (508) disputes, only a very 

limited number have reached the AB to address issues of procedural fairness.
237

 It is 

important to stress here that the enforcement function of the DSB is only one 

element in the interactional law-making process that the WTO responsible for 

administering. The DSU lack of legality does not lend support to the anti-legalists’ 

claims that it permits noncompliance ‘as a practical matter regardless of its 

legality’.
238

 This is because, as extensively argued in the previous chapter, the 

negotiation history of the GATT/WTO strongly supports the shared political 

understandings on compliance. Moreover, the shared legal understandings 

concerning compliance is elaborated on in the obligation of conformity under the 

GATT Article (XXIV:12), WTO Agreement Article (XVI:4), and the DSU Articles 

(19:1), (22:1) and (22:8).  

Nonetheless, the DSU’s lack of legality partly supports the anti-legalists’ narrowly-

focused narrative on this issue: The lack of clear rules and procedures on 

compliance. However, this does not mean that there is a ‘legality of breach’ simply 

because member states ‘in practice’ can choose between compliance, compensation 

or retaliation.
239

 In truth, this simplistic account of member states’ freedom of 

choice, speaks directly to the need to reform the DSU in accordance with the 

aforementioned principles of legality. By comparing the legalists and anti-legalists 
                                                                 
236
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accounts, it emerges that both sides have failed to make efforts to conceptualize or 

contextualize the concept of legality in the WTO law including the DSU. However, 

the application of interactionalism legality-centred elements, especially the 

principles of legality represent an attempt to go beyond the current anti-

legalist/legalist dichotomy.  

As we conclude, it is important to note that evaluation of legality should not be 

limited to the DSU, or the limited number of disputes in which the AB was able to 

display judicial creativity. The focus on the fundamental principle of congruence 

between official action and the law, which has given rise to an element of 

interactionalism, ‘a practice of legality’, would complement an analysis of the 

legality of WTO law. Therefore, the next chapter would mainly focus on applying 

the congruence principle as found in Fuller’s jurisprudence, and developed in 

interactionalism, to the WTO compliance regime(s). These regimes that perform a 

critical role in ensuring observance of rules include the DSB, TPRM, WTO 

committees, working parties on accession, working parties on domestic regulations 

and trade in services rules, and different working groups. The dynamism of these 

various bodies and organs has to be assessed to determine whether they are 

collectively supporting a practice of legality that would contribute to the 

development and maintenance of an interactional world trade law. The efficacy of 

any such law would not only be drawn from its adjudicative role, but also from 

states interactions on the idea of law. 
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Chapter 5: Compliance in the WTO Practice of Legality. 

5.1 Introduction: 

State practice performs a key role in the making of customary international law, and 

in the interpretation and amendment of treaties. The notion of ‘community of 

practice’ describes the fact that institutional rules, and the behaviour of states within 

an international institutional framework, are largely formed by discourse.
1
 However, 

the theory of interactional international law (hereinafter interactionalism), as 

developed by Brunnée and Toope, which endorse the ‘community of practice’ 

notion, maintains that the practice of legality in this community, centres on the idea 

of ‘fidelity to law’, which all international legal orders were founded to uphold.
2
 

Legal norms are derived from the shared commitments of actors, and must comply 

with the Fullerian principles of legality to ensure compliance.
3
 If the law is to exert 

such a distinctive influence, it is essential ‘to cultivate spaces and opportunities for 

engagement with and around legal norms’.
4

 Interactionalism focuses on the 

‘international legal practices’ that are needed in order to appreciate the roles and 

limitations of the sources of international law and its enforcement mechanisms, and 

to show how to cultivate constructive legal interactions.
5
   

According to interactionalism, ‘law is not a fixed artifact, a product to be consumed 

by actors in a system. It is a mutually constituting process of interaction involving a 

diversity of actors and structures in overlapping communities of legal practice’.
6
 

Interactionalism also maintains that ‘it is the fulfilment of [Fuller’s principles], 

                                                                 
1
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2
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3
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supported by a continuous practice of legality, that amount to what Adler and 

Pouliot call “competent performances” of the practice of international law’.
7
 

According to Adler and Pouliot, ‘practices are competent performances (…) 

practices are socially meaningful patterns of action which (…) simultaneously 

embody, act out, and possibly reify background knowledge and discourse in and on 

the material world’.
8
 Practices are often shaped by shared commitments to social 

and legal norms for association and interaction. For example, the elementary 

relationship between law and economics centres on ‘the legal guaranty’, which gives 

a higher degree of certainty to traders who contract, and accordingly interact with 

each other.
9
 The institutional setting of the World Trade Organization (WTO) was 

founded to uphold and maintain a practice of legality that corresponds with the 

purpose of world trade norms for reciprocal association and non-discriminatory 

interaction. However, the WTO quasi-judicial legal system was largely influenced 

by the (1948) organization of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), 

particularly its dispute settlement system.  

Nonetheless, legal practice under world trade law cannot be fully deconstructed 

without invoking the encompassing concept of interactional law, which accounts for 

the formation, interpretation, and implementation of laws. The application of 

interactionalism has thus far, shown that GATT/WTO rules lack shared 

understandings, and adherence to the legality principles, especially the afore-

examined Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) rules, the Dispute Settlement 

Understanding (DSU). If participants in the world trading regime have not been 

successful in cultivating shared procedural understandings on key principles, such as 

non-discrimination and fostering procedural legality, in terms of their attention to 

the principles of legality in rule-making and application, then this will ultimately 

affect the WTO intended practice of legality. However, in order to comprehensively 

address the practice of legality under the WTO, a brief analysis is presented here of 

the WTO bodies and mechanisms that are concerned with norms enforcement, and 

promoting and maintaining legal practices, such as DSB, WTO accession, and the 
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Trade Policy and Review Mechanism (TPRM). But before this analysis, a brief 

comparison between the enforcement processes’ of the WTO and climate change, 

will be presented. The reason for this comparison is to understand the climate 

change compliance regime deeply interactional legal practice which has been 

conducive to enforcement.  

Furthermore, it is worthy considering the proposal for establishing the Institute for 

Assessing WTO Commitments (IAWC) as a forum for fostering a continuous 

practice of legality.
10

 The reasons and objectives for establishing IAWC, which 

include facilitating member states’ interactions in order to collectively ensure 

compliance with WTO commitments, will be assessed. This chapter therefore 

comprises five parts: Part one addresses issues relating to the DSB in terms of the 

lack of congruence between official action and the law. Part two assesses WTO 

accession, which is a key starting point for establishing compliance with WTO law. 

Part three examines the performance of the TPRM in assuring transparency and 

compliance of member states’ trade policies and practices with WTO law. Part four 

evaluates the proposal for establishing IAWC as an ideal forum for solving 

compliance issues, and upholding a practice of legality. Finally, part five provides a 

conclusion. 

5.2 The WTO DSB and the Principle of Congruence: 

The eighth Fullerian principle of legality, the congruence between official actions 

and declared rules, is most salient to the achievement of legality.  Its primary focus 

is on legal practices that conform to the intended law’s purpose and processes. 

Without the principle of congruence, the law’s central aim of providing stability and 

predictability in the community of law-abiding subjects would be destroyed. Whilst 

such effect would also be the result of violating other principles of legality, it is the 

violation of principles of law not demanding the impossible, and being congruent 

with official action, that would have the most destructive effect on the reciprocal 

relationship between lawgiver and subject.
11

 Observance of the principles of legality 
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 Chad Bown, Self-Enforcing Trade: Developing Countries and WTO Dispute Settlement (Brookings 
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will have the special effect of sustaining legality over time. According to 

interactionalism:  

The criterion of congruence is where the need for analysis of practice 

becomes most apparent (…) congruence is nothing other than a 

continuous practice of legality that upholds the other criteria of legality 

(…) the criteria of legality are crucial in shaping the patterns of a 

practice of legality. If a practice consists of a “socially meaningful 

pattern of action,” the criteria of legality provide the meaningful content 

of legal interaction; they allow for interpretation along similar 

standards (…) Interactional obligation must be practiced to maintain its 

influence. Because obligation depends in large part upon the reciprocity 

or mutuality of expectations among participants in a legal system- a 

reciprocity that is collectively built and maintained- it exists only when a 

society’s legal practices are “congruent” with existing norms and the 

requirements of legality.
12

  

 

The principle of reciprocity, which is at the heart of world trade law, derives its 

significance from its status as an effective method of trading and association. 

Consenting states have reciprocally traded with each other since the inception of the 

world trading system in 1948, and the GATT and the WTO were founded based on 

the principles of reciprocity and non-discrimination. It is widely acknowledged by 

world trade’s experts that the ‘progressive legalization’ of their field started with the 

making of interactional trade obligations, dispute settlement Panels, and the gradual 

legalistic nature of treaty practices under the GATT.
13

     

The dispute settlement system occupies a central stage in the analysis of legal rules 

and practices in the world trading system. However, in light of interactionalism, 

enforcement mechanisms such as those of the WTO, are only one element in the 

interactional law-making process.
14

 The focus on the work of the DSB in terms of its 

‘limited’ role in promoting and complying with the congruence principle does not 

overlook the importance of the interlinked elements of interactionalism that should 
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be founded and maintained in rule-making and administration. As noted in the two 

previous chapters, in order to inspire fidelity, WTO law must continue to cultivate 

shared understandings especially on the most disputed GATT/WTO rules. 

Furthermore, these rules and the DSB’s rulings and recommendations must satisfy 

all principles of legality to inspire the intended effect of adherence. Once rules are 

founded on substantive shared understandings and satisfy principles of legality, then 

they have to be performed in an interactive community of law. However, in relation 

to compliance with the congruence principle under the DSB, the following issues 

were highlighted in the previous chapter:  

1. Performing legality in the WTO is not the sole responsibility of the 

DSB, but rather the organization as a whole.  

2. The lack of direct effect of WTO law has affected compliance. 

3. Legality is beyond the comprehension and reach of developing and 

least-developing WTO member states.   

These issues are pertinent to the DSB because they emanate from an inaccurate 

perception of WTO law, and the structural and textual defects of the DSB. These 

defects include the consultation phase’s lack of effectiveness, and the vagueness of 

the compliance procedure under DSU Articles (21-23).
15

 However, what needs to be 

briefly addressed here is the mistaken perception of WTO law. Along the lines of 

legal positivism, international law is wrongly perceived as deriving its legitimacy 

only from the authority of the court that interprets and applies the law.  

To demonstrate, the WTO DSB is ineffective, precisely because of the WTO 

overreliance on the DSB mechanism which is the main reason for its unsuccessful 

performance. Contrary to the DSB’s core mission, almost all consultation-related 

and high profile disputes are not settled in a timely and effective manner; some have 

not been settled since the founding of the WTO in 1995.
16

 Litigated disputes suffer 

from violations of legality, as evidenced by the use by the Panel and Appellate Body 

(AB) of judicial economy and activism, and the misuses of the compliance review 

procedure under DSU Article (21:5) by the offending member states, which have 
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prolonged the dispute to reap the trade benefits resulting from delayed settlement.
17

 

Furthermore, in relation to procedural fairness, and in response to the judicial 

activism challenge, the AB appointment process is becoming deeply politicized, for 

example, diplomats rather than international law experts were appointed as AB 

members to decide on ‘issues of law’.
18

   

In brief, the DSB has become the victim of its own success, as the overworked DSB 

has upset the balance between the political and judicial branches of the WTO. Thus, 

legality under WTO law should not be perceived as the sole responsibility of the 

DSB. Rather, WTO legality has to be built and cultivated in every space and 

opportunity for member states’ interactions, whether in the form of the work of 

committees, general councils, or ministerial conferences, and these interactions have 

to conform with legality principles. Socially constructed legal obligations, including 

those of the WTO, ‘cannot be reduced to the existence of fixed rules, it is made real 

in the continuing practice of communities that reason with and communicate 

through norms’.
19

 The emphasis on legalization within the remit of DSB and lack of 

cooperation are concerning for critics of WTO legitimacy. For instance, describing 

the WTO, Elsig stated that, ‘in the past we might have overemphasized the study of 

the effects of legalizations to the detriment of focusing on the challenges posed by 

the distributional effect of cooperation’.
20

  

However, legalization based on the practice of legality cannot be separated from 

cooperation, as the former informs and refines cooperative practices. Hence, it is 

imperative to highlight the historical instances in which practices of legality under 

world trade law were successful, and to assess existing WTO structures intended to 

substantiate and refine such practices for the purpose of enhancing compliance. Two 

examples of such successful interactions on the basis of legality stand out in the 

history of the world trading system. The first manifested in ‘the progressive 

legalization’ of the world trading regime during the GATT era, especially in the 
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1980s where a community of practice was strengthened by a gradual increase in 

legal practices involving participants from both developed and developing 

contracting parties. Those parties who later become members of the WTO had 

participated in wider communities of international legal practice. They draw the 

following into the trading regime: Most of the principles of legality, such as clarity, 

feasibility, and consistency; and background knowledge on procedural rules and 

practices of the United Nations system, and of the design and implementation of 

other economic agreements.
21

  

Since 1980, contracting parties’ submissions to the committees of specialized 

agreements of ‘Information on Implementation and Administration of the 

Agreement’, have promoted the practice of legality under the GATT.
22

 The GATT 

Office of Legal Affairs, which was established in 1982, performed a crucial role in 

promoting legal practices by assisting GATT’s Panels on interpretations, and the 

Uruguay Round negotiators on the judicial design of the WTO.
23

 It was mainly these 

GATT initiatives that built ‘a resilient community of legal practice’ which led to the 

legalization of the world trading system. For these reasons, the GATT community 

gradually matured into a community of law, making the organization ready for the 

introduction of legal bodies such as a Panel dispute settlement system in 1966, the 

Office of Legal Affairs, and Rule Division in 1992.
24

  

Although these initiatives did not withstand the test of time, and encountered 

resistance from developed contracting states, as shown by the compliance deficit in 

the 1980s, they initiated and cultivated the practice of legality under the GATT, 
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augmenting the legalistic discourse. For example, the agreement to introduce the 

WTO with its legalistic structure was the result of an agreement made between 

Japan and the then European Communities (EC) on the one hand, and the United 

States (US) on the other, with the former accepting to be bound by a judicial system 

in return for the latter foreswearing its unilateral actions.
25

 

 Even if this historical agreement had not been struck, the GATT community of 

legal practice would have continued to grow, and would have ultimately forced 

developed contracting parties into compliance because of the external and internal 

strength it gained from engagement in, and cultivation of, a practice of legality. In 

short, the legalistic design of the WTO was not the result of fate, or the willingness 

of the US Congress, but rather of a rich history of legal interactions of GATT 

contracting parties. Nevertheless, the practice of legality under the WTO has 

assumed more developed and comprehensive forms as stipulated in the five 

functions of the organization. These functions include facilitating ‘the 

implementation, administration, and operation’ and furthering the objectives of the 

WTO and Multilateral Trading Agreements, through negotiations, effective 

administration, and cooperation with relevant international organizations.
26

 The 

WTO DSB, TPRM, the Legal Affairs Division, Rules Division, committees, 

working parties, and working groups, are all working to ensure the effective and 

prompt observance of GATT/WTO rules.  

The second example of successful legal interactions in the history of world trade is 

found in the work of the WTO Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT), and the Sanitary 

and Phyto-Sanitary Measures (SPS) committees, where TBT/SPS rules are 

(re)interpreted for consistency, and even disputes effectively settled without DSB 

help.
27

 Legal interaction in these committees have significantly contributed to the 

effective performance of their respective agreements, and interpretation of 
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discriminatory treatment.
28

 Mutual understandings of TBT/SPS rules have been 

generated and maintained by member states’ interactions on the basis of sound 

legality. Such a basis has been maintained by states ensuring, for example, that 

members’ rules concerning SPS are clear, promulgated, feasible, and mutually 

developed by concerned states, to improve food safety.
29

 The outcome of 

disagreements between states, namely disputes, usually ends up in an early positive 

settlement, which is shared with other members to ensure coherence and the 

harmonization of standards.
30

 Such sharing of information is a more effective tool 

for learning than engaging in official disputes under the DSB, since information on 

most of these official disputes is often limited and difficult to comprehend, thus, 

putting off any observing states who wish to learn about a particular field of trade. 

For example, the current (151) consultation disputes have very limited information, 

and even once these disputes have been litigated, interested third parties cannot have 

access to the deliberations of the disputing parties, or adjudicators, without their 

discretion.  

Although, in accordance with DSU Article (10), third parties can participate in 

official disputes by being afforded the right to be heard and make written 

submissions to the Panel, such participation on a voluntary basis has been found to 

‘lower the prospect for early settlement’. 
31

 Interaction in active committee settings 

such as the SPS/TBT is more effective for learning and resolving disputes than 

interactions in the DSB. The two most disputed WTO agreements after the GATT 

are the Anti-Dumping Agreement, and the Agreement on Subsidies and 
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Countervailing Measures (SCM). So Instead of relying on an ineffective notification 

schemes, these agreements need active committees similar to the SPS/TBT’s to 

enable members to ensure consistency within and optimal compliance with the law. 

In social and legal practices, interactions on the basis of shared understandings, are 

preferable to seeking the help of adjudicators.
32

 The effective customary and 

contract law bodies that play an integral part in human life originated from the 

establishment and maintenance of ‘a stable interactional expectances’.
33

  

Legality, as pioneered by Fuller’s eight constitutive elements, must be applied to 

WTO law and practice. This can be achieved by addressing the WTO member states 

concerns about the basis of the legal regime of world trade, subjecting decision-

making, GATT/WTO rules, and dispute resolutions to the eight tests of excellence in 

legality. The WTO has different communities of practice, such as the working 

parties on accession, and various committees of specialised agreements, which have 

developed around a given issue or norm(s). However, interactionalism maintains 

that ‘only when [these communities] are engaged in a practice of legality rooted in 

the specific “Background” criteria of legality can shared legal understandings, be 

they procedural or substantive, modest or ambitious, be produced, maintained, or 

altered’.
34

 Hence, legality is not measured by the institution’s edicts, or court’s 

verdicts, but rather by ‘sufficiently dense interactions’, and participation of the 

members of communities of practice, to develop ‘posited’ laws by establishing a 

common continuous legal practice.
35

  

With regard to the lack of direct effects of the WTO law, this particular issue has a 

detrimental impact on the WTO practice of legality.
36

 First, the terminology of direct 

effect needs to be clarified. According to Bossche and Zdouc:  

In many jurisdictions, the issue of direct effect, i.e. the issue of direct 

invocability, is to be distinguished from the issue of direct applicability, 

i.e. the issue whether a national act of transformation is necessary for an 

international agreement to become part of national law. On the latter 
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issue, it should be noted that WTO law is directly applicable in the EU 

legal order. It became part of EU law without any act of 

transformation.
37

 

It may be argued that in this sense, direct applicability is dependent on states 

providing direct invocability to WTO law provisions. However, the WTO’s silence 

on the issue of direct invocability has a negative impact on member states’ 

enforcement of WTO obligations, because, ‘if provisions of WTO law were to have 

direct effect and could be invoked to challenge the legality of national measures, this 

would significantly increase the enforceability and effectiveness of these 

provisions’.
38

 Herdegen argues that the freedom of choice for member states, 

especially developed ones such as the US or European Union (EU) countries, to 

limit the direct effect of WTO law, ‘seriously affects the pull to compliance with 

obligations under WTO law’.
39

 Herdegen explains the direct effect conundrum as 

follows:   

Courts of WTO Members are willing to give effect to WTO law, if 

provisions of domestic law refer to WTO standards and if these 

provisions confer a specific right which individuals can invoke in 

judicial proceedings. Such provisions, which can be found in EU law as 

well as in the law of the United States, often allow affected domestic 

industries to seek relief against the violation of WTO rules by other 

States. A famous example is section 301 of the US Trade Act of 1974 

which enables US enterprises to claim governmental action in response 

to foreign trade measures.
40

   

It is a conundrum for two reasons: First, such relief in this US case is provided by a 

capable member state for its own enterprises for the continued violations of WTO 

commitments. Second, without having a direct effect stipulated in WTO law, and 

supported by the organization, developing and least-developing members will not be 

able to independently provide direct effect. Multinational corporations operating in 

member states will always take advantage of the limited effect of WTO law. 

Although liberated trade is legally guaranteed, national courts and authorities are 

often constrained by capacity and financial limitations. National constituencies 

cannot challenge GATT/WTO rules, and multinational corporations work with 
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limited or no scrutiny, namely impunity.
41

 Thus, contrary to Fabri’s argument that 

the WTO law is not ‘politically ready’ for direct effect, if the WTO wants an 

effective interactional law that is supportive of its obligations, as envisioned in its 

law, it should facilitate the interplay between the WTO and domestic law.
42

  

Moreover, the argument that allowing or facilitating direct effect is dangerous to 

democracy, as it might conflict with the legitimate will of the legislatures, is 

unfounded.
43

 Democracies with monist legal systems that allow for the direct 

applicability of international laws are unharmed by the monist effect; in fact, this 

applicability strengthens national laws and effectively promotes consistency with 

international law.
44

 If national courts and authorities in member states are required 

to observe GATT/WTO obligations (GATT Articles (II) and (X)), national 

constituencies of consumer groups and civil societies should be allowed to have a 

seat in the WTO, and to challenge the legality of the obligations holding their 

governments as well as traders to account.
45

 The argument that member states’ 

‘democratic institutions for accountability’ prefer to adjudicate in the WTO to 

appear responsive to domestic interests might be valid.
46

 However, not all WTO 

members are democratic, and the question of whose interests the governments of 

democratic member states are defending-traders only, or the wider public interest- 

remains.
47

  

The lack of direct effect underlies most of the misinterpretations of WTO law and 

practice. National constituencies often regard the WTO as being riddled with 

bureaucracy, lacking democracy, and with laws that are devoid of any sense of just 

and fair causes, mainly because they are denied the opportunity of interacting with 
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and within the organization’s law and settings.
48

 If the WTO is politically unable to 

take on the responsibility of direct effect for fear of political deadlocks or unwanted 

responsibility, it should further explain its ineptness in terms of negotiation and 

enforcement, despite the absence of direct effect. The WTO can improve the direct 

applicability of its law by assisting developing countries to have competent state 

empowered entities similar to the US or Canadian trade law commission to detect 

and challenge noncompliance. A citizen of a WTO member state should be 

recognised as being an ‘agent of justice, democratic principal, and economic actor’ 

and afforded the right to challenge the legality of GATT/WTO rules and to seek 

redress from their violations.
49

 It is essential to cultivate the belief in the justice of 

WTO law for the sake of the legal legitimacy and democratic governance of the 

WTO mission, and the intended influence of this mission on improving member 

states’ governance of trade regulations.
50

  

The lack of direct effect can be linked to the thorny issue of the lack of monetary 

remedies for violating WTO commitments. If direct effect is legally guaranteed by 

allowing affected stakeholders of WTO law to seek redress, offending governments 

and corporations would be compelled to pay reparations, effectively remedying their 

WTO violations, and more importantly, finalizing official dispute(s). The need for 

monetary remedies will become less of an issue if official disputes are resolved in a 

timely manner, and WTO law facilitates effective ongoing interactions based on 

legality, by permitting direct effect of GATT/WTO provisions. Again, going back to 

the point that the lack of direct effect affects the pull to comply with WTO 

obligations, it should be stressed that interactional law depends on the actors’ ability 

to communicate and reason with legal norms.  

Enforcement of WTO commitments should not only be in the DSB, but also in every 

setting for states and non-state actors’ interactions.
51

 For example, the proliferation 
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of Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs) that are not effectively examined by either 

the Committee on Regional Trade Agreements (CRTA) or DSB for upholding the 

non-discrimination principle is a concern for WTO experts.
52

 If, as in the case of 

WTO, rules are made operative in limited instances and settings, interactional world 

trade law will cease to exist, and the practice of legality will be frustrated. 

Frustration of this practice is a pertinent issue to the challenges faced by developing 

and least-developed member states when trying to comprehend and perform legality. 

The active participation of those members (who form the majority of WTO 

membership) in the system depends on GATT/WTO exemptions, the assistance 

provided by the Committee on Trade and Development, and the WTO Secretariat.  

However, despite the widely held view that the DSB is the main engine for making 

WTO law effective, DSB is ineffective in assisting developing and least-developing 

members, especially if they challenge the measure(s) of offending members. For 

example, the language of the DSU briefly requires the DSB and disputing parties to 

consider developing countries’ economic vulnerability (DSU Article 21:7-8), and 

provides poorly defined procedures to help ‘least-developed member states’ who are 

involved in the dispute as a complainant or respondent (DSU Article 24). 

Understandably, if those members are to effectively exercise their WTO 

memberships, and reap the benefits of world trade, they would only go to the DSB 

as a last resort.
53

 The challenges facing those members in the DSB is explained 

further in the sixth section, since the reason for proposing the establishment of 

IAWC is to help those members to engage fully in an interactive inclusive practice 

of legality to enhance compliance. 
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5.3 The Interactional Legal Practice under the Climate Change Regime:  

After the analysis of the WTO enforcement process under the DSB which showed 

that the compliance system is lacking in terms of clarity and effectiveness in law and 

practice, a brief comparison of this system to that of climate change regime shall 

ensue. There are two reasons for this section, first Brunnée and Toope applied 

interactionalism to the climate change law and practice. The second is to reveal the 

novel features of the climate change compliance system, which has been designated 

as an exemplary interactional law with relatively successful enforcement system.
54

  

These features will be listed under two points, namely the foundations of 

compliance, and the design of compliance systems under the climate change and 

WTO laws. The foundations of compliance of the climate change law has been built 

in an interactional legal process for State parties under the 1994 United Nations 

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), and the 2005 Kyoto 

Protocol to the UNFCCC. Established and facilitated by these instruments are 

supplementary activities and documents that have performed a constructive role in 

building shared understandings that collectively led to the success of the 2015 Paris 

Agreement.  

These activities include the annual Conferences of the Parties (COP), and the reports 

of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC).
 
The COP has improved 

parties’ understandings of their shared responsibilities toward climate change with 

major decisions such as the 1995 Berlin Mandate, the 2001 Marrakech Ministerial 

Declaration, the 2007 Bali Action Plan, and the 2012 Doha Amendment to the 

Kyoto Protocol.
55

 These decisions have helped parties to comply with their emission 

reductions commitments. The parties and scientists support the objective of the 

climate change regime, namely achieving a ‘stabilization of greenhouse gas 

concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that prevents dangerous climate change’ 

(Article 2 UNFCCC).
56

 The Paris Agreement (ratified by 141 parties) says that the 
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regime aims to limit ‘the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2o 

C above pre-industrial levels’ and pursue ‘efforts to limit the temperature increase to 

1.5o above pre-industrial levels’ (Article 2:1(a)).
57

 Central to the good performance 

of the climate change regime is the principle of Common but Differentiated 

Responsibilities (CBDR) which puts the onus on developed countries as the major 

emitters to uphold their obligations, and exempt developing countries.  

Although the CBDR has a shared ground, that different states have to be treated 

differently, and contested meaning on what constitutes a responsibility, but it has 

been ‘a crucial factor in stabilizing and directing the regime’.
 58

 This is despite the 

United States objection and its subsequent withdrawal from the Kyoto Protocol in 

2001 (it re-entered the negotiations in 2007 with a position supportive of CBDR). 

The Protocol encourages parties to rely on emission trading schemes to control their 

factories and other installations emission by requiring them to trade their allowances 

with other emitters to comply with the emission cap, avoiding fines.
59

 Hence, the 

Protocol’s aim, that developed countries and countries with economies in transition 

listed in Annex I to the UNFCCC have to uphold their emission reduction 

commitments, remains undeterred due to the cultivation of shared understandings on 

compliance in the COP with IPCC assessment reports. These climate change law 

foundations of compliance are distinctly different from those of the WTO in three 

respects.  

Firstly, the WTO negotiation function, as represented by the Doha Development 

Round (DDR)’s fiasco, is largely dysfunctional. The WTO Ministerial Conference, 

which meets every two years, is constrained by the consensus rule, whereas the 

COP’s decisions and resolutions which have improved compliance have been 

adopted by a simple decision. Secondly, the Special and Differential Treatment 

(SDT) principle under the WTO lacks clarity, and has not been a determining factor 

in forcing compliance. As will be explained below, the CBDT and the Kyoto 

Protocol have been instrumental in securing compliance from developed countries 

by reminding them of their shared but differentiated responsibility toward climate 
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change.
60

 Even though the SDT and the CBDT are different in terms of their 

application, the SDT should be perceived as focusing on the developed members 

who have significant share of global trade. Those members have a larger 

responsibility in complying with their trade policies and practices. Sections 5 and 6 

below present a rethinking of the SDT by putting the onus on developed WTO 

members to honour their treaty commitments by effective compliance reviews and 

reliable notifications of their subsidies. Thirdly, the climate change regime principle 

of emission reduction target is more precise than the WTO principle of non-

discrimination. GATT Articles I and III have been perplexing in law and practice, 

especially when one considers whether WTO member states have complied with 

these Articles in their PTAs.
61

  

Now the discussion should turn to the compliance systems of the climate change and 

WTO laws. Brunnée and Toope said in 2010 that despite the UNFCCC failing to 

meet the congruence principle by Annex I parties not fully adhering to their 

commitments, this has not undermined the legality of the regime as it rests on solid 

procedural legality and has become an interactional law mainly because of its 

compliance review mechanism.
62

 Pursuant to Article 18 of the Kyoto Protocol, the 

COP ‘shall at its first session, approve appropriate and effective procedures and 

mechanism’ on compliance, and the last sentence stipulates that ‘any procedures and 

mechanisms (…) entailing binding consequences shall be adopted by means of an 

amendment to the Protocol’.
63

 Thus, the COP in 2005 approved and adopted the 

Procedures and Mechanisms relating to Compliance under the Kyoto Protocol 

(hereinafter the Procedures and Mechanisms) which aims to ‘facilitate, promote and 

enforce compliance’.
64

 The legally non-binding nature and flexibility permitted 

under Article 18 to adopt the Procedures and Mechanisms by amendment allowing 

parties to opt out of compliance, was recognised as an innovative procedure 
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contributing to the success of the climate change regime.
65

 Brunnée argues that the 

non-binding form of compliance with multilateral environmental agreements, which 

includes the UNFCCC, is best framed in a ‘compliance continuum’.
66

 The regime is 

best illuminated by a compliance continuum because law application, interpretation 

and enforcement should be ‘part of a continuum that either supports or undermines 

legal norms’.
67

 When the interactional framework was applied to climate change it 

revealed that it is inaccurate to describe the regime as weak because it does not have 

explicitly binding rules or dispute settlement body.
68

 The regime has proven resilient 

with the Procedures and Mechanisms’ facilitative and enforcement branches, and the 

Rules of Procedure of the Compliance Committee of the Kyoto Protocol. 

The Rules of Procedure as per Article 18 of the Kyoto Protocol that permits 

revision, has been amended twice by the parties.
69

 The Compliance Committee 

consists of twenty members elected by the COP to serve in the facilitative or 

enforcement branches (ten each), and the amendments to the Rule of Procedure have 

been made to enhance members’ role in facilitating and forcing compliance. 

According to Article IV:4 of the Procedures and Mechanisms the facilitative branch 

is ‘responsible for providing advice and facilitation to Parties in implementing the 

Protocol, and for promoting compliance by Parties with their commitments under 

the Protocol’.
70

 Article VI postulates that the facilitative branch ‘shall decide on the 

application of one or more of the following consequences (…) advice and 

facilitation of assistance to individual parties regarding implementation of the 

Protocol, facilitation of financial and technical assistance [and] recommendations to 

the Party concerned’.
71

  

However, Article V:4 maintains that the enforcement branch ‘shall be responsible 

for determining whether a Party included in Annex I’ is not in compliance with its 

reduction, inventory or reporting commitments under the Protocol, or eligibility 
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requirements under the Kyoto Mechanisms.
72

 The consequences applied by the 

enforcement branch differ depends on the underlying commitments, and take the 

forms of ‘declaration of non-compliance [and] development of a plan’.
73

 For 

example, a party failing to honour its reduction commitments shall be declared non-

compliant, and prepare ‘a compliance action plan’ detailing the causes of non-

compliance and how it plans to uphold its commitment within three years.
74

 The 

non-compliant party shall suffer the deduction in its allowable emission for the next 

commitment period and the suspension from eligibility to sell emission rights.
75

 The 

second sentence of Article V:6 says that ‘the consequences of non-compliance (…) 

applied by the enforcement branch shall be aimed at the restoration of compliance to 

ensure environmental integrity, and shall provide for an incentive to comply’,
76

 This 

shows that the enforcement branch should not be viewed as punitive or coercive, but 

supporting the facilitation branch in enhancing the parties’ compliance.
77

  

Finally, concerning the Paris Agreement, its purpose will be achieved through the 

novel procedure of nationally determined contributions which requires all Parties, 

developed and developing, to put forward their best efforts to avert dangerous 

climate change. This procedure will be conducive to the Agreement’s transparency 

goals under Article 13, which aims to make the international review of 

implementation an open, collaborative, and instructive process. The non-adversarial 

and non-punitive nature of the implementation and compliance process under Paris 

Agreement borrows from the previous climate change procedures of compliance that 

have relied on cooperative rather than coercive enforcement mechanisms. Two 

points should be noted concerning the compliance systems of the climate change and 

WTO regimes. First, in terms of law, the climate change compliance system is 

remarkable in its interactive nature with the facilitative and enforcement branches 

preforming an indispensable roles. The Rules of Procedure and the Kyoto Protocol 

have been successfully amended to ensure full and effective compliance with the 

UNFCCC. The WTO compliance system, however, as represented by the DSU, 

which relies on the seemingly coercive power of the DSB, has been ineffective in 
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ensuring timely compliance with the DSB rulings and recommendations. The DSU 

should instruct the DSB to collaborate with the TPRM to enforce compliance, since 

the TPRM has an enforcement effect and can ideally preform the role of a 

facilitative branch. However, amendments of the DSU is dependent on the 

successful conclusion of the DDR, which seems improbable. Still, interactions to 

force compliance as argued throughout this thesis can be achieved within and 

outside the DSB. Second, in terms of practice, the first period of Kyoto Protocol 

enforcement (2008-2013) has achieved emission reductions targets.
78

 During this 

period the enforcement branch considered nine cases of non-compliance concerning 

eight parties (with Ukraine having two cases). The enforcement branch advised 

parties on questions of implementation and resolving their cases by accepting 

compliance with their implementation plans, and reinstating their eligibility for 

trading emissions.
79

 In the second ongoing case concerning Ukraine’s reporting and 

emission reduction target, the branch accepted Ukraine compliance plan in its 21 

December 2016 decision on the review and assessment of plan saying ‘if 

implemented, [it] is expected to remedy the non-compliance’.
80

 

 In addition, the five rounds of the Implementation Assessments, the so-called 

‘multilateral assessments’, where 18 developed countries present their achievements 

in implementing climate policies, have been constructive in increasing transparency 

and improving compliance.
81

 In short, the Procedures and Mechanism usefulness is 

attributed to the Kyoto Protocol’s dependence on emission trading mechanisms, and 

its ‘facilitative normative-discursive, and enforcement-oriented approaches’, making 

the climate change regime an exemplary interactional law.
82

 However, because of 

the institutional imbalance between the political and judicial branches, and the DSU 

defects, the WTO practice of forcing compliance has been ineffective. As this thesis 

testifies and the fifth section on TPRM, the DSB is not legally interactional, and the 
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WTO Agreement has not been matched with a strong enforcement mechanism. The 

WTO should draw on the successful experience of climate change law to make the 

law effective and interactive in practice to inspire fidelity. 

5.4 An Interactional World Trade Law from the Point of Accession: 

The best way of construing the interactional world trade law is to always see it as 

one conveys and creates information, and facilitates credible commitments.
83

 The 

point of accepting to be bound by law is just the beginning of an interactional 

process, one that involves using the law as a medium for communication, shaping 

behaviour, and sanctioning deviation. These facts are true of the purposes of national 

as well as international law-making, such as WTO law, where ‘a community of law’ 

has been formed to ensure conformity with legal practices.
84

 The process of 

acceding to the WTO is legally critical because of the role of the agency in 

facilitating the acceptance of the acceding states, and the entry into force, of 

interactional world trade law. Once a state becomes a WTO member it has to 

participate in a number of settings to make and maintain WTO law, primarily for the 

purpose of ensuring its own compliance. This critical role of interactions for 

maintaining legality sheds new light on the nature of WTO contractual agreement 

that lacks force despite state consent and mandatory rules.
85

  

Nevertheless, the key point of accepting WTO law, by forming substantive 

understandings, is relevant during the accession negotiations. These negotiations to 

make accession commitments have important implications for helping acceding 

states to make their trade policies and practices compliant with WTO law. From the 

outset, legalisation has been the main attraction of the world trading system. For 

example, developing and least-developing members were drawing into the system 

because of their belief in its legalistic structure in terms of providing equality and 

just treatment.
86

 However, the first point of entry into law- the accession to the rule-

based multilateral trading system- is worthy of legal analysis. During the GATT era, 
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accession was openly fraught with political calculations, rather than legal 

considerations for making credible commitments to the GATT community.
87

 The 

WTO, however, imposes a contractual condition on the acceding state. According to 

the brief WTO Article (XII:1) on Accession, ‘any states or separate custom territory 

(…) may accede to this Agreement, on terms to be agreed between it and the WTO. 

Such accession shall apply to this Agreement, and the Multilateral Trade 

Agreements annexed thereto’.
88

 These annexed Agreements include the GATT and 

the DSU on dispute settlement, and are ‘binding on all Members’ (WTO Agreement 

Article (II:2).
89

 However, Article (XII) is extremely brief and poorly defines the 

standards required for accession. This suggests that it might have been intentionally 

drafted in this way to highlight the role of WTO and non-WTO agencies in making 

this accession process possible and fair within the WTO legal boundaries.
90

 Hence, 

to fully deconstruct WTO accession, there needs to be an analytical framework that 

accounts for the role of states and non-states actors in nurturing shared 

understandings and the practice of legality. Nonetheless, in terms of compliance 

purposes, the accession process under the WTO is too fraught with political rather 

than legal considerations. Toohey rightly stated that WTO accession is ‘under-

theorised’, especially when viewed as a process of cataloguing in the accession 

protocols, with provisions that have no clear basis in the WTO agreements (namely 

WTO-plus), or that fall short of these agreements (WTO-minus, for example 

preclusion of the provision on special and differentiated treatment (SDT)).
91

  

Toohey attempts to address this issue ‘to explain the important, but generally 

overlooked, role of epistemic communities in creating and perpetuating discourse 

about the appropriate terms of accession’.
92

 Toohey notes that her attempt to single 

out the role of the epistemic community of experts, who perform a constructive role 
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in helping acceding states, is burdened with difficulties. This is mainly because of 

the political rather than legalistic nature of the accession dialogue, and its negative 

influence on compliance. For example, the accession of Vietnam was heavily 

influenced by technical assistance provided by industry groups, and US and 

European consulting companies, who made up the accession ‘project’. Toohey 

described the project as:  

financed by a government [the Vietnamese] that, within the accession 

negotiations, is pushing for the broadest market commitments possible 

and the greatest extend of liberalization, regardless of whether those 

commitments are contained in the WTO Agreements or are WTO plus 

(…) the information provided by industry groups such as the US-

Vietnam Chamber of Commerce to the US Government during the 

negotiations (…) reflects an interest in maximally protecting their 

interests in the country, rather than any concern of an inconsistency with 

the WTO Agreements as such.
93

  

As the Vietnamese example, and other examples of WTO accession clearly show, 

Toohey was right in concluding that ‘WTO accession remains the subject of power 

politics rather than subject to the rule of law, and perhaps more acutely so than other 

aspects of the WTO activity’.
94

 Although Toohey was challenged to place the 

constructivism concept of epistemic communities within the confines of legal 

discourse, her article is a balanced detailed analysis of a key point of contractual 

agreement. The above analysis is relevant to the topic of this chapter because of the 

detrimental impact of the defects of WTO accession on the practice of legality. To a 

limited extent, the WTO Secretariat appears to be the only accession actor 

performing a constructive legal role by ensuring compliance with the trade rule of 

law through upholding principles of promulgation and the clarity of legal 

commitments made by acceding states.
95

  

Whilst independent technical assistance can perform the task of assuring conformity 

with WTO law, it is not as effective as the Secretariat role, and does not have 

dedicated sufficient legal expertise for this task.
96

 Interactionalism can enrich this 

analysis of accession by considering the components of shared understandings 
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(which include epistemic communities), and the theoretical and practical elements of 

legality. As described in Chapter Three, shared political and legal understandings 

are formed through the three sub-elements of ‘norm-cycle, an epistemic community, 

and a community of practice’.
97

 Contrary to the view that WTO accession should be 

solely dependent on the work of ‘epistemic communities’, interactional world trade 

law maintains that shared understandings must be inclusive, and continuously 

refined in the community of legal practice.  

The Fullerian principles, particularly the congruence between official action and the 

law, define legal rules and practices that should conform to both the law’s intended 

purpose and processes. The existing WTO accession process falls short of being 

effectively conducted within clearly defined legal forms and limits. Despite its 

inclusion in the report of the working parties on the accession of the acceding state’s 

‘framework for making and enforcing policies’, it remains questionable whether this 

is a mere formality, or to shows credible enforceable commitments to facilitating 

compliance with WTO obligations.
98

 Because of the lack of promulgation during the 

accession process, the WTO function of adjudication will come into conflict with 

the practice of legality, leading member states that did not make enforceable 

promises, to deviate from (namely breach) the GATT/WTO rules.
99

 A high-profile 

case that shows the limits of the WTO accession is China’s accession protocol. It is 

noteworthy that China is the only country ‘whose accession agreement required 

policymakers to improve the rule of law’.
100

 

 However, China defiantly violate this agreement, as of the (28) disputes involving 

protocols of accession, (22) complaints were brought against China’s protocol’s, 

followed by four disputes against US’s, and two against the EU’s.
101

 Although the 
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majority of the complainants are developed members, developing members also 

complained about the lack of conformity between China accession commitments and 

its trade conduct, and its misconception of the accession protocol status. Though 

accession protocols have a legal status, and have been described as ‘an integral part 

of the WTO Agreement’, their interpretation has proven problematic.
102

 This is 

largely because of the misinterpretation by member states, such as China, of the 

accession protocol status and entitlements, and the lack of transparency during the 

accession negotiations.
103

 The AB bears some responsibility for misinterpretation, as 

it has mistakenly separated the accession protocol from the WTO Agreement.
104

 If 

accession is not founded on credible legal commitments, this will badly affect the 

state’s practice, and the WTO’s administrative ability. China was challenged on its 

accession protocol because of its noncompliance, and its contested WTO 

classification as a developing member.
105

  

However, the same issues relating to China’s accession could arise with any WTO 

member, once it flexes its economic muscles, and takes a deviant path of 

noncompliance. This risk is real because WTO accession is from the outset largely 

founded on flexible political rather than strict clear legal constraints. The following 

three interactionalism-based suggestions should be considered for reforming WTO 

accession:  

1. The working party on accession should facilitate a legalistic discourse 

founded on building a shared understanding of the legal nature of 

GATT/WTO rules. Member states’ trade policies and practices should be 

inspected when authenticating accession documents. The party report should 

focus on the acceding member’s efforts to develop a culture of transparency 
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and accountability for implementing accession commitments. The report 

‘needs to emphasize that conformity with the trading rules is an essential 

element of a market-oriented development strategy, and this is the key to 

accession to the WTO’.
106

  

2. The WTO must establish ‘a community of legal practice’ for accession 

purposes to provide acceding states with technical assistance and legal 

expertise. Instead of relying on the conditional help of developed member 

states, acceding states should independently seek assistance for accession 

purposes. The WTO Secretariat should provide effective legal aid to working 

parties and acceding states to ensure their observance of rule of law 

principles. The trade rule of law that involves considerations of principles 

such as non-discrimination should be enshrined in the working parties’ draft 

reports, and states’ accession protocols. Every accession, not just the 

Chinese, should require policymakers to improve the rule of law.
107

 

3. Accession defects should be subject to legal scrutiny by WTO bodies, other 

than the DSB. The TPRM can be an ideal setting for remedying accession 

defects, and maintaining a practice of legality. For example, the TPRM has 

to complement WTO accession by reviewing the trade policies and practices 

of newly acceding or unruly members to ensure transparency and compliance 

with GATT/WTO rules. The TPRM or another competent WTO body should 

be allowed to review accession documents to ensure observance of trade rule 

of law as a trade conduct, and principle of economic development.
108

  

Following on the point about the effective means of remedying accession defects, 

and maintaining legal interactions, the next section provides an assessment of one of 

the overlooked mechanisms of the WTO, the TPRM.  

5.5 The TPRM: A Mechanism for Interaction on WTO Law?  

The TPRM (including its governing body, The Trade Policy Review Body (TPRB)) 

is seldom discussed in the literature on WTO law, as its reputation is superseded by 
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the DSB.
109

 This lack of discussion or neglect of the important role of the TPRM is 

surprising, but given the textual and institutional limitations of this mechanism, it 

might deserve its peripheral role. However, it has an important history; it was first 

introduced into GATT in 1989, and then reviewed and annexed to the WTO texts. 

According to WTO TPRM paragraph (A), the objectives of the review are as 

follows:  

1. Improved adherence by all members to the WTO rules, disciplines 

and commitments. 

2. Greater transparency in, and understanding of, trade policies and 

practices of members.    

3. The enabling of collective appreciation and evaluation in the 

framework of the WTO, and individual trade policies and practices 

and their impact on the functioning of the multilateral trading 

system.
110

  

Between its inception in 1989 and 2015, the TPRB conducted (429) reviews, 

covering (151) of the then 162 WTO member states.
111

 The TPRB consists of 

representatives from all member states who undertake the review process, under the 

leadership of an elected Chairperson (from the membership), and a discussant 

(chosen from the membership to stimulate debate).
112

 It has been argued that the 

TPRM was originally intended to ensure compliance and promote transparency 

under GATT.
113

 According to paragraph A(i), the WTO TPRM is not intended to be 

a mechanism to enforce obligations; however, its likely highly-needed effect is ‘to 

‘shame’ Members into compliance and to support domestic opposition to trade 

policy and practices inconsistent with WTO law’.
114
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In this sense, it has an enforcement effect, in terms of the reputational cost following 

the outcome of the review, especially if the member is found to be noncompliant. 

The TPRM is best regarded as ‘an implementation review mechanism’ performing 

an enforcement role that complements the work of the WTO compliance body of 

dispute settlement.
115

 Nonetheless, it may be argued that because of its enforcement 

characteristics, the TPRM to a limited extent, is sustaining an interactional world 

trade law. According to Qureshi and Ziegler, the reasons for construing the TPRM 

as an enforcement device include:  

First, it is a compulsory exercise (…) Secondly, the whole process of the 

review comprises of approbation and disapprobation in terms of a 

normative framework comprising of legal as well as economic criteria 

(…) Thus, a facet of the TPRM is that it can be “corrective”. The 

“corrective” process derives from the fact that the TPRM is an invitation 

for the collective membership of the WTO to evaluate and appreciate the 

respective member’s trade policies and practices (…) This process, 

albeit lacking in coercion, is disposed to having an impact on the course 

of State behaviour, even if in a given case it may not in fact have such an 

impact (…) The TPRM affects State behaviour ex ante. It is a 

“conditioning” mechanism. It inculcates at the earliest possible moment 

a “WTO” approved pattern of behaviour- both through the impregnation 

of the national policy framework by substantive WTO trade 

prescriptions, as well as through the provision of conditions, including 

institutional, necessary for the evolution of WTO approved trade 

policies.
116

 

Nonetheless, the TPRM is constrained by the adoption of the wrong periodicity for 

reviews, and the lack of effective thorough reporting. The frequency of TPRB 

reviews depends on ‘the impact of individual Members on the functioning of the 

multilateral trading system, defined in terms of their share of world trade’.
117

 For 

this economic reason, in particular, the TPRM has been criticised for adopting the 

wrong periodicity, thus failing to meet its objectives of assuring compliance and 

transparency, especially from developing countries which are reviewed less 

frequently.
118

 According to Hoekman and Mavroidis:  
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The TPRM process is arguably too infrequent to be very useful for 

enforcement, as most countries are reviewed only once every six years 

or more. (…) A major limitation of the TPRM is that WTO staff do not 

have a mandate to identify whether policies violate the WTO. Nor does 

the process centre on specific cases of issues that are of concern to the 

private sector and might become the subject of further negotiations or 

disputes.
119

  

The lack of utility for enforcement will negatively affect the intended objective of 

promoting transparency. The point about the lack of effective inclusive reporting 

was reiterated by Laird and Valdes, who argues that the review reports are 

‘insufficiently analytical’, recommending ‘that they need to sharpen their focus (…) 

be tougher in identifying the cost of protection, who pays and who gains, if they are 

to meet their public choice objectives’.
120

 The shortage of exhaustive reporting 

affects the enforcement ideal of the TPRM, because review reports are ‘not thorough 

enough to identify all deviant behaviour’.
121

 Reform of the TPRM should be 

conducted through the lens of interactionalism, by making the process more 

interactive in order to build shared understandings on compliance, and to ensure 

compliance with the legality principles.  

The TPRM is ideal for maintaining interactional world trade law, mainly because of 

its objectives and enforcement effect. First, the shared political and legal 

understandings of WTO law, and of member states’ trade laws and regulations, will 

be scrutinized for conformity during the collective review process. Second, 

throughout the review process, member states should be guided by the principles of 

legality to uphold the primary objective of ensuring adherence and transparency. 

During all of the three stages of the TPRM, namely ‘the procedures for review’, 

‘reporting’, and ‘appraisal’, member states should be guided by the legality 

principles, such as promulgation, clarity, feasibility, constancy, and congruence. 

Finally, and more importantly, the TPRB is an ideal setting for a continuous practice 

of legality pursuant to the background knowledge already fostered from the work of 

refining shared understandings, and observing the legality principles. For its primary 

interactive purpose, the TPRB can sustain an interactional world trade law, by 
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performing the task of the progressive acculturation to and education about WTO 

legality.
122

  

The review process, which has the effect of helping members to acquire substantive 

knowledge, and ensure the conformity of reviewed member’s trade policies and 

practices with WTO law, will refine legal practices and policies of members. Still, if 

competent practices are to take place, they need to be supported by operative 

socially constructed legal norms, and continuous interactions on the basis of 

legality.
123

 Qureshi and Ziegler’s recommendations for reform should be considered 

primarily for their emphasis on facilitating effective interactions through 

comprehensive communication with and within the TPRB, and a form of domestic 

follow-up of the review to assure its corrective and transparent features.
124

 State 

officials and non-state actors should be allowed to debate the review ‘to support 

domestic opposition to trade policy and practices inconsistent with WTO law’, and 

to learn about the harmful cost of trade protectionism.
125

 The TPRM should become 

effective at being instrumental in promoting compliance with WTO law by fostering 

a continuous inclusive transparent practice of legality. The previously described 

shortcomings of the DSB, WTO accession, and TPRM, in terms of their legality and 

practical use, show their lack of effectiveness at making and sustaining compliance. 

The following section considers a promising remedy for compliance related-defects, 

the establishment of the Institute for Assessing the WTO Commitments. 

5.6 The Institute for Assessing WTO Commitments (IAWC): 

The participation of developing and least-developed WTO members (hereinafter 

developing members) in the WTO has been very problematic.
126

 The vast majority 

of the WTO membership of (163) is made of developing members, (newly acceding 

countries with vulnerable economies including Vanuatu and Yemen), and all (21) 
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countries with an observing status for accession purposes are ‘developing’.
127

 The 

effectiveness of the WTO practice of legality depends on ensuring that trade policies 

and practices of those members are compliant with WTO law through their active 

well-informed participation. However, developed members, especially the most 

litigious group (the QUAD: Canada, the EU, Japan, and the US) have been very 

influential in WTO administration.
128

 This influence, which tends to be 

inconsiderate of developing members’ needs, runs contrary to the WTO’s principle 

of non-discrimination, and overlooks its founding legal philosophy of facilitating 

full participation within the confines of binding legal rules.
129

 The thorny issue of 

participation in WTO administration and enforcement has been the subject of 

ongoing academic debate. For example, Pauwelyn argues that WTO system needs 

less discipline (law) and more politics (voice) ‘participation, contestation’ and to 

‘maintain and clarify, not eliminate, certain escape clauses and exit options, 

especially those tailored to consumer welfare’.
130

  

Nevertheless, according to interactionalism, law should be conceived and practised 

to allow political expressions and actions to be made within an open interactive legal 

channels.
131

 According to Fuller, one of the law’s main aims is to ‘open up, 

maintain, and preserve the integrity of the channels’ through which actors can 

communicate ‘across the boundaries and through the barriers that separate’ them.
132

 

Additionally, as in the historical relationship between law and economics, law and 

politics are not separable from each other but instead are interdependent in terms of 

the existence and strength needed to make and maintain an orderly society.
133
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Pauwelyn’s argument for more politics runs contrary to the history of the 

‘progressive legalization’ of GATT from unregulated politics to a legal order, and 

does not account for the common unfounded justification for breaching WTO law 

based on welfare associated objectives (namely unregulated political expression and 

action), or the continued relegation of developing members despite the existence of 

an order intended to be inclusive and fair.
134

 However, because individually they are 

faced with political, financial, and legal constraints that hinder their participation, 

developing members have understandably joined alliances with other members (for 

example Brazil, India, and China (BIC)) in order to use collective bargaining to 

influence rule-making and enforcement.
135

 Although forming an alliance has been 

instrumental in helping developing member states reap the benefits of their 

memberships, the lack of effective WTO means for participation has a detrimental 

effect on the practice of legality.  

The most challenging issue is the difficulty encountered by developing members 

when initiating an official dispute, usually against a developed member, which has 

more leverage to sustain the violation, unharmed, and may even influence the 

interpretation of the treaty for its own interests.
136

 It was a historical achievement for 

developing members to secure the inclusion of the special and differentiated 

treatment principle into the GATT, which afforded them more preferential treatment 

catering for their economic and developmental needs. However, developing 

members still face a number of hurdles in terms of WTO policy-settings, 

negotiation, and adjudication. For example, the fact that the influential Green Room 

policy-setting meetings are only open to a handful of ‘selected’ developed and 
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developing members, shows that the WTO’s lack of transparency inhibits its 

intended practice of legality.
137

  

Under international law, especially WTO law, power politics can influence the work 

of communities of practice, because of the capacity of powerful states to dominate 

decision-making, and interpretation.
138

 However, interactional world trade law 

constrains the negative effect of power-politics, when the majority of actors uphold 

the principles of legality, stressing the fact that ‘asserting control in the absence of 

shared understandings and a practice of legality is abusive’.
139

 Developed members 

cannot extract themselves from the procedural legality of the WTO regime, or avoid 

the normative implications of violating its core principle of non-discrimination.
140

 If 

diplomacy is to play a constructive role in enhancing compliance, for instance, by 

naming and shaming deviant behaviour, it needs to be performed within structures 

founded on the basis of legal rules and practices. The WTO community of legal 

practice has to recognise the economic vulnerability of developing members, and 

empower those members to become active rather than passive trade actors. The 

establishment and maintenance of sound legality for member states interactions is 

precisely the main challenge for the WTO.  

A number of WTO scholars have argued that the WTO’s structure urgently needs 

substantive reforms to cement the trade rule of law.
141

 However, it is beyond the 

scope of this thesis to discuss these reform proposals, since their primary focus is on 

the overall institutional design of the WTO, rather than the topic of compliance. 

However, Bown’s proposal for enhancing compliance with WTO law, namely the 

Institute for Assessing WTO Commitments (IAWC), is worthy of consideration.
142

 

The thesis has already considered proposals for enhancing compliance through 
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fostering ‘shared understandings’, and assurance of the fulfilment of the principles 

of legality in order to inspire fidelity to the law. To be more specific, some of the 

proposals, particularly concerning the non-discrimination principle and the DSU 

rules, are aimed at reforming the GATT/WTO rules along Fullerian lines, and 

providing active interactive committees for maintaining legality. Nonetheless, the 

reasons and objectives for proposing the establishment of the IAWC are as follows: 

1. Developing members face substantial hurdles in their efforts to assure 

compliance with the ‘trade rule of law’ when trying to challenge developed 

members in the DSB (for compliance with rulings), and self-enforcing their 

rights by liberating their economies, and securing effective access to foreign 

markets (i.e. compliance with rules).
143

 To show the difference between 

compliance with rules, and rulings, and the economic importance of securing 

the former, Bown with Hoekman developed a workable chart of what they 

call, The Six Steps of the WTO Extended Litigation Process (ELP).
144

 The 

chart has three phases, the first of which is the Prelitigation: (1. Identify the 

foreign WTO-inconsistent policy, 2.Estimate the economic benefits of 

removing the WTO-inconsistent policy, 3.Convince the domestic 

government to pursue the case at the WTO).
145

 Phase Two which concerns 

the Litigation aims to: (4. Develop and prosecute the legal case (including 

legal briefs and economic evidence) in Geneva, 5.Calculate the WTO-

sanctioned economic retaliation threats for arbitration).
146

 Finally, Phase 

Three, the Postlitigation, has the fifth step of calculation of sanctions, and 

step (6: generate public and political foreign support for policy removal).
147

  

2. The most critical step in this ELP, especially for exporting firms in 

developing members, is step (1). Bown argues that there should be a focus 

on ‘ways to increase information generation in support of exporting firms 

that themselves lack adequate knowledge of the economic, legal, and 

political causes of a WTO-inconsistent loss of foreign market access’.
148

 

Bown explains that failure to generate such information will make firms 

‘unable to initiate the ELP or to organize affected firms in their own country, 

let alone organize exporting firms in other countries over the same foreign 

market access issue. The result is the inability to self-enforce foreign market 

access’.
149

 Moreover, the Advisory Centre on WTO Law (ACWL), which 
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was established to help developing members, is constrained by its mandate 

which is limited to step (4) of the ELP, namely litigation. Because of this 

limit, Bown argues that, ‘ACWL itself cannot fill the gap of generating step 

1 information on potential disputes for developing countries to pursue’, 

hence, there is a need for an entity ‘to increase public support of the step 1 

information generation process’.
150

 Similarly, because of its limited mandate, 

the TPRM cannot help exporters engage in step (1) of the ELP.
151

   

3. There is a lack of efforts in the WTO ‘to increase transparency, information 

generation, and monitoring’ for the purpose of helping exporting firms in 

developing members.
152

 Bown argues that developed countries have active 

memberships in the WTO, including DSB, to provide ‘information on 

foreign market access violations to their exporters’.
153

 Finally, he argues that 

the above analysis ‘culminates with a proposal to establish a new institution- 

the Institute for Assessing WTO Commitments- with the mandate, resources, 

and capacity to provide the information generation services that developing 

countries require to self-enforce their foreign market access’.
154

 Although the 

problem of inadequate WTO surveillance and monitoring remains a 

hindrance to effective participation, Bown correctly noted that any proposal 

to resolve this issue should not jeopardise the benefits of the WTO 

administration of negotiation, adjudication, and providing a forum for self-

enforcement (namely amicable informal resolution of disputes).
155

 

Nevertheless, the WTO falls short of providing effective surveillance and 

detailed information for ‘exporting firms and their advocates in potential 

self-enforcement actions’ to fulfil the requirement of step (1) of the ELP.
156

 

There have been successful initiatives in this regard from ‘the extra-WTO 

community’ of Non-governmental Organization (NGOs), such as the Global 

Subsidies Initiative, and the Global Antidumping Database ‘to bring 

increased transparency to WTO members use of trade-distorting subsidies’ 

or anti-dumping measures.
157

 Although, the data from these initiatives’ may 

be useful to exporting firms in developing countries seeking to self-enforce 

foreign market access rights, this help is limited because of the WTO’s lack 

of monitoring its own procedure of allowing members to self-report subsides 

or anti-dumping measures, which are usually inaccurate.
158
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Finally, Bown explains the basic mandate of his institute by arguing that: 

the fundamental purpose of the IAWC is to provide a continually 

updated database of current WTO violations, with special focus on 

violations of potential interest to exporters in developing countries (…) 

The purpose and mandate of the IAWC is to reduce the informational 

costs associated with getting exporting firms and policymakers in 

developing countries (and those interested in assisting them) over the 

hurdles to triggering potential use of the ELP [i.e. 1. Identify the foreign 

WTO-inconsistent policy, and 2. Estimate the economic benefits of 

removing the WTO-inconsistent policy].
159

  

Following this setting out of the mandate, Bown stresses that the IAWC must be 

politically independent, relaying for its funding on ‘private foundations [and] larger-

budget NGOs’ with ‘a governance structure that ensures transparency and 

accountability’ and ‘staffed by economists, lawyers, and experts in political science’ 

to supply the technical knowledge required to initiate an ELP.
160

 Additionally, the 

IAWC should adopt strict a non-discrimination policy in its work, emphasising that 

‘no country’s WTO violations are off-limits for identification and dissemination’.
161

 

Bown concluded his chapter on ‘Monitoring and the IAWC’, with this hopeful 

paragraph, providing the definition of trade self-enforcement: 

The biggest benefit from additional monitoring and transparency may be 

a long-run reduction in the need for actual enforcement actions. 

Increased availability of information about WTO violations will improve 

the likelihood that the violations will stop before countries have to resort 

to the ELP (…) Over time, enhancing developing countries’ access to 

the ELP will further enhance the reputation of their ability to self-

enforce. This may also result in a feedback effect, encouraging 

government policymakers among all WTO members to refrain at the 

start from imposing policies that violate WTO rules.
162

  

A number of reflections originate from the above summary of the IAWC proposal. 

At its core, the WTO is a trade institution immensely influenced by power-politics. 

Even some of its official disputes, especially the high-profile ones that exhausted the 

DSB, have been politically motivated, namely the tit-for-tat complaints.
163

 This 
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partly explains the WTO law self-enforcement challenge, as its legal subjects are 

afforded with ineffective transparent means for participation, or the self-pursuit of 

costly enforcement action under the DSB. However, as demonstrated by Bown and 

Hoekman’s ELP’s chart, the reality is that the lack of effective ‘transparency’ 

mechanism (the TPRM) will ultimately affect ‘enforcement’ under (the DSB), since 

there is a relationship between the two mechanisms. Thus, the WTO needs to 

expand its mission to provide an effective means for participation and surveillance 

to enable developing members to detect, challenge, and deter noncompliance. 

However, in light of interactionalism, the above summary of IAWC shows, first, 

Bown’s note about the inherent difficulty of redesigning the WTO to enhance 

surveillance is reflected in Fuller’s point of achieving the right balance of ‘norms of 

aspiration’ and ‘norms of duty’ in institutional design.
164

 This point was endorsed by 

the WTO expert, Jackson, when he wrote about the danger of having trade 

agreements that upset the balance between the two kinds of norms at the expense of 

effective performance.
165

  

Nevertheless, the WTO cannot fulfil its mission without tackling compliance-related 

issues that emanate from textual and structural defects. The WTO is not effectively 

upholding the trade rule of law’s vital aspect of compliance with rules, which has 

harmful economic implications for developing members. Because shared 

understanding on compliance with trade rules is lacking, especially in relation to the 

non-discrimination principle, the principles of legality will always be difficult to 

satisfy when aiming to ensure effective adherence to WTO law.  Furthermore, the 

above summary of the IAWC shows the multifaceted community of legal practice, 

which includes the extra-WTO community of exporting firms. It appears (with the 

exception of some corporations who drafted some world trade law instruments), that 

the law is not designed to cater to the self-enforcement interests of every exporting 

firm.
166

 In summary, the lack of effectiveness in the TPRM and DSB, which 

subsequently affects transparency and enforcement, also affects the WTO practice of 

legality, and the IAWC proposal is the only possible means for ensuring the 

effective well-informed enforcement of GATT/WTO rules.  
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5.7 Conclusion:  

The view of WTO law as merely a contractual agreement that does not allow 

member states to improve shared legal understandings and the practice of legality is 

very reductionist. The WTO is assigned with making and sustaining ‘interactional 

legal obligations’, which has its historical origin in trade law and practice. It is also 

worth remembering that the WTO has the key mission of providing ‘transparency, 

consensual knowledge, and legitimation for the regime’.
167

 Practices that conform 

with the principles of legality perform an essential role in maintaining interactional 

world trade law and facilitating optimal compliance, namely self-enforcement 

without demanding DSB involvement. The view that understanding and performing 

legality should be confined to the DSB is mistaken, as it overlooks the critical tasks 

of making, refining, and performing legality outside the DSB, which have a bigger 

influence on sustaining compliance overtime. The accession process reliance on 

political rather than legal discourse is illustrative of the need to establish legal 

practice at the point of accession.  

Accession defects have to be dealt with more vigorously in the WTO, especially in 

the TPRM, which is concerned with reviewing members’ trade policies and 

practices for transparency and compliance purposes. To complement WTO 

accession and the DSB work, the TPRM needs to adopt a new review policy by 

reviewing accession documents, particularly of those members who are non-

compliant with WTO commitments. It is unfortunate that WTO members, whether 

developed or developing, provide inaccurate information in their accession 

commitments, notifications to the WTO, and review documents. It is thus the 

responsibility of the WTO community of legal practice to play a constructive role in 

holding members accountable to the trade rule of law. Nevertheless, the use of the 

IAWC to generate information on potential WTO violations is a promising proposal 

to bridge the gap between transparency and enforcement, and ultimately enhance the 

practice of legality. In brief, the above interactionalism-based reform proposals, and 

the IAWC should be considered for the sake of the founding principle of world trade 

law: timely and effective compliance with the trade rule of law. 
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Chapter 6: Conclusions 

 

This thesis was set out to investigate the World Trade Organization (WTO) 

compliance regime, by analysing the reasons, forms, and limits of adjudication 

under the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB). To accomplish this task, it sought to: A) 

clarify the evolution of legal obligations under the General Agreement on Tariffs 

and Trade (GATT) and the WTO; and, b) find out whether the DSB is effectively 

upholding the trade rule of law’s two vital aspects of compliance with rules and 

rulings, in a timely and effective manner. The general literature on this subject is 

inconclusive with regard to answering several fundamental questions addressed by 

compliance studies that focus either on the ‘demand-side’ (i.e. pressuring WTO 

member states to comply), and, much less frequently, on the ‘supply-side’ (i.e. 

domestic factors for improving compliance), or that justify ‘noncompliance’.
1
 The 

thesis aimed to answer three of these questions, namely: 

1. What does legality mean in the WTO context? 

2. What are the elements of compliance with the trade rule of law?  

3. How can DSB defects be identified and remedied?  

 

Uncovering answers to the above questions has been a very rewarding experience. It 

is worth mentioning two criticisms levied against this thesis: The first concerning its 

main claim, that is, that the DSB is ineffective; the second regarding its analytical 

framework, that is, the interactional international law theory or interactionalism. 

The claim that the DSB is not successful or, at best, had qualified-success is 

unfounded. So much so that, speaking about the DSB, a former judge said, ‘the 

WTO DSB has the best record of compliance of any international tribunal’.
2
 In 

addition to their objections to the thesis’s main claim, some journal editors have 

opposed the idea of an interactionalism-based critique of the DSB, claiming that 

interactionalism’s framework is unsuited for deconstructing compliance with WTO 
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law. Despite liking the paper, which was based on the first element of 

interactionalism ‘the shared understandings’, a particular editor-in-chief intervened 

to tip the balance in favour of rejection, suggesting rewriting the paper based on the 

international relations’ theory of institutionalism. The counterargument that, because 

of the increasing judicialisation of WTO practices, institutionalists have forsaken 

their endorsement of the legalisation of world trade, so a new framework is needed, 

was deemed not persuasive.
3

 A similar objection against interactionalism was 

reiterated by another journal editor who said that the interactional legal theory of 

Lon Fuller is inapplicable to the contractual legal system of the WTO, which relies 

on member states consenting to apply the rules at issue, namely the Dispute 

Settlement Understandings (DSU).  

This thesis sought to address these views, first, by refuting common presumptions of 

WTO legality and, second, by justifying the incorporation of interactionalism by 

demonstrating the comprehensive account of WTO compliance offered in the three 

interlinked phases of rulemaking, interpretation, and enforcement. Understandably, 

when presented or published separately, the findings of this thesis are not as clear as 

when they are presented within the thesis. Additionally, it is the first time 

interactionalism is applied to the WTO law, which shows this thesis’ claim of 

originiliaty. Therefore, this concluding chapter will present the findings and 

recommendations as follows:   

 Part One will explicate the evolution of the world trading system from the 

influence of power-politics to legal practice. This transformation references 

the subject of the anti-legalism versus legalism debate on world trade 

compliance rules. This ongoing debate constitutes the first hurdle for any 

researcher of compliance with WTO law, and can only be contained by 

adopting a well-founded international legal theory of compliance.  

 Part Two will outline the reasons for choosing interactionalism as the 

compliance theory by invoking its first element of ‘shared understandings’ in 

the context of WTO law. Shared political understandings on trade norms 

have been solidified by states placing them in legal forms to augment the 

focus on legal obligations. The voluntary process of legalisation for effective 
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performance of trade norms is most illustrative in the codification of the non-

discrimination principle, and WTO DSB rules and procedures.  

 Part Three will provide an account of the evaluation of the DSU, based on 

interactionalism’s second and main component of Fuller’s eight constitutive 

elements of legality.  

 Part Four will elaborate on the WTO practice of legality, widening the 

concept of the WTO compliance regime to include the WTO accession, and 

trade policy reviews, highlighting their vital roles in making and maintaining 

transparent legal practices of WTO law. 

6.1 The World Trading System: From Power-Politics to Legal Practice: 

Under the GATT, the world trading system has evolved into a legal system, which 

amplifies the focus on interactional legal obligations.
4
 A clear feature of these 

obligations is the gradual increase and development of legal practices under the 

GATT, and their codification under the WTO order. However, in between collective 

obligations intended to be maintained by all consenting states, and effective ongoing 

legal practices corresponding with these obligations, exists a long process of law-

making which is intended as inclusive, legal, and continually interactive. It was the 

primary objective of the Uruguay Round negotiators to remedy the GATT textual 

and structural defects that were revealed during the compliance deficit of the 1980s. 

GATT legal bodies including the Legal Affairs Office and the Dispute Settlement 

Panel were overwhelmed by the large number of rulings that contracting parties, 

especially developed parties, defiantly refused to comply with.
5
 GATT contracting 

parties’ mediation, and prolonged litigation could not remedy this deadlock in the 

legal rulings.  

It could be argued that it was unwise for the GATT contracting parties, especially 

the then European Communities (EC), Japan, and the United States (US), to create 

the WTO by joining other parties in order to solve this deadlock. Yet, this is exactly 

what happened in the 1980s and early 1990s when those contracting states agreed 

among themselves, for various geo-political and diplomatic reasons, to continue 
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legally interacting in the GATT while helping to devise stricter legal instruments for 

the WTO.
6
 Understanding the history of the GATT is instrumental to understanding 

the WTO law and practice, and can be achieved in two distinctive ways. First, it is 

important to understand that the evolution from the rule of power-politics to the 

trade rule of law was accomplished by shifting the focus onto legal obligations and 

the corresponding legal practices. Second, one must keep in mind that the GATT 

progressive legalisation was primarily challenged and then grounded to a halt by the 

non-compliance problem.
7
 However, the legal evolution of the world trading system 

during the GATT era should not be underestimated, as it helped shape the WTO.  

The anti-legalist scholars’ objections to the legality of the WTO system, and their 

subsequent justifications for noncompliance are highly unwarranted. Although anti-

legalists base their critique on a law and economics theory, their writings indicate 

that they are oblivious to a number of fundamental values pertaining to the law and 

economics, such as the values of legal certainty, stability and predictability of the 

trading system.
8

 The legalists regard these values highly, arguing that trade 

sanctions were originally designed to induce compliance and that the DSB needs to 

go through legal reforms to continue upholding the trade rule of law.
9
 It is further 

worth noting, that the law and politics of the WTO dispute settlement will always be 

a contested subject especially on the following fronts: ‘the process of those who 

interpret the GATT/WTO rules, the contexts and politics of rule interpretation’, and 

more importantly, the challenge of ‘compliance with WTO dispute settlement 

rulings’.
10

  

However, the legality debate continues and the fact that it comprises a third strand, 

the quasi-legalist who argues for less disciplines and more emphasis on politics, 

such as facilitating escape clauses and temporary noncompliance, clearly shows the 
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growing complexity of this debate.
11

 This thesis claims that this prolonged debate is 

producing distorted views of WTO law and practice of compliance. A parallel 

debate along similar lines in the field of political economy, between those who 

support and those who oppose the anti-legalists’ point of view, could not settle the 

debate.
12

 This thesis dealt with the anti-legalist/legalist dichotomy by explaining the 

historical origins of trade legal obligations and adjudication based on the 

interactionalism element of ‘shared understandings’. The main finding is that states 

that consented to the GATT and WTO engaged in an interactional law-making 

processes to cultivate the shared understandings on compliance. Hence, the 

procedures for dispute settlement that include trade sanctions were not designed to 

allow states to unilaterally calculate their compliance, but to induce the effective 

compliance of all consenting states with world trade law. The evolution of world 

trade has centred on the objective of curbing power-politics by upholding the 

‘fidelity to law’ ideal. Overall, states’ engagement in legal practices to foster trade 

norms and legally express their policies has effectively secured the transformation to 

the trade rule of law.  

6.2 An Interactional World Trade Law (the Shared Understandings):  

The evolution from the influence of power-politics to respecting the trade rule of 

law was safeguarded by the cultivation of shared commitments on compliance with 

world trade principles, particularly reciprocity and non-discrimination (GATT 

Articles (XXVIII bis), (I) and (III)). Reciprocal and non-discriminatory interactions 

between consenting states have sustained the multilateral trading system since the 

creation of the GATT in 1948. The system has largely satisfied the three sub-

elements of shared understandings as trade rules were created through the norm-

cycle (norm emergence, norm cascade, and norm internalisation), supported by an 

epistemic community of experts, and endorsed by a community of practice of state 

and non-state actors, mainly traders.
13

 Additionally, to a large extent, trade norms 

under the GATT and WTO agreements satisfy the Fullerian eight constitutive 
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elements of legality, creating a base of shared legal understandings on compliance.
14

 

However, there are three problems concerning ‘shared understandings’ that threaten 

the legal legitimacy of the world trading system. First, the lack of non-state actors’ 

interaction in the making and maintenance of trade norms continues to be a 

hindrance to the effective performance of WTO law. Institutional discriminatory 

behaviour between the more economically powerful and the weaker states, and the 

slow public participation in the WTO, inhibit inclusive effective legal interactions.
15

 

The two main reasons for these issues are textual and structural shortcomings, as the 

WTO law does not allow for bottom-up interactions on the basis of legality, nor are 

WTO settings open and accountable to public scrutiny. 

To be specific, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), and affected civil societies 

are prevented from in-sit input to trade negotiations, and their limited participation 

in the DSB is largely ineffective.
16

 This issue is the main impediment to cultivation 

of shared understandings on compliance because trade protectionism is partly 

promoted by national constituencies who are denied the right of expression and 

participation in the WTO. However, the main beneficiaries of such protectionism are 

multinational firms who violate the GATT/WTO rules with impunity.
17

 The main 

recommendation in this regard is to open up the WTO to public scrutiny, affording 

every affected stockholder of WTO law, namely firms, NGOs, and civil societies 

from developed and developing states, the right to be heard by having a permanent 

seat in the WTO similar to the status given to the NGOs in the work of the United 

Nations Human Rights Council.
18

 Article 2 of the 2011 ILC Draft Articles on the 

Responsibility of International Organizations supports such recognition of non-state 

actors as ‘an international organization may include as members, in addition to 

States, other entities’ and ‘person or entity, other than an organ’ can be regarded as 
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an ‘agent of an international organization’.
19

 The WTO as the subject of international 

law should recognise non-state actors’ right to membership and agency to empower 

them to hold member states and corporations accountable to the trade rule of law. 

The second issue concerning the shared understandings, is that the commitment to 

the fundamental principle of non-discrimination is fading away primarily because of 

lack of amendments, and an effective institutional design to uphold it. The key 

GATT Articles (I) and (III) are the most disputed rules of the WTO law as 

evidenced by their citation in almost all of the (508) recorded official disputes.
20

 

Different states’ misinterpretation of these norms directly suggest misunderstanding 

of the intrinsic elements of discriminatory treatment.
21

  

These misinterpretations reveal the weaknesses of the accession process, and an 

overreliance on the DSB as the ultimate arbiter of non-discrimination. It is true that 

the DSB, as an impartial compliance body, should be responsible for interpreting the 

non-discrimination principle. However, this principle has not been subjected by the 

WTO to legal scrutiny for clarification and improvement. It appears that WTO 

resources and legal bodies, including the Rules Division, are entirely devoted to 

helping the already overworked DSB, and not to facilitating amendments to the 

existing rules. This narrow approach to remedial action emanates from the fact that 

any revisions of GATT/WTO rules have to be agreed to by every WTO member. A 

primary example of the grave implications of a lack of consensus on rules revision is 

the 2001 Doha Development Round (DDR), which has a negotiating group on rules. 

The mandate of this group does not cover the entire body of GATT rules, but is 

limited to clarifying and improving disciplines under the anti-dumping agreement, 

subsidies and countervailing measures (SCM), and regional trade agreements.
22

 

Additionally, the DSU are separately the subject of DDR negotiation for 

improvement and clarification.
23

 Nonetheless, amendment of the most disputed 
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GATT/WTO rules that include the non-discrimination principle, should not only be 

accomplished through the single undertaking mechanism. According to a number of 

experts, the DDR is dead and the WTO is adopting the new strategy of having small 

negotiation packages to secure prompt consensus.
24

 However, the GATT and other 

disputed agreements, such as SCM, lack open effective settings for legal 

interactions. Clarification and improvement of these rules can be accomplished in 

committee settings for informal law-making and dispute resolution, similar to the 

fruitful legal interactions in committees dealing with Sanitary and Phyto-Sanitary, 

and Technical Barriers to Trade.
25

 The WTO has to realise that interpretation and 

application of the non-discrimination principle is increasingly problematic. This is 

true in the DSB practice, and the Preferential Trade Agreements (PTAs), which the 

WTO is failing to examine to ascertain that they are upholding the non-

discrimination standard.
26

  

The WTO should issue separate ‘understandings’ texts on the GATT Articles (I) and 

(III) to clarify the meaning of discriminatory treatment especially under the Most 

Favoured Nation clause (I:1), and National Treatment clause (III:4) that prohibit 

discrimination between like products. Member states should be encouraged to 

submit proposals to amend the GATT, especially the norms that they believe are 

inhibiting their practice, such as Articles (I) and (III). However, even if these 

proposals were not adopted, member states could still openly interact in a committee 

setting to refine their understandings of non-discrimination. In brief, the DSB should 

not be the only arbiter of these problematic GATT Articles, and the WTO, including 

all of its member states, should cultivate shared understandings on compliance with 

the GATT rules. Following this point regarding the limited role of the DSB, the third 

issue affecting shared understandings is the misunderstanding that the WTO law 

derives its authority only from the DSB. The DSB has been hailed as an icon of 

success of the multilateral trading system.
27

 Although this might have been the case 
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in the early years of the WTO, evidence from several studies, including Davey 2009, 

and this thesis, points to the fact that the DSB has become the victim of its own 

success.
28

 According to Bossche and Zdouc, ‘this success has created an unwelcome 

institutional imbalance in the WTO between its ‘judicial’ branch and its political, 

‘rule-making’ branch’.
29

 This thesis has used publicly available WTO evidence to 

show that the current DSB is not making the anticipated impact, nor effectively 

upholding the trade rule of law.
30

 

 The DSB does not settle disputes in a timely and effective manner, for example, the 

current (151) consultation disputes represent a stalemate in unresolved cases, while 

the Appellate Body (AB) rulings relating to high profile disputes have failed to deter 

noncompliance. In fact, it has become a fashion for unruly members to exhaust the 

resources of the AB review, appealing more than once in the course of the same 

dispute, taking advantage of the legal loophole of ‘free pass’, namely the fact that 

there is no monetary compensation for affected firms and also no interim measures 

or punishment for delayed-compliance.
31

 Therefore, the DSB cannot perform the 

task of ensuring compliance with WTO law, and the longer the problem of non-

compliance persists, the shared understandings on the legality of WTO law will be 

eroded.  

Furthermore, the WTO including its Committee on Regional Trade Agreements, 

need to effectively examine the PTAs to ensure their compliance with GATT 

principles. Because of these reasons, compliance with WTO law should be 

perceived as an ongoing interactional process under the compliance body of the 

DSB, and the implementation review instrument of the Trade Policy Review 

Mechanism (TPRM). WTO accession, if performed using legal forms, would play a 

constructive role in creating shared legal understandings on compliance. In short, the 

interactional framework stresses that WTO legality has to be cultivated by 
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commitments made and maintained by states and interested non-state actors. The 

obligation of conformity with WTO agreements, which is stipulated in the DSU, 

should be emphasized in every WTO setting concerned with norms’ interpretation 

and enforcement. The cultivation of shared understandings must be embedded in the 

WTO purpose and process, and this can only be accomplished by reforming the 

legal texts along Fullerian lines. 

6.3 The WTO Law and the Principles of Legality: 

When applying the theory of interactionalism, we require that the GATT/WTO rules 

have to satisfy the Fullerian principles of legality to encourage adherence by 

member states. In doing so, the compliance with trade rule of law will not be the 

sole responsibility of the court system, but every actor concerned with formulation 

and implementation of norms, such as law-makers and subjects who interact in 

committee settings. The GATT/WTO rules, that include the DSU, must be general, 

publicised, clear, consistent, and prospective, must not demand the impossible, and 

must also be constant. Lastly, official actions under these rules must be congruent 

with the law.
32

 These principles, which are analogous with common principles 

pertaining to the rule of law, such as equality before the law, were regarded by 

Fuller as being the eight standards against which excellence in legality could be 

tested.
33

  

The WTO, should adopt these principles as a mark of excellence. These principles 

should be invoked in the interlinked processes of rule-making and administration. 

Apart from the non-discrimination principle, which lacks clarity, the rules of the 

GATT and WTO founding agreements largely satisfy these principles of legality; for 

example, they are not contradictory and they do not demand the impossible of states. 

The eighth criterion, that is congruence between official action and the law, has a 

bigger institutional role under the subheading of practice of legality, which will be 

addressed below. However, the DSU lacks legality, as revealed in the evaluation of 

its legal character in Chapter Four which focuses on the pre-panel and post-ruling 

procedural rules.  
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Reforming the DSU has been a concern of the member states, particularly for the 

ones submitted revision proposals for the DDR, which express their dissatisfaction 

with the surveillance and monitoring of compliance procedures. The entire DSU 

should be reformed, starting with the pre-panel rules under Articles (4-5) which 

need to be revised for clarity and consistency. DSU Article (4:7) on consultation, for 

example, should be amended to set a precise timeline for finalizing the dispute, 

rather than leaving it to the discretion of the complaining party which often fails to 

do so. It is true that the system has fairly functioned well despite the loophole of 

DSU Article (21:5) compliance review which opens the doors for re-litigation with 

no prospect for settlement. Nevertheless, DSU Articles (21-22) are ineffective in 

ensuring compliance between developed members, and the influence of those 

members, in particular, on the interpretation of these articles poses a serious 

problem.
34

 The principles of legality are the appropriate standards for amending the 

DSU as they provide a comprehensive assessment for regulative quality and 

procedural fairness.  

The DSB was originally founded to uphold procedural fairness by settling disputes 

promptly and effectively. The DSB is, however, failing in this regard under the 

current out-dated textual and structural arrangements. Hence, legal revision of DSU 

rules is urgently needed. In terms of structure, the three phases of consultation, Panel 

and AB reviews, and implementation can remain as they are. However, DSU Article 

(25) on arbitration has to be revised, as it was only invoked once, and was not even 

effective in finalizing the dispute.
35

 From the number of disputes involving DSU 

Article (22:6) on arbitration of retaliation level (13 in total), and the large number of 

disputes that are stuck in the middle of the system between consultation and AB, 

arbitration rules need to be revised to facilitate timely and effective settlements.
36

  

Revision of the DSU has to be conducted in accordance with the best international 

rules and practices of compliance as founded in investor-state arbitration and 

international court of justice.  
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The DSU must stress the finality of judgement, and the right of injured foreign 

traders to seek redress. The current ‘free pass’ issue, i.e. no finality of dispute and no 

compensation, is very detrimental to the trade rule of law. The DSB has to have the 

power to prescribe interim measures to protect firms of disputing states, especially 

developing states, which lack the resources to survive three years of litigation. 

However, after amending the legal texts, the WTO needs to adopt the Fullerian 

interactional view of law to handle legality not as the sole responsibility of the DSB, 

but the organisation as a whole. Therefore, in terms of priority, the WTO should first 

reform the texts of the DSU, then focus on improving the practices of legality within 

and outside its settings.  

6.4 Compliance in the WTO’s Practice of Legality:    

The future of the WTO is linked to sustaining ongoing practices of legality that 

correspond with trade norms, which should be socially constructed, and meet the 

principles of legality. Interactionalism assumes that transparency and enforcement 

are interlinked and mutually reinforcing. The primary task of the WTO is to improve 

the transparency of trade-related legal practices, with a view to effectively enforcing 

the law. The findings of this thesis imply that there is a need to build a community 

of legal practice that comprises state and non-state actors, such as exporting firms, to 

detect, challenge, and deter noncompliance effectively. Application of the principle 

of congruence between official action and the law reveals a different set of WTO 

legal practices that satisfy the term compliance regime, namely every body, 

committee, and process for state interaction, particularly the accession process and 

Trade Policy Review Body.  

Once the term interactional law is adopted to highlight the role of state interaction 

as the basis of legality, the difference between the judicial and political branches of 

the WTO becomes minimal. This is because the evolution of the world trading 

system suggests that the process of transitioning to the trade rule of law has been 

accomplished through legal expression via politics. As emphasized in Chapter Five, 

developed member states cannot extricate themselves from the legality of the 

system, as rules are enforced through the shared commitments of states, and the 

majority of which satisfy the principles of legality. The WTO law enjoys a 

substantive degree of legality, which has sustained its legitimacy since 1995; the 

essential component of this legality trait is legal practice. Nonetheless, the 
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aforementioned shortcomings relating to shared understandings and principles of 

legality obstruct practice within the WTO. There is a lack of sufficiently dense 

interactions between participants in the WTO, and the DSB rules and procedures do 

not satisfy the principle of congruence between official action and the law, as 

evidenced by the compliance deficit. Ultimately, the accession process, and TPRM, 

fall short of fulfilling a legal practice conducive to the trade rule of law. Therefore, 

Chad Bown’s proposal to establish the Institute for Assessing WTO Commitments 

(IAWC), which relies on exporting firms’ involvement, should be recognised as a 

promising remedy for non-compliance, and an effective strategy for maintaining 

legal practice.
37

 In short, legality must be embedded in the WTO strategy for reform, 

and the WTO-extra community of exporting firms should be acknowledged as 

important actors in sustaining legal practices, in order to fulfil the ideal of self-

enforcement of trade. Nonetheless, the main actionable policy recommendations 

derived from this thesis are as follows:  

1. Member states and non-state actors cherish the moral ideal of the rule of law, 

knowing that the alternative is the unlimited rule of man, which is not 

conducive to social and political stability. This ideal is enshrined in the 

constitutive elements of accountability to, and equality before, the law. 

However, this ideal of the rule of law is concealed in the WTO because of 

actors’ lack of interaction with the WTO policy-making and dispute 

resolution. The WTO has to provide open, interactive settings for the legal 

expression of politics, and facilitate shared political and legal understandings 

on compliance with WTO law. Recommendations for textual and structural 

reforms of the WTO should be received from non-state actors. It should be 

noted here that foreign trade existed prior to the WTO, and continues to exist 

outside its parameters in the form of PTAs. The purpose of the WTO is to 

provide transparency, and consensual knowledge, which will improve 

compliance with the trade rule of law. The Green room politics, limited 

public participation in the WTO, lack of third party access to the DSB, the 

DSU and other concerned agreements such as SCM’s silence on monetary 

compensation, all damage the ideal of trade rule of law. Hence, the WTO 
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should open up interactional legal practices to all stakeholders; from small 

firms in developing countries to civil societies and NGOs worldwide. 

2. However, WTO legal practices cannot be improved without textual reform. 

Over 20 years have passed without amendment to the WTO Agreement or 

DSU rules, so this call for reform is necessary, but until such a change 

occurs, the authority of the WTO will remain in question. The DSU needs to 

be amended to substantially satisfy the constitutive elements of legality, 

emphasise the finality of judgment, and the right of firms to redress for 

losses they have suffered due to procedural delay, or delayed-compliance. 

The recent saga concerning the appointment and reappointment of AB 

members is a clear indication of a worsening judicial activism problem. It is 

necessary now to amend the loophole in DSU Article (21:5) on compliance 

review, which has caused interpretation problems and has led to judicial 

activism and delayed compliance, as it is often invoked to prolong rather 

than finalize disputes. The DSU should be revised to render the DSB fair and 

equitable in recognizing the private rights of traders. Despite the interstate 

nature of WTO disputes, the DSU should adopt a language comparable to 

that of ICSID in acknowledging the damage suffered by traders and nationals 

of other trading countries.
38

 The citizens of WTO member states are 

contributors to and beneficiaries of economic cooperation; hence, their trade 

rights should be recognized in law and respected in practice, especially in 

the case of a dispute. As such, the amendment to the DSU should include an 

article on interim measures to protect the interests and rights of trading 

firms, and effectively finalize disputes. This article should follow the one in 

ITLOS by giving the DSB the full authority to prescribe, modify and revoke 

provisional measures.
39

 Overall, the guiding principle for reforming the DSU 

should be utmost respect for procedural fairness and the trade rule of law.
40
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3. Finally, this thesis has presented and defended an interactional theory of 

compliance, which claims that enforcement does not depend on the authority 

of the DSB, but on facilitating interactional legal practices. These practices 

should stress the goal of self-enforced trade through not only dispute 

resolution, but also effective administration of WTO law. The sole 

responsibility of the WTO community of legal practice is to improve 

transparency, which will be conducive to effective enforcement of WTO law. 

Lastly, it is recommended that the WTO revive all, or at least some elements, 

of the DDR, as it contains proposals for making WTO law and practice more 

interactive and legally effective. For example, the DDR’s plan to revise the 

DSU is very important.  

 

Overall, the arguments on compliance with WTO law, both those presented in anti-

legalist/legalist narratives, and those focusing on the most apt assessment measure, 

are extensive and multifaceted. This thesis argues that the ongoing historically-

deficient and narrowly-focused debate on legality overlooks the constitutive 

elements of compliance with the trade rule of law. There is thus a need for further 

studies to explore the different dimensions of WTO compliance in greater depth. 

Suggestions for future research studies, which could provide further clarification and 

facilitate full compliance with trade rule of law, include the following:  

1. There is the need for a legal examination of the reasons behind the 

misinterpretation of the GATT Articles, especially (I) and (III), the SCM, 

and the Anti-Dumping Agreement, and to identify whether the disputed 

provisions of these agreements fall into the categories of being 

ambiguous norms, or norms that member states are incapable of 

performing.  

2. Research is required to establish what standards should be adopted to 

amend the non-discrimination principle. In addition to the rules satisfying 

the principles of legality, can the international investment law principle 

of fair and equitable treatment be adopted to this end?  

3. The practical viability of the IAWC proposal should be assessed. Should 

the IAWC be incorporated into the WTO Secretariat to benefit from its 

legal expertise, and still receive independent funding from private 

foundations, as envisioned by Bown? Or, can amendments to the TPRM 
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text to include the objectives of the IAWC, stressing transparency and 

sharing of information on potential WTO violations, be enough to fulfil 

the ideal of self-enforcement of trade? 

  

To conclude, in spite of what is often reported about the WTO in theoretical and 

practice-oriented accounts, the comprehensive interactional law framework sought 

to offer some original explanations of, and solutions to the compliance defects. 

These interactionalism-based solutions should be considered for the sake of 

preserving and promoting the international trade rule of law. The main contribution 

to world trade law literature made by this thesis is the interactional theory of 

compliance, which is manifest in the argument that compliance should be regarded 

as a dialectal process on a continuum, and one that depends on the active legal 

interactions of states and non-states actors. The legal obligations of the WTO are 

best deconstructed interactionally. 
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